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Abstract
In this thesis, an open-loop numerical dynamic optimization method for a class of dynamic

systems is developed. The structure of the governing equations of the systems under consid-
eration change depending on the values of the states, parameters and the controls. Therefore,
these systems are called systems with varying structure. Such systems occur frequently in
the models of electric and hydraulic circuits, chemical processes, biological networks and
machinery. As a result, the determination of parameters and controls resulting in the op-

timal performance of these systems has been an important research topic. Unlike dynamic
optimization problems where the structure of the underlying system is constant, the dynamic
optimization of systems with varying structure requires the determination of the optimal evo-
lution of the system structure in time in addition to optimal parameters and controls. The

underlying varying structure results in nonsmooth and discontinuous optimization problems.

The nonsmooth single shooting method introduced in this thesis uses concepts from non-

smooth analysis and nonsmooth optimization to solve dynamic optimization problems in-

volving systems with varying structure whose dynamics can be described by locally Lipschitz

continuous ordinary or differential-algebraic equations. The method converts the infinite-

dimensional dynamic optimization problem into an nonlinear program by parameterizing
the controls. Unlike the state of the art, the method does not enumerate possible structures
explicitly in the optimization and it does not depend on the discretization of the dynamics.

Instead, it uses a special integration algorithm to compute state trajectories and derivative

information. As a result, the method produces more accurate solutions to problems where

the underlying dynamics is highly nonlinear and/or stiff for less effort than the state of the

art.
The thesis develops substitutes for the gradient and the Jacobian of a function in case

these quantities do not exist. These substitutes are set-valued maps and an elements of these

maps need to be computed for optimization purposes. Differential equations are derived

whose solutions furnish the necessary elements. These differential equations have discon-

tinuities in time. A numerical method for their solution is proposed based on state event

location algorithms that detects these discontinuities. Necessary conditions of optimality



for nonlinear programs are derived using these substitutes and it is shown that nonsmooth
optimization methods called bundle methods can be used to obtain solutions satisfying these
necessary conditions. Case studies compare the method to the state of the art and investigate
its complexity empirically.

Thesis Supervisor: Paul I. Barton
Title: Lammot du Pont Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A new dynamic optimization method is developed in this thesis that can be applied to a

class of dynamic systems whose structure changes depending on the state, parameters, and

controls. First, an overview of these systems and applicable dynamic optimization methods

is presented. Then, the approach of this thesis is explained. Finally, the contents of the

subsequent chapters are summarized.

1.1 Dynamic Systems with Varying Structure

A deterministic dynamic system whose governing equations change instantaneously when the

system's states, parameters, and time satisfy certain conditions is called a system with varying

structure in this thesis. Such systems occur frequently in the mathematical description

of electrical circuits, hydraulic systems, machinery, chemical process plants, and biological

networks. For example, the constitutive equations of a check valve change depending on the

upstream and downstream pressures. If the downstream pressure is larger than the upstream

pressure, there is no flow through the valve. Otherwise, the flow rate through the valve is

a function of the pressure difference. Diodes in electric circuits display analogous behavior.



A mechanical example is backlash in gears. In this case, the governing equations change

abruptly when gear teeth lose or gain contact. These systems also form when computer

implemented logic rules and controllers are used to govern the behavior of physical systems.1

Two components make up the state of these systems. One component comprises the

continuous states which evolve according to differential or difference equations in subsets of

the Euclidean spaces. The other component comprises the discrete states, which evolve in

discrete sets such as the integers.

Various modeling paradigms have been proposed to describe systems with varying struc-

ture. Hybrid automata [3, 38], hybrid bond graphs [73], state-transition networks [7], com-

plementarity systems [99], differential variational inequalities [80], the unified framework for

hybrid control [20], mixed logical dynamical systems [13], differential automata [104] and

switching systems [62] are some of the paradigms available in the literature. Note that some

of these paradigms can be analyzed using the theory of ordinary differential equations [26]

or differential inclusions [5, 37].

In this thesis, the nomenclature of the hybrid system paradigm in [57, 56] is adopted

for the general discussion of systems with varying structure. In this paradigm, a set of

governing equations is called a mode. Each mode is associated with an integer index. The

mode comprises ordinary differential equations or differential-algebraic equations that govern

the evolution of the continuous states. The hybrid mode trajectory is a sequence of these

indices in strict time order of the modes encountered during the evolution of the system.

It is the trajectory of the discrete state of the system. The length of the hybrid mode

trajectory is the number of elements in the hybrid mode trajectory. Given an element of

this sequence, its predecessor mode is the mode immediately before and the successor mode

is the mode immediately after in the hybrid mode trajectory. Corresponding to the hybrid

mode trajectory, there is a hybrid time trajectory which contains subsets of the time interval

'For a comprehensive collection of examples see [32].
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called epochs. For each element of the hybrid mode trajectory, there exists an epoch in the

hybrid time trajectory. A mode is active and governs the evolution of the system during its

corresponding epochs in the hybrid time trajectory. The value of the discrete state changes

when a transition occurs. A transition occurs at the earliest time at which the corresponding

logical condition called a transition condition on the states, parameters and controls of the

system is satisfied. A transition is explicit if the timing, predecessor and successor modes

are known before the state trajectories are computed. Otherwise, a transition is implicit. A

transition is autonomous if the corresponding logical conditions of the transition depend on

the states of the system. A transition is controlled if the transition occurs in response to a

control input. Transition functions determine the successor mode and initial conditions of

the continuous states for the evolution in the next epoch.

The mechanics of mode switching complicates the analysis of systems with varying struc-

ture. It is possible to observe situations where the discrete state changes infinitely often

at a given value of time, preventing the further evolution of the continuous states. This

phenomenon is called deadlock. It is also possible that the number of transitions eventually

becomes infinite while time remains finite. This phenomenon is called Zeno behavior. Exam-

ples and detailed discussion of these behaviors can be found [38, 116, 52, 75]. The existence

of solutions and continuous dependence of the solutions on initial conditions can be proven

for special cases [65, 80, 110, 37, 26].

The discrete state helps determine the mode of the system. In some systems with vary-

ing structure, if the continuous states are known, then the active mode can be determined

without knowledge of the discrete state. Example (1.1.1) describes a system where a dis-

crete state is necessary and Example (1.1.2) contains a system where it is not. The accurate

computation of the continuous state trajectories evolving according to continuous-time dy-

namics requires the detection of instants when the active mode changes. At these instants,

the vector fields are possibly discontinuous and continuous-time integration algorithms either



fail or become inefficient when trying to integrate over these discontinuities while satisfying

integration error tolerances. Special integration methods and numerical codes have been

developed for this purpose. See [11, 74, 80] for further discussion.

Example 1.1.1 (Pressure Relief Valve). A pressure relief valve is used to reduce the pressure

inside a vessel, P, to an acceptable maximum value. The relief valve opens if the pressure

inside the vessel is higher than Ph and closes when the pressure inside the vessel is less

than P1. Ph > P holds in order to prevent the relief valve from opening and closing too

rapidly and wearing out unnecessarily. In this system, if the pressure of the vessel is such

that P < P < Ph holds, then it cannot be determined whether the valve is open or closed

without the aid of the discrete state. The reason for this ambiguity is the fact that P can

satisfy this condition irrespective of the state of the valve.

Example 1.1.2 (Tank with Outlet Flow). Consider a tank with an inlet flow at the bottom

and an outlet flow at height H. Assume that there is a check valve at the inlet and the

outlet flow discharges to the atmosphere through a valve. Let h be the liquid level in the

tank. Then, the dynamics of the system can be written as

Fin(tP) = 0 if P - h(t, P) < 0,

C P-h(tP) otherwise,

Fout(t, P) = 0 if h(t, P) < H,

CV h(t,P)-H otherwise,
Vl|h-(t,P)-H|+kb

h(t, P) = (Fin(t, P) - Fout(t, P))/A,Vt E (to, tf], h(to, P) = 0,

where P is the inlet pressure measured in the height of liquid, Fin is the inlet flow rate, Fout

is the outlet flow rate, A is the cross section of the tank, Cv is the valve coefficient and kb is

a small regularization constant. The quantity, z/( /|z|+ kb) approximates f/i if z >> kb and
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z/'ki if z ~ 0 for z > 0. Unlike the square root function, it is continuous and differentiable

at zero. This regularization is necessary to avoid theoretical and numerical issues caused by

the behavior of the square root function at zero.

Suppose h(t*, P) = H. A unique h(t*, P) can still be computed because the system

with varying structure is equivalent to an ordinary differential equation with a continuous

right-hand side at this point.

1.2 Dynamic Optimization of Systems with Varying

Structure

Systems with varying structure are ubiquitous in economically important engineering sys-

tems. Therefore, the development of dynamic optimization methods to determine optimal

performance of these systems has been the subject of research for some time. Open loop and

closed loop dynamic optimization methods have been developed. In this thesis, open loop

methods are of primary interest. In this section, these methods are reviewed.

The dynamic optimization methods for systems with varying structure need to determine

the optimal hybrid mode trajectory and the corresponding hybrid time trajectory in order

to determine the optimal continuous state trajectories and controls. In general, the hybrid

mode and time trajectories depend on the controls. This dependence causes nonsmooth-

ness and discontinuous behavior [8, 84]. Therefore, standard dynamic optimization methods

[17, 21] that assume continuous differentiability cannot be directly applied to these prob-

lems. Derivatives of the states with respect to the parameters of the system in the form of

parametric forward sensitivities [44] and parametric adjoint sensitivities [24] may not always

exist. An instance of nonsmoothness can be found in Example 1.2.1.



Example 1.2.1 (Nonsmooth Control Example). Consider the dynamic system

$(t,p) = y(tp)+u(tp) ify , Vt E (0, t],

y(tp)+u(tp) ify>0

u(t, p) = if t [0, t*)

p if t E [t*,tf]

y(0, p) = yo, yo < 0, p E R.

For the given initial condition and u(t, p), y(t*, p) = 0 holds. The choice of dynamics at

t = t*, depends on the value of p. If p = 0, then y(t, p) = 0 holds for all t E [t*, tf]. If p < 0,

then y(t, p) = -pe-(t-t*) + p = p(l - e-(t-'*)). If p > 0, then y(t, p) = p(e(t-t*) - 1) for all

t E [t*, tf]. As a result, y(tf, p) is

p (1 - e-(tft*)) if p < 0,

y(tf,p) 0 if p = 0,

p (e(fv-*) - 1) if p > 0.

Note that y(tf, -) is continuous but not differentiable at p = 0.

Maximum principles [86, 103, 101] analogous to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle [21]

have been developed for the case where the hybrid mode trajectory does not depend on

the controls. Necessary conditions of optimality for special cases have been developed that

allow the hybrid mode trajectory to vary [25, 111]. These apply only if the dynamics of the

system can be expressed as ordinary differential equations satisfying a Lipschitz condition

or a differential inclusion of certain structure. These conditions use elements of nonsmooth

analysis [25, 92] which extend the concept of the derivative to nonsmooth functions. Except

----------



for the conditions in [101], these conditions currently do not appear to be amenable to

numerical computation to solve dynamic optimization problems.

In [101, 23], two-stage approaches are discussed where in the first stage the necessary

conditions are used to solve a dynamic optimization problem for a constant hybrid mode

trajectory. The first-stage resembles multistage problems considered in [21] and is a con-

tinuously differentiable problem. In the second stage, the hybrid mode trajectory is altered

while the number of elements in the trajectory is kept constant. The first stage is repeated

using the updated hybrid mode trajectory. The entire two-stage process is repeated until all

possible hybrid mode trajectories are processed. This method is a combinatorial algorithm.

If the number of elements in the hybrid mode trajectory is ne and the number of possible

modes is nm, the algorithm processes (nm)ne mode sequences. Similar two-stage approaches

have been proposed in [114] and [41].

Sufficient conditions for the existence of parametric forward sensitivities and paramet-

ric adjoint sensitivities are given in [94, 39, 95]. In addition to the constant hybrid mode

trajectory requirement, a transversality condition is required to hold at each transition and

only one transition can occur at any given time. It is also shown that the states are continu-

ously differentiable functions of the parameters in this case [39]. Computation of parametric

forward sensitivities derived in [39] can be carried out with the integration algorithms in

[108, 36].

The most common approach to enumerate hybrid mode trajectory candidates of fixed

length is to use integer variables. Systems whose modes consist of discrete-time linear systems

are considered in [13] and systems whose modes consist of continuous-time linear systems

are considered, for example, in [102, 106]. In these approaches, nonlinear dynamics are lin-

earized. Continuous-time dynamics are discretized using a scheme such as the forward Euler

method. Note that each linearization increases the number of candidate modes, nm. These

methods divide the time horizon into nt subintervals. Hence, they consider hybrid mode



trajectories of length nt. The sizes of these subintervals correspond to integration steps in

case of continuous-time linear dynamics. For each mode candidate, a binary variable is used

at each subinterval to keep track if a mode is active during that subinterval. The binary vari-

able's value is one if the mode is active and zero otherwise. Additional constraints prevent

more than one mode to be active on a subinterval. The final formulation is a mixed-integer

linear program, (MILP), and can be solved to global optimality. Solvers for MILP problems

enumerate candidate hybrid mode trajectories implicitly by taking advantage of the linear

structure of the mathematical program [16]. In the case of continuous-time dynamics, the

MILP solver also acts as the integration algorithm. The main drawback of this method

in the case of continuous-time dynamics is the approximation error in the computed state

trajectories caused by linearization and discretization. Note that features that enable inte-

gration algorithms to provide accurate solutions such as adjusting integration time steps to

satisfy error tolerances cannot be implemented. In order to reduce this approximation error,

relatively large nt and nm values have to be used. This adversely effects the solution times of

the solver. The solution times of MILP problems scale worst-case exponentially with nt and

nm [106]. Hence, this approach is not very suitable for problems with nonlinear continuous-

time dynamics and nonlinear constraints. An example of this behavior can be seen in the

Cascading Tank Case Study in Chapter 8. An attempt to handle nonlinear continuous-time

dynamics is made in [7] without using linearization. The resultant formulation is a mixed-

integer nonlinear program, (MINLP). This approach is not practical because current MINLP

solvers cannot handle problems of the size obtained by this approach. Note that the MILP

approach is used in closed-loop applications as well.

In [57, 56, 55] systems with varying structure capable of only explicit transitions are

considered. Continuous-time linear systems constitute the modes. Integer variables are used,

but the continuous-time linear dynamics are not discretized. The number of transitions

is constant. Auxiliary dynamic systems are constructed to underestimate the objective



value. Using the parametric sensitivity results in [39], special integration algorithms, and

the auxiliary dynamic systems, these nonconvex problems are solved deterministically to e-

global optimality. This approach does not suffer from approximation errors; however, it is

currently limited to problems with a few states and parameters and explicit transitions.

An alternative approach to alter the hybrid mode trajectory is to formulate mathematical

programs with equilibrium constraints, (MPEC) [12, 90]. Real-valued variables that satisfy

special constraints called complementarity conditions are used. The time horizon is parti-

tioned into nt subintervals called finite elements. On each finite element, the continuous-

time dynamics are discretized using Radau collocation. The active mode on each finite

element is determined by the complementarity conditions at the ends of these subintervals.

Since complementarity conditions violate optimization regularity conditions called constraint

qualifications, special methods are required to solve these problems. In this approach, the

nonlinear programming solver acts as the integration algorithm as well. This results in less

accurate computation of the state trajectories. A relatively large value for nt needs to be

used if the underlying dynamics are nonlinear or stiff. As a result, this approach produces

very large optimization problems mandating large-scale optimization solvers. The nonlin-

ear nonconvex programs are solved to obtain stationary points. In this approach it is not

clear what the value of nt should be to obtain accurate solutions. Even though there are

convergence results for the use of Radau collocation on finite elements when the dynamics

are sufficiently continuously differentiable [53], it is an open question whether these results

apply when used in conjunction with complementarity constraints. The Electrical Circuit

Case Study in Chapter 8 illustrates this problem. The determination of a value for nt and

convergence is an issue in the MILP approach for continuous-time dynamics as well.

Numerical optimization methods that do not explicitly use derivative information such as

derivative-free methods [6], genetic algorithms or stochastic methods [38] can be applied to

the solution of dynamic optimization problems involving systems with varying structure, [38].



Most of these methods are heuristic and require more effort to provide a solution compared

to derivative-based methods on problems where derivative information is available.

The MILP, MPEC and derivative-free approaches do not solve for the necessary condi-

tions of optimality. Either these are not available or they are not amenable to numerical

computation. They directly try to minimize the objective. Hence, they are direct dynamic

optimization methods. In addition, in all these methods, the controls are parameterized.

Finally, a dynamic programming based approach can be found in [45]. This approach

suffers from the curse of dimensionality and is not suitable for problems with more than

three or four states.

1.3 Nonsmooth Optimization of Dynamic Systems with

Varying Structure

In this thesis, an open loop dynamic optimization method for a class of dynamic systems

with varying structure is developed that does not discretize the continuous-time dynamics

as part of the optimization formulation and that does not enumerate candidate hybrid mode

trajectories. The method does not assume any a priori information about the hybrid mode

trajectory except that the length should be finite.

The method is applicable to problems where the controls are real-valued and the dynamics

of the system with varying structure can be reduced to an ordinary differential equation

satisfying local Lipschitz continuity and piecewise continuous differentiability 2 assumptions.

Instances of such systems can be found in Example 1.1.2 and Chapter 8. Note that for this

class of systems, crucial properties such as the existence and uniqueness of solutions and

continuous dependence on initial conditions are established by classical theory [26].

The method is in the class of direct single shooting methods (see [17] for a classification
2 In this thesis, piecewise continuously differentiable functions are continuous functions.



of numerical methods) and it is called the nonsmooth single shooting method. Instead of

discretizing the dynamics and using an optimization algorithm to solve for the continuous

state trajectories, a specialized and efficient numerical integration algorithm [108] is used

to compute trajectories accurate within integration tolerances. Therefore, the method is

a single shooting method. In this approach, the real-valued controls are approximated by

functions depending on finitely many parameters. This enables the conversion of the dynamic

optimization problem into a nonlinear program (NLP) as in [105, 40]. This approach allows

the handling of path and point constraints in a unified manner. The resultant NLP is a

nonsmooth mathematical program. Therefore, concepts from nonsmooth analysis [25, 92, 35]

are used in place of the gradient where it does not exist and nonsmooth optimization [54, 66]

methods are applied to solve the resultant NLP.

The resultant basic nonsmooth NLP formulation is

min J(p) = ho(t, p, u(t, p), x(t, p))dt + Ho(tf, p, u(tf, p), x(tf, p)) (1.3.1)
PEP to

s.t. hi(t, p, u(t, p), x(t, p))dt + Hi(tf, p, u(tf, p), x(tf, p)) < 0, Vi E 1,.... , nc
J to

x(t, p) = f(t, p, u(t, p), x(t, p)), Vt C (to, tf],

x(to, p) = fo(p),

where p are the real-valued parameters; nc is a finite positive integer, u are the controls; x

are the continuous states; f, fo, hi and Hi are piecewise continuously differentiable functions

for all i E {0, ... , nc}. Note that in this approach, inequality path constraints of the form

g(t, p, u(t, p), x(t, p)) < 0, Vt E [to, tf] are handled by converting them into the following

point constraints,

max(0, g(t, p, u(t, p), x(t, p))dt < 0/ tf



t5J max(0, g(t, p, u(t, p), x(t, p))2)dt < 0.
to

The approach developed in this thesis can handle multistage problems where at each stage

the dynamics of the system are governed by disparate vector fields that satisfy the piecewise

continuous differentiability requirement. In addition, the dynamics can be governed by

certain classes of differential-algebraic equations. In the remainder of this thesis, the controls

are omitted from the formulations of the dynamics and mathematical programs since they

are functions of the parameters and time only.

1.4 Overview

The contents of the subsequent chapters of this thesis are:

Chapter 2: This chapter is a review of nonsmooth analysis necessary for the theoretical

developments in this thesis. The generalized gradient [25] of a function and the linear

Newton approximation [35] of a function are used at points where the gradient of the

function does not exist. Unlike the gradient, these entities are set-valued maps. For

instance, it can be shown that o8y(tf, p), the generalized gradient of the function y(tf,-)

defined in Example 1.2.1 at p is,

(1 - e-(tf-*)) if p < 0,

8,y(tf, p) = [(1 - e-(tf -t*)) , (e(tf -t*) - 1)] if p = 0,

(e(tf -t*) - 1) if p > 0.

The importance of the generalized gradient stems from the fact that it can be used

to formulate necessary conditions of optimality and determine descent directions in



numerical optimization methods for nonsmooth problems [25, 54]. The generalized

Jacobian and gradient coincide with the usual Jacobian and gradient for continuously

differentiable functions. The generalized gradient of a function is unique. The linear

Newton approximation, on the other hand, is not unique. It represents a class of set-

valued maps that contain the generalized gradient or generalized Jacobian. Its main

use to date has been in the solution of nonsmooth algebraic equations. In this thesis, it

is used to replace the generalized gradient/generalized Jacobian when these quantities

cannot be computed for an optimization algorithm.

Specifically, Chapter 2 contains a review of derivatives, elementary set-valued and

convex analysis. It contains the definitions, basic properties and calculus rules of

the linear Newton approximation and generalized Jacobian/gradient. In addition, the

classes of functions of interest are introduced. Implicit function theorems for these

functions are stated. The chapter ends with demonstrative examples.

Chapter 3: The numerical solution of (1.3.1) requires that an element of the generalized

Jacobians and linear Newton approximations of the objective and constraint functions

be computable for each parameter value. In order to apply the calculus rules of the

generalized Jacobian and the linear Newton approximation, an element of the general-

ized Jacobian or linear Newton approximation of the map 77 F-+ x(t, q) at p is required.

However, the explicit form of this map is generally not known. Computing numerically

an element of the generalized Jacobian or linear Newton approximation of the map

7-* x(t, r) at p is the main challenge of this thesis.

In this chapter, sufficient conditions for the existence of the gradient of the map q17

x(t, ?) are derived using the generalized Jacobian and results from [25]. The functions

involved in (1.3.1) are assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous. These sufficient

conditions result in trajectories along which px(t, p), the generalized Jacobian of the

map 7 - x(t, q) at p, is a singleton set. Loosely, the key condition is that the



trajectory (p, x(., p)) visit the points of nondifferentiability in the domain of f only at

times that constitute a measure zero subset of the time horizon [to, tf].

Forward and adjoint parametric sensitivity differential equations are derived. These

differential equations resemble results in [44, 24] and [39, 95]. However, unlike results

in [44, 24], the right-hand sides of these differential equations comprise functions that

are discontinuous in time and their solutions exist in the sense of Carathdodory. Unlike

results in [39, 95], invariance of the hybrid mode trajectory and transversality at each

transition are not required. Also multiple transitions can occur at one time.

The results are extended to differential-algebraic equations using nonsmooth implicit

function theorems and to multistage systems. The chapter ends with demonstrative

examples.

Chapter 4: This chapter considers trajectories where the assumptions of Chapter 3 do not

hold. In this case, one must consider differential inclusions. The solutions of these

differential inclusions define sets which may or may not contain the desired generalized

Jacobian information. Restricting the functions involved in (1.3.1) to the class of

semismooth functions, sharper results are obtained using results from [81]. Note that

semismooth functions include piecewise continuously differentiable functions. In this

case, a linear Newton approximation can be defined whose value at a point contains the

value of the generalized Jacobian of the map 77 '-* x(t, q). The results of this chapter

reduce to the results in Chapter 3 if the assumptions of that chapter in addition to the

semismoothness assumption hold.

Elements of the linear Newton approximations can be computed using integration for-

ward in time as in forward parametric sensitivities or using integration backwards

in time as in adjoint parametric sensitivities. The results are extended to certain

differential-algebraic systems using an implicit function theorem for semismooth func-

tions. The extension to multistage systems are derived. Finally, a demonstrative



example is presented.

Chapter 5: A computational method to obtain an element of the linear Newton approxi-

mations defined in Chapter 4 is described in this chapter. The differential equations

defining elements of the linear Newton approximations are possibly discontinuous at

times when the state trajectory passes through points of nondifferentiability in the

domain of the right-hand sides. In order to detect these discontinuities, a structural

assumption is made that in essence makes all functions in (1.3.1) piecewise continuously

differentiable functions. The structural assumption places the points of nondifferentia-

bility on the boundaries of open sets which can be represented by the zero-level sets

of certain functions. These functions are used in conjunction with state event location

algorithms [83] to determine time points at which discontinuities occur. The struc-

tural assumption also allows the use of more efficient methods to compute an element

of the linear Newton approximations. An implementation with available software to

compute simultaneously the states and an element of the associated linear Newton

approximations using integration forward in time is presented.

Chapter 6: It is known for some time that numerical algorithms for continuously differ-

entiable optimization problems can get stuck at arbitrary nondifferentiable points or

experience numerical difficulties when applied to nonsmooth optimization problems

[61]. Furthermore, the stationarity conditions for continuously differentiable optimiza-

tion problems do not hold for nonsmooth problems. Therefore special methods are

required.

Bundle methods are nonsmooth optimization algorithms that use the generalized gra-

dients of the objective and constraint functions to compute stationary points of non-

convex programs [54, 66]. The stationarity conditions are formulated using the gener-

alized gradients of the objective and constraint functions and reduce to the well-known

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions if the objective and constraints are continu-



ously differentiable [25, 54].

Bundle methods use a set of generalized gradients obtained at nearby points to compute

a direction of descent and a specialized line search algorithm to construct this set

efficiently. The set of generalized gradients is called the the bundle. The use of the

extra information furnished by the bundle prevents these methods from getting stuck

at arbitrary nondifferentiable points. In terms of convergence, bundle methods produce

a sequence of iterates whose limit points are stationary.

In this chapter, extended stationary conditions are formulated using the linear Newton

approximations defined in Chapter 4. This formulation is possible because the values

of these linear Newton approximations contain the values of the generalized gradients.

It is shown that using these linear Newton approximations instead of the generalized

gradients results in a nonsmooth optimization algorithm that produces a sequence of

iterates whose limits points satisfy the extended stationarity conditions. In essence,

one set-valued map is replaced with another that has similar properties. The bundle

method is formally stated.

The key result in the convergence proof is the finite termination of the specialized line

search algorithm. The rest of the proof is the same as the proofs in [54] with the linear

Newton approximation replacing the generalized gradient. Therefore, only a summary

of the proof is placed in the Appendix.

Chapter 7: The nonsmooth single shooting method is formally developed in this chapter.

The results of the previous chapters are used to assemble the method.

Convergence of the approximate controls to the solution of the original dynamic opti-

mization problem is discussed. Using the results in [105, 40], it can be shown that if the

optimal approximate controls convergence to a function as the number of parameters

increases, then that function is an optimal control of the original dynamic optimization

problem. Similarly, if the optimal objective values corresponding to the approximate



controls converge, the limit is the optimal objective value of the original problem.

The section also contains a technique to solve minimum time problems. The sensitivity

results of the previous chapters deal with parameters of the dynamic system only.

Minimum time problems can be solved by transforming time into a state variable.

Then, the initial time and the difference between the final and initial times become

parameters of the transformed system.

Chapter 8: Case studies are collected in this chapter. The performance of the MILP, MPEC

and derivative-free methods are compared to the performance of the nonsmooth single

shooting method. It is shown that the nonsmooth single shooting method provides

more accurate solutions to problems involving systems whose dynamics are highly

nonlinear and exhibit stiffness for less effort. An empirical complexity analysis is

carried out. The results strongly suggest that the nonsmooth single shooting method

scales polynomially with the number of states and number of parameters.

Chapter 9: The contributions of this thesis are summarized in this chapter. The main con-

tribution of this thesis is the development of the nonsmooth single shooting method.

The novelty of this method stems from the fact that explicit discretization of the dy-

namics in the optimization formulation and enumeration of the hybrid mode trajectory

are not used. The parametric sensitivity results in Chapters 3 and 4 are new. The use

of a bundle method in conjunction with linear Newton approximations is new. The

detailed comparison of the MPEC approach, MILP approach and nonsmooth single

shooting method is new. This is the first comparison that considers accuracy of the so-

lutions in addition to the effort to obtain solutions. The empirical complexity analysis

of the nonsmooth single shooting method is new.

The chapter also discusses possible future directions of research.





Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter provides a brief summary of the necessary mathematical background for the

developments presented in this thesis. The chapter focuses on results in nonsmooth analysis

for locally Lipschitz continuous functions. These results depend on derivatives, convex sets,

convex functions and set-valued maps. Therefore the chapter begins with a bridf review of

results in differentiation, set-valued maps and convex analysis. The chapter concludes with

examples to illustrate some of the reviewed concepts.

2.1 Notation

In this document, symbols printed in boldface represent vector and matrix-valued quantities.

Let 0 and S be sets in a metric space. O\S is {u E 0 : u V S}. int (0) is the interior

and cl (0) is the closure of 0. bd (0) is the boundary of 0 and it is equal to cl (0)\O. 0 is

a singleton if it has exactly one element.

Let n be a finite positive integer. S C R" is a set of measure zero in Rn if it has Lebesgue

measure zero.

Let 0 be the set {oj} 1 where n is a positive integer (possibly equal to oc) and oi are



elements of an arbitrary set. Then, ind(oi, 0), the index of oi, is i and s(O), the number of

elements in 0, is n. If n = oc then {oi}i is equivalent to {oi}.

Let 0 c R" m . If A E 0, then Aij represents the element occupying the ith row and

and jth column of A where i E {1, ... , n} and j E {1, ... , m}. AT is the transpose of A.

||All, the norm of A, is Z> >7"|Ai72. Let A E RnX"n and B E R"n"p, then AB is the

n x p matrix that is the product of A and B. [AT B] is an m x (n + p) matrix such that for

all i = 1, ... , m, Cij =ATJ if 1 < j < n and C, = Bi,(jn) ifn<j n+p. IfAcERnxf is

invertible, then A- 1 represents the inverse.

The elements of R" are column vectors. If v E R" and u E R", then (v, u) is equivalent

to [vT uT]T.

In is the n x n identity matrix. ei is the ith column of In. 0 represents any matrix whose

elements are all zero.

Let Z C R"x" and a E R. Then aZ represents the set {az : z E Z}. Let Y C Rnxm.

Then Z + Y represents the set {z + y : z E Z, y E Y}.

2.2 The Gateaux, Partial, Frechet and Strict Deriva-

tives

The results in this section are from Chapter 3 in [76] unless otherwise stated.

Let m and n be finite positive integers and X be an open subset of R". Let (R", R"m)

denote the space of continuous linear transformations from R" to R". Let fi : X --+ R for

i = 1, ... , m and f : X -"R m :y - (fi(y),...,fm(y)). Let xCE X, x= (xi,..., zn) where

xi E R.

Definition 2.2.1 (The Directional Derivative). Let v c R4. Then f'(x; v), the direc-



tional derivative or Gdteaux differential of f at x in the direction v, is defined by

f(x + tv) - f(x)
f (X; v) = lim.

tjo t

f is directionally differentiable at x if f'(x; v) exists for all v E R".

Definition 2.2.2 (The Gateaux Derivative). If f'(x; v) exists for all v E R" at x and

there exists a continuous linear transformation A(x) c C(Rn, R') such that f'(x;v) =

A(x)v, Vv E R" then f is Gdteaux differentiable at x and A(x) is the unique Giteaux

derivative of f at x.

Equivalently f is Gdteaux differentiable at x if there exists a continuous linear transfor-

mation A(x) E f(Rn, Rm) such that for any v E R",

lim ||f(x + tv) - f(x) - tA(x)v|| = 0.
tjo t

In the remainder of this document, if f is GAteaux differentiable at x, then it will be

called differentiable at x.

Definition 2.2.3 (The Jacobian, the Gradient and the Partial Derivative). Jf(x),

the Jacobian of f at x, is an m x n matrix of the form

~(x) ---.*x

X1i axn_

where each (x) is called the partial derivative of fi with respect to xj at x and satisfies

fx) = lim fi(x + tej) - fi(x)

ax3 tjo t



If m = 1, the gradient of f at x is Vf(x) and it is equal to jf(x)T.

If f is Giteaux differentiable at x E X, then A(x) = Jf(x).

Let 0 C X be a neighborhood of x E X. If f is Gateaux differentiable at every z E 0

and the mapping z '-* Jf(z) is continuous on 0, then f is continuously Gaiteaux differentiable

at x. If 0 = X, then f is a continuously Gdteaux differentiable function. This is denoted by

f E C1 (X). In the remainder of this document, continuous differentiability is a synonym for

continuous Giteaux differentiability.

Let {sj}=1 be a set where each si and n are finite positive integers. Let Xi be an open

subset of Rsi, xi E Xi for all i E {1,.. .,n} and x = (x1 ,...,xn). Let f be a function

from 111_ 1Xi to Rm . If k E {1, ... , n}, then Jkf(x) is the Giteaux derivative of the func-

tion f(x1,..., XI,*-, x Xk+, ... , x n) at x. If f is a scalar-valued function, then Vkf(x) is

equivalent to Jkf(X).

Definition 2.2.4 (The Frechet Derivative). f is Frichet differentiable at x E X if there

exists a unique A(x) E £(Rn, Rm ) such that,

lim |f(x + v) - f(x) - A(x)vl 
V-*O = 0.

holds. A(x) is called the Frichet derivative of f at x.

Definition 2.2.5 (The Strict Derivative). f is strictly differentiable at x E X if there

exists a unique A(x) E CE(R', Rm) such that,

lim f(y + v) - f(y) - A(x)v= 0.
(y,v)-(x,o) ||v||

holds. A(x) is called the strict derivative of f at x (page 132 in [19]).

Equivalently, f is strictly differentiable at x E X if there exists a unique A(x) c C(R R, Rm)



such that

.rn f(y +tv) - f(y) - tA(x)v=0
(Y, t)-(x,O+) t

holds for all v E R' and the convergence is uniform for v in compact sets (page 30 in [25]).

Example 2.9.6 contains the proof of the equivalence of these two definitions.

2.2.1 Properties

The results in this section are from Chapter 3 in [76] unless otherwise stated.

1. Even if f is Giteaux differentiable at x E X, it may not be continuous at x. However,

if f is Frechet differentiable at x, then it is continuous at x.

2. The existence of the Jacobian at x E X does not imply the existence of a Giteaux, strict

or Frechet derivative. Only if the Jacobian is a continuous function in the neighborhood

of x, Frdchet differentiability can be deduced from Theorem 9.21 in [96].

3. If f is Frechet differentiable at x E X, then it is also Giteaux differentiable. The

Fr6chet and Giteaux derivatives are equal in this case.

4. If f is strictly differentiable at x E X, then it is also Frechet differentiable at x. The

strict and the Fr6chet derivatives are the equal in this case.

5. If f is continuously Giteaux differentiable at x, then it is Frechet differentiable at x.

This follows from the fact that the partial derivatives of f are continuous functions and

per Theorem 9.21 in [96], Frechet differentiability follows. Note that differentiability

in [96] is equivalent to Frechet differentiability.



6. Let f : R --+ R' and g : R' -+ RP be Frechet differentiable at x and f(x), respectively.

Then g o f is Fr6chet differentiable at x. If f is only Giteaux differentiable at x then

g o f is Gateaux differentiable at x.

2.2.2 Mean Value Theorem for Differentiable Functions

Theorem 2.2.6 (Mean Value Theorem for Gateaux Differentiable Functions). If

f : [a, b] -+ R is continuous and Gateaux differentiable on (a, b), then there is a point

x E (a, b) such that f(b) - f(a) = (b - a)Vf(x)(Theorem 5.10 in [96]).

2.3 Set-valued Maps

The results of this section are mainly from [35]. Let X C R" and Y c R" in the remainder

of this section.

Definition 2.3.1 (Set-valued Map). A set-valued map S : X = Y is a map from the set

X to the subsets of the set Y.

gph(S), the graph of S, is the set {(x, y) c X x Y : y G S(x)}.

dom(S), the domain of S, is the set {x G X : S(x) =/ 0}.

rge(S), the range of S, is the set {y G Y : 3x E X with y e S(x)}.

Instead of considering S : X - Y, one can consider S : R" -: R" by defining S(x) = 0

if x is not in X. The domain and the range do not change after this extension.

Definition 2.3.2 (Closed Set-valued Map). Let S be a set-valued map from X to Y.

Let {xi} C R" be a sequence such that xi -* x. Let {yj} C R"' be such that yj c S(xi) and

y- * y. If y E S(x) for any sequences {xi} and {yj} such as described, then S is closed at

x. S is a closed set-valued map if it is closed at all x E X.



Definition 2.3.3 (Locally Bounded Set-valued Map). Let S be a set-valued map

from X to Y. S is locally bounded at x if there exists, 0, a neighborhood of x such that

U S(z) is bounded. S is a locally bounded set-valued map if it is locally bounded at
z E o n dom(S)

all x E X.

Definition 2.3.4 (Upper Semicontinuity of Set-valued Maps). Let S be a set-valued

map from X to Y. S is upper semicontinuous at x if for all open sets V C R' such that

S(x) C V, there exists 0, a neighborhood of x such that for all z E 0, S(z) C V holds. S

is an upper semicontinuous set-valued map if S is upper semicontinuous at all x E X.

Definition 2.3.5 (Lower Semicontinuity of Set-valued Maps). Let S be a set-valued

map from X to Y. S is lower semicontinuous at x G R" if for every open set V such that

S(x) n V # 0, there exists 0, a neighborhood of x such that for all z E 0, S(z) n V # 0 holds.

S is a lower semicontinuous set-valued map if S is lower semicontinuous at all x e X.

Definition 2.3.6 (Continuity of Set-valued maps). Let S be a set-valued map from

X to Y. S is continuous at x G X if it is lower and upper semicontinuous at x. S is a

continuous set-valued map if S is continuous at all x E X.

Remark 2.3.7 (Upper and Lower Semicontinuity of Functions). The concept of upper

semicontinuity defined for set-valued maps does not coincide with the concept of upper and

lower semicontinuity defined for functions.

Let X be a subset of R' and x* be a limit point of X.

The limit inferior of f : X -- R at x* is

lim inf f (x) = sup inf{f (x) : x c X, 0 < ||x - x*|| < -}.
X-*X* o->O



The limit superior of f : X -* R is

lim sup f(x) = inf sup{f(x): x E X, 0 < |lx - x*| <a}.

Note that lim inff(x) < lim supf(x). Also f is continuous at x* if and only if lim inff(x) -

lim supf (x) = f (x*).

Let x* C X. f : X -+ R is upper semicontinuous at x* if lim sup f(x) < f(x*) and
X-+X*

lower semicontinuous at x* if lim inf f(x) ;> f(x*). A function that is both upper and lower
X---X*

semicontinuous at a point is continuous at that point.

If a function is continuous at a point, it is also continuous at that point as a set-valued

map. If a function is upper or lower semicontinuous at a point then it is neither upper nor

lower semicontinuous at that point as a set-valued map.

2.3.1 Properties of Set-valued Maps

Let S be a set-valued mapping from X to Y.

1. If S is closed and locally bounded at x, then it is upper semicontinuous at x.

2. S is closed if and only if its graph is a closed set.

3. If S is lower semicontinuous at x, then for every {xi} C X such that xi -* x and every

y E S(x), there exists a sequence {yi} such that yj -+ y and yi E S(xi).

4. If S is upper semicontinuous at x E X, then for every scalar e, there exists 0, a

neighborhood of x, such that for all z E 0, S(z) C S(x) + EB(0, 1) where B(0, 1) is the

unit ball in R".



2.4 Elementary Convex Analysis

The results of this section are mainly from [15].

2.4.1 Convex Sets

Definition 2.4.1 (Convex Set). A set C E R" is convex if for all a E (0, 1), ax+ (1- a)y

is in C whenever x and y are in C. The empty set and any singleton set are convex.

Properties of Convex Sets

1. Let I = {1,..., k} where k is a positive integer (possibly oo). Let Ci be a convex

subset of R for all i E I. Then nici is a convex set.

2. If C c Rn is convex, then int (C) and cl (C) are convex sets.

3. If C1 c Rn and C2 c R" are convex sets, then a/ 1C1+ a2C2 is a convex set where ai

and a 2 are scalars.

Definition 2.4.2 (Convex Combination). Let I = {1,... , k} where k is a positive

integer (possibly oo). Let xi E R" for all i E I. A convex combination of the vectors {xi}_ 1

is Ek aixi where for all i E 1, ai E R, ai 0 and Ek a = 1.

Definition 2.4.3 (Convex Hull). The convex hull of a nonempty set C C R' is the

intersection of all convex sets containing C and is denoted by conv (C).

cony (C) is also equal to the set {Z 1 aixi : as E R, ai > 0, Ek ai = 1, xi c C, k E

{1, 2, ... }}.

Definition 2.4.4 (Closed Convex Hull). The closed convex hull of a nonempty set C C R'

is the intersection of all closed convex sets containing C and is denoted by cl (cony (C)).



The closed convex hull is also the closure of the convex combinations of the elements of

C c R'. Note that the closure and convex hull operations are not in general interchangeable.

If the set C is bounded, then the operations are interchangeable.

Theorem 2.4.5 (Caratheodory's Theorem). Let C be a nonempty subset of R". Then

any x C cony (C) can be represented as a convex combination of n+ 1 not necessarily different

elements of C.

Theorem 2.4.6 (Projection onto Closed Convex Sets). The closest point of a convex

set C C R" to a point x E R" is called the projection of x on C and is denoted by pc(x). A

unique minimizer, ({pc(x)} = argmin||x-y||), always exists if C is closed and nonempty. In
y E C

addition, z = pc(x) if and only if (x-z, v-z) < 0, Vv E C and ||pc(x) -pc(y)|| < ||x-y||

holds for all x, y E Rn.

Definition 2.4.7 (Hyperplane). Ha,b, a hyperplane in R", is the set {x E R" : aTx = b}

where a E R" and b is a scalar.

The sets {x: aT x > b} and {x: aT x > b} are the open and closed positive halfspaces,

respectively, associated with H. Analogously, {x : aTx < b} and {x : aTx < b} are the

open and closed negative halfspaces, respectively, associated with H.

Theorem 2.4.8 (Supporting Hyperplane Theorem). Let C be a nonempty convex sub-

set of R"n and x E C\int (C). Then there exists a hyperplane Ha,b such that aT x = b and

aTx < aTy, Vy E C.

2.4.2 Convex Functions

Definition 2.4.9 (Convex Function). f : C -- R is a convex function if C C R" is

a convex set and for any x E C and y E C and all a E (0, 1), f(ax + (1 - a)y) <

af(x) + (1 - a)f (y) holds.



The epigraph of f, epi(f) is the set {(x, y) : x E C, y E R, f(x) y}.

Let C C Rn be a convex set. Then f : C -* R is a convex function if and only if epi(f)

is a convex subset of Rn+1

Definition 2.4.10 (Strictly Convex Function). f : C -> R is strictly convex function if

it is a convex function and for any x E C and y E C and all a E (0, 1), f(ax + (1 - a)y) <

af(x) + (1 - a)f(y) holds.

Definition 2.4.11 (The Subgradient and Subdifferential). Let C be a convex subset

of R"n and f : C -* R be a convex function.

g E R" is a subgradient of f at x E int (C) if

f (y) > f (x) + (g, x - y), Vy E C.

holds. The existence of a subgradient is guaranteed by Theorem 2.4.8 if epi(f)is considered

as a convex subset of Rn+1 . Note that it is possible to obtain g such that ||g|| = +oo at

x g int (C). Therefore only x E int (C) are considered in the above definition.

af(x), the subdifferential of f at x E int (C) is the set of all subgradients of f at x.

Of(x) is a convex, compact subset of R" and of is an upper semicontinuous set-valued map

at x E int (C).

2.5 Locally Lipschitz Continuous Functions

Let n and m be finite positive integers. Let X be a subset of R".

Definition 2.5.1 (Lipschitz Continuity). f : X -+ R' is a Lipschitz continuous function

on X if there exists K E [0,+oo) such that ||f(x) - f(y)II K|x - yI|, Vx, y E X.

Definition 2.5.2 (Local Lipschitz Continuity). f : X -> Rtm is locally Lipschitz contin-

uous at x G int (X) if there exists a constant K E [0, +oo) and 0, a neighborhood of x, such



that ||f(z) - f(y)|| < K||z - y||, Vz, y E 0. f is a locally Lipschitz continuous function if it

is locally Lipschitz continuous at all x c X.

2.5.1 Properties of Locally Lipschitz Continuous Functions

The following are standard results that can be found easily in the literature [25, 92].

1. Local Lipschitz continuity does not imply Lipschitz continuity. For example, f :R -

R: x - x 2 is a locally Lipschitz continuous function but not a Lipschitz continuous

function.

2. Differentiable functions may not be locally Lipschitz continuous (See Example 2.9.7).

3. If f : X -> Rm is continuously differentiable at x E X, then it is locally Lipschitz

continuous at x.

4. If f : X -> Rm is locally Lipschitz continuous and Gateaux differentiable at x E X,

then it is also Frechet differentiable.

5. If f : X -+ R' is strictly differentiable at x E X, then it is locally Lipschitz continuous

at x (Proposition 2.2.1 in [25]).

6. Let f : X -- Rm and g : X -> R m be locally Lipschitz continuous at x. Then f + g is

locally Lipschitz continuous at x.

7. Let f : X -+ Rm and g : R m -* R' be locally Lipschitz continuous at x and f(x),

respectively. Then g o f is locally Lipschitz continuous at x.

8. Let f : X --+ R and g : X -> R be locally Lipschitz continuous at x. Then fg is locally

Lipschitz continuous at x.



9. (Rademacher's Theorem, [92]) Let X be an open subset of R'. If f : X --+ Rm is

a locally Lipschitz continuous function on X then it is differentiable at all x G X\S

where S is a measure zero subset of X, and X\S is dense in X.

10. Let X be an open convex subset of R'. If f : X -*1 R is a convex and bounded function,

then f is a locally Lipschitz continuous function on X.

11. f : X -+ R is strictly differentiable in a neighborhood of x if and only if it is con-

tinuously differentiable on that neighborhood of x (Corollary of Proposition 2.2.4 in

[25]).

12. F : X -+ Rm is strictly differentiable in a neighborhood of x if and only if it is

continuously differentiable on that neighborhood of x.

Proof. Let F(x) = (fi(x), ... , fm(x)). If F is strictly differentiable in a neighborhood

of x, then each fi are strictly differentiable on that neighborhood. Hence each fi is

continuously differentiable on that neighborhood per the previous item. As a result F

is continuously differentiable on that neighborhood. If F is continuously differentiable

on a neighborhood of x, then fi are continuously differentiable on that neighborhood.

Hence fi are strictly differentiable on that neighborhood. Strict differentiability of F

on that neighborhood follows.

2.6 Nonsmooth Analysis for Locally Lipschitz Contin-

uous Functions

In this section, relevant results of nonsmooth analysis for finite dimensional Euclidean spaces

are summarized. The results are mainly from [25].



In the remainder of this section, let X C R' and f : X -> R be locally Lipschitz

continuous at x E X with Lipschitz constant K. Let 0 be the corresponding neighborhood

of x and S be the measure zero subset of 0 such that if z E S, Vf(z) does not exist.

2.6.1 The Generalized Directional Derivative

Definition 2.6.1 (The Generalized Directional Derivative). Let v E R'. f"(x; v), the

generalized directional derivative at x in the direction v (page 25 in [25]) is

f"(x; v)= lim sup f(y+tv)-f(y) (2.6.1)
(y, t)-+(x,O+) t

Properties of Generalized Directional Derivatives

1. The mapping v '-4 f0 (x; v) is finite, convex and satisfies If0 (x; v)I < K|v| on R". In

addition, the mapping v F-+ f 0 (x; v) is Lipschitz continuous with constant K on R".

2. The mapping (x, v) '-* f0 (x; v) is an upper semicontinuous function.

3. f"(x; -v) = -fo(x; v).

4. f"(x; 0) = 0.

2.6.2 The Generalized Gradient

Definition 2.6.2 (The Generalized Gradient). If f is locally Lipschitz continuous at x,

then the function v '-4 f (x; v) is a finite convex function from R" to R. Per the Supporting

Hyperplane Theorem (Theorem 2.4.8), there exists a vector C such that f (x; v) - f 0 (x; 0) >

(C, v), Vv E R". Of(x), the generalized gradient at x, is the set of all such C E R" (page 27



in [25]). Formally, it is the set

{( c R' : f"(x; v) > ((, v), Vv (E R'}.

This definition can be used to define the generalized gradient of scalar functions whose

domains are subsets of arbitrary Banach spaces using the Hahn-Banach Theorem.

An alternative definition applicable to functions whose domains are subsets of finite-

dimensional Euclidean spaces uses the gradient of the functions.

Definition 2.6.3 (The Generalized Gradient II). Let Q c 0 be any set of measure zero.

Let {xi} be any sequence such that xi E O\(S U Q) for all i and xi -- x. Let {Vf(xj)}

be the corresponding sequence of gradients and {lim Vf(xi)} be the set of the limits of all

convergent sequences, {Vf(xi)}. Then af(x), the generalized gradient of f at x, is the

convex hull of the set { imVf(xi)} (Theorem 2.5.1 in [25]). Formally,

Of(x) = conv ({lim Vf(xj) : xi -+ x, x E O\(S U Q)}). (2.6.2)

Properties of the Generalized Gradient

1. C C Df(x) if and only if f"(x; v) > (C, v), Vv E Rn.

2. Of(x) is a nonempty, convex and compact subset of R" and if C E 0f(x) then ||(1| <; K.

3. For every v E R', f"(x;v) = max {((,v)}.
CEaf(x)

4. The set-valued map Of is locally bounded and uppersemicontinuous at x.

5. If f is a convex and finite function on 0, then the generalized gradient at x C 0 is

equal to the subdifferential at x.

6. If f is differentiable at x, then Vf(x) E af(x).



7. If f is strictly differentiable at x, then f(x) = {Vf(x)}.

8. If the directional derivative exists in the direction v E R', then f'(x; v) = ((, v) for

some C Ef(x).

9. Let 0 be an open subset of R' and g : 0 -- R be a locally Lipschitz continuous function

which attains a minimum or maximum at x E 0, then 0 E &f(x) (Proposition 2.3.2

in [25]).

Mean Value Theorem for Locally Lipschitz Continuous Functions

Theorem 2.6.4 (Mean Value Theorem for Locally Lipschitz Continuous Func-

tions). Let x, y E R" and f be locally Lipschitz continuous on an open set containing the

line seginent L = {u : u = Ax + (1 - A)y, A E (0, 1)}. Then, there exists a point u* E L and

( E af(u*) such that f (y) - f (x) = ((,y - x) (Theorem 2.3.7 in [25]).

Regularity

If f : R" -- R is locally Lipschitz continuous at x E X, it is also (Clarke) regular at x if

1. for all v, the directional derivative exists, and

2. for all v, f'(x;v) = f"(x;v).

If f is convex and finite in a neighborhood of x c X, then it is regular at x. If f is strictly

differentiable or continuously differentiable at x E X, then it is regular at x.

Calculus Rules for the Generalized Gradient

Let f : X -- R and gi : X -+ R be locally Lipschitz continuous at x E X for all i E

{1, ... , N} where N is a finite integer.

1. If a C R then (af)(x) = aaf(x).



2. ggi (x) C agi(x). Equality holds if all but at most one of the gi are strictly

differentiable at x. Equality holds if all gi are regular at x.

3. If a C R for all i E {1, .. , N}, then

N

( a1 gi)(x)

N

c Zaiagi(x).

Equality holds if all but at most one of the gi are strictly differentiable at x. Equality

holds if all gi are regular at x and each ac is nonnegative.

4. a(gig2)(x) C g2(x)8g1(x) + g1(x)ag2 (x). If g2 (x) > 0, gi(x) > 0 and gl, g2 are both

regular at x then equality holds and gig2 is regular at x.

5. Suppose g2 (x) # 0, then

gi 92(X)1(X) - g1 (x)(9 2 (x)

92 922(x)

If gi(x) 0, g2 (x) > 0 and if 9 1,-92 are both regular at x then equality holds and

91/92 is regular at x.

6. Let h(x) = max{gi(x), ... , gN(X)}. Let I(x) c {1,..., N} denote the set of indices i

for which h(x) = gi(x). Then

ah(x) c conv gi (x)) (2.6.3)

If gi are regular at x for all i E 1(x), then h is regular at x and

conv U (gi2(x)
(iEr(x)

(2.6.4)Bh(x) =



(Proposition 2.3.12 in [25]).

2.6.3 The Generalized Jacobian

Let X be an open subset of R' and F : X -+ I R m be such that F(y) = (fi(y), ... , fm(y))

where each fi : X --+ R is a locally Lipschitz continuous function on X. Let 0 be a

neighborhood of x such that the Lipschitz constant of each fi on 0 is Ki. Then F is locally

Lipschitz continuous at x with Lipschitz constant K = V K2 and JF(y) exists for all

y E O\S where S is a measure zero subset of 0 per Rademacher's Theorem.

Definition 2.6.5 (The Generalized Jacobian). Let Q C 0 be any set of measure zero.

Let {xj} be any sequence such that xi E O\(S U Q)t for all i and xi -- x. Let {JF(xj)}

be the corresponding sequence of Jacobians and { lim JF(xj)} be the set of the limits of all
I-.00

convergent sequences, {JF(xi)}. The generalized Jacobian of F at x, &F(x), is the convex

hull of { imJF(xj)} (Definition 2.6.1 in [25]). In short,

aF(x) = conv ({ lim JF(xi) : xi -+ x, xi E O\(S U Q)}). (2.6.5)

Properties of the Generalized Jacobian

1. &F(x), x E X is a nonempty, compact and convex subset of Rmxn.

2. The set-valued mapping &F is locally bounded and uppersemicontinuous at x E X.

3. |Z|| < K holds for all Z C &F(x) and x E X.

4. aF(x) C {A : A E Rmxn, aT E afi(x), i = 1,..., m} where a is the ith row of A

and x E X.

tClarke does not mention the set Q when defining the generalized Jacobian in [25]. The indifference of
the generalized Jacobian to a set of measure zero is proven in [113].



5. If m = 1 then the set containing the transposes of all the elements of the generalized

Jacobian of F at x E X is the generalized gradient of F at x E X.

6. If F is differentiable at x c X, then JF(x) E aF(x).

7. If F is strictly differentiable at x E X, then oF(x) = {JF(x)}(Corollary 3.8 in [78]).

Chain Rules for the Generalized Jacobian and Gradient

Theorem 2.6.6. Let f = g o F where F : R' --+ R and g : R" -+ R are locally Lipschitz

continuous at x and F(x), respectively, then

f(x) c conv ({((TA) T, O E g(F(x)), A E aF(x)}).

If g is strictly differentiable at F(x) then equality holds (Theorem 2.6.6 in [25]).

Theorem 2.6.7. Let F : R' - R" and G : R" --+ RP with F and G locally Lipschitz

continuous at x and F(x), respectively, then

8(G o F)(x) c conv ({AB, A EG(F(x)), B E OF(x)}

Equality holds if G is strictly differentiable at x (Theorem 4 in [48] and Theorem 4.3 in

[78]).

Mean Value Theorem for Generalized Jacobians

Theorem 2.6.8 (Mean Value Theorem for Generalized Jacobians). Let U be a convex

open subset of R" and F U -* R'" be a locally Lipschitz continuous function on U. Let

x E U, y E U andI = {u : u = Ax + (1 - A)y, A E [0,1]} Then F(y) - F(x) E

cony ({Z(y - x) : Z E F(u), u E L}) (Proposition 2.6.5 in [25]).



2.6.4 The Partial Generalized Gradient and Jacobian

Let {si}_1 be a set where each si and n are finite positive integers. Let Xi C R'i be an open

set, xi C Xi for all i C {1,...,n} and x = (x1,.. .,xn). Let F be a function from H' 1 Xi

to Rm, k E {, .. . ,n} and F(x1 ,. .. , x._1, , Xk+1, .. . , xn) be a locally Lipschitz continuous

function on 0 k, a neighborhood of Xk. Then

BkF(x) = conv ({lim JkF(zi) : Xk,i -* Xk, Xk,i E Ok\(Sk U Qk)}

where zi = (x1 ,..., x xj, Xk+1,... , xn), Qk is any measure zero subset of Ok and Sk is

the set of points in 0 k such that JkF(xi,... , x_1 U, Xk+1, ... , xn) does not exist if u E Sk.

If m = 1 then the set containing the transposes of all the elements of the generalized

Jacobian, akF(x), is the generalized gradient of the function F(x 1 , ... , Xk_,*-, Xk+1,-... , xn)

at x.

Definition 2.6.9 (The Projection of the Generalized Jacobian). Let F : X 1 x X 2 -* RP

where X 1 and X 2 are open subsets of R" and Rm, respectively. Let F be locally Lipschitz

continuous at (x 1, x 2 ) where x1 E X 1 and x 2 E X 2. Then 2 F(x 1, x 2) is the set {M c

RPxm : 3N E RPX" such that [N M] E F(x1,x 2)}. Analogously, 7r1 F(x 1,x 2) is the set

{M E RPX"l: EN E Rpxm such that [M N] E &F(xi, x 2 )}.

Theorem 2.6.10. Let F : X1 x X 2 --+ RP where X 1 and X 2 are open subsets of R" and R",

respectively. Let F be locally Lipschitz continuous at (X1, X2) where x1 E X 1 and x2 E X 2.

Then a1F(xi, x 2) C 7r1 F(x1, x 2 ).

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.2 in [78]. Note that in the statement of this

theorem, &f(p) represents &F(x1 , x 2 ) and the subspace L represents R". &f(p) IL, the re-

striction of Of(p) to the subspace L in this case corresponds to 1 aF(x 1, x 2). DLf(p) is an

intermediate construct that contains a1F(xi, x 2 ) as stated on page 57 in [78]. 0



Definition 2.6.11 (The Projection of the Generalized Gradient). Let f : X1 x

X2 -* R where X 1 and X 2 are open subsets of R" and Rm, respectively. Let f be locally

Lipschitz continuous at (x1, x 2 ) where x1 E X1 and x 2 E X 2 . Then 7r2 af (x1, x 2 ) is the set

{M E R:m EN E R " such that (N, M) E Of(x1, x 2 )}. Analogously, 7r1 f(x1, x 2) is set

{M E R n: 3N E Rm such that (M, N) E f(x 1 , x 2 )}-

Theorem 2.6.12. Let f : X1 x X 2 --+ R where X 1 and X2 are open subsets of R"n and Rm,

respectively. Let f be locally Lipschitz continuous at (x 1, x 2 ) where x1 E X1 and x 2 E X 2 .

Then a1f (x1, x2) C 718f (x1, x 2) (Proposition 2.3.16 in [25]).

2.6.5 Implicit Function Theorem for Locally Lipschitz Continuous

Functions

The next theorem is an implicit function theorem summarizing the necessary results for

subsequent developments (Corollary of Theorem 7.1.1 on page 256 in [25] and Theorem 1.5

in [28]).

Theorem 2.6.13 (Implicit Function Theorem for Locally Lipschitz Functions).

Let X1 and X 2 be open subsets of R"n and Rm, respectively. Let x1 E X1 and x2 E X 2. Let

H : X1 x X 2 --+ Rm be locally Lipschitz continuous at (x1, X2 ).

Let 72 OH(xi, x 2 ) be the set {M E Rmxm : EN E R'Xn such that [N M] E aH(xi, x 2)}.

Let 7 2 H(xi, x 2 ) be maximal, i.e., each element of 7r2 H(x1, x 2 ) is invertible.

If H(xi, x 2 ) = 0, then there exists 01, a neighborhood of xi, and a locally Lipschitz con-

tinuous function G from 01 to Rm such that G(x1) = x 2 and H(u, G(u)) = 0, for all u E 01.

If H(xi, x 2 ) = {[(J1H(xi, x 2 ) J2(H(xi, x 2 )]}, then &G(xi) = {-J 2H(xi, x 2 ) iJH(xi, x 2)}



2.7 Piecewise Continuously Differentiable (PCl) Func-

tions

The results in this section can be found in [91] and [98].

Definition 2.7.1 (PC' Functions). Let X be an open subset of R'. F : X - R' is

a piecewise continuously differentiable function on X, denoted by F G PC1(X), if F is a

continuous function on X and for every x E X there exists a neighborhood 0 C X and a

finite set of selection functions, {Fj : O I Rm, Fj E C1(O)} 1, such that for all y E 0,

F(y) E {Fj(y)} 1 . Let Oi = {y E 0 : Fi(y) = F(y)} for each i E {1,... , k}. A selection

function, Fi, is essentially active at x if x E cl (int (O)). I(F, x), the set of essentially

active function indices at x is the set of indices i E {1,... , k} such that F is essentially

active at x.

2.7.1 Properties of PC' Functions

1. If F E PC1 (X), then there exists a set of selection functions that are essentially active

at x E X (Proposition 4.1.1 in [98]).

2. If F E PC1 (X), then F is locally Lipschitz continuous at all x E X. The Lipschitz

constant is the maximum of the Lipschitz constants of the essentially active selection

functions.

3. If F E PC'(X), then &F(x) = conv ({JFj(x) : i E I(F, x)}).

2.7.2 Implicit Function Theorem for PC' Functions

Definition 2.7.2 (Complete Coherent Orientation). Let Y and Y2 be open subsets of

R" and Rm , respectively. Let y1 G Y1 and Y2 E Y2. Let H : Y1 x Y2 -* Rt be a PC' function



and let {H : i E I(H, (y1, Y2))} be the set of essentially active selection functions at

(y1, Y2). Let A(yi, Y2) be the set of all m x m matrices M with the property that there

exist matrices Mk E {J 2 Hi(yi, y2 ) : i E I(H, (yi, Y2))} where k = 1,..., m such that the

kth row of M coincides with the kth row of Mk. Then H is completely coherently oriented

with respect to Y2 at (y1, Y2) if all matrices M E A(y1, Y2) have the same non-vanishing

determinantal sign (Definition 16 in [91]).

Theorem 2.7.3 (Implicit Function Theorem for PC' Functions). Let Y and Y2 be

open subsets of R" and R', respectively. Let y1 G Y1 and Y2 e Y2. Let H : Y1 x Y2 -* R'

be a PC' function that is completely coherently oriented with respect to Y2 at (y1, Y2). If

H(yi, Y2) = 0, then there exists a neighborhood, 0, of y1 and a PC' function, G : 0 -+ R'

such that G(y1) = Y2 and H(z, G(z)) = 0 for all z E 0 (Corollary 20 in /91]).

2.8 Semismooth Functions

Semismooth and related functions comprise a group of functions for which nonsmooth opti-

mization methods with provable convergence can be devised. Nonsmooth Newton methods

exist to solve nonsmooth equations involving vector-valued semismooth functions.

2.8.1 Bouligand Differentiable Functions

The results in this section can be found in [35].

Definition 2.8.1 (The Bouligand Derivative). Let X be an open subset of R'. Then

F : X -+ R"' is Bouligand differentiable (B-differentiable) at x E X if F is locally Lipschitz

continuous and directionally differentiable at x. The function F'(x; -) is called the Bouligand

derivative (B-derivative) of F at x (Definition 3.1.2 in [35]).



Theorem 2.8.2. Let X be an open subset of Rm . F : X ->+ Rm be B-differentiable at x E X.

Then the limit

lrn F(y) - F(x) - F'(x; y - x) =0
y--+x ||x - y1|

holds (Proposition 3.1.3 in [35]).

Theorem 2.8.3 (Chain Rule for Bouligand Differentiable Functions). Let X be an

open subset of R". Let F : X -+ R1 and G : R" - RP be B-differentiable at x E X and

F(x) respectively. Then H = G o F is B-differentiable at x and the B-derivative is

H'(x; d) = G'(F(x); F'(x; d)), Vd E R".

(Proposition 3.1.6 in [35]).

Properties of Bouligand Differentiable Functions

Let X be an open subset of R" in this section.

1. If F : X --+ Rm is B-differentiable at x E X, then F'(x; -) is a Lipschitz function from

R" to R".

2. If F : X -+ Rtm is B-differentiable at x E X, and F'(x; -) is a linear function, then F is

Frechet differentiable at x.

3. If F : X - Rtm E PC1 (X), then it is B-differentiable at all x c X.

4. Let X be a convex set and f : X -+ R be a finite convex function on X. Then f is

B-differentiable at all x c X.



2.8.2 Scalar-Valued Semismooth Functions

In the remainder of this section, let X be an open subset of R' and f : X - R be locally

Lipschitz continuous at x E X.

Definition 2.8.4 (Scalar-valued Semismooth Function). f is semismooth at x E X

if for each d E R" and for all sequences {tk} c R, {Vk} c R n and {gk} C Rn such that

tk -/ 0, Vk, tk 1 0, Vk/tk -+ 0 and gk e Df(x+tkd + Vk), the sequence {(gk, d)} has exactly

one accumulation point [71]. If f is semismooth for all x C X, then it is a semismooth

function.

Definition 2.8.5 (Weakly Upper Semismooth Functions). f is weakly upper semis-

mooth [70] at x if for each d C R" and for any sequences {tk} c R and {g} c R" such that

tk > 0, Vk, tk t 0 and gE a f(x + tkd) the following holds:

f (X + tkd) - f (x)
lim inf (gk, d) > lim sup . (2.8.1)

k-*oo tk 0 tk

Definition 2.8.6 (Upper Semidifferentiable Functions). f is upper semidifferentiable

at x if and only if for all d c R', for all sequences {tk} c R and {gk: g G f(x + tkd)}

such that tk > 0, Vk and tk 1 0, there exist subsequences whose indices are in the set K C N

such that

lim inf f-(Xtkd) - f ((x) _ gkd) < 0 (2.8.2)
k--oo tk
kEK

holds [18].

Properties of Scalar-Valued Semismooth Functions

Let X be an open subset of Rn in the remainder of this section.



1. Definition 2.8.4 and the fact that the generalized gradient is a locally bounded set-

valued mapping imply that all sequences { (gk, d) } as described converge to the same

limit.

Let L be the accumulation point mentioned in Definition 2.8.4. The sequence {(gk, d)}

is bounded because the generalized gradient is locally bounded. Assume there exists

a subsequence that does not converge to L. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem

(Theorem 2.42 in [96]), this subsequence has a converging subsequence. If the limit of

this subsequence is not L, then the semismoothness assumption is violated. Hence all

sequences {(gk, d)}, converge to L.

2. If f is semismooth at x E X then f'(x; d) exists for Vd E R' and is equal to lim (gk, d)
k-*oo

for any sequences as described in Definition 2.8.4 (Lemma 2 in [71]).

3. If f is semismooth in a neighborhood of x E X, then f'(x; d) = limf'(x+tkd; d) for any
tk 10

sequence {tk} such that tk > 0 for all k and tk -+ 0. Note that due to semismoothness

in a neighborhood of x, for small enough tk, f'(x tkd; d) exists and is equal to (g, d)

where g E Df(x + tkd). By semismoothness {(g, d)} converges to a limit which is

f'(x; d).

4. Let f : X --+ R and g : X --+ R be locally Lipschitz continuous and semismooth

functions on X. Then g + f and ag where a E R are semismooth functions [71].

5. Let F : X -> R" : y a (fi(y), ... , fm(y)) where fi : X--+ R, i= 1, ...,I m are locally

Lipschitz continuous and semismooth at x E X. Let g : Rm -> R be locally Lipschitz

continuous and semismooth at F(x). Then g o F is locally Lipschitz continuous and

semismooth at x (Theorem 5 in [71]).

6. If f : X -> R is a semismooth function then it is strictly differentiable for all x E X\S

where S is a measure zero subset of X [88].
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7. If f : X --+ R is a finite and convex function in a neighborhood of x E X, then it is

semismooth at x.

8. If f : X - R is semismooth at x C X, then it is weakly upper semismooth at x [70].

9. If f : X -+ R is weakly upper semismooth at x E X, then it is directionally differen-

tiable at x [70].

10. If f is weakly upper semismooth at x, then it is upper semidifferentiable at x. If

f : X -+ R is upper semidifferentiable at x E X, and is directionally differentiable at

x, then it is weakly upper semismooth at x [18].

11. Upper semidifferentiability is a sufficient condition for line search algorithms in nons-

mooth optimization methods to terminate finitely [54, 66].

12. If F : X -+ R E PC1 (X), then it is a semismooth function [35].

2.8.3 Vector-valued Semismooth Functions

The concept of semismoothness is extended to functions F : R' ->+ R" using the generalized

Jacobian [89].

In the remainder of this section, let X be an open subset of R' and F X --+ R"' be a

locally Lipschitz continuous function.

Definition 2.8.7 (Vector-valued Semismooth Functions). Let d E R", {tk} and {vk}

be any sequences such that tk E R, tk > 0 Vk, Vk E Rn, tk 1 0 and Vk/tk -+ 0. Let

Xk = x - tkd+vk and dk = d +vk/tk. F : X -+ R' is semismooth at x E X if for

each d E R" and for all sequences {Xk} and {Vk} such that for all k, Vk E F(xk), the

sequence {Vkdk} has exactly one accumulation point [89]. F is a semismooth function if F

is semismooth at all x E X.



Properties of Vector-valued Semismooth Functions

1. As in the scalar-valued semismooth function case, all sequences {Vkdk} converge to

the same limit because the generalized Jacobian is a locally bounded set-valued map.

2. If F : X -+ Rm is semismooth at x, then the directional derivative exists for all d E R'

and F'(x, d) = Vd where V E &F(x) [89].

3. If F : X -* Rm is semismooth at x

lim F(x+ tkdk)- F(x) = lim Vkdk = F'(x; d) (2.8.3)
k-*oo tk k-oo

holds [89].

4. F : X -+ Rm is semismooth at x if and only if each element of F is semismooth [35].

5. Let F : X -* Rm be semismooth at x and G : Rm -+ RP be semismooth at F(x). Then

G o F is semismooth at x [35].

6. If F : X -- R e PC'(X), then it is a semismooth function [35].

2.8.4 A Restricted Definition of Semismoothness

In the subsequent chapters, a restricted definition of semismoothness is used. In order to

be semismooth at x E X, F : X - R' needs to be Bouligand differentiable on an open

neighborhood of x in addition to satisfying conditions in Definitions 2.8.4 and 2.8.7. This

restriction does not affect the results concerning semismooth functions presented so far. This

restricted definition of semismoothness is automatically satisfied by the data used for this

work. The reason for this restriction is to better align the exposition with key results from

the literature on which the results in this document depend.



An equivalent definition under the stated restriction of semismoothness using Bouligand

derivatives is as follows:

Definition 2.8.8. Let X be an open subset of R". Let F : X + R' be a locally Lipschitz

continuous function on 0, a neighborhood of x E X. Let F be a directionally differentiable

function on 0. F is semismooth at x if there exists a function A : (0, +oo) -* [0, +oo) such

that lim A(z) = 0 and for any y c O\{x}
410

F'(y; y - x) - F'(x; y - x)
ly - x1|

holds [35].

The following theorem establishes the connection between previous definitions of semis-

moothness and Definition 2.8.8.

Theorem 2.8.9. Let F : X --+ R' be a locally Lipschitz continuous and B-differentiable

function on 0, a neighborhood of x. Then the following statements are equivalent (Theorem

7.4.3 in [35]).

1. F is semismooth at x.

2. For y e O\{x},

F'(y; y - x) - F'(x; y - x)lim =0
y-x ||y - X1|

holds.

3. Let {xk} E O\{x} be any sequence such that lim Xk --+ x. Let {Vk} be any sequence
k--co

such that for all k, Vk E F(xk). Then for all sequences {Xk} and {Vk} as described,

. F'(x;xk - x) - Vk(xk - x) 0
him I= Xk0

k-+oo X-X



holds.

4. For all sequences {Xk} and {Vk} as described in the previous item,

F(xk) - Vk (xk - x)- F(x) -o
k-oo X - Xk

holds.

Theorem 2.8.9 elucidates the most important properties of semismooth functions. Due

to Bouligand differentiability, F'(x; y - x) provides a good approximation of F(y) for all y

sufficiently close to x. In addition, F'(x; y - x) can be approximated well using an element

of aF(y).

2.8.5 The Linear Newton Approximation

Definition 2.8.10 (Newton Approximation). Let X be an open subset of R'. Let F:

X --+ R m be a locally Lipschitz function on X. F has a Newton approximation at a point

x E X if there exists 0 C X, a neighborhood of x and a function A : (0, +oo) -+ [0, +oo) with

lim A(z) = 0 such that for every y E 0, there is a family of functions A(y) called a Newton

approximation, whose members map R' to R' and satisfy the following two properties:

1. A(y, 0) = 0 for every A(y, -) E A(y).

2. For any y E O\{x} and for any A(y,.) E A(y)

||F(y) + A(y, x - y) - F(x)| A(|ly-xI)
||y - X1|

holds (Definition 7.2.2 in [35]).

Definition 2.8.11 (The Linear Newton Approximation). Let X be an open subset of

R". Let F : X - Rm be a locally Lipschitz function on X. Let F : X -1 Rrxn be an upper



semicontinuous set-valued map at x E X and l?(y) be a compact set for all y E X. Assume

there exists a function A as defined in Definition 2.8.10. If for any y E X\{x} and for any

M E r(y),

||F(y) + M(x - y) - F(x)| < A(|ly - xl)
||Y - x||

holds, then r(x) is a linear Newton approximation of F at x (Definition 7.5.13 in [35]).

It is possible that there exists more than one linear Newton approximation for a given

function unlike the generalized Jacobian and generalized gradient. The linear Newton ap-

proximation construct is used to solve nonsmooth equations and its properties suffice to

devise methods to solve these equations using Newton-type methods. The nonuniqueness of

the Newton approximation helps overcome cases where the generalized Jacobian cannot be

computed easily when solving nonsmooth equations and allows the development of different

methods with varying properties to solve these equations. The linear Newton approxima-

tion by itself does not carry useful information for optimization purposes. The subsequent

developments couple the generalized Jacobian and the Newton approximation to overcome

situations where an element of the generalized Jacobian cannot not be computed to devise

numerical optimization methods.

Similar to the generalized Jacobian, the linear Newton approximation has calculus and

chain rules. Unlike the generalized Jacobian, these rules always involve equalities and not

inclusions. In this respect, the linear Newton approximation behaves like the Jacobian.

Theorem 2.8.12 (Chain Rule for the Linear Newton Approximation). Let X be an

open subset of R". Let F : X --+ R m and G : R m -* RP be locally Lipschitz continuous at

x G X and F(x), respectively. Let FF and PG be the linear Newton approximations of F



and G at x and F(x), respectively. Then

1H : X 1 RPXn : y * {AB : A E FG(F(y)), B E FF(y)} (2.8.4)

is a linear Newton approximation of H = G o F at x E X. (Theorem 7.5.17 in [35]) t.

Properties of Linear Newton Approximation

1. Let X be an open subset of R'. Let F : X - R"' be locally Lipschitz function on X.

Let FF be the linear Newton approximation of F at x. Then S : X = R"" : y a

conv (FF(y)) is a linear Newton approximation of F at x (Lemma 9 in [81]).

2. Let F : X -- R" be locally Lipschitz continuous and semismooth at x E X. Then OF

is a linear Newton approximation of F at x (Proposition 7.5.16 in [35]).

Calculus Rules for the Linear Newton Approximation

1. Let X be an open subset of R". Let F : X - R' and G : X -+ R" be locally Lipschitz

continuous at x E X. Let FF : X a R"x" and FG : X = R"nxn be the linear Newton

approximations of F and G at x, respectively.

Then H : X = Rm n : y a aiFF(y) + a 2 FG(y) is a linear Newton approximation

of the function a 1 F + a 2G at x E X where ai and a 2 are scalars.

2. Let X be an open subset of Rn. Let f : X -- R and g : X -- R be locally Lipschitz

continuous at x. Let Ff : X = Rln and Fg : X = R " be the linear Newton

approximations of f and g at x respectively. Then the following rules hold:

(a) Ph : X = R1xn : y * f(y)Pf(y) + g(y)Fg(y) is a linear Newton approximation

of the function f + g at x E X.

tTheorem 7.5.17 considers the function G o F where F : R - Rm and G : Rm -+ R". The proof holds
for the general case where G : R" --+ RP.



(b) Ph : X -: R2x, : y a Ff(y) x Pg(y) is a linear Newton approximation of the

function (f, g) at x E X.

(c) If g(x) # 0, then

g(y)FPh: X -: R : f(y) - f(y)pg(y)

92 (y)

is a linear Newton approximation of f/g at x.

(d) If y E X, let

1f(y)

F(y) = Pf (y) U rg(y)

Pg(y)

if f(y) > g(y)

if f (y) = g(y)

if g(y) > f(y).

(2.8.5)

Then Ph : X -: Rlx4 : y * F(y) is a linear Newton approximation of the

function max(f, g) at x.

2.9 Examples

Example 2.9.1. Let S: R = R be:

[-1,1]

8(x) = {1}

{-1}

if x =.0,

if X > 0,

if X < 0.

S is upper semicontinuous at 0, but not lower semicontinuous. Let 0 = (-0.5,0.5). Even

though s(0) n O / 0, s(y) n 0 = 0 for all y E R\{0}. S is a locally bounded and closed

set-valued map.



Example 2.9.2. Let S : R 3 R be

(-1, 1) if x = 0,

S(x)= {I} if x > 0,

{-1} if x < 0.

S is not upper semicontinuous at zero. S is a locally bounded but not a closed set-valued

map.

Example 2.9.3. Let S: R -3 R be

[-1, +oo) if X = 0,

S()= {1} if x > 0,

{-1} if X < 0.

S is upper semicontinuous at 0, but not lower semicontinuous (see Example 2.9.1). S is a

closed but not locally bounded set-valued map.

Example 2.9.4. Let S: R -: R be

{0} if X = 0,

S(x) = [1, -1] if X > 0,

[2, -2] if x < 0.

S is not upper semicontinuous at zero but it is lower semicontinuous at zero. It is locally

bounded at zero, but not closed at zero.



Example 2.9.5. Let S: R -t R be

[1, -1]

S(x) = 0

{1}

if x = 0,

if 2 > |x| > 0,

if |x ;> 2.

S is upper semicontinuous at zero, but is not lower semicontinuous at zero. It is locally

bounded at zero. It is closed at zero.

Example 2.9.6. This example proves the equivalence of the two definitions of strict differ-

entiability in Definition 2.2.5.

Let f : X -* R' where X is an open subset of R'. First assume that

lim
(y, t)-(x,O+)

f(y +tv) - f(y) - tA(x)v = 0 (2.9.1)

holds for all v and the convergence is uniform for v in compact sets.

Let {Vk} E R' be a sequence such that Vk -- 0 and for all k, Vk # 0. Let tk = I1VkIL

tkVk = Ik, and vk = v1 + Wk. Note that Vk is a unit vector. Let {yk} E Rn be such that

lim Yk = x and Yk # x for all k.
k-*oo

Then

||f(y -+Vk) - f(yk) - A(x)vkfl

\\k'
||f(yk + tk (V1 + Wk)) - f(yk) - tkA(x) (vi + Wk)II

||f(Yk + tk (V1 + Wk)) - f(yk + tkVi) - tkA(x)(Wk)II

The first term converges to zero by assumptions as k -* oo. Note that vi + Wk and vi are

tk

||f(Yk + tkVi) - f(yk) - tkA(x)(vi)||



elements of the set C = {u : ||uI| = 1, u E R"} which is a compact set. In addition,

||f(Yk + tk(vi + Wk)) - f(yk + tkVi) - tkA(x)(Wk)l 

f(yk + tk(vi + Wk)) - f(yk) - tkA(x) (vi + Wk)

tk

f(yk + tkVl) - f(yk) - tkA(x) (vi)

tk

This last quantity can be made arbitrarily small for all v1 + Wk E C by picking a large

enough k due to uniform convergence on compact sets. Hence

lim
(y,v)-(x,O)

Conversely, assume

lim
(y,v)-(x,O)

f(y + v) - f(y) - A(x)v

||v||

f(y + v) - f(y) - A(x)v

||v||

= 0.

= 0 (2.9.2)

holds.

Let vo E R4\{0}. Let v = tvo where t E R and t > 0. Then (2.9.2) becomes

lim
(y,t)-.(x,O+)

f(y + tvo) - f(y) - tA(x)vo

t||voll
(2.9.3)

which implies (2.9.1) since ||voll is a positive constant.

Let vi E R"\{} and v2 E R4n\{}. Assume vi G C and v 2 E C where C is a compact

subset of R". Consider

f(y + tvi) - f(y) - tA(x)vi

t
f(y + tvi) - f(y + tv2) - tA

f(y + tv 2) - f(y) - tA(x)v2

(X)(Vi - V2)

t
f(y + t(vi - V2)) - f(y) - tA(x) (vi - V2)



Since (2.9.2) holds, then for any e > 0,

f (Y + t(vi - v 2 )) - f(Y) - tA(x)(vi - v 2 ) < 2eM
t

holds for t small enough and y close enough to x where M is the bound on the magnitudes

of the elements of C. This condition holds for any vi and v2 in C. Hence (2.9.1) converges

uniformly for v in a compact set.

Example 2.9.7. Let h: R --+ R be

h(x) = 2 sin(1/x2) if x f 0,

0 if x = 0.

h is a differentiable function and its derivative is

Vh(x) = 2x sin(1/x2) - cos(1/x 2 ) if x f 0,

0 if x =0.

However, h is not locally Lipschitz continuous at zero. Let n = 1,3,..., oc and x, =

2 Then h(xn) E { , } 2 Note that h(xn+1 ) = 0, Ih(xn) -

h(Xn+1) = and |xn-Xn+1 = ( - = .1The ratio lh(xn) -

h(Xn+1)|/|Xn - Xn+1| is (1 + )( n + 1 + fri). This ratio goes to infinity as n -+ oc

which shows that h is not locally Lipschitz continuous in a neighborhood of zero.

Example 2.9.8. Let g : R -+ R be

(X) = 22 sin(1/x) if x #0,

0 if x = 0.



This function is differentiable at zero. The derivative is

Vg(x) = 2xsin(1/x) - cos(1/x) if x 0,

0 if x = 0.

g is locally Lipschitz continuous at zero. Let x1 and x 2 be two points in an E neighborhood

of zero. By the mean value theorem for differentiable functions there exists an x 3 E [-e, E]

such that g(x1 ) - g(x 2) = Vg(x 3 )(x1 - x 2 ). Vg is bounded. Let K = sup {Vg(y)}. Then
YE[-e,e]

Ig(x1 ) - g(x2 )1= Klx1 - x 2 1 holds on (-e, e) and g is locally Lipschitz continuous at zero.

The generalized gradient of g obtained using Definition 2.6.3 is:

ag(x) = {{2xsin(1/x) - cos(1/x)} if x # 0,

[-1, 1] if x = 0.

The generalized gradient is not a singleton at zero where the function is differentiable. Hence

g is not strictly differentiable at zero.

g"(0; v) = lvi because by definition, Vv E R, g"(0; v) = max {((v)}. Since g is differen-
ceag(O)

tiable at zero, it is directionally differentiable at zero and g'(0; v) = 0. Therefore, g is not

regular at zero.

Let n = 1, .. ., oc and x, = . Let ga E ag(xn) and d = 1. The sequence {(gn, d)} is not

convergent because (gn, d) is 1 if n is odd and -1 if n is even. Hence, g is not semismooth

at zero.

g is not weakly upper semismooth at zero. For the aforementioned sequence, the left-

hand side of (2.8.1) is -1 and the right-hand side is 0 due to the existence of the derivative

at 0.

g is not upper semidifferentiable at zero. Let n = 1, 3,..., o and X = . Let gn E

Og(xn) and d = 1. Then the limit in (2.8.2) is 1.



Example 2.9.9. Let f : R -- R be [18]

0

f(x) = sin(ln(ln(1/x)))

1sin(ln(ln(1/2)))

f is locally Lipschitz continuous at all x E R\{0}. In

continuity at zero, the following three cases are analyzed

E < 1/2.

if X < 0,

if 0 < x 1/2,

if 1 < X.

order to determine local Lipschitz

separately where z, y E (-6, 6) and

1. Case z > 0, y < 0. In this case, If(y) - f(z) = If(z)| I zI because Isin(u)| I 1.

Since Iz - y| > IzI, If(y) - f(z)| I Iz - y| holds.

2. Case z < 0, y 0. 0 = jf(y) - f(z)| < z - y| holds trivially.

3. Case z > 0, y > 0. f is continuously differentiable on (E, 0). The derivative is Vf(x) =

sin(ln(ln(1/x))) - cos(ln(ln(1/x)))(1/ ln(1/x)). Hence K = 2 is a Lipschitz constant

for f on this interval.

As a result, f is locally Lipschitz continuous at zero with Lipschitz constant K = 2.

f is not directionally differentiable at zero. For 0 < x < e, consider the difference

x sin(ln(ln(1/x))) - 0
X - 0

= sin(ln(ln(1/x))).

This difference does not converge to a limit as x -+ 0 and therefore f is not directionally

differentiable at zero. As a result it is not semismooth nor weakly upper semismooth at zero.

However, f is upper semidifferentiable at zero. Let the sequence {vk} be such that for

all k, 0 < Xk < 1/2 and lim zk= 0. Let d = 1. Note that Of(xk) = {sin(ln(ln(1/Xk))) -
k-*oo



cos(ln(ln(1/Xk)))(1/ln(1/Xk))}. At zero, the limit (2.8.2) becomes

Xk sin(ln(ln(1/Xk))) - 0

Xk - 0
- sin(ln(ln(1/Xk)))+ cos(ln(ln(1/Xk)))(1/ln(1/Xk)) =

lim cos(ln(ln(1/Xk)))(1/ln(1/Xk)) = 0.
k-oo

Since the above holds for any d > 0 and the conditions for upper semidifferentiability holds

trivially at zero if d < 0, f is upper semidifferentiable at zero.

Example 2.9.10. Let f : R - R : x - 1 - elI. Note that f E PC1 (R) with selection

functions; fi : R - R : x F-- 1 - e' and f2 : R -+ R : x - 1 - e-x. Therefore f is a locally

Lipschitz continuous and semismooth function.

The generalized gradient of f is

{-ex}

Of() = {e-}

[-1,1]1

if X > 0,

if x < 0,

if X = 0.

In order to determine whether the function is regular at zero, the generalized directional

derivative

f"(0; v) = lim sup (1 - eiY+tvI) - elyi)
(y, t)-(O,O+) t

needs to be calculated for v E R and y E R\{0}. The limit supremum is obtained as the

supremum of the limits of sequences classified into four groups depending on the signs of

y + tv and y.

lim
k-*oo



1. Case y > 0 and y + tv > 0. Let ft : (-E, E) -+ R be

fty) = - etv
t

Note that for all t > 0, limft(y) = (1 - et)/t holds. Let fo : (-c, E) --+ R be
y-+o

fo(Y) = -vey. Then, for all y E (-C, E), lim ft(y) = fo(y) holds per l'Hospital's rule.
tno

In addition, define Mt as;

M= sup Ift (y) -fo(y)|

M 1- etv
t

and lim Mt = 0. As a result
tjo

of this uniform convergence lim lim ft(y)
t4o y-0

= lim lim ft(y) =
y-o tjo

-v. Uniform convergence also implies lim ft(Y) = -v because
(y,t)-+(O,O+)

|ft(y) - fo(0)| < Ift(y) - fo(y) + Ifo(y) - fo(0)|

and both terms on the right can be made arbitrarily small by letting t be small enough.

Hence, if y > 0, t > 0 and y + tv > 0,

lim sup (1 - eIY+tvi) - (1 - elyl)

(Y, t)-(0,0+)

= -V.

2. Case y < 0 and y + tv < 0. In this case, let ft: (-e, c) -+ R be

= 
- e -tv

t

Then for all t > 0, limy_.o ft(y) = (1 - e-tv)/t holds. Let fo : (-c, c) -* R be

fo(y) = ve-Y. Note that for all y E (-c, e), limft(y) = fo(y) holds per l'Hospital's rule.



Per similar analysis as in the previous case, it can be deduced that if y < 0, t > 0 and

y + tv < 0,

lim sup (1 - eIYtvI
(y, t)-+(O,O+)

- (1 - elyl)

3. Case y < 0 and y + tv > 0. Note that

e - ey+tv

t

lmspe-Y - ey+tv <lim sup <
(y, t)-(O,O+) t

e-y - e-y-tv

Ssup e-y e-y-tv

(y, t)-+(0,0+) t

n sup e-Y - ey+tv

(y, t)-(0,0+) t

4. Case y > 0 and y + tv < 0. In this case

lim sup
(y, t)-(0,0+)

ey - e-Y-tv
< lim sup

up ey - e-y-tv .
(y, t)-+(0,0+) t

The supremum of the limits is |vI for all cases. Therefore fo(0; v) = v. The directional

derivative exists and is f'(0; v) = -v if v > 0 and f'(0; v) = v, if v < 0. The directional

derivative is not equal to the generalized directional derivative. Hence f is not regular at

80

= V.

Hence

< V.

ey _e-y-tv

'K-

Hence

ey _ey+tv

t

ey - ey+tv

t



zero.

Usually, it is simpler to obtain the generalized gradient first and then obtain the gener-

alized directional derivative using the generalized gradient.

Example 2.9.11. Let xi E R and X2 E R. Consider the function f : R2 -- R from [43]

which is defined as

f(Xi, X2) = IX - sin(|x 2 |)|. (2.9.4)

f is plotted in Figure 2-1.

f(x1, X2)

0.

-0.

X2 1

Figure 2-1: (Example 2.9.11) Plot of f(Xi, x 2) = x2 - sin(|x 2 |)| and of its contours.

f is a locally Lipschitz continuous function because it is a composition of locally Lipschitz

functions. Note that f E PC1 (R2 ). The selection functions of f are presented in Table 2.1.

In order to calculate Df(0, 0), properties of PC' functions in Section 2.7.1 are used in

conjunction with the data in Table 2.2 to obtain Of(0, 0) = conv ({(0, 1), (0, --1)}).

that (0, 0) E Of (0, 0).

Note



Table 2.1: (Example 2.9.11) The selection functions of Ix2 - sin(|X 2 |)|-

Table 2.2: (Example 2.9.11) Vf(Xi, x 2 ) at points where it is defined.

Example 2.9.12. Let tf = 5.0. Let xi E (0, 27) and x2 E (0.5,4) Consider the function

f : (0, 27r) x (0.5,4) -+ R [115] defined by

2 tf sin(xi)

-X 2 tan(xi)etf+21)

g(X1 , X2)

X2tan(xi) + 2(tf - 2

x2 tan(xi)etfx21)

h(xi, x 2 )

(2.9.5)if - os2 > cos2 tf -

if X < cos(Xi)2 tf

if tan(xi) > 1,

if tan(xi) < -1,

if - 1 < tan(xi) < 1,

2tf - 4 In 2,1)j X + X22 tan sin(xi) cOS(X )

X2 tan(x1 )e~ 2t 2 cosx)

if e2oxl>tf < tan(xi) <

if _ de 2cl>t < tan(xi) < ve 2 -i1't

-X 2 tan2(Xi)e 2 coix1>) if -1 < tan(xi) < - e2 >

The plot of f is in Figure 2-2. In order to analyze f, first open sets that partition its domain

will be constructed. Using these open sets, it will be shown that f E PC1 ((0, 27r) x (0.5,4)).

f(Xi, X 2) x 2 ;> 0 X2 < 0

zy ; sinIX2| X2 - sinX2 X + sinx 2

x1 < sin |X21 -x2 + sinX2 -x - sinX2

Vf(Xi, X 2) X2 > 0 x2 < 0

z, > sin X 2 1 (2x 1, -cos X 2 ) (2xi,cos x 2 )

xy < sin |z2 | (-2x1,cosx 2 ) (-2x1 ,- cos x 2 )

f(Xi, X2) =

g(X1 , X2) =

h(xi, X2) =



100

f(X, X2)

-100

0 2 2 3

6

Figure 2-2: (Example 2.9.12) Plot of f.

Let D = (0, 27r) x (0.5, 4). Let c be a small positive constant. Let

={(X1 , X 2) E

=A' nA',

A 2 ={(XI, X2) E

A 3 ={(X, x 2) E

cos(xi)

cos(Xi)

- X2/(2tf)

+ x2/(2tf)

cos(Xi) + X2/(2tf)

cos(Xi) - X2/(2tf)

The functions gi : D -- R : (X1 , X 2 ) '- cos(X) - x2/tf and g2 : D -+ R : (X1 , x 2 ) F-+

cos(Xi) + X2/tf are continuous functions. Let (X1 , x 2 ) c A', then using the continuity of gi,

it can be shown that, 0 c D, a neighborhood of (X1 , x 2 ), is a subset of A'. Therefore A'

is an open set. Using similar reasoning, it can be shown that A', A1, A2 and A3 are open

subsets of D.

< E,

> -4},

< E,

> -E.



Let

B1 ={(X1 , x 2 ) E A3 : tan(xi) > 1 + e},

B2 ={(X1 , x 2 ) E A3 : tan(xi) < -1 - E},

BI ={(xi, x2) E A3  tan(xi) < 1 + E},

B' ={(Xi, X2 ) E A3 : tan(xi) > -1 - E},

B3 =B' n B'.

Note that if (X1 , X2 ) E A 3 , then cos(xi) > 0, hence (X1 , x 2 ) '-* tan(xi) is a continuous func-

tion from A3 to R. Using similar reasoning as before, it can be deduced that B 1, B2 , B', B'

and B 3 are open sets.

Finally, let

C1 ={(XiX 2) E B 3 :

C2 ={(X1 , X2) E B 3 :

C3 ={(X1 , x 2) E B3 :

e 2 cos-1 -E < tan(xi) < 1 + c},

- Ve 2 - E < tan(xi) < e 2xl>tf + E},

-1 - e < tan(xi) < - e2ox1>tf + E}.

The sets C1, C2 and C3 are open subsets of B 3 per the same arguments as before.

The functions

hi : C1- R : (X1 , X2 ) F-*

h2 : C2 -*R : (X1 , X 2 ) -*

h : C3 -R : (X1 , X2 )

2 tf - 4 In Cos (xi)
(sin (xi) )

X2
cos (xi)

are continuously differentiable functions.

z2 tan(zi)e 2 -2cosix>)

-z2 tan2(zi)e~t 2cosi1>).



2

Let (x*, x*) E B3 be such that e2c1)(>tf = tan(x*). Then (z*,x;) E C1 f C2 and

hi(x*, x;) = h2(x*, zi) = x2 for small enough e. Hence hi and h2 are selection functions of

h on the neighborhoods of points (z*, zx) E B3 at which e c9;-f= tan(x*) holds.

Let ( 2, x) E B3 be such that - e2 c*2>-) = tan(x*). Then (x*, x) E c2 nl 0 and

h2 (x*, x*) = ha(X*, x) = -X 2 for small enough e. Hence h2 and h3 are selection functions of

hon the neighborhoods of points (x*, x) E B 3 at which- ecox2)>f = tan(*) holds.

As a result h E PC1 (B3 ).

Define the functions

gi:B1  - R: ( , x2) x2 tan( ) +2 (t - 2 cos(i)) '

g2:B2 -+ (zi,xz2) -* x 2 tan(zi)etf 2co1>

ga3 B 3 -R (zi, x2) -+ h(zi, x2).

Note that gi and g2 are continuously differentiable functions.

Let ( , ) E A3 be such that tan(x*) = 1. Then (x*, *) B1 nl B 3 and gi(x*, x) =

g(X*1, X*) = hi(X*, X) = x 2 + 2 t/ - co1) for small enough . Hence gi and hi are selection

functions of g on the neighborhoods of points (z*, x=) E A3 at which tan(x*) = 1 holds.

Let (x*,xz*) E A3 be such that tan(z*) =-1. Then (zt,xz) ERB2 flB 3 and g2(zi,xz~) =

g3(x*, *x) = hs(x*, xi) = x 2 e6tf-2co1)) for small enough e. Hence ha and g2 are selection

functions of g on the neighborhoods of points (z*, x) E A3 at which tan(x) = -1 holds.

As a result, g E PC (A3).

Finally, define the functions

fi : A 1 -R : (Xi, X 2) '-a 
2 t sin(i),

f2 :A 2 - R: (1 , 2 ) - -z2tan(xi)etf+2co1>



f3 :A 3 -- R: (X1 , X2) '- g(X 1 , z2).

Let (X, zx) E D be such that -x2 = cos(xi). Then (x*, x) E A1 flA 2 and fi(x*,x) =

f2(x, x) = -£2 tan(xi) for small enough c. Hence fi and f2 are selection functions of f on

the neighborhoods of (x*, x) E D at which -- = cos(xi) holds.1 2 2 tf

Let (x*, x*) E D be such that x2 = cos(zi). In this case (z*,x) E Ai f A3 and

fi(x, x*) = f3(X*, x*) = X2 tan(xi) for small enough e. In order to compute f3(x, x*),

91(X*, x), 92(X*, x*), h2 (X*, xz) need to be considered. The conditions Ve 2 coz1>-tf <

tan(xi) < 1 and -1 < tan(xi) < - ecol- tf in (2.9.5) are violated in this case and

therefore hi(x*, x*) and h2 (X*, x*) need not be considered.

As a result of this analysis, f E PC (D).



Chapter 3

Parametric Sensitivity Analysis of

Dynamic Systems using the

Generalized Jacobian

The focus of this chapter is the existence of the derivative of the mapping 77 - x(tf, 77) at

p E P, where x : [to, tf] x P -+ X is the solution of the initial value problem:

x(t, p) = f(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], x(to, p) = fo(p), Vp E P C Rfp, (3.0.1)

where f : T x P x X -- R'-, fo : P -* X are locally Lipschitz continuous functions, T is an

open subset of R such that [to, tf] c T, X is an open subset of R"h', X is an open subset of

X, P is an open subset of R fp , n, and nx are positive finite integers.

It is well known that the mapping q '-4 x(tf, q) at p E P is a Lipschitz continuous

function on 0, some neighborhood of p, and that it is differentiable for all 21 E O\S where

S is a measure zero subset of 0 per Rademacher's Theorem. However, conditions on x(., p)

that imply differentiability of 17 '-* x(tf, q) at p are not widely known.
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If f were a continuously differentiable function on an open set containing {(t, p, x(t, p)) :

t E [to, tf] }, then continuous differentiability would follow from Gronwall's classic result in

[44]. This condition may not hold for the systems under consideration. Examples 3.6.1 and

3.6.2 consider cases where an open set with the desired properties does not exist, yet the

mapping p i- x(t 1 , p) is differentiable.

The sufficiency conditions follow from results in nonsmooth analysis and are based on

the concepts of the generalized gradient and Jacobian [25]. A brief primer on nonsmooth

analysis is presented in §3.1.

The results of this chapter define forward and adjoint sensitivity initial value problems

to be solved to obtain the aforementioned derivative. The forward sensitivity initial value

problem is a linear time-varying ordinary differential equation of the form

C(t) = Mo(t)(t) + M1 (t), Vt E (to,tf], C(to) = Co,

where M 1 : [to, tf] -+ Rnxx"P and Mo : [to, tf] -+ Rnx "x are measurable and C : [to, tf] -

Rnx x" is an absolutely continuous function. This ordinary differential equation is solved

simultaneously with (3.0.1). Thus, the derivative is obtained by integrating n, xnp additional

equations. When the derivative of the mapping 1 F-+ f, f g(t, i, x(t, ,))dt with g a scalar-

valued function is sought, the integration of the adjoint sensitivity initial value problem

might be the computationally more efficient way to obtain the derivative. This is the case

especially if nx x n, is significantly larger than n2 + np. The adjoint, A, is the solution of

the adjoint sensitivity initial value problem of the form

A(t) = Ao(t)A(t) + A 1(t), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = Ao

where Ao : [to, tf] - Rnx xnx and A1 : [to, tf] --+ Rx are measurable functions and A

[to, tf] -+ Rnx is an absolutely continuous function. The desired derivative is then computed



as the solution of an integral of the form ff h(t, r, x(t, q), A(t))dt. The adjoint method

requires the integration of n2, + n, equations backwards in time including the quadrature of

the integral. The development of forward and adjoint sensitivities in case f is continuously

differentiable is well known and can be found in [24] and [26].

The adjoint and forward sensitivity results for (3.0.1) are derived in §3.2 and extended

to a class of nonsmooth differential-algebraic equations in §3.3. Finally, results for a case

where the evolution of the states is governed by disparate nonsmooth differential-algebraic

equations in different time intervals is considered in §3.4.

The results of this chapter are most closely related to the works in [24], [93], [39], [95]

in addition to [44]. The adjoint sensitivity initial value problems are derived for index-1

and index-2 differential-algebraic equations for sufficiently differentiable equations in [24].

In this chapter, forward and adjoint sensitivity initial value problems for index-1 differential-

algebraic equations with locally Lipschitz equations are derived. The sensitivity and adjoint

systems derived in this chapter have discontinuous right-hand sides, unlike the results in

[24] and [44] and therefore require special treatment. In [93], the time interval in (3.0.1) is

divided into finitely many subintervals and for each subinterval the evolution of the states is

governed by different ordinary differential equations with continuously differentiable vector

fields. The times at which the differential equations switch depend on the parameters;

however, it is required that the number of subintervals and the order in which the equations

are solved is independent of the parameters in some neighborhood of p. The switching times

are the solution of continuously differentiable equations of time, parameters and states.

Discontinuities in the solution are allowed at switching times. Forward sensitivity equations

for this case are derived in [93] and adjoint sensitivity equations are derived in [95]. The

results in [93] are extended to differential-algebraic systems in [39]. In addition, an existence

and uniqueness theory is developed. Existence and uniqueness results are developed by

finite induction on the results in [44] and the implicit function theorem to compute the



jumps in the adjoint and forward sensitivity trajectories at switching times. This is not the

approach used in this chapter. A subset of cases considered in this chapter can be analyzed

using results from the aforementioned papers. However, the results in this chapter do not

require invariance of the sequence of vector fields or a constant number of subintervals in a

neighborhood of p.

Implementation issues which are fully investigated in following chapters are summarized

in §3.5. Examples in §3.6 conclude the chapter.

3.1 Preliminaries

Definition 3.1.1. Let to E R, tf E R, X 1 = [to, tf ] and t E X 1. Let X 2 be an open subset of

R"n and X2 E X 2 . Let F : X 1 x X 2 -> R' be a function such that F(t,-) is a locally Lipschitz

continuous function for all t E [to, ti]. Let wt X 1 ,- R"xn be such that wt(t) E 2F(t, X2)

for all t E X 1\S where S is a measure zero subset of X1. If the Lebesgue integral, ftf wt(t)dt,

exists, then wt is a measurable selection of 02F(., X2) on [to, tf].

A consequence of Theorem 2.7.2 in [25] is:

Theorem 3.1.2. Let g : X 1 x X 2 -+ R, where X 1 and X 2 are defined in Definition 3.1.1,

satisfy the following conditions:

1. For each X2 E X 2 , g(-, X2) is a continuous function from X1 to R.

2. There exists a nonnegative Lebesgue integrable function, k : X 1 -+ R such that for all

u,vyE X2, |g(t, u) - g(t, v)|I < k(t)||lu - v|| for all t E X1.

Let f : X 2 - R : z ' fg(t, z)dt. Then f is locally Lipschitz continuous at all X2 E X2-

Define W to be the set {w E Rnxl : w = ffwt(t)dt} where wt is any measurable selection

of 0 29(-, X 2 ) on [to,tf ]. Then 0f (X2) C W holds.



The following is a pertinent restatement of Theorem 7.4.1 in [25].

Theorem 3.1.3. Let X 1 and X2 be open connected subsets of R and Rn, respectively. Let

X 2 be an open connected subset of X 2 . Let [totf] C X 1 . Let f: X1 x X 2 --+ R"n be a locally

Lipschitz continuous function.

Let x: [to, tf] X X2 -> X 2 be such that x(.,x 2 ) is the only function that satisfies

x(t, x 2) = f(t, x(t, x 2)), Vt C (to, tf], x(to, x 2) = x2, Vx2 E X 2-

Then x(tf,-) is locally Lipschitz continuous at all x 2 E X 2 .

Let C : [to, tf] x X2  R Rx be such that C(-, x 2) is the solution of the differential equation

((t, x 2) = M(t)C(t, x 2), Vt E (to, itf], C(to, x 2) = In, VX2 E C2,

where M is any measurable selection of 0 2f(-, x(-, x 2)), a set-valued mapping from [to, tf] to

the subsets of R"l".

Let (b(tf, X 2 ) be the set of C(tf, x 2) obtained from all possible measurable selections, M,

and R(tf,x2) be the plenary hull of <b(tf,X2) i.e., R(tfx 2) = {A E Rnx" : vTAu <

max{v TBu: B E ((tf, x 2 )}, V(u, v) E Rn x R n}.

Then &2X(tf, x 2 ) c R(tf, x 2). Let S be a measure zero subset of [to, tf]. If 82 f(t, x(t, x 2 ))

is a singleton for all t E [to, tf]\S, then R(tf,x 2) is a singleton. Let the single element be

J 2X(tf, x 2). Then x(tf, -) is strictly differentiable at x 2 and J 2 X(tf, x 2 ) is the strict derivative.

3.1.1 Note on Notation and Assumptions

In the remainder of this chapter, no, n, and ny represent finite positive integers, to C R, tf C

R and to < tf.

X1, X 2 , X 3 , X4, X5 and X6 are open connected subsets of R, Rnp, Rn., R%', Rnx and Rny



respectively. X7 = X 2 x X 3 , X8 = X 2 x X 3 x X 4 x X5 and X = X 4 x X5 . T = [to, tf] C X 1.

In order to make the exposition more intuitive, the labels T, P, X, Y) , W and Q will

be used instead of X 1, X 2 , X 3 , X 4, X 5 , X 6 and X9. If the symbols t, p, x, y, k, w, v, u and

q appear as subscripts, they represent the indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

3.2 Ordinary Differential Equations

In this section, sufficient conditions for the existence of adjoint and forward sensitivity tra-

jectories are derived for the solutions of ordinary differential equations.

Assumption 3.2.1. Let f : T x P x X -+ X and fo : P -> X be locally Lipschitz continuous

functions where X is an open connected subset of X. Let x : T x P -+ X be such that x(-, p)

is the unique solution of the initial value problem

k(t, p) = f(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], x(to, p) = fo(p), Vp E P. (3.2.1)

Remark 3.2.2. Let z : T x P -* P : (t, p) '-* p and v T x P -> P x X : (t, p) '

(z(t, p), x(t, p)) for the remainder of this chapter.

Theorem 3.2.3. Let Assumption 3.2.1 hold. Assume fo is strictly differentiable at p E P.

Let S be a measure zero subset of T. Assume o8f(t, v(t, p)) is a singleton for all t E T\S.

Then the mapping 17 F- x(t, i) is locally Lipschitz continuous and strictly differentiable at

p E P for all t E T. Hence &,x(t, p) is a singleton for all t E T. Let 8,x(t, p) = {Jx(t, p)}.

Then, J3x(-, p) is the unique absolutely continuous function on T that satisfies

Jpx(t, p) = J f(t, v(t, p))Jyx(t, p) + Jpf(t, v(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], (3.2.2)

Jpx(to, p) = Jpfo (p).



Proof. Let g : T x P x X --+ 1R x X (t,p) f (f(t, p)). g is a locally Lipschitz

continuous function because it is the composition of locally Lipschitz continuous functions f

and h : Rl- - Rn,+"- : u " (0, u). If oBf(t, t) is a singleton then Byg(t, pA)) is a singleton

per Theorem 2.6.7.

Consider the initial value problem:

J.(t, vo) = g(t, v(t, vo)), Vt E (to, tf], v(to, vo) = VO, Vo E P xX (3.2.3)

where v : T x P x X -* P x X. Per Theorem 3.1.3, the mapping vo F v(t, vo) is locally

Lipschitz continuous at Po c P x X for all t E [to, tf] if the solution v(-, f/o) exists. a, v(t, Po)

(here, the subscript 7 is replaced with vo) is contained in the plenary hull of the solutions of

the family of initial value problems:

S(t, o0 ) = M(t)((t, o0 ), Vt E (to, tf], C(to, 0 ) = In,+n. (3.2.4)

where M is any measurable selection of Byg(-, v(-, 0o)), a set-valued mapping from T to the

subsets of R(n,+n.)x(np+nx), of the form

0 0
M(t) =

LM,(t MXMt)

and Mx : T --+ Rnxn", M, : T -- R X " are bounded measurable functions.

Suppose that i0 = (p, xo) where xo E X is such that 8vg(t, v(t, Po)) is a singleton for all t

in T except for a subset S of measure zero. Then by Theorem 3.1.3, a,"v(t, Po) is a singleton

for all t E T. Let the single element and strict derivative of the mapping vo '-* v(t, vo) at



Co be Jvov(t, do). Then (3.2.4) can be written as

0 0
JV0 v(t, 0o) = f J JV0 v(t, 0o), Vt C (to, tf], (3.2.5)

Jpf (t, v(t, 00)) JXf(t, v(t, F/0))

JOv(to, 00) = In,+nx -

Note that JP f(., v(-, f/o)) and Jxf(-, v(., f/o)) differ from any measurable selections My and

Mx if t E S only. Therefore using these quantities instead of the measurable selections does

not alter the value of JVOv(t, 00).

If Po = (p, fo(p)), then v(t, (p, fo(p))) = v(t, p), V(t, p) E T x P satisfies (3.2.3). In

addition, Byg(t, v(t, p)) is a singleton for all t E T\S, Mx(t) = Jxf(t, v(t, p)) and M,(t) =

Jpf(t, v(t, p)) for all t E T\S. Finally, &aov(t, (p, fo(p))) is a singleton for all t E T.

Let p E P and W C X. The mapping (u, w) '-+ (u, fo(u)) is strictly differentiable at

(p, *) and the derivative is

Ao(p, r)= Inp 0
Jfo(p) 0

because fo is strictly differentiable at p. As a result, (u, fo(u)) - v(t, (u, fo(u))) is locally

Lipschitz continuous at (p, fo(p)) and vo v(t, (p, fo(p))) is {JOv(t, (p, fo(p))) Ao(p, W)} per

Theorem 2.6.7.

Equation (3.2.5) is a linear ordinary differential equation that admits a matrix-valued

function F(t, r) such that J, 0v(t, Po) = L(t, T)J,v(r, o) = LF(t, to)In,+n-. Hence JOV

(t, (p, fo(p)))Ao(p, W) is r (t, to)Ao(p, W) and J , v(t, (p, fo(p)))Ao(p, W) is obtained as the

solution of (3.2.5) with the initial conditions JV0v(to, Po) = Ao(p, W) and Po = (p, fo(p)).



J,,0 v(t, (p, fo(p))) = [A(t,p) CB(t,p)

(Cct, p) CD(tip)
, V(t, p) E T x 1,

where CA: T x P -+ R"P xfp, (B : T x P -+ Rnpxnx, Cc: T x P --+ RxxnP and (D Tx P

Rnx xx.x

Multiplying out (3.2.5) and substituting v(t, p) for v(t, (p, fo(p))) results in

CA (t, p) = 0, Vt E (to, tj), CB(t, P) = OVt E (to, itf],

Cc(t, p) = Jpf(t, v(t, p)CA(t, p) + Jxf(t, v(t, p))Cc(t, p), Vt E (to, tf],

(D(t, p) = Jpf(t, v(t, p))CB(t, p) + Jxf(t, v(t, p))CD(t, p), Vt E (to, tf],

CA(tO, p) = In,, CB(to, p) = 0,

Cc(to, p) = Jfo(p), CD (to, p) = 0.

Note that Cc is the derivative of the map 1 -+ x(t, 77) at 7 = p. In addition, CA(t, p) =In,

for all t E T. Renaming Cc(t, p) as Jpx(t, p), the following desired result is obtained:

Jpx(t, p) = JXf(t, v(t, p))Jyx(t, p) + Jpf(t, v(t, p)), Vt C (to, tf],

JPx(to, p) = Jpfo(p).

Note that Jf(-, v(-, p)) and Jpf(-, v(-, p)) are bounded and measurable functions on T.

Hence Jpx(., p) is absolutely continuous on T per Theorem 3 in [37].

The next two theorems contain adjoint sensitivity results that consider two cases. In the

first theorem, the function G : P --+ R can be computed by integrating a locally Lipschitz

The second theorem considers the case when such a computation is not

Let

function on T.



possible.

Theorem 3.2.4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.3 hold. Let g : T x P x X -* R be a

locally Lipschitz continuous function. Define G : P -+ R by

G(p) = t g(t, v(t, p))dt.

Let Q be a measure zero subset of T. Let &yg(t, v(t, p)) be a singleton for all t E T\Q.

Let A : T -- Rn- be a solution of the initial value problem,

A(t) = -Jxf(t, v(t, p))TA(t) + Vxg(t, v(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = 0. (3.2.6)

Then, A is unique and absolutely continuous. In addition, G is locally Lipschitz continuous

and strictly differentiable at p and the strict derivative is

VG(p) = Vpg(t, v(t, p)) - Jyf(t, v(t, p))T A(t)dt + Jpx(t, p)TA(t) 1. (3.2.7)

Proof. The proof consists of applying the results of Theorem 3.1.2 and Theorem 3.2.3 to the

equivalent integral

G(p) = J g(t, v(t, p)) - A(t)T (f(t, v(t, p)) - k(t, p)) dt.

Let e > 0 and F(e, p) = {(t,ir) E T x Rnp+nx : |IT - v(t, p)|| < e}. Note that there exists an

c > 0 such that F(e, p) C T x P x X because T x P x X is open and {(t, v(t, p)) : t E T}

is a bounded subset of T x P x X. Since F(c, p) is bounded and f and g are locally

Lipschitz continuous at all points in F(e, p), there exists a Lipschitz constant, K, such that

|g(t, vi) - g(t, v 2 )|| KIlvi - v2 || and If(t, v1 ) - f(t, v 2 )| K|vi - v2| for all (t,vi) E

F(e, p), (t, v 2) E r(E, p). In addition, |V|xg(t, v(t, p))|| < K and |Vpg(t, v(t, p))|| 5 K for
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all t E T.

Since g(t,-) is strictly differentiable for all t E T\Q,

lim g(t, p, x(t, p) + sid) - g(t, p, x(t, p)) = Vg(t, v(t, p))Td
silo Si

holds for all t E T\Q and d E R-. The quotient on the left is a bounded continuous function

of t for small enough si due to local Lipschitz continuity of g. Per the Lebesgue Dominated

Convergence Theorem it can be shown that Vxg(., v(-, p)) is a measurable function from T

to R'-. Lebesgue integrability of Vpg(-, v(-, p)) can be shown using the same arguments.

Jxf(-, v(., p)) is a bounded measurable function of t because it differs from a bounded

measurable function M, (as defined in Theorem 3.2.3) on a measure zero subset of T and

Jf(t, v(t, p)) is zero for t in that set.

As a result, there exists a unique, bounded and absolutely continuous solution to (3.2.6)

in the sense of Caratheodory per Theorem 3 in [37], employing the trivial extension of (3.2.6)

from T to T obtained by defining A(t) = 0 in case t T.

Per Theorem 3.2.3, the mapping q - x(t, q) is locally Lipschitz continuous. Therefore

the mapping 77 '-4 v(t, 17) is locally Lipschitz continuous at p for all t E T. Let 0 C 'P be

the open set on which local Lipschitz continuity holds. Due to the continuous dependence

of v(t, ,) on j c 0, one can pick an e, > 0 such that for all 7 E 0 satisfying ||j - p|| < er,

v(t, T) C F(E, p).

Let pi E 0 and P2 E 0 satisfy |lp - pill < ep and ||p - P211 < ep. Then

x(t, Pi) - x(t, P2) = f((, v((, P1)) - f((, v((, p2))d( + x(to, pi) - x(to, P2),

Ix(t, pi) - x(t, p 2)| <; J lf((, v((, pi)) - f((, v((, p 2))Id( + Kollpi - p211,J t
Ix(t, pi) - x(t, P2)| <;it K||p2 - P2||1+ Kl|x((, pi) - X((, P2)||ld( + Ko llpi - P2||1



hold where Ko is a Lipschitz constant of fo in a neighborhood of p that contains pi and P2.

Application of Gronwall's Lemma produces

||x(t, pi) - x(t, p 2 )|| (K(t - to) + Ko)||pi - p 2 ||eK(t-to).

Hence ||g(t, v(t, P1)) -g(t, v(t, P2)|| < (K+K 2 (tf -to)+KKo)eK(tfto) p -P211, Vt E T.

The term (f(t, v(t, p)) - k(t, p)) is identically zero for all values of p and t. As a result,

the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.2 hold. Hence, q '-* G(77) is locally Lipschitz continuous at p

and &G(p) C W where W = {w w = fAo wt(t)dt}, wt is a measurable selection of Byg(., p)

and j(-, p) = g(., v(., p)) - A(.) T (f(., v(., p)) - k(., p)).

Let *t (t) = Jp(f(t, v(t, p)) - k(t, p)). Then *t(t) = 0, Vt E T and

Jpi(t, p) = Jxf(t, v(t, p))Jyx(t, p) + Jpf(t, v(t, p)) = Jyx(t, p), Vt C T\S

per (3.2.2). Therefore, *t(t) is jxf(t, v(t, p))Jpx(t, p)+ Jpf(t, v(t, p)) - jpx(t, p).

Any measurable selection wt differs from ' only if t E S U Q where n is

*t(t) = J x(t, p)Ttxg(t, v(t, p)) + *pg(t, v(t, p)) - *t(t)T A(t).

The integral of *t (t) is

J t fto
JPx(t, p)T xg(t, v(t, p)) + Vpg(t, v(t, p)) - (3.2.8)

(ixf(t, v(t, p))J~x(t, p) + Jpf(t, v(t, p)) - jpx(t, p)) T A(t)dt.

Since A and J~x(-, p) are absolutely continuous functions of t, integration by parts for the



Lebesgue integral produces

ax(t, p)T A(t)dt = JPx(t, p)TA(t) - J x(t, p)Ti(t)dt. (3.2.9)

Combining (3.2.9) with (3.2.8) results in

Jp x(t, p)T xg(t, v(t, p)) + $pg(t, v(t, p)) - (3.2.10)
t

JPx(t, p)Tjxf(t, v(t, p))TA(t) - Jpf(t, v(t, p))TA(t) - JPx(t, p)T A(t)dt +

J x(t, p)T A(t)[ .t

After collecting terms multiplying Jpx(t, p) in (3.2.10) and substituting the right-hand side

expression in (3.2.6) for A(t), the desired result in (3.2.7) is obtained. Strict differentiability

follows from the fact that all possible measurable selections wt differ from wt only if t is in

a measure zero subset of T, and therefore W is a singleton. I

Theorem 3.2.5. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.3 hold. Let h : To x P x X --+ R be a

locally Lipschitz continuous function where To is an open subset of T such that tf E T0 .

Let G : P - R : q - h(tf, v(tf, 7)) and assume Dvh(tf, v(tf, p)) is a singleton

whose single element is (Vph(tf, v(tf, p), Vxh(tf, v(tf, p)) where Vph(tf, v(tf, p) E R"n

and Vxh(tf, v(tf, p)) E R".

Let C, = Vxh(tf, v(tf, p)) and C, = Vph(tf, v(tf, p)). Let A : T -- Rnx be a solution

of the initial value problem:

i(t) = - if(t, v(t, p))TA(t), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = -Cx. (3.2.11)

Then, it is unique and absolutely continuous. In addition, G is locally Lipschitz continuous



and strictly differentiable at p and the derivative is

VG(p) = -Jpf(t, v(t, p))TA(t)dt - JPx(to, p)TA(to) + Cp. (3.2.12)
J to

Proof. The existence, uniqueness and absolute continuity of A follows from similar arguments

to those presented in Theorem 3.2.4.

G is locally Lipschitz continuous at p because it is the composition of locally Lipschitz

continuous functions h(tf,.) and the locally Lipschitz continuous function v(tf, -). Strict

differentiability follows from the fact that &vh(tf, v(tf, p)) is a singleton and v(tf, -) is strictly

differentiable at p. The strict derivative is VG(p) = Jpx(tf, p)TCx + Cp.

The expression

J xf Jx(t, p)T C"- (3.2.13)
tot

(Jxf(t, v(t, p))Jpx(t, p) + JPf(t, v(t, p)) - Jpx(t, p))TA(t)dt +

Jpx(to, p)TCX

is equal to Jyx(tf, p)TCx regarding C, as a constant because the term multiplying A(t) is

identically zero as discussed in Theorem 3.2.4.

Jx(., p) and A are absolutely continuous functions from T to Rn- "r and Rn., respec-

tively, and therefore integration by parts for the Lebesgue integral produces

Jt x(t, p)T(Cx + A(t))dt = J x(t, p)T(Cx + A(t)) ' - J Jx(t, p)TA(t)dt.

Hence, the expression (3.2.13) can be written as

- (Jxf(t, v(t, p))JPx(t, p) + JPf(t, v(t, p)))TA(t) - J x(t, p)T A(t)dt+
to
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Jx(t, p)T (Cx + A(t)) I' + Jpx(to, p)TCx,

tfJPx(t, p)T(-Jxf(t, v(t, p))T A(t) - A(t)) - Jpf(t, v(t, p))TA(t)dt +
tto

J X(tf, p)T(Cx + A(tf)) - Jyx(to, p)TA(to).

After substituting the right-hand side expression in (3.2.11) for i, (3.2.14) becomes (3.2.12).

0

3.3 Differential-Algebraic Equations

Results in this section extend previous results to a subset of differential-algebraic equations.

Assumption 3.3.1. Let F : T x P x X x Y x X -* Rn-+ny and FO : P -- X be locally

Lipschitz continuous functions. Let x : T x P - X, y : T x P --+ Y and : T x P -+ X be

such that they uniquely satisfy the initial value problem

0 = F(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf], x(to, p) = Fo(p), Vp E P, .

Let i(to, p) = k and y(to, p) = y for some p E P where k and y are constants and sat-

isfy F(to, p, x(to, p), y(to, p), k(to, p)) = 0. Assume that this condition uniquely determines

y(to, p) and i(to, p) for all p C P.

Remark 3.3.2. Let u: T x P -+ P x X x Y x X: (t, p) F-+ (v(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)) for the

remainder of this chapter.

Lemma 3.3.3. Let 7p E P, xE X, 77y E 7i E X and 1 = (7p, 77x, 7y, 77).

Assume ,rwqF(t, 17) is maximal for all (t, r) c T x P x X x Y x X. Then there exist

locally Lipschitz continuous functions: f : T x P x X -+ X and r T x P x X -+ Y such

that 0 = F(t1,qpyqx1 r(t, 77, ?7), f(t, 71, 71)) holds.
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If aF(t, q) is a singleton whose only member is

JF(t, 77) = [JtF(t, 77) JF(t, 1) JxF(t, 7) JyF(t 17) JjF(t, 7)

then f and r are strictly differentiable and the derivatives are the solutions of the equation,

SJr(t, p, ij) Jpr(t, p, ix) Jxr(t, ip,, x)

[JyF(t, gj) JiF(t, I )- -Jtf (t, 77p, IM) Jpf (t, qp, qx) Jxf (t, 7/p, nx)

- [JtF(t, 1) JF(t, 77) JxF(t, 7)]

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2.6.13. El

Corollary 3.3.4. Let Assumption 3.3.1 and the assumptions of Lemma 3.3.3 hold. Let

u(t, fp) be the unique solution of (3.3.1) if p = p. Then u(t,.) is a locally Lipschitz continuous

function at p for all t E T.

Proof. Since the implicit function, f as defined in Lemma 3.3.3 is a locally Lipschitz continu-

ous function, v(t, -) is a locally Lipschitz continuous function at p for all t E T per Theorem

3.1.3 considering the extended ODE in (3.2.3). The local Lipschitz continuity of y(t, -) at

p follows from the local Lipschitz continuity of the implicit function r(t, -) at v(t, p) for all

t E T and the local Lipschitz continuity of v(t, -) at p for all t E T. The local Lipschitz

continuity of x(t, -) at p follows from the same reasoning using f instead of r. Since all

elements of u(t, -) are locally Lipschitz continuous at p so is u(t, -) for all t E T. El

Lemma 3.3.5. Let Assumption 3.3.1 and the assumptions of Lemma 3.3.3 hold. Let uF(t, q)

be a singleton whose element is

JuF(t, 77) = [JPF(t, 7) JxF(t, 71) JyF(t, 7) JF(t, 7)] -
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Then f(t,-) and r(t,-) are strictly differentiable at (t, i). The derivatives satisfy

Jpr(t, 77p, n.) Jxr(t, np, i7,)

[JyF(t, 1i) JkF(t, i)1) = - [JpF(t, 1i) JxF(t, i)1 (3.3.2)
LJpf(t, p, x) Jxf(t, T/p, Tx) j

Proof. If 7rqauF(t, T) were maximal, then the result of the lemma would follow from Theorem

2.6.13. However, it is not obvious that if rqF(t, Ti) is maximal, then -xqauF(t, i) is maximal.

In order to arrive at the desired result, Theorem 3.2 in [78] is used. Df(p), L, and

af(p)IL (the restriction of Df(p) to the subspace L), correspond to &F(t, 77), R pX"lX"lXx

and iruOF(t,T), respectively. Lf(p) is an intermediate construct that contains acg(O)

(see comment on page 57 in [78]). aCg(o) corresponds to &uF(t, T) in this case. Hence,

uF(t, Ti) C 7ruF(t, T) and rq(7ru&F(t, T)) = wrqaF(t, Ti) D wqauF(t, Ti). As a result,

7rqauF(t, i) is maximal. 0

Theorem 3.3.6. Let Assumption 3.3.1 and the assumptions of Lemma 3.3.3 hold. Let S be

a measure zero subset of T. Let uF(t, u(t, p)) be a singleton for t E T\S. Assume FO is

strictly differentiable at p. Then aox(t, p) is a singleton for all t E T. Let the single element

be Jpx(t, p). Then Jpx(-, p) is the unique absolutely continuous function on T that satisfies

auF(t, u(t, p)) = {[7rJuF(t, u(t, p)) irqJuF(t, u(t, p))]}, Vt E T\S

J(t, p) = - '7TrJuF(t, u(t, p))-r,JuF(t, u(t, p)), Vt E T\S, (3.3.3)

J(t, P) = Jpr(t, v(t, p)) Jxr(t, v(t, p)) 1 Vt E T\S,

J pf (t, v(t, p)) JXf(t, v(t, p))

Jpx(t, p) = Jxf(t, v(t, p))Jpx(t, p) + Jpf(t, v(t, p)), Vt C (to, tf], (3.3.4)

J~x(to, p) = JFo(p)

where 7rJuF(t, u(t, p)) C R(nx+ny)x(np+nx), 7rqJuF(t, u(t, p)) E R(nx+ny)x(ny+nx),
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Jpf (t, v(t, p)) E R4 nxxn, Jxf (t, v(t, P)) E R" nx"n, Jpr(t, v(t, p)) E R"nyx"p and Jxr( t, v(t, p))
C P
E R e oeL..

Proof. Result follows from Theorem 3.2.3, Lemma 3.3.3 and Lemma 3.3.5.O

Corollary 3.3.7. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.6 hold. Then y(-, p) and 5(., p) are

strictly differentiable for all t E T\S and the derivatives are

Jpy(t, p) = Jxr(t, v(t, p))Jpx(t, p) + Jpr(t, v(t, p)), Vt E T\S,

Jpf(t, p) = Jxf(t, v(t, p))Jpx(t, p) + Jpf(t, v(t, p)), Vt E T\S,

where Jpr, Jxr, Jpf and Jxf are as defined in Lemma 3.3.5.

Proof. The result is obtained by applying Theorem 2.6.7 to the implicit functions r and

f. 0

Remark 3.3.8. The results of Theorems 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 hold for the initial value problem

in (3.3.1) if Jxf and Jpf are obtained with Jxf and Jpf that are computed using (3.3.3).

The next theorem is an extension of Theorem 3.2.4 where g is a function from T x P x

X x Y x X to R instead of T x P x X to R. The extended result is obtained by replacing

x and y with the implicit functions f and r.

Theorem 3.3.9. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.6 hold. Let g : T x P x X x Y x X -R

be a locally Lipschitz continuous function. Let G : P -- R be

G(p) = '7g(t, u(t, p))dt.

Let Q be a measure zero subset of T. Let 9ug(t, u(t, p)) be a singleton for all t E T\Q.
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Let

Bx(t, u(t, p)) = Vxg(t, u(t, p)) + Jxr(t, v(t, p))T'yg(t, u(t, p)) +

jxf (t, v(t, p))Ttcg(t, u(t, p)),

By (t, u(t, p)) = *pg(t, u(t, p)) + .pr(t, v(t, p))Tvyg(t, u(t, p)) +

jp f(t, v(t, p))Tt',g(t, u(t, p)).

Let A : T -+ R'x be a solution of the initial value problem

A(t) = -Jxf(t, v(t, p))TA(t) + Bx(t, u(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf ), A(tf) = 0. (3.3.6)

Then, it is unique and absolutely continuous. In addition, G is locally Lipschitz continuous

and strictly differentiable at p and the strict derivative is

VG(p) = ]f B,(t, u(t, p)) - Jpf(t, v(t, p))T A(t)dt + Jpx(t, p)TA(t)j t.

Proof. The proof proceeds along similar lines as the proof of Theorem 3.2.4 considering the

equivalent integral

G(p) = Cg(t, v(t, p), r(t, v(t, p)), f(t, v(t, p))) - A(t)T(f(t, v(t, p)) - x(t, p))dt.

The existence and uniqueness of solutions to (3.3.6) can be shown using arguments similar

to those in Theorem 3.2.4.

The local Lipschitz continuity of G at p and the applicability of Theorem 3.1.2 follows

from arguments similar to those presented in Theorem 3.2.4.
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All measurable selections wt differ from *t on a set of measure zero where

*t(t) = JPx(t, p)Tvxg(t, u(t, p)) + Vpg(t, u(t, p)) +

Jp x(t, p)Tjxr(t, v(t, p))Ttyg(t, u(t, Ip)) + jyr(t, v(t, p))Ttyg(t, u(t, p))+

JPx(t, p)Tjxf(t, v(t, p))T Vg(t, u(t, p)) + Jpf(t, v(t, p))TV*g(t, u(t, p)) -

*t(t)T A(t),

*t (t)= JPx(t, p)T B,(t, u(t, p)) + Bp(t, u(t, p)) - *t(t)T A(t).

and *t is defined in Theorem 3.2.4. Applying integration by parts to J(t, p)T A(t) and

collecting terms multiplying Jpx(t, p) results in (3.3.7) and (3.3.6).

Since y and x are strictly differentiable functions of the parameters only if t E T\S, the

extension of Theorem 3.2.5 considers the case when tf E T\S.

Theorem 3.3.10. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.6 hold. Let h : To xP x X x Y xl? -+ R

be a locally Lipschitz continuous function where T0 is an open subset of T such that tf E To.

Assume tf $ S.

Let G : P - R : r '- h(tf,u(tf,r7)) and assume Dnh(tf,u(tf, p)) is a singleton whose

single element is (Vph(tf, u(tf, p), Vxh(tf, u(tf, p), Vyh(tf, u(tf, p), Vih(tf, u(tf, p)) where

Vph(tf, u(tf, p) E R"p, Vxh(tf ,u(tf, p)) E Rnx, Vyh(tf , u(tf , p)) E R4y and Vkh(tf, u(tf, p))

E RnX.

Let

C, = JXf(tf, V(t, p))T V5h(tf, u(tf, p)) +

Jxr(tf, v(tf, p))TVyh(tf, u(tf, p)) + Vxh(tf, u(tf, p)),

CP = Jpf(tf, V(tf, p))T Vxh(tf, U(tf, p)) +

Jpr(tf, V(tf, p))T Vyh(tf, u(tf, p)) + Vph(tf, u(tf, p)).
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Let A : T -- R'- be a solution of the initial value problem;

A(t) = - jXf(t, v(t, p))TA(t), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = -Cx. (3.3.8)

Then, it is unique and absolutely continuous. In addition, G is locally Lipschitz continuous

and strictly differentiable at p and the derivative is

VG(p) = -Jf(t, v(t, p))T A(t)dt - JPx(to, p)TA(to) + CP. (3.3.9)
Jto

Proof. The existence, uniqueness and absolute continuity of A follows from similar arguments

to those presented in Theorem 3.2.4.

G is locally Lipschitz continuous at p because it is the composition of locally Lipschitz

continuous functions h(tf, -) and the locally Lipschitz continuous function u(tf, .). Strict

differentiability follows from the fact that auh(tf, u(tf, p)) is a singleton and u(tf, -) is strictly

differentiable at p. The strict derivative is

VG(p) = J"X(tf, p)TVjh(tf, U(tf, p)) + Jpy(tf, p)TVyh(tf, u(tf, p)) + (3.3.10)

JyX(tf, p)TVXh(tf, u(tf, p)) + Vph(tf, U(tf, p)).

jpx(tf, p) and Jpy(tf, p) are equal to Jxf(tf, v(tf, p))Jpx(tf, p)+ Jpf(tf, v(tf, p)) and Jxr

(tf,'v(tf, p)) Jpx(tf, p) + Jpr(tf, v(tf, p)), respectively. Substituting these expressions into

(3.3.10) and collecting the terms multiplying Jpx(tf, p) results in

VG(p) = Jpx(tf, p)TCx + Cp.
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The expression

Jpx(t, p)TC. - (Jf (t, v(t, p))Jpx(t, p) +
to

(3.3.11)

Jpf(t, v(t, p)) - jpx(t, p))T A(t)dt + Jpx(to, p)TC.

is equal to J ,x(tf, p)TC, because the term multiplying A(t) is identically zero as discussed

in Theorem 3.2.4. Jyx(-, p) and A are absolutely continuous functions from T to R" "r and

R x, respectively, and therefore integration by parts for the Lebesgue integral produces

pf JX(t, p)T(cx + A(t))dt = JpX(t, p)T(cx + A(t)) _ J
toP to to

Hence, the expression (3.3.11) can be written as

JPX(t, p)T (-xf (t, v(t, p))TA(t) -- (t)) - Jpf(t, v(t, p))T A(t)dt +
tto

(3.3.12)

Jpx(t, p)T(Cx + A(t)) |t + Jpx(to, p)TC..

After substituting the right-hand side expression in (3.3.8) for i, (3.3.12) becomes the inte-

gral in (3.3.9).

3.4 Multistage Systems

The previous forward and adjoint sensitivity results will be extended to dynamic systems

whose evolutions are described by disparate differential-algebraic equations in consecutive

intervals of time.

Assumption 3.4.1. Let ne be a finite positive integer and I = {1,... , ne}. Let a E R,
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#3i E R, ai < #34, Vi E 1, aei+1 = i, Vi E IT\{ne}, -oo < ai < O, < +oo. Let T =



U= 1 [ai, /I3] and T c T. Let T be an open subset of T such that [ai, #3] C T for all i G 1. Let

xi : [ai, pgj] x P - X, yj : [ai, #i] x P ->4y, i : [ai, Oj] x P - X for all i E-T, x : T x' ? -+ X,

y: Tx]' -+ Y and 5c: TxP- -> X. Assume Fj : T x P x X x Y x X - Rnx+ny are locally

Lipschitz continuous functions for all i E I. Assume F9 : P x X -+ X for all i E I\{1} and

F? : P -> X are locally Lipschitz continuous functions.

The parametric sensitivities associated with the solutions of the initial value problem,

o = Fj(t, p, xi(t, p), y (t, p), ki(t, p)), Vt E [ai, 0i], Vi E I, (3.4.1)

0 = x 1(ai, p) - FO(p),

o = xi(ai,p) - F9(p, xi_1(#3i_, p)), Vi E I\{1}, (3.4.2)

0 = x (t, p) - xi (t, p), Vt EZ [aj, 0j), Vi E 1,

O = X(n, P) - Xne (m, P),

O = y (t, p) - yj (t, p), Vt E [ai, 1 0), Vi E- -T,

o = y( 3ne, p) - Yn,(#ne, P),

O = k(t, p) - i(t, p), Vt E [ai, Oi), Vi E I,

o = k(ne, P) - kne(#ne, P)

are the focus of this section.

Remark 3.4.2. x(-, p), y(-, p) and k(-, p) might be discontinuous at t = ai with i > 1.

Remark 3.4.3. The results derived in this section are applicable with slight modifications to

the case where the number of states, number of algebraic variables as well as the domains of

the functions Fj and F9 differ for each i E 1.

Assumption 3.4.4. Let k(ai, p) = xi and y(ai, p) = yj for all i E I where 1i and y3

are constants. Assume that this condition is sufficient to uniquely determine k(aj, p) and

y(ai, p) uniquely for all i E I and for all p E P.
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Assumption 3.4.5. Let (xi(-, p), y(-, p), i (-, p)), Vi E I be the unique solution of (3.4.1).

Let z : [ai, #i] x P - P : (t, p) -* p, vi : [ai, #3] x P -+ P x X : (t, p) i-+ ((zi(t, p)), xi(t, p))

and ui: [ai, #i] xp P x X x y x* : (t, p) F-* (vi(t, p), y (t, p), ki(t, p)). Let u : T x P -

P x X x Y x X be such that u(t, p) = ui(t, p) for all t E [ai, #3) and u(3ne, p) = un, (3ne, P).

Corollary 3.4.6. Let Assumptions 3.4.1 and 3.4.4 hold. Let the assumptions of Lemma

3.3.3 hold for all Fi, i E 1. Let (xi(., p), y (., p), ki(-, p)), Vi E I be the solution of (3.4.1).

Then u(t,-) is locally Lipschitz continuous at p for all t E T.

Proof. Let ne = 1. Then ui(t, -) is a locally Lipschitz continuous function at p for t E [ai, #I1]
per Corollary 3.3.4. Since the composition of locally Lipschitz continuous functions is locally

Lipschitz continuous and F' is a locally Lipschitz continuous function, u2 (a2 ,-) is locally

Lipschitz continuous at p if ne = 2. Then u2 (t, ) for all t E [a2 , #2] is locally Lipschitz

continuous at p per Corollary 3.3.4. The final result follows from the repeated application

of Corollary 3.3.4 and composition rule for locally Lipschitz continuous functions for ne > 2

as has been done for the case ne < 2. LI

Theorem 3.4.7. Let Assumptions 3.4.1 and 3.4.4 hold. Let the assumptions of Lemma

3.3.3 hold for for all i E I. Let S be a measure zero subset of T. Let nFi (t, ui(t, p)) be a

singleton for all t E [ai,/3j]\S and for all i E i. Let o9,F(vj(aj, p)) be a singleton for all

i E \{1} and 8,FO(p) be a singleton.

Then x(t,-) is locally Lipschitz continuous and strictly differentiable at p for all t E T.

Jpx(t, p), the single element of aox(t, p), is the unique function that satisfies

OuFj (t, ui(t, p)) = {[7rJuFi(t, ui(t, p)) irqJuFj(t, uj(t, p))]}, Vt E [ai, #i]\S,

-Ji(t, p) = rqJuFi(t, uj(t, p))irJuFi(t, ui(t, p)), Vt E [ai, #3j]\S, (3.4.3)

Jj(t, p) = JPr,(t,vj(t,p)) Jarj(t,vj(t,p)) Vt E [aj,flj]\S,
Jpfj(t, vj(tp)) Jxfi(t, vj(t, p))
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Jpxi (t, p) = .Jfi(t, vi(t, p))Jpxi(t, p)+

Jpf (t, vi(t, p)), Vt E (ai, 0], (3.4.4)

Jx1(ai, p) =JF(p),

Jpxi(ai, p) = JxF'(vi_1(#-i_, p))Jpxi-1(# i1, p)+

JpF9(vj_1(#i_1, p)), Vi E 1\{1}, (3.4.5)

J~x(t, p) = J~x (t, p), Vt E [ai, I), Jpx(3 ne, p) = Jpxne ne, p)

where 7rvJuFi(t, u(t, p)) G R(nx+ny)x(np+n.), 7rqJuFi(t, u(t, p)) E R(nx+ny)x(ny+nx),

Jpfi (t,vi(t,p)) E Rnxxnp, Jxfi( tvj(tp)) E R Jpri (t,vj(t,p))c Rnyxn" and

Jxrj(t, vj(t, p)) E Rnvx, Vi E I. fi and ri are the locally Lipschitz continuous implicit

functions that satisfy Fj(t, p, xi(t, p), ri(t, vi(t, p)), fi(t, vi(t, p))) for all i E I. Finally,

Jxj(-, p) are absolutely continuous functions on [ai, O3]

Proof. Let ne = 1. Then the result holds per Theorem 3.3.6. If ne = 2, then the strict

derivative of the mapping g '-4 x2(a 2, 7) at p is obtained after applying Theorem 2.6.7 to

(3.4.2) and is (3.4.5). Equations (3.4.3), (3.4.4) hold for i = 2 per Theorem 3.3.6 because

BuFi(t, ui(t, p)) is a singleton for all t E [ai, 03]\S and 17 '-+ x 2 (a 2, t7) is strictly differentiable

at p. Hence the result holds for the case ne = 2. The case for ne > 2 can be proven

similarly by repeatedly applying Theorem 3.3.6 and noting that the mappings 77 '-* xi(ai, 7)

are strictly differentiable at p for all i E -.

Remark 3.4.8. Jpx(-, p) might be discontinuous at t = ac with i C 1\{1}.

Corollary 3.4.9. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4.7 hold. Then y(t,.) and x(t,-) are

strictly differentiable at p for all t E T\S and the derivatives are

Jpy(t, p) = Jxri(t, vi(t, p))Jpx(t, p) + Jpri(t, vj(t, p)), Vt C [as, Oi)\S, Vi E I,
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Jpk(t, p) = JXf (t, vi(t, p))Jpx(t, p) + Jpfi(t, vi(t, p)), Vt E [ai, 3i)\S, Vi E I,

where Jxri, Jpri , f i, Jpf and Jx are as defined in Theorem 3.4.7. In addition, if

#n, i S, then y( 3ne,-) and k(fe,-) are strictly differentiable at p and the derivatives are

Jpy(3ne, p) = Jxrn,(One, vy, (ne, p))Jpx(#3 , p) + Jpr(ne(One, v,(ne, p)),

Jpk(#ne, P) = Jxfe(One, Ve (One, p))JpX(#ne , P) + Jpfne (#ne, vne (One, P))

Proof. The result follows from Corollary 3.3.7. l

Remark 3.4.10. Theorem 3.4.7 can be extended to the case where F9 are functions of ui_1

for i E I\{1} with slight modifications. In order to guarantee the strict differentiability of

xi(ai,-) at p, yi_1(# ,.) and ki_1(#1,-) need to be strictly differentiable at p. Hence, 3 i V S

for all i G I\{1} needs to hold.

The extensions of Theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 follow next. The extensions require the

introduction of additional variables in order to relate the adjoint equations for each separate

time interval.

Theorem 3.4.11. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4.7 hold. Define G: P -- R as

ne Ag

G(p) = (t, ui(t p))dt
i=1 as

where gi : 7 x P x X x Y x X -+ R are locally Lipschitz continuous functions for all i E I.

Let Q be a measure zero subset of T. Let &ngi (t, ui(t, p)) be a singleton for all t E [ci,#/3]\Q

for all i E I.

Define for each i c I:

BXi(t, ui(t, p)) = Vxgi(t, ui(t, p)) + Jxri(t, vi(t, p))T ygi(t, ui(t, p)) +
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Bp,i(t, ui(t, p)) = Vgj(t, u2 (t, p)) + Jprj(t, vj(t, p)) Vygi(t, ui(t, p)) +

pfif(t, vi(t, p))TVigi(t, ui(t, p)), Vt E [ai, oil.

Let Ai : [ai,#] -+ R nx be solutions of

Ai(t) = -jxf,(t, v,(t, p))TAi(t) + B.,4, Vt E [ai, 0j), Vi E 1, (3.4.6)

Ai(i3) = J.F+ 1(vi(t, p))TAi+ 1(/i), Vi E I\{ne}, Ane (One) = 0.

where Jpf (t, vj(t, p)), Jxfi(t, vi(t, p)), Jpri(t, vi(t, p)), and Jxri(t, vi(t, p)) are computed

using (3.4.3). Then, Ai are unique and absolutely continuous.

In addition, G is locally Lipschitz continuous and strictly differentiable at p and the

derivative is

ne r P'i(,U t ) pVG(p) =[ Bp(t, u(t, p)) - Jpfj(t, vi(t, p))TAi (t)dt - (3.4.7)
i=1 as

ne-1

E Ai+1 (0,)T JpFi+1(vj(#,p)) +

JpXne One, p)T Ane (n) - JPX1(ai, p)TA1(ai).

Proof. Consider the equivalent definition of G,

ne Oi

G(p) = a g,(t, u,(t, p)) - A,(t)T (f,(t, vi(t, p)) - i(t, p))dt +
i=1 axi

ne-1

T (X+1 (0, p) - F 1(vi(#, p)))
i=1
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where pi E R'- for all i E I\{ne}. Using Theorem 3.3.9, the relation

V (p ne jVG(p) = J B,(t, ui(t, p)) - Jpfi(t, v,(t, p))T A,(t)dt +
i=1 at
ne

Jpxi(t, p)TAi (t) +
i=1i

ne-1

(Jpxi+i( i, p) - JPFi +(Vi(#i, p))) pi
i=1

ne-1

(JxF+1 (vj(3, p))Jpxi(,3i, p))T Pi

is obtained. The results (3.4.7) and (3.4.6) follow after relating Ai to Aj+ 1 by setting Ai(oi) =

J +1(V,(,3, p))Tpi and pti = Aj+ 1(/0) for i C I\{fne} and An,(One) = 0. E

Theorem 3.4.12. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4.7 hold. Let h : T x P x x y x X - R

be a locally Lipschitz continuous function where To is an open subset of T such that t5 C To.

Assume tf $ S (if h : To x P x X - R, this assumption is not necessary).

Let G P --+ R : t |- h(tf, u(tf, i)) and assume &uh(tf, u(tf, p)) is a singleton

with element (Vph(tf, u(tf, p), Vxh(tf, u(tf, p), Vyh(tf, u(tf, p), Vjh(tf, u(tf, p)) where

Vph(tf, u(tf, p) E R n, Vxh(tf, u(tf, p)) E R"n, Vyh(tf, u(tf, p)) E RnY and

Vih(tf, u(tf, p)) E R"x.

Let

Cx = Jxfn. (tf, Vne (tf, p))TVkh(tf, u(tf, p)) +

Jxrne (tf, Vn (tf, p))TVYh(tf, u(tf, p)) + Vxh(tf, u(tf, p)),

Cp = Jpfe(tf, vne(tf, p))T Vkh(tf, u(tf, p)) +

Jprne(tf, Vne (tf, p))TVyh(tf, u(tf, p)) + Vph(tf, u(tf, p)).
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Let Aj : [ai, 03] - R'- be solutions of the initial value problems:

Ai(t) = Jxfi(tvi(tp)) A(t),Vt E (aC, i], (3.4.8)

A+(i) = JFi(t, p))Ai+ (ai+ i E \{ne}, Ane (One) =

where Jpfi(t, vi(t, p)), Jxfi(t, vi(t, p)), Jpri(t, vi(t, p)), and Jxri(t, vi(t, p)) are computed

using (3.4.3). Then Ai are unique and absolutely continuous.

In addition, G is locally Lipschitz continuous and strictly differentiable at p and the

derivative is

VG(p) = -Jpfi(t, vi(t, p))TAi(t)dt -
i=1 Ja

nle -- l

JyF +1 (vi(0i3, p))TAi+1 ( 3i) - JPx1(a1, p)TA(ai) + Cp.
i=1

Proof. As in Theorem 3.3.10, G is locally Lipschitz continuous at p because it is the compo-

sition of locally Lipschitz continuous functions h(tf, -) and the locally Lipschitz continuous

function u(tf, .). Strict differentiability follows from the fact that Buh(tf, u(tf, p)) is a sin-

gleton and u(t1 , -) is strictly differentiable at p. The strict derivative is

VG(p) = jpx(tf, p)TVjh(tf, U(tf, p)) + Jpy(ty, p)TVyh(tf, u(tf, p)) +

Jpx(tf, p)TVXh(tf, u(tf, p)) + Vph(tf, u(tf, p)).

Replacing .jpx(tf, p) and Jpy(tf, p) with the results in Corollary 3.4.9 produces

VG(p) = JyX(tf, p)TCx + Cp.

Observe that JPx(tf, p)TC, is the derivative of x(tf, .)TC, treating C, as a constant at p
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X(tf, p)TCx

X(tf, p)TC, =

ne p;

= fi(t, vi(t, p))T Cxdt +

ne-1

E (xi+1 (ai+1 , p) - Xi(13i, p))T Cx + X1 (ai, p)T Cx,

ne jo5

f,(t, v,(t, p))T Cx - A(t)T (f,(t, v,(t, p)) - x (t, p))dt +
i=1 a

(+1 (

E (Xi(aeij Ip) - X (0i, I ))T Cx + x1(ai, p)TCx.

hold. Let H :'P -- R :q '-* X(tf, 77)TCx. Then

ne fpg

VH(p) = J Jpx(t, p)T C -
i=1 at

(Jxfi(t, vi(t, p))Jpxj(t, p) + ipf (t, v,(t, p)) - jpxi(t, p))T A,(t)dt +
Xe -1

S (Jyx+(ai+1 , p) - Jpi(i p))T C, +I Jpx1(ai, p)TCx.

Collecting terms containing J~x2 (t, p) and using integration by parts as in Theorem 3.3.10

results in

ne Oi

VH(p) = J ,xi(t, p)Ti(- fi(t, vi(t, p))T Ai(t) - Ai(t)) -
i at

Jpf (t, v2(t, p))TAi (t)dt + Jpxi(t, p)T (Cx + Ai(t)) +

(Jpxi+1(i+1I, p) - Jpxi(i, p))T C, + Jyx1( ai, p)TCX,

ne pg

VH(p) = -jPf, (tj, (t, p))TA A(t) dt + J, (t, p) T(Cx + A, (t))( +
i=1 ai 

a

ne-1

(jpXi+1(ai+, p) -- Jpxi(/3, p))T Cx + Jpx1(ai, p)TC ,
i=1
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ne f1V1

VH(p) =[ -,if (t, vi(t, p) A (t)dt +
i=1 a1

(--Jxj+1(ai+1, p)TAi+1(ai+1) + Jpx (03, p)TA,(#3)) +

JPxne (One, p)T (Cx + Ane (One)) - Jpx1(ai,p)TA1(ai).

Setting Ai(/3) = JxF+ 1 (v,(#,3 p))TAi+1(ai+1) for all i E I\{ne}, Ane(!ne) = -Cx and using

(3.4.5) provides the desired result.

3.5 Comments on the Numerical Computation of For-

ward and Adjoint Sensitivities

In this section, the discussion focuses on computational issues for the adjoint and forward

sensitivities of solutions to the initial value problems (3.2.1) and (3.3.1).

In order to solve (3.3.1) where F is an arbitrary locally Lipschitz continuous function

requires a method to solve nonsmooth equations (see [35] for examples of nonsmooth equation

solvers) coupled with a numerical integration algorithm. Although, this is an interesting

avenue of research, it is not pursued here because many systems of interest have special

structures that allow the use of existing algorithms. Usually the right-hand side of (3.3.1)

is continuously differentiable on open subsets whose closures partition the domain and the

solution can be obtained using integration algorithms coupled with state event location

algorithms [83].

The computation of the forward and adjoint sensitivities require the set S = {t E T

BuF(t, u(t, p)) is not a singleton} to be determined. In general, when solutions of (3.3.1)

are obtained numerically, it is not possible to determine whether S is a set of measure zero

because the numerical solution comprises values computed at finitely many elements of T
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which may or may not be elements of S. Another major issue is that the computation of the

generalized Jacobian of an arbitrary locally Lipschitz continuous function using definition

(2.6.5) is not computationally practical.

The initial value problem (3.2.1) has a continuous right-hand side; however, the corre-

sponding adjoint and forward sensitivity initial value problems are equations with discon-

tinuous right-hand sides (See Example 3.6.2). These discontinuities need to be detected and

located using, for example, state event location [83], for the efficient and accurate compu-

tation of the adjoint and forward sensitivity trajectories. Similar observations apply to the

adjoint and forward sensitivities of (3.3.1).

Finally, the adjoint and sensitivity initial value problems (3.3.4, 3.3.6, 3.3.8) and the

integrals (3.3.7, 3.3.9) require the computation of the derivatives of the implicit functions f

and r. This computation is achieved by solving (3.3.2) at each function evaluation, which

is computationally very costly. Ideally, auxiliary DAE systems analogous to those in [24]

should be solved.

In order to overcome these computational issues, additional assumptions on the structure

of F need to be imposed. For example, F can be continuously differentiable on open sets

whose closures partition the domain of F. The boundaries of these open sets can be the

zero-level sets of certain functions. These assumptions and their numerical implications are

discussed in the following chapters.

3.6 Examples

The first example is a case where the mapping 27 '-* x(tf, 17) is strictly but not continuously

differentiable at p.

Example 3.6.1. Let n,, = 1, n, = 2. Let T = [to, tf], P = R 2 and X = R and At = tf - to,
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Table 3.1: Solution and Generalized Gradients of Example 3.6.1

Case x(t, p) B9X(t, p)

P1 > 0, P2 > 0 pi . eP2A {(eP2At pi - At . eP2At)

Pi > 0, P2 < 0 p{ -P2A' (e-P2At, _p. At .e-2At)}

Pi < 0, P2 > 0 pi e-p2At (e-P2At, _p. At. e-P2At)}

Pi < 0, P2 < 0 pi eP2At { (eP2At, pi . At . eP2At)}

Pi = 0 0 conv ({ (eP2At, 0) , (e-P2At, 0)})

P2 =0 Pi conv ({(1, pi - At), (1, -pi -At)})

PI = 0 , P2 = 0 0 {(1, 0)}

x : T x P -* X, f : T x P x X : (t, r7, A) -* |r2 - Al. Consider the initial value problem

z(t, p) = f(t, p, x(tlp)), Vt E (to, tf], X(to, p) = Pi.

Table 3.1 contains the solutions and generalized gradients as a function of the parameter

values. Note that at p = (0, 0), x(t,-) is a strictly differentiable function. Gronwall's

result [44] cannot be applied to conclude differentiability because the partial derivatives of

f are not continuous in any open set containing {(t, x(t, p), p) : t E [to, tf]}={(t, 0, 0, 0) :

t E [to, tf]}. The results in [94], [95] and [39] are also not applicable in this case. In the

neighborhood of p = (0, 0), the state evolves according to 4(0, p) = -p 2x(0, p) or f(0, p) =

p2x(0, p) depending on the parameters. Hence the sequence of vector fields encountered is

not invariant. Theorem 3.2.3 can be applied to deduce strict differentiability in this case.

The next example demonstrates the discontinuous nature of the sensitivity equations.

Example 3.6.2. Let T = [0, tf], n, = 2, nx = 1, P - R 2 , X = R. Consider the dynamic
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system

f(t, p) = max(pi - x(t, p), 0) - max(x(t, p) - P2, 0), Vt E (0, tf),

X(0,p)=0, p 1 >p 2 >0, pEP.

where x : T x P -+ X. Let t* be such that x(t*, p) - P2 = 0. If t* > tf then x(t, p) =

Pi - (1 - e-) for all t E [0, tf]. Let p be such that 0 < In,1P, < tf. Then t* = In P1 and

x(t*, p) = P2 = Pi - (1 - e"").

In this case, Jf and Jpf in (3.2.2) are

-1 if t E (to, t*), (1, 0) if t E (to, t*),

JXf (t, v(t, p)) = 0 if t = t*, , Jpf(t, v(t, p)) = (0, 0) if t = t*,

-2 if t E(t*, 7f], (1, 1) if t E (t*, tf]

Hence the sensitivity equations have a discontinuity at t*. The time of discontinuity depends

on the parameter. Note that, in this case, S is a singleton set.

The next example involves piecewise continuously differentiable functions. These are

locally Lipschitz continuous functions that are almost everywhere continuously differentiable

and that have their own specific implicit function theorem [91, 98].

Example 3.6.3. Let Y = {y E R" : y 0,Vi E {1, ... ny}} and W = Y. Let x

T x P -> X, x : T x P -X, y : T x P --+ Y, w : T x P --+ W, p E P and t E T.

Let V : T x P x X x Y x W x X -> Rnx, Q : T x? x X --+ Rn and Vo : P -+ X be

continuously differentiable functions. Let M E R"lx"lv be a P-matrix, i.e., the determinant

of every principal minor is positive. Let qp E P , cx E X, iy E , i E 7 , .?w E W and

9 = (n,, iiy, iUw, *). Let JiV(t, q) be invertible for all (t, t) E T x P x X x Y x W x X.
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Consider the initial value problem

0 = V(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), w(t, p), k(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf],

0 = w(t, p) - My(t, p)) - Q(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf),

0 wi(t, p), 0 yi(t, p), wi(t, p)yi(t, p) = 0, Vi E l, Vt E [tof],

0 = x(to, p) - Vo(p), Vp E 7',

(3.6.1)

(3.6.2)

(3.6.3)

(3.6.4)

L= {1, ... , nyl.

Let py E Rly. The linear complementarity problem [27],

7w = M77y + py, 7w,i > 0, 7y'i 2 0, rw,i7y,i = 0, Vi c I (3.6.5)

has exactly one solution for each py E R"r because M is a P-matrix. Define the functions

W: R' x Y -* R"y and gi: W x Y -+ R as

Wi(p y ,, ny) = min((mj, iny) + [t ,, 7y,j), Vi E 11

gi(mw, 71y) = iw,i - ?qy,i, Vi E I.

where mi is the ith row of M. Then the linear complementarity problem (3.6.5) is equivalent

to the equations:

0 = W (py, ny), n, = M7y + py.

Note that W is a piecewise continuously differentiable function. If W(fpy, fy) = 0, then

there exists a piecewise continuously differentiable function H : R'Y -- Y, such that

W(py, H (py)) = 0, Vpy E R n (See Example 17 in [91]). Let inw = My + -y. De-
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fine the sets

11(Ay) = {i C I : gi(jw, Ifly) > 0},

12(Ay) = (i E I : gi(4,ij ) < 0},

13 (fty) = {i E -1 : gi(fjw, Ify) = 0}.

Then (3.6.5) can be written in the form

0 = R(1(fly), I2(fty), I3 (y)) qy + K(1i(py), 12(Ay)13(fy))fy,

f/W = Mfly + ty,

where

Ri(1(ty), 12(Ay),13 s(y)) =

Ki (1i(Ay),12 (jy),13 (Ay)) =

eT

mi

e or mi

0

eT

eT or 0

if i E 11(fty),

if i E 12(IAy),

if i E 13(fy),

if i E 11(Ay),

if i E I2(-ty),

if i C 13(y),

Ri and Ki are the ith rows of R and K, respectively.

13(fty)) is invertible because M is a P-Matrix. If I3(,a

Observe that R(11 (fz,), 1 2(fty),

y) is empty, then for (py, qy) in a

neighborhood of (f#,, fly)

0 = R(1(Ay),1 2(fty),1 3(Ay)),3y + K(1(tA), 12(Ay), 113(m3 y)) py
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holds due to the continuity of W and gi. In this case, if fty = Q(t, p, x(t, p)), y = y(t, p),

f. = w(t, p), then the system of equations (3.6.1) to (3.6.4) are a set of continuously

differentiable hence strictly differentiable equations.

In the remainder, if i E 13(pty), then it is treated as if i E I2(py) holds. Then I1(py) U

I2(ty) = I. As a result, R and K can be written as R(ty) and K(py). If pty depends on

other variables, those variables are substituted for ty.

Using the fact that the composition of locally Lipschitz continuous functions is locally

Lipschitz continuous, the existence of H and the invertibility of JkV, it can be shown that

there exist locally Lipschitz continuous functions, f : T x P x X -+ X and r : T x P x X -+

Y, such that 0 = V(t, qy, ?I, r(t, iy, ix), Mr(t, 7p, nx) + Q(t,p, ?x), f (t, 7o, q)). Then

existence and uniqueness of solutions to equations (3.6.1) to (3.6.4) can be analyzed using

results for ordinary differential equations to show that (x(-, p), y(., p), w(-, p), x(., p)) is a

continuous function on T.

Let F: T x P x X x y xWx X -+ R1' x R'y x R be

V(t, 7)
F(t, 1) = [R. - M7y - Q(t, p 7 x)-

R (t, qp, nx) 7y + K (t, 77y, 7X) Q (t, Ip 7 I7X)

Let the mapping C F-+ F(t, () be differentiable at q, let the derivative be J.F(t, 7) -

[A(t, 7) B(t, i)] (the notation is modified here and the subscript u is associated with the

space P x X x Y x W x X) where

JyV(t, 77) JwV(t, 77) J5V(t, 77)

B(tt ) = -M in, , (3.6.6)

R(t, 7p, 7x) 0 0
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JpV(t, 77) JXV(t, n)

A(t, 17) = -JPQ(t, p, ?7x) -JXQ(t, 7y, 77x) -

-K (t1, qy, x) JQ(t1, p1, q) K(t, op, 7x)JxQ(t, 7p, ox)_

Let the solution of the system of equations (3.6.1) to (3.6.4) be (x(., p), y(., p), w(., p),

k(-,p)). Let u(t, p) = (p, x(t, p), y(t, p), w(t, p), k(t, p)). Let S be the set {t : t E

T, gi(w(t, p), y(t, p)) = 0, for some i E I}. If S is a measure zero subset of T and

B(t, u(t, p)) is invertible for all t E T\S, then Theorem 3.3.6 can be used to obtain for-

ward sensitivities. Finally observe that K and R are constant as long as 11 (t, v(t, p)) and

1 2(t, v(t, p)) remain constant. If S is a set of measure zero, a E S and b E S and t ( S if

t E (a, b), then due to the continuity of u(., p), K and R are constant for t E (a, b).
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Chapter 4

Parametric Sensitivity Analysis of

Dynamic Systems using Linear

Newton Approximations

In Chapter 3, sufficient conditions for the existence of the strict derivative were analyzed

for the mapping 17 F-+ x(tf, ) at p E P, where x : [to, tf] x P -* X was the solution of the

initial value problem:

x(t, p) = f(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf), x(to, p) = fo (p), Vp E P C R"P, (4.0.1)

where f and fo were locally Lipschitz functions on their respective domains. Forward and

adjoint sensitivity initial value problems were derived. The results were extended to DAEs

that can be transformed into ODEs using the implicit function theorem for locally Lipschitz

continuous functions (Theorem 2.6.13). Finally, the results were extended to multistage

systems where at each stage the evolution of the states was governed by such a DAE.

The results in Chapter 3 required that the state trajectory visit points of nondifferen-
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tiability in the domain of f only at times that constitute a measure zero subset of the time

horizon, [to, ti]. In this chapter, the case where this requirement is not met is analyzed. In

this case, Theorem 3.1.3 states that 02 x(t, x 2 ) C R(t1 , x 2), but provides no efficient means

to calculate an element of 82 x(t, x 2 ). The theorem does not state whether <b(tf, x 2 ), the

set whose elements can be easily computed, contains 82 x(t, x 2 ) and it is not clear whether

R(tf, x 2) can be used as a surrogate for the generalized Jacobian.

In order to arrive at sharper results than Theorem 3.1.3 can provide, additional conditions

on the functions involved in (4.0.1) are imposed. The functions are assumed to be semismooth

in the restricted sense in addition to being locally Lipschitz continuous. As a consequence

of this assumption, linear Newton approximations that contain the generalized Jacobian of

the mapping 77 F-- x(tf, rj) can be derived and equations can be formulated to calculate an

element of these linear Newton approximations.

The results in this chapter depend on results in [42] and [81]. In §4.1, these results are

summarized. In §4.2, results are derived for (4.0.1) assuming f and fo are semismooth in

the restricted sense. The results are extended to a set of DAEs using an implicit function

theorem for semismooth functions derived from results in [42]. Then, multistage DAEs are

considered. Finally, Example 3.6.3 is revisited.

4.1 Preliminaries

4.1.1 Note on Notation and Assumptions

In the remainder of this chapter, n,, n, and n. represent finite positive integers, to E R, tf E

R and to < tf.

X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 and X6 are open connected subsets of R, R n, R4n, R , Rn and

R nv, respectively. X7 = X 2 x X 3, X 8 = X 2 x X3 x X 4 x X 5, X 9 = X 4 x X 5, X 10 = X? x R

and X11 = X 3 x R. T = [to, tf] C X 1.
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In order to make the exposition more intuitive, the labels T, 'P, X, Y1 X, W and Q will

be used instead of X 1, X 2, X 3 , X 4, X 5, X6 and X9. If the symbols t, p, x, y, x, w, v, u, q,

V and x appear as subscripts, they represent the indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

In the remainder of this chapter, semismoothness means semismoothness in the restricted

sense and if F is a scalar function, 8F denotes its generalized Jacobian and not its generalized

gradient to make the exposition simpler. The topological degree and related concepts are

used to formulate conditions for the existence of implicit nonsmooth functions. Here, relevant

properties of the topological degree are summarized (see [35] for a more detailed treatment

of degree theory).

Definition 4.1.1 (Topological Degree). Let F : cl (Q) --+ R" be a continuous func-

tion where Q is a nonempty bounded open subset of R". Let bd (Q) = cl (Q)\Q. Let

y G R" \F(bd (Q)). The degree of F on Q at y is denoted by deg(F, Q, y), takes integer

values and satisfies the following properties:

1. Let y E R"\F(bd (Q)). If deg(F, Q, y) $ 0, then there exists, u* E Q, a solution to the

equation F(u) = y.

2. If y ( cl (F(Q)), deg(F, Q, y) = 0.

3. deg(I, Q, y) = 1 if y E Q where I is the identity map.

4. deg(F, Q, y) = deg(F, Q1, y) + deg(F, Q2 , y) if Q1 and Q2 are two disjoint open subsets

of Q and y ( F(cl (Q)\(Q1U Q 2)).

5. Let H : [0, 1] x bd (Q) -+ R" be a continuous function. Let H(0, x) = F(x) and

H(1, x) = G(x) for all x E bd (Q). If y V H(t, bd (Q)) for all t E [0, 1], then

deg(F, Q, y) = deg(G, Q, y).

6. Let G be a continuous function on cl (Q). deg(F, Q, y) = deg(G, Q, y) if

max |F(x) - G(x)II < dist,(y, F(bd (Q)))
xEcl(Q)
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where || . ||x is the max norm and

disto(y, F(bd (Q)) = inf ||z - y||o.
zEF(bd(Q))

7. Let (y1, y2) E R"\F(bd (Q)) x Rn\F(bd (Q)). Then, deg(F, Q, y1) = deg(F, ,y 2 ) if

||Y1 - Y2||o <; dist (yi, F(bd (Q))).

8. deg(F, Q, y) = deg(F, Q1, y) for every open subset Q1 of Q such that y ( F(Q\Q1 ).

9. Let yE R\F(bd (Q)). If Q1 and Q2 are two disjoint open sets whose union is Q, then

deg(F, Q, y) = deg(F, Q1, y) + deg(F, Q2 , y).

10. Let y1 E R"\F(bd (Q)). Let Q' be a nonempty bounded open subset of R'. Let G

cl (Q') --+ R m be a continuous function and Y2 E Rm\G(bd (Q')), then

deg(F x G, Q x Q', (yi, Y2)) = deg(F, Q, y1)deg(G, Q', y2).

Definition 4.1.2 (Index of a function). Let F cl (Q) -+ R" be a continuous function

where Q is a nonempty bounded open subset of R". Let y* E R\F(bd (Q)). Let x* be an

isolated solution of the equation F(x) = y*, i.e., F-1 (y*) n cl (Q1) = {x*} where Q1 is an

open subset of Q containing x*. Then

deg(F, Q1, y*) = deg(F, Q2 , y*)

where Q2 is a neighborhood of x* such that Q2 C Q1. In this case, the index of F at x*

denoted by ind(F, x*) takes the value deg(F, Q1, y*) and satisfies the following properties

1. If x* is a Frichet differentiable point of F, then ind(F, x*) is equal to the signum of

the determinant of JF(x*).
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2. If the equation F(x) = y* has finitely many solutions {x;}_ 1 in Q, then deg(F, , y*) =

k= ind(F, x*).

Next, two extensions of the derivative similar to the generalized Jacobian are introduced.

They appear as intermediate quantities when deriving the necessary relations to compute

elements of the linear Newton approximations that contain the generalized Jacobian.

Definition 4.1.3 (B-Subdifferential). Let F : R' -+ R" be a locally Lipschitz continuous

function. Then, the B-subdifferential at x C R is defined by

aBF(x) = f JF(cl ((x + 6B(O, 1))) n QF)

6>0

where QF is the set of points where F is differentiable and B(O, 1) the open unit ball in R".

Equivalently,

BF(x) = lim JF(xi) : xi - x, xi E QF}-

Definition 4.1.4 (BN Generalized Jacobian). Let F : R n-+ R"' be a locally Lipschitz

continuous function. Then, the BN generalized Jacobian at x e R is defined by

BBNF(x) = n n JF(cl ((x + 63(0, 1))) n (QF\N))
N:INI=0 6>0

where |N| is the Lebesgue measure of set N and QF is the set of points where F is differen-

tiable.

The following Lemma summarizes the properties of the B-subdifferential and BN gener-

alized Jacobian. The results are from Lemma 5 in [81] and [35].

Lemma 4.1.5. Let F : R --+ R' be a locally Lipschitz continuous function. Let x C R".

Let QF be the set of points where F is differentiable. Then the following hold:
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1. &BNF(x) C BF(x) C aF(x).

2. cony (BF(x)) = aF(x).

3. cony (OBNF(x)) = &F(x).

4. JF(y) E &BF(y) for all y E QF-

5. JF(y) E DBNF(y) for all y E QF\S where S is a measure zero subset of R".

6. &BF and OBNF are uppersemicontinuous, nonempty and compact-valued set-valued

maps from R" to R"x".

7. If F E PC'(0) where 0 is an open subset of R", then OBF(x) = {JFi(x) : i E IT(F, x)}

for all x E 0 where I(F, x) is the set of essentially active function indices at x defined

in §2.7.

Definition 4.1.6 (The Projection of the B-Subdifferential and BN Generalized

Jacobian). Let F : X1 x X 2 -+ RP where X 1 and X 2 are open subsets of R" and R', respec-

tively. Let F be locally Lipschitz continuous at (x1, x 2 ) where x1 E X 1 and x 2 E X 2 . Then

28BF(xx 2) is the set {M E RPx": 3N E RPX" such that [N M] E aBF(x1,x 2)}. Analo-

gously, w18BF(x 1, x 2) is the set {M E RPXn : ]N E RPX" such that [M N] E &BF(x1 , x 2)}.

The projection of the BN Generalized Jacobian is similarly defined with the B-subdifferential

replaced with the BN Generalized Jacobian.

The following is an implicit function theorem derived from Theorem 4 in [42] using

Corollary 4 in [42].

Theorem 4.1.7. Let X 1 be an open subset of R' and X 2 be an open subset of R". Let

F: X1 x X 2 --+ R" be a semismooth function. Let x* E X 1, y* E ZX2 and z* = (x*, y*). Let

F(z*) = 0. Assume the following hold:

1. ir2 BF(z*) is coherently oriented, i.e, the determinants of all the matrices in 7r2 OBF(z*)

have the same nonzero sign a.

2. ind(h, y*) = a where h : X 2 -+ R' : y -4 F(x*, y).
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Then, there exists, U, an open subset of X1 x X 2, W, an open subset of X 1 and a semismooth

function G: W -> X 2 such that z* E U and x* E W, F(x, G(x)) = 0, (x, G(x)) E U for all

x E W.

The set-valued mapping EG : W --3 R "" defined by

FG(x) = conv ({-ir 2M--7r1M: [riM _72 M] E BF(x, y), -irM E R"", ir2 ME R nx}

is a linear Newton approximation of G at x such that aG(R) c conv (PG(R)) holds for all

R E W.

Proof. The first part of the Theorem follows from Theorem 4 in [42]. Note that Theorem

4 provides an implicit function that is semismooth in the original sense (Definition 2.8.7).

Semismoothness in the restricted sense follows from the fact that on an open neighborhood

W containing x*, G, the implicit function is semismooth in the original sense which implies

that the implicit function is B-differentiable on that set per the properties of semismooth

functions.

In order to derive the linear Newton approximation FG, the result in Corollary 4 in [42]

is used as follows: Let H : X 1 x X 2 -* X 1 x X 2 : (x, y) 1-4 (x, F(x, y)). Then H is a

semismooth function on U as a composition of semismooth functions and

OBH(x, y) = { [ ]: [7r1M r2M] E aBF(x, y), irM E R"", ir2ME R }
-71M -72M

is obtained using the definition of the B-subdifferential. In addition, H has a semismooth

inverse, H 1 : W x V -* U where V is an open subset of R n such that 0 E V. This can be
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shown as in the proof of Theorem 4. Furthermore,

aBH-(x, 0) ={ M
7riM 7r2M

: [r 1M r2 M] E BF(x, G(x)), ir1M E Rx", 7r2 M E R

holds for all x E W per Corollary 4 in [42]. Observe that

0

M 7r2M-1

and H- 1(x, 0) = cony (aB H-1(x, 0)).

The mapping 17 '-* G(77) is equal to q '-* (7,0) H-> H- 1 (i,0) -> G(q). Then, using

Theorem 2.6.7,

&G(x) c conv

is obtained.

0 In [N ] : N E& H-1(x, 0)
-- 0

Since H- 1(x, 0) is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping (x, 0) --

(x, G(x)), the set FG: W -3 Rnx defined by

FG(x)= { In

~Im
N LM N E H-1(x, 0)

0

is a linear Newton approximation of G at x per Theorem 2.8.12 such that &G(x)

conv (FG(x)) holds for all x E W. The result

FG(x) = conv ({-7r2M-9r1M: [7r 1M ir2 M] E &BF(x, G(x)), 7riM E R"n"I 7r2 M E R41"})

can be obtained using the fact that H-1(x, 0) = conv (BBH-1(x, 0)) and the definition of
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&BHl(x, 0).

The following theorems are used to derive linear Newton approximations to the map

S-+ x(t, q).

Theorem 4.1.8. Let X 1 and X 2 be open connected subsets of R and R', respectively. Let X2

be an open connected subset of X2. Let T = [to, tf] C X 1. Let f : X 2 --+ R" be semismooth.

Let x : [to, tf] x X 2 -+ X2 be such that x(., x 2 ) is the only function that satisfies

x(t, x 2) = f(x(t, x 2)), Vt E (to, itf], x(to, x 2) = X2, Vx2 E X 2.

Then x(t, -) is semismooth at x 2 E X2 for all t E T (Theorem 8 in [81]).

Theorem 4.1.9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1.8 hold. Assume I f X 2 : R"'x" is

a linear Newton approximation of f on X 2 . Then, there exists a neighborhood 0 C X 2 such

that, the set-valued map, F2 : T x 0 ::3 Rx" defined by

172 (t, 17) = {Y(t, 'q) Y(t, 'q) c conv (Pf(x(t, 1)))Y(t, y), Vt E (to, tf], Y(to, i) = In}

is a linear Newton approximation of x(t,.) at x2 0 0 for all t E T (Theorem 11 in [81]).

Corollary 4.1.10. Let assumptions and definitions of Theorem 4.1.9 hold. In addition, let

]Tf(y) = of(y),Vy E X 2. Then, the result of Theorem 4.1.9 holds. Let 1 2 (t, x 2 ), x 2 E 0

be computed as in Theorem 4.1.9 with Lf(x(t,x 2 )) = &f(x(t,x2 )). Then &BNX(t, X 2 ) C

1 2 (t, x 2 ) where a8NX(t, X2 ) is the BN generalized Jacobian of the mapping q - x(t, i) at

x 2 (Corollary 12 in [81]). In addition, 02 x(t, x 2 ) c conv (P72(t, x 2)) holds per Lemma 4.1.5.

Remark 4.1.11. The results of Corollary 4.1.10 still hold if Ff(x(t, 7)) is replaced with

conv (if(x(t, 77))) where if is a linear Newton approximation of f that satisfies &f(y) C

conv (]f(x(y)) for all y c X2.
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Definition 4.1.12 (The Projection of a Linear Newton Approximation). Let F :

X 1 x X 2 -> RP where X 1 and X2 are open subsets of R' and R', respectively. Let F

be semismooth at (x1,x 2 ) where x1 E X1 and x 2 E X 2 . Let 17F be a linear Newton

approximation of F in a neighborhood of (x 1 ,x 2 ). Then ,r2FF(x1,x 2) is the set {M E

RPxm : 3N C RPXf such that [N M] E FF(x1,x 2)}. Analogously, 7riFF(xi,x 2) is the set

{M E RPX" : 3N E Rpxm such that [M N] E JFF(x1,x 2)}.

The following extends the definition of a measurable selection in Definition 3.1.1 -to arbi-

trary set-valued maps with nonempty and closed images.

Definition 4.1.13 (Measurable Selection of Set-Valued Map). Let X be a closed or

open subset of R"n and S: X |- R' be set-valued map such that S(x) is a non-empty closed

set for all x E X. Let s : X '-* R' be a Lebesgue measurable function on X such that

s(x) c S(x), Vx E X. Then s is a measurable selection of S on X. This is denoted by

s E L(XS).

The following result combines Theorem 8.1.3 and Proposition 8.2.1 in [5] and states

sufficient conditions for the existence of a measurable selection.

Theorem 4.1.14 (Existence of Measurable Selections of Upper Semicontinuous

Set-Valued Maps). Let X be a closed or open subset of Rn and S : X |- R' be an upper

semicontinuous set-valued map such that S(x) is a non-empty closed set for all x E X. Then

there exists a measurable selection s : X -+ R' of S on X.

4.2 Ordinary Differential Equations

This section develops results for ordinary differential equations that satisfy the following

conditions.
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Assumption 4.2.1. Let f : T x P x X -- X and fo : P -- X be semismooth where X is an

open connected subset of X. Let x : T x P -> X be such that x(., p) is the unique solution

of the initial value problem

k(t, p) = f(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], x(to, p) = fo (p), Vp E P. (4.2.1)

Let rf : T x P x X = R(nx)x(l+np+nx) be a linear Newton approximation of f satisfying

Of(i) C conv (Ff(p)) for all y E T x P x X. In addition, let Ho : P = R". "n be a linear

Newton approximation of fo such that afo(rq) c cony (Ffo(,)) for all 7j E P.

Remark 4.2.2. Let z : T x P -* P : (t, p) '-4 p and v : T x P - P x X : (t, p) '-+

(z(t, p), x(t, p)) for the remainder of this chapter.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let Assumption 4.2.1 hold. Then, the mapping n F- x(tf, r) is semismooth

at p. Let ]Fpx(tf, p) be the set

{m(tf, p) : rh(t, p) = 7rxGf (t, p)m(t, p) + pGf (t, p), Vt E (to, tf), (4.2.2)

Gf (-, p) E (T, 7rv conv (Pf (-, v(-, p))),

Gf (t, p) = [7rpGf (t, p) irxGf (t, p)], Vt E T,

rpGf (t, p) E Rn In, rxGf (t, p) e RnxxIx Vt E T,

m(to, p) E conv (Hfo(p))}.

Then r px(t5, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the map q '-* x(tf, q) at p and

Opx(tf, p) c conv (LFpx(tf, p))

holds.

Proof. Let At = tf - to. Let T be a an open connected subset of T such that if t E T, then
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(t + At) c T and to E t. Let to ,p EP, ko E X and vo = (to, P, ko).

Let vt : [0,At] x Txp xX-*T, vp : [0,At] xTx x X--P andv. : [OAt] xTx

P x X -- X be continuous functions and let v (T, vO) = (u/t(r, vo), Vp(T, vo), v(r, vo)). Let

v,(T, vo) = (vp(r, vo), v,(T,vo)). Let g:TxPxX-*-R xRh' xX: pii-* (1,0,f(pt)).

Consider the following augmented initial value problem:

l)(T, vo) = g(v(r, vo)), VT E (0, At], v(0) = vo. (4.2.3)

Note that:

vt(T, vo) = fo + T, Vto E t, (4.2.4)

up (T, o) = P, VP E P. (4.2.5)

Observe that g is semismooth as a composition of functions that are semismooth. Therefore,

the mapping vo '-* v(T, vO) is semismooth per Theorem 4.1.8 if a unique solution v(T, vo)

exists. As a result, the mapping (p, ko) i-+ vi(T, (to, P, ko)) is semismooth for all to E T and

for all T E [0, At].

Let 0 = (to, p, fo(p)). Then,

vx(T, 'o) = x(T + to, p), (4.2.6)

(4.2.4) and (4.2.5) satisfy (4.2.3) with to = to and p = p. Observe that for any given p E P

and fo = to, (4.2.6) holds.

The mapping q '-* fo(27 ) is semismooth per assumptions. Since the composition of

semismooth functions is semismooth, the semismoothness of the mapping q -* x(t, i) at

p follows from the semismoothness of the mapping (p, ko) '-+ (vi(r, (to, P, ko)) and the

equivalence in (4.2.6).
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The generalized Jacobian of g at v(t, vo) is

Og(v(t, vo)) =

00J
M

, ME af(V(T, vo))

per Theorem 2.6.7. Define the set-valued mapping Eg : T x -P x X -- R(1+np+nz)x(1+np+n)

by

Fg(v(t, vo)) =

0

0

M

,M E conv (Pf(V(T, vo

Note that Fg is a linear Newton approximation of g per Theorem 2.8.12 and g(v(t, vo)) C

lg(v(t, vo)) holds because of the assumptions.

Then, the set-valued map F'ev: [0, At] x 't x P x X = R(1+np+n.)x(1+np+n) defined by

F7,v(T, vo) = {Y(r, vo) : t(E, vo) E Fg(v(E, vo))Y(E, vo), VE E (0, r], Y(0, vo) =I+np+n.1

(4.2.7)

is a linear Newton approximation of the map t F-- v(T, p) at vo for all T E [0, At] and

aOv(T, vo) c conv (F, 0v(T, vo)) per Corollary 4.1.10.

In order to derive a linear Newton approximation for the mapping (p, Ro) i-4 (Vp(r, vo), vx (T, vo))

for the case fo = to, the composition of the following three maps is considered:

1. (P, ko) '-* (to, IP, xo). The generalized Jacobian of this map is a singleton and the single
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element is

0
A =

LIn,+nxj

The generalized Jacobian also defines a linear Newton approximation for this map

because the map is semismooth.

2. vo -- v(r, vo). F,,y(r, vo) is the linear Newton approximation of this map.

3. (Vt(r, vo), V(r, vo), vx(r, vo)) '- (Vp(r, vo), v,(T, vo)). The generalized Jacobian of

this map is a singleton set with the following element

B = [0 Inp+nx -

The generalized Jacobian also defines a linear Newton approximation for this map.

Per the chain rule for linear Newton approximations (Theorem 2.8.12), the set

{BMA : M E Fv(r, vo)}

is a linear Newton approximation of the map (p, o) -4 (vp(r, vo), v.(r, vo)) (Note that vo is

used as an index instead of v here). Per the chain rule for the generalized Jacobian (Theorem

2.6.7) and the fact that av(r, vo) c conv (F, v(r, vo)),

ayovv(T, vo) c conv ({BMA : M E a,)v(r, vo)}) c conv (Fy0v(T, vo)) (4.2.8)

holds.

In order to compute an element of FyvV(T, vO) one can solve a reduced system of equa-

tions instead of (4.2.7). Let Z : [0, At] -* R(1+np+nx)x(1+np+nx) be a measurable selection

of Fg(v(-, vo)) on [0, At]. Then, Y(r, vo), an element of FVOv (T, vo), can be computed by
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solving

Y(e, vo) = Z(e)Y(E, vo), VC C (0, T], Y(0, vo) = I (4.2.9)

The linear differential equation (4.2.9) admits a matrix-valued function IF(T, C) such that

Y(T, vO) = F(r, 0)I1+nP,+nl. This implies that Y(T, vo)A = F(T, 0)A. This in turn implies

that the product Y(r, vo)A can be computed by solving

W(E, vo) = Z(c)W(E, vo), VE E (0, T], W(0, vo) = A. (4.2.10)

The product of Z(0+)A has zero first row because the first row of Z(e) is zero for all E C (0, At]

and A has zero first row. As a result W(O+) has a zero first row. Since W(0) and W(0+)

have zero first rows, W(E) has zero first row for any E E (0, -r]. As a result, the first column

of Z(e) has no effect on the evolution of W. In addition, the first row of Z(e) has no effect

on the evolution of W.

The pre-multiplication with B removes the zero first row from W(T) to produce an

(np + n,) x (n, + n2) matrix, M(r, vo), which can be computed by solving the differential

equation

1(C, Io) = Z(e)M(c, vo), VE E (0, T], M(0, vo) = InL+n. (4.2.11)

where

~ [0
Z(e) = ,

[H(E)j
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and H : [0, At] -> Rn- (p+nx) is a measurable selection of conv (irvJf(v(., vo))). Hence

PyoV(r, vO) = {M(r, vO) : M(C, vo) E Z(e, vo)M(E, vo), Ve E (0, T], M(0, vo) = Inp+n.l-

(4.2.12)

where

0Z(e, vo) = { N E 7rvconv (f(v(c, vo)))}.
N

In order to derive a linear Newton approximation for the mapping r7 F-a x(t,'ri), the

composition of the following functions is considered:

1. p 1- (p, fo(p)). A linear Newton approximation of this map is the set:

C = { j: N E conv (Jfo(P))
N

per Theorem 2.8.12.

2. (p, xo) - vv(T, vo). The linear Newton approximation for this map is FrvyO(T, vo).

3. vv(r, vo) -4 v.(-r, vo). A linear Newton approximation of this mapping is the singleton

set whose single element is

D = [0 Inj,

which is also the element of the singleton generalized Jacobian.

It can be shown that

&pv.(T, vo) C conv ({DMN : M Ee ~v,(T, vo), N E C}) C conv (pV (T, vo))
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where

rpV(T, vo) = {DMN: ME FyoV(I, vo), NE C}

using the relation (4.2.8), Theorem 2.6.7 and Theorem 2.8.12. Setting the initial condition

to N E C in (4.2.12) results in the set

]pV(T, VO) = {M(T, vo) : M(E, vo) E Z(E, vo)M(e, Vo), VE E (0, T], M(0, vo) = N, N E C}

which is a linear Newton approximation of the map p '-4 vv (T, vo) per arguments similar

to those used in the derivation of (4.2.10). Let M(T, vo) be an element of Fpv(r, vo).

Pre-multiplication with D produces an n., x n, matrix that contains the last n, rows of

M(r, vo).

Note that the elements in the first n, rows of M(E, vo) are constant for all c c (0, T]

because the first n , rows of any element of Z(e, vo) constitute a zero matrix. Therefore,

given Gf(., p) c f(T, 7Tconv (Ff(v(., vo)))), and N e C, an element of Jp v (T, VO) can be

computed by

[Al(6, VO) 10[ n(C, VO) I , VE E (0, At], m(0, vo) c conv (1Ffo(p)), n(0, vo) = In
[Iii(e, vo) J [Gf(E, P) JLm(E, Vo)

where n(E, vo) E R"px"" and m(e, vo) E R"x""p. Let Gf(E, p) = [lrpGf(E, P) 7rxGf (E, p)]

where 7rpGf (E, p) E R "X and 7rGf (e, p) E R'X, then the evolution of m(e, vo) is

governed by

rii(E, vo) = 7rxGf(E, p)m(c, vo) + 7rpGf(, p), Ve E (0, At], m(c, vo) C conv (IFfo(p)).
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Hence

FPvL/(T, vo) = {m(T, vo) : ri(e, vo) = rXGf (c, p)m(c, vo) + 1rpGf(e, p), VE E (0, At],

Gf(-, p) E LC(T, irconv (Ff(v(-, vo))),

Gf (E, p) = [7rpGf (E, p) rXGf(e, p)], Ve [0, At],

7IpGf(E, p) E R"f, 1rxGf (e, p) E lRnxxn, Ye E [, At],

m(0, vo) E conv (Ffo(p))}.

If vo = (to, p, fo(p)), then v(r, vo) = (t, p, x(t, p)) where t = T+to. Note that vo is a function

of p only. Renaming the quantities appropriately, the desired result (4.2.2) is obtained. El

Corollary 4.2.4. The set

H = {m(tf, p) : rii(t, p) = 7rxGf (t, p)m(t, p) + 7rpGf (t, p), Vt E (to, t],

Gf (., p) E E(T, &f(-, v(-, p))),

Gf (t, p) = [rpGf (t, p) r.Gf (t, p)], Vt E T,

7TrpG (tp) E Rnxxnp 7xGf (t, p) E Rnxxnx, Vt E T,

m(to, p) E afo(p)}

is a subset of conv (lpx(ty, p)).

Proof. The result follows from the fact that &vf(t, p, x(t, p))

wrconv (Jf(t, p, x(t, p))) for all t E [to, tf] per Theorem 2.6.10.

C ix,8f(t, p, x(t, p))

Remark 4.2.5. Let S be some measure zero subset of [to, tf]. Note that if -rvf(t, p, x(t, p))

is a singleton for all t E [to, tf]\S, then it can be deduced that Jpx(t, p) is a singleton and

therefore a8x(t, p) is a singleton. This differs from the result in Theorem 3.2.3 which states

px(t, p) is a singleton if oBf(t, p, x(t, p)) is a singleton for all t E [to, tf]\S. In order to
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recover the result in Theorem 3.2.3 in case &,f(t, p, x(t, p)) is a singleton for all t E [to, tf]\S,

the result in Corollary 4.2.4 will be applied and Bvf(-, p, x(t, p)) will be used to compute an

element of IPx(t, p).

Theorem 4.2.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.3 hold. Let g: T x P x X -* R be a

semismooth function. Let G : P -+ R be defined by

G (q) = Iog (t, q, x(t, 11)) dt.ftf

Then, the mapping '- G(rj) is semismooth at p.

Let Pg : T x P x X -t R1x(+n+np) be a linear Newton approximation of g such that

og(p) c cony (Fg(yL)) for all yi E T x P x X. Let TPG : P -1 Rxnp be the set

{n(tf, p) E R xnp : i(tp) = irxGg(tp)m(t,p) +-xpGg(t,p), Vt E (to, tf], n(top) = 0,

Gg (-, p) E L (T, irvconv (Fg (-, v (-, p))),

Gg(t, p) = [rpGg(t, p) rxGg(t, p)], Vt E T,

irpGg(t, p) E RIXnP, rxGf (t, p) E R'x" , Vt E T,

rh(t, p) = 7rxGf (t, p)m(t, p) + 7rpGf (t, p), Vt E (to, tf],

Gf(-, p) E C(T, wrconv (f (-, v(-, p))), Vt E T,

Gf (t, p) = [7rpGf (t, p) rxGf (t, p)], Vt E T,

,7rGf (t, p) (E RfxXfp ,17rxGf (t, p) E RnxXnx, Vt E T,

m(to, p) E conv (Ffo(p))}.

Then PG is a linear Newton approximation of G at p and &G(p) C cony (TG(p)) holds.

Proof. Let xg : T xP -+ R be a continuous function. Let v(t, p) = (x(t, p), x9 (t, p)). Let h:

T x P x X xR - X x R : (f, p, R,:zq) '-+ (f(f, p, k), g(t, p,R)). Note that h is semismooth as a
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composition of semismooth functions g and f. Define if : T x P x X x R 3 R(n-)x(1+np+nx+1)

by

Ff(f,P, A 2) = I [N 0] : N E f(f, ,)}.

Then, ff is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping (f, PI, k, tg) - f(f, p, ) per

Theorem 2.8.12. Define fg :T x P x X x R :3 Rlx(l+np+nx+l) by

Pg(f, , tg) = {[N 0] : N E Pg(f, pl )}.

Then, fg is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping (f, pj R, g) '-+ g(f, p, k) per

Theorem 2.8.12. Let Ph: T x P x X x R a R(nx+l)x(l+np+nx+1) be

Ph(t, p, ,t 9 ) =
M

conv :M E f fi, F3, X-, 2,-), N E Fg(f, f:Ik i, 2g)

-N

Then Ph is a linear Newton approximation of h per Theorem 2.8.12 considering the chain

of mappings (t) '-* (f(t), p) '-* (f(p), g(i)). Note that in this case

Ph(f, pIk,2t) =
Ml
N : M E conv (f(f, P, k, zT)) N E conv (f,, , 2.)

holds.

Consider the augmented ordinary differential equation:

i'(t, p) = h(t, p, v(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], v(to, p) = (fo(p), 0).

The mapping 17 - v(t, q) is semismooth for all t E [to, ty] per Theorem 4.2.3. As a conse-
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quence, the mapping r7 F-- G(ij) is semismooth at p because G(77) = xg(tf, n).

Let G(., p) E C(T, 7rwh(-, p, v(-, p))), G(t, p) = [irG(t, p) irRG(t, p)], rp G(t, p) C

R(nx+l)xnp, IrR G(t, p) E R(nx+1)x (nx+1) for all t E T. Then, M(t, p), an element of Frv(tf, p),

can be computed by

M1(t, p) = rkG(t, p) M(t, p) + irpG(t, p), Vt E (to, tf], M(to, p) =
N

0
, N E conv (Ffo(p))

per Theorem 4.2.3. This equation can be written as

7rxGf (t, p)

irxG,(t, p)

0 m(t, p)

0 n(t, p)
+ rGf (t, p) ,Vt E (totf],

[rpGg(t, p)

m(to, p) = N, n(to, p) = 0, N E conv (]Ffo(p)).

where Gf and G9 represent measurable selections of rkconv (Pf(., p, x(-, p)))

7ryconv (Pg(-, p, x(., p))), respectively, on [to, itf].

and

Due to the zero column in r1,G(t, p),

n(t, p) does not enter the computation of rh(e, p) and n(e, p). Therefore, this equation

can be rewritten as

rh(t, p) = 7rxGf (t, p)m(t, p) + lrpGf (t, p), Vt E (to, tf], m(to, p) E cony (l'fo(p)),

fn(t, p) = 7rxGg(t, p)m(t, p) + 'rGg(t, p), Vt C (to, tf], n(to, p) = 0.

(4.2.13)

(4.2.14)

Note that 8,v(t, p) c conv (Fv(t, p)) per Theorem 4.2.3. Let B E Rlx(nx+1) and let

Bij =0fori= 1 forallj E {1,.. ., nx}. Let Big =1 ifj=nx+1 andi= 1. Then

8pxg(t, p) c conv ({BN: N E 9p(t, p)}) c conv ({BN: N E Fpv(t, p)}). (4.2.15)
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The set {BN : N E 1pv(t, p)} corresponds to the set of all n(t, p) computed using (4.2.14)

which corresponds to the set FpXg(tf, p), a linear Newton approximation of the mapping

7 - X(tf, 77). Hence Bpxg(tf, p) c conv (Fpxg(tf, p)) and Bpxg(tf, p) C conv (FG(p))

follows since xg(tf, p) = G(p). El

The next two theorems contain results analogous to Theorems 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.

Theorem 4.2.7. Let the hypotheses and definitions of Theorem 4.2.3 and Theorem 4.2.6

hold. Let A : T -+ R be a solution of the initial value problem,

A(t) = -A(t)rxGf (t, p) + rxxGg(t, p), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = 0. (4.2.16)

Then, A is unique and absolutely continuous. Let J E Rx"lp be defined by

= WpGg(t, p) - A(t)r pGf (t, p)dt + A(t)m(t, p)|'f (4.2.17)
to

where m(t, p) is computed using (4.2.2). Then J E FG(p).

Proof. The measurability of lrxGf(-, p) and irxGg(-, p) on [to, tf] follows from assumptions.

Their boundedness follows from the fact that Ff and Pg are bounded and upper semicontin-

uous set-valued mappings. Then A : [to, tf] -- R' x. is the unique and absolutely continuous

solution of (4.2.16) in the sense of Caratheodory per Theorem 3 in [37].

Redefine n(t, p) in (4.2.14) by appending (4.2.13) to (4.2.14) using A(t) to obtain

f(t, p) = irXG 9 (t, p)m(t, p) + irpGg(t, p) - (4.2.18)

A(t) (rxGf (t, p)m(t, p) + rpGf (t, p) - rh(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf],

n(to, p) = 0.
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Equation (4.2.18) can be written in integral form as

ffxG(t, p)m(t, p) + irpGg(t, p) -n(tf, p) = (4.2.19)

A(t)(7rxGf(t, p)m(t, p) + rpGf (t, p) - rih(t, p))dt.

Since A and m(-, p) are measurable functions on [to, tf], the application of integration by

parts provides the relation

A(t)ri(t, p)dt = A(t)m(t, p) I fto

A(t)m(t, p)dt.

Using the relation (4.2.20) in (4.2.19) and collecting terms multiplying m(t, p) results in

n(tf, p) = J t fto
(7rxGg(t, p) - A (t)7rxGf(t, p) - A(t))m(t, p)+ (4.2.21)

itpGg(t, p) - A(t) rGf (t, p)dt + A(t)m(t, p)t

The desired result is obtained after substituting the expression for A in (4.2.16) into (4.2.21).

Theorem 4.2.8. Let the hypotheses and definitions of Theorem 4.2.3 hold. Let h : To x p x

X --+ R be a semismooth function where To is an open subset of T such that tf C To. Let

G : P -- R : q - h(tf , x(tf,1)). Then G is semismooth at p.

Let Ph : P x X -2 Rlx(np+nx) be a linear Newton approximation of the map (p, R) F-

h(tf, P,k) such that 9,h(tf, p,R) C conv (Fh(tf, P,k)) in a neighborhood of (p, x(tf, p)).

Let PG p -3 R1+n be the set

{CxN + C, : [Cp, Cx] E conv (Fvh(tf, v(tf, p))), Cp E Rxflp

Cx E R1x", N E conv (1px(tf, p))}.
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Then, FG is a linear Newton approximation of G at p per Theorem 2.8.12 such that 0G(p) C

conv (FG(p)) holds. Let [Cp, C,] E conv (Pvh(tf, v(tf, p))), Cp E R""l, C, E R1Xfl. Let

A: T -+ R'In be a solution of the initial value problem,

A(t) = -A(t)lrxGf (t, p), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = -Cx. (4.2.22)

Then, A is unique and absolutely continuous. Let J E R xnp be defined by

J = -A(t)7rGf(t, p)dt - A(to)m(to, p) + C, (4.2.23)
to

where m(t, p) is computed using (4.2.2). Then J E FG(p).

Proof. The semismoothness of G follows from the fact that the composition of semismooth

functions is semismooth.

The measurability of lrxGf(-, p) on [to, tf] follows from assumptions. Its boundedness

follows from the fact that Ff is a bounded and upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping.

Then, A : [to, tf] -> R' I"n is the unique and absolutely continuous solution of (4.2.22) in the

sense of Caratheodory per Theorem 3 in [37].

The generalized Jacobian of G at p satisfies OG(p) C conv (S) where S is the set

{AXB + Ap : [Ay, A.] E 0ah(tf, v(tf, p)), A, e R ", Ax E RlXn, B E px(tf, p)},

due to Theorem 2.6.7. Note that, BG(p) c conv (S) c conv (FG(p)) because &px(tf, p) c

conv (Fpx(tf, p)) and &vh(tf, v(tf, p)) c conv (Pvh(tf, v(tf, p)))

The product CxN can be written as

Cxrii(t, p)dt + Cxm(to, p)
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where m(t, p) is computed using (4.2.2). Appending (4.2.13) to the integrand of this integral

produces

I fto
Cxrii(t, p) - A(t)(7rxGf(t, p)m(t, p) + 7rpGf(t, p)-rih(t, p))dt+ (4.2.24)

Cxm(to, p).

Since A and m(., p) are measurable functions on [to, tf], the application of integration by

parts provides the relation

Jf (Cx + A(t))rii(t, p)dt = (Cx + A(t))m(t, p)| tf
t0 7 )I to it

A(t)m(t, p)dt. (4.2.25)

Using the relation (4.2.25) in (4.2.24) and collecting terms multiplying m(t, p) results in

(-A(t)7rxGf (t, p) - A(t))m(t, p) - A(t)-rpGf (t, p)dt+
to

CXm(to, p) + (CX + A(t))m(t, p)|I ' .

Substituting the expression for A provides the desired result. El

4.3 Differential-Algebraic Equations

The differential-algebraic equations considered in this section satisfy the following assump-

tions.

Assumption 4.3.1. Let F : T x P x X x Y x X Rnx+nv and Fo : P -* X be semismooth

functions. Let x : T x P -* X, y : T x P - Y and x : T x P -+ X be such that they uniquely
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satisfy the initial value problem

0 = F(t, p, x(t, p), y (t, p), k(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf], x(to, p) = Fo (p), Vp C P. (4.3.1)

Let J'F : T x P x X x Y x k -= R(n +nV )x 1+np+nx+ny+nx) be a linear Newton approximation of

F such that DF(tp) c conv (JF(p)) holds for all y I T x? x x Y x . Let 17Fo : P -3 Rnx be

a linear Newton approximation of FO such that &Fo(,q) C cony (Fo (,q)) holds for all T/ E P.

Let k(to, p) = X and y(to, P) = Y for some p E P where x and 9 are constants and sat-

isfy F(to, p, x(to, p), y(to, p), i(to, p)) = 0. Assume that this condition uniquely determines

y(to, p) and k(to, p) for all p E P.

In order to derive implicit functions for i and y, the following additional assumptions

are made.

Assumption 4.3.2. In addition to Assumption 4.3.1, let the following hold

1. WeqaBF(i) is coherently oriented, i.e., the determinants of all matrices in ,rqBF(I)

have the same nonzero sign, a, for all y E T x P x X x Y x X.

2. Let t* = (t*,v*, q*) where t* E T, v* E P x X and q* E Y x X. Let h/1 :x Y ->

Rn2+n : q - F(t*, v*, q). If F(pz*) = 0, then index(hp, q*) = a.

Remark 4.3.3. Let u: T x P -* P x X x Y x X: (t, p) - (v(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)) for the

remainder of this chapter.

Lemma 4.3.4. Let 7p E P, qx E X, qy E Y, ri E X and q = (, 7, iy, 1ji). Let

Assumptions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 hold. Then, there exist semismooth functions f : T x xX - X

and r : T x P x X -> Y such that 0 = F(t, 7p,, qx, r(t, rp, 7x), f(t, p 7x)) holds. Let

M = conv ({-B- 1 A, [A B] E BF(t, q), A E R(ny+n,)x(+np+nx), B E R (ny+n)x(ny+nx)
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Then,

Fr~, ygx =conv [In, 01 M: M (E M ,

Ff(t, P, n-) =conv (0 In M:MGM}),

are linear Newton approximations of f and r such that Or(t, 7p, 7 C cony (Jr(t, lp, 77x))

and af(t, p, gx) C conv (Ff(t, qy, 17)) hold for all (t, , x) E T X P X X.

Proof. The set M is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping (t, qp, n.) F- (r(t, np, li),

f(t, 7y, 77,)) per Theorem 4.1.7 such that the generalized Jacobian of this map is a subset

of M. Then, the results follow from the application of Theorem 2.8.12 to M and Theorem

2.6.7 to the generalized Jacobian of the mapping (t, 7p, n.) -* (r(t, 7y, 9 ),f(t, p, x)) LI

Corollary 4.3.5. Let Assumptions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 hold. Let u(., p) be formed from the

unique solution of (4.3.1). Then u(t,.) is a semismooth function at p C P for all t E [to, tf].

Proof. Since the implicit function, f as defined in Lemma 4.3.4 is a semismooth function,

v(t, -) is a semismooth function at p for all t c T per Theorem 4.2.3. The semismoothness

of y(t, -) at p follows from the semismoothness of the implicit function r(t, -) at v(t, p) for

all t E T and the semismoothness of v(t, -) at p for all t E T. The semismoothness of x(t, -)

at p follows from the same reasoning using f instead of r. Since all elements of u(t, -) are

semismooth at p so is u(t, -) for all t E T. l

Theorem 4.3.6. Let Assumptions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 hold. Let Ff : T x P x X Rn.x(l+np+nx)

be as defined in Lemma 4.3.4. Let Fpx(tf, p) be the set

{m(tf, p) : rh(t, p) = 7rxGf(t, p)m(t, p) + rpGf (t, p), Vt E (to, tf], (4.3.2)

Gf (-, p) E =(T, 7rycony (f(-, v(-, p))),

Gf(t, p) = [-7pGf (t, p) 7rGf (t, p)], Vt E T,
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7rpGf(t, p) E R"xXfp",7r.Gf(t, p) E R"xXfx , Vt E T,

m(to, p) E conv (Ffo(p))},

where Ff is defined in Lemma 4.3.4. Then FLx(tf, p) is a linear Newton approximation of

the map i i-* x(tf, 77) at p and

opx(tf, p) C conv (Fpx(tf, p))

holds.

Proof. Result follows from Theorem 4.2.3, Lemma 4.3.4. El

Corollary 4.3.7. Let Assumptions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 hold.

1. Let py : T x P = Rnyxnp be defined by

py(t, p) = {n(t, p) : irxG,(t, p)m(t, p) + rpGr(t, p),

G,(t, p) E conv (iryFr(t, p, x(t, p))),

Gr(t, p) = [7pGr(t, p) 7rxGr(t, p)],

rpGr(t, p) E R" "I,

rxG,(t, p) E Rnvxn,

m(t, p) E conv (Fpx(t, p))}, Vt E [to, tf],

where Fpx(t, p) is computed using (4.3.2) and Fr(t, p, x(t, p)) is defined in Lemma

4.3.4. Then, LP'y(t, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the map q F-+ y(t, ,) at

p E P and py(t, p) C conv (Fpy(t, p)) holds.

2. Let Fyk : T x P Rnyxnp be defined by

Ipik(t, p) = {n(t, p) : 7rxGy(t, p)m(t, p) + rGf (t, p),
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Gf (t, p) E conv (7rFf(t, p, x(t, p))),

Gf (t, p) = [7rpGf (t, p) rXGf (t, p)],

WrpGf (t, p) C R"nx"p,

7rxGf (t, p) E Rflxnf I

m(t, p) E conv (Fpx(t, p)) }, Vt E [to, tf],

where Fpx(t, p) is computed using (4.3.2) and Ff(t, p, x(t, p)) is defined in Lemma

4.3.4. Then, L'nk(t, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the map n '-* k(t, q) at

p E P and api(t, p) C conv (7pF(t, p)) holds.

Proof. The first part of the results follow from applying Theorem 2.8.12 to the chain of

mappings p '-* (p, x(t, p)) H-* r(t, p, x(t, p)). The set

M ={ np N E conv (px(t, p))
N

is a linear Newton approximation for the mapping p '-+ (p, x(t, p)). Using conv (Fr(t, p, x(t, p)))

as the linear Newton approximation for the map (p, x(t, p)) '-+ r(t, p, x(t, p)) provides the

desired result. The second part of the results can be derived using the same reasoning. O

Remark 4.3.8. The results in Theorems 4.2.6, 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 directly apply to the DAE

in (4.3.1) with Gf(-, p) a measurable selection of conv (Ff(-, p, x(., p))) defined in Lemma

4.3.4.

The next three theorems extend the results in Theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.10.

Theorem 4.3.9. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.6 hold. Let g : T x P x X x Y x X + R

be a semismooth function. Let Fg : T x P x X x Y x -+4 Rx(+np+n.+nv+n) be a linear

Newton approximation of g such that ag(,p) C conv (Fg( p)) for all t E T x P x X x Y x X.
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Let G: P -+ R be defined by

G(p) = Jtf g(t, u(t, p))dt.

Then, G is a semismooth function at p.

Let FG P - R"np be the set

{n(tf, p) E R>',p :i(t, p) = B.(t, u(t, p))m(t, p) + B,(t, u(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], n(to, p) = 0,

Gg (., p) E CL(T, 7ru cony (Fg (-, u (-, p))),

Gg(t, p) = [7rpGg(t, p) rxGg(t, p) ry G9 (t, p) 7rGg(t, p)], Vt E T,

7r pGg(t, p) e R' np, 7rXGf(t, p) E Rlx", Vt T,

iryG 9 (t, p) E R "1", ri G(t, p) E R' "n, Vt E T,

rh(t, p) = 7rGf (t, p)m(t, p) + 7rGf (t, p), Vt E (to, tif],

Gf (-, p) EC(T, 7vcony (17f(-, v(-, p))),

Gf (t, p) = [rpGf (t, p) lrXGf (t, p)], Vt C T,

7TrpGf(t, p) E R" "xxp, 7rxGf(t, p) E Rnxxnx Vt E T

m(to, p) c conv (Lfo(p)),

G,(., p) E f-(T, r con (Fr(, v(, p))), Vt E T,

Gr(tp) = [7rpGr(tP) TrxGr(t, p)], Vt E T,

rpG,(t, p) E RflY"l, lrxG,(t, p) E R"l"I, Vt E T,

Bx(t, u(t, p)) = 7rxGg(t, p) +

'7TryG,(t, p)irxG,(t, p) + iiGg(t, p)lrxGf (t, p), Vt E T, (4.3.3)

By (t, u(t, p)) = irpGg(t, p) +

ry G.(t, p)7rpGr(t, p) + WrkGg (t, p)7rpGf (t, p), Vt c T} (4.3.4)
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where IPf(t, p, x(t, p)) and Fr(t, p, x(t, p)) is defined in Corollary 4.3.4. Then PG is a linear

Newton approximation of G at p and &G(p) C conv (FG(p)) holds.

Proof. Let g(t, u(t, p)) = g(t, v(t, p), y(t, p), x(t, p)). Then, the result follows from the

application of Corollary 4.3.7 with Theorem 2.8.12, collecting terms multiplying m(t, p) and

the application of Theorem 4.2.6. 0

Theorem 4.3.10. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.6 and Theorem 4.3.9 hold. Let A

T ---> Rx" be a solution of the initial value problem,

i(t) = -A(t)lrxGf (t, p) + Bx(t, u(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = 0.

Then, A is unique and absolutely continuous. Let J E Rx"'p be defined by

J= B,(t, u(t, p)) - A(t)7rpGf (t, p)dt + A(t)m(t, p)|

where m(t, p) is computed using (4.3.2), Bx(t, u(t, p)) and B,(t, u(t, p)) are computed using

(4.3.3) and (4.3.4), respectively. Then J E FG(p).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.7 where irxGg(t, p) and 7rpGg(t, p)

are replaced with Bx(t, u(t, p)) and B,(t, u(t, p)), respectively. El

Theorem 4.3.11. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.6 hold. Let h : T0 x P x X x Y x R

be a semismooth function where To is an open subset of T such that tf C To. Let G : P

R : -* h(tf, u(tf, q)). Then G is semismooth at p.

Let Fuh: P x X x Y x X = RIx(np+nx+ny+nx) be a linear Newton approximation of the

map fi '-* h(tf, ft) such that &nh(tf, ft) C cony (FTuh(tf, ii)) in a neighborhood of u(tf, p).

Let FG : p = R1+"P be the set

{MxNx + MyNy + MiNs + M,: [M, Mx My Mj] E conv (Fuh(tf, u(tf, p))),
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MP E R xnp, Mx C Rlxnz, My E RxnyI Mic E R Xnx

Nx E conv (rpx(tf, p)), Ny E conv (Lpy(tf, p)),

Nj E conv (ppk(tf, P))}.

Then, PG is a linear Newton approximation of G at p E P per Theorem 2.8.12 such that

0G(p) C conv (PG(p)) holds.

Let N, = m(tf, p), NY = 7rxG,(tf, p)m(tf, p)+pG,(tf, p), Nj = rxGf (tf, p)m(tf, p)+

7pGf (tf, p), CX = MX + My7xGr(tf, p) + MkrxGf(tf, p), Cp = Mp + MylrpGr(tf, P) +

MjX'pGf(tf, p) where m(t, p) is computed using (4.3.2), -7xG,(tf, p), 1IpGr(tf, p), 7rxGf(tf, p)

and 7rpGf(tf, p) are defined in Corollary 4.3.7.

Let A : T -+ Rlxx be a solution of the initial value problem,

A(t) = -A(t)rxGf (t, p), Vt E [to, tf), A(tf) = -CX.

Then, A is unique and absolutely continuous. Let J E RxIfP be defined by

J = -A(t)lrpGf(t, p)dt - A(to)m(to, p) + C,
to

where m(t, p) is computed as in Theorem 4.3.6. Then J E FG(p).

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 4.2.8 except the redefined quantities

Cx and Cp.

4.4 Multistage Systems

The previous results are extended to dynamic systems whose evolutions are described by

disparate differential-algebraic equations in consecutive intervals of time.
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Assumption 4.4.1. Let ne be a finite positive integer and I = {1,...,ne}. Let a C

R, #i E R, ai < #i, Vi E I, aj+1 = Oi, Vi E I\{ne}, -o < ai < #,,, < +oo. Let

T = u :1[ai, /3] and T C T. Let T be an open subset of T such that [al,i 3] C T for all

i E I. Let xi : [ai,I] x P -+ X, yj : [ai,i j] x P -* Y, *i : [ai,i3] x P - X for all i E I,

x: TxP - X, y: TxP - Y andk: TxP -- X. Assume Fi: TixPxXxY x - f Rnx+ny

are semismooth functions for all i E I. Assume F : P x X -+ X for all i E I\{1} and

FO : P -+ X are semismooth functions. Assume there exists a linear Newton approximation

FFj : 'i x P x X x Y x X = R(nx+ny)x(l+np+nx+ny+nx) such that aFi(p) C conv (FF(p))

holds for all yAE '7 x P x X x Y x X for each i E I. Assume there exists a linear Newton

approximation FF9 : P x X -3 RnxX(np+nx) such that F7(p) C cony (FF7 (p)) holds for

all yA E P x X for all I\{1}. Finally, assume there exists FFO : P -3 Rnxxnp such that

FO(q) C conv (FF (1)) holds for all 17 C P.

The linear Newton approximations associated with the solutions of the initial value prob-

lem,

o = Fj(t, p, xi(t, p), y (t, p), ki(t, p)), Vt E [ai, !i], Vi E , (4.4.1)

0 = xI(ai, p) - FO(p),

o = xj(ai, p) - F'(p, xi_1(#_ 1 , p)), Vi E I\{1}, (4.4.2)

0 = X (t, p) - xi (t, p), Vt E [ai, #i), Vi E 1,

o = X(3ne, p) - Xne(One, P),

0 = y (t, p) - yj (t, p), Vt (z [ai, #i), Vi E 1,

o = Y(One, P) - yne (#ne, P),

o = S(t, p) - ki(t, p), Vt E [ai, i), Vi E ,

0 = 5(One, p) - ine (#ne, P)
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are derived in this section.

Remark 4.4.2. x(-, p), y(-, p) and k(-, p) might be discontinuous at t = a with i > 1.

Remark 4.4.3. The results derived in this section are applicable with slight modifications to

the case where the number of states, number of algebraic variables as well as the domains of

the functions Fj and F9 differ for each i E 1.

Assumption 4.4.4. Let (ci, p) = i and y(a, p) = yj for all i E I where ki and :y

are constants. Assume that this condition is sufficient to uniquely determine k(aj, p) and

y(ai, p) uniquely for all i E I and for all p G P.

Assumption 4.4.5. Let (xi(-, p), y (-, p), ki(-, p)), Vi E I be the unique solution of (4.4.1).

Let zi :[ai, #/3 ] x P - P : (t, p) '-4 p, vi : [ai, #3] x P -+ P x X : (t, p) '-4 ((zi(t, p)), xi(t, p))

and ui: [ai, #] x - P x X x Y x X: (t, p) - (vi(t, p), y (t, p), ki (t, p)). Let u : T x P-

P x X x Y x X be such that u(t, p) = ui(t, p) for all t E [aE , iA) and u(,3ne, p) = Une(ne, P).

Corollary 4.4.6. Let Assumptions 4.4.1 and 4.4.4 hold. Let the assumptions of Lemma

4.3.4 hold for all i E I. Let (xi(-, p), y (-, p), ik(-, p)), Vi E I be the solution of (4.4.1).

Then, u(t,-) is semismooth at p for all t E T.

Proof. Let ne = 1. Then, ui(t, -) is a semismooth function at p for t E [ai, i31] per Corollary

4.3.5. Since the composition of semismooth functions is semismooth and FO is a semismooth

function, u2 (a 2, -) is semismooth at p if ne = 2. Then, u 2(t, ) for all t E [a2, 12] is semis-

mooth at p per Corollary 4.3.5. The final result follows from the repeated application of

Corollary 4.3.5 and the composition rule for semismooth functions as has been done for the

case ne < 2. D

Theorem 4.4.7. Let Assumptions 4.4.1 and 4.4.4 hold. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.4

hold for all i E I. Let fi and ri be the semismooth implicit functions that satisfy Fj(t, vi(t, p),

ri(t, vi(t, p)), fi(t, vi(t, p))) = 0 for all t E [ai, /3] and for all i E I.
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Let IFpxo,1(p) = FFO(p). Let L'pxo,i(p) be the set

{MXiNi_1 + Mp,i: [Mxi Mp,j] c conv (FF9(p, xi_1(P, #3_1))), (4.4.3)

Mx,i E R"nx"n, M p, E R xx"p, Ni-1 C conv (pxi_1(p,i-1))}

for all i E I\{1}.

Let L'pxi (#3, p) be the set

{mi(#3, p) : ri(t, p) = rx Gf,(t, p)mi(t, p) + 7rpGf,j(t, p), Vt E (ai, 0i], (4.4.4)

Gf'i (-,I p) E L([aj, #O), 7ryFconv (Ffi(-,I vi(-, IP))),

Gf,j(t, p) = [7rpGf,i(t, p) 7rxGf,i(t, p)], Vt E [ai, 0i],

7rpGf,i(t, p) E Rnxx np 7rx Gf,(t, p) E Rflxxfx, Vt E [ai, 0i],

mi(ai, p) E conv (Fpxo,i(p))}.

where Ffj is defined in Lemma 4.3.4 for all i E I.

Let 17x(t, p) = FJxj(t, p) for all t E [aiI i) for all i E I and Upx(3ne, p) = PpXne (n,, P).

Then, Fex(t, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the map q -* x(t,rq) at p E P for all

t E [ai, /3) and px(t, p) C conv (IFpx(t, p)) holds for all t C [ali, 0).

Proof. If ne = 1, then, the result follows from Theorem 4.3.6 by letting tf in that the-

orem take values in [ai,ON ) and setting to = aj. In this case, apx(t,p) = px1(t,p) C

conv (1Fpx1(t, p)) holds for all t E [ai,# 1]. Per Theorem 2.8.12, Jpxo,2 (p) is a linear Newton

approximation of the map q '-4 x 2 (a2, 7) at p. Per Theorem 2.6.7:

px 2(a2 , p) c conv ({MxN + Mp N E apx 1( 1, p), [M. M,] E NF(p, x1(#1, p))

holds where Mp E Rp Xx and Mx E Rnx x . Then, apx 2 (a2 , p) c conv (Fpxo, 2 (p)) follows
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from the fact that apx 1(i1, p)

c conv (FF?(1, x1(p, 01))). Application of Theorem 4.3.6 after setting F = F 2 and FF 0(p) =

conv (rpxo,2 (p)) proves the result for ne = 2. The case for larger ne is proven by the repeated

application of Theorem 4.3.6 and Theorem 2.8.12 as has been done for the case ne = 2. L

Theorem 4.4.8. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.7 hold. Define Gi : P -+ R as

Gi(p) = gi(t, ui(t, p))dt

where gi : T x P x X x Y x X '--l R are semismooth functions for all i E I. Then, Gi are

semismooth functions at p per Theorem 4.3.9.

Let G : P -- R be defined by

"e

i=1 i

Then, G is a semismooth function at p E P since the sum of semismooth functions is

semismooth.

Let FGi :P - RxP be the set

{ni(Oi, p) E R'"" : i(t, p) = Bx,i(t, ui(t, p))mj(t, p) + Bp,j(t, uj(t, p)), Vt E (ai, fi], n(ai, p) = 0,

G,(-, p) E (T, 7uconv (]gi(-, ui(-, p))),

Gg,i(t, p) = [wpGg,i(t, p) wxGg,i(t, p) 7yGg,i(t, p) wiGg,i(t, p)], Vt E [ai, lu],

irpGg,i(t, p) E R 1 xnp, IrxGg,i(t, p) E R xn, Vt E [ai, l],

7ryGg,i(t, p) E R ", ji Gg,i(t, p) E R' xn, Vt E [ai I),

rhi(t, p) = IrxGf, (t, p)mi(t, p) + 7rpGf,i(t, p), Vt E (ai, #l],

Gf,i(., p) E £(T, wyconv (Ffi(-, v(-, p))),

Gf,i(t, p) = [7rpGf,j(t, p) 7rxGf,i(t, p)], Vt E [ai, IA],
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7rpGf,i(t, p) E RnxxnPI 7rxGfi(tp) E Rnxxnx, Vt E [ai, 0i],

mi(ai, p) E conv (Fpxo,i(p)),

Gr,i(-, p) E L(T, 7ryconv (Fri(-, v(-, p))), Vt E [ai, 3],

Gr,i(t, p) = [7rpG,i(t, p) lrxGr,i(t, p)], Vt E [a i , ]i),

i7pGr,i(t, p) c R n xp, 7rxGr,i(t, p) E Rv n "xflx, Vt E [ai,!3i],

Bi (t, ui(t, p)) = 7rxG,i(t, p) +

7ryG,i(t, p)lrxGr,i(t, p) + riG,,i(t, p)IrxGf,i(t, p), Vt E [ail, i],

(4.4.5)

By,i(t, ui(t, p)) = irpGg,i(t, p) +

iry Gg,i(t, p)irpGr,i(t, p) + 7r*Gg,i(t, p)rpGf ,i(t, p), Vt C [ai, 0i] }

(4.4.6)

where Ffi and Fri are defined in Lemma 4.3.4. Then J7Gi is a linear Newton approximation

of Gi at p and &Gi (p) C cony (JGi (p)) holds for all i E I per Theorem 4.3.9 and Theorem

.4.7.

Let FG(p) be

ne

IFG(p) = conv (rGi(p)).
i=1

Then, PG is a linear Newton approximation of G and 9G(p) C conv (PG(p)) holds since

lie

aG(p) c aGi(p).
i=1

For all i E I, let Ai : [a,, I] -+ Rixn be a solution of the initial value problem

Ai(t) = - Aj(t)irxGf,i(t, p) + Bx,i(t, u(t, p), Vt E (aj, /i], Vi C I,
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Ai(3i) = Ai+ 1(#3)Mx,i+ 1 , Vi c '\{ne}, Ane (One) = 0.

Then, Ai is absolutely continuous and unique. Let J be

ne i

Z] Bpi(tui(tp)) -
i=1 ai

ne-1

Ai+ 1(3i)Mp,i+ 1 + Ane

Ai(t)7rpGf,i(t, p)dt -

(One)mne (!ne, p) - A1(ai)m1(a1, p)

where Mp,i+1, Mx,i+ 1 and mi(ai, p) are defined in Theorem 4.4.7. Then, J E FG(p).

Proof. Applying Theorem 4.3.10 for each i C I:

Ji = Bp,i(t, ui(t, p)) - A (t)-rpGf,j(t, p)dt + Ai(t)mi(t, p)| 1 (4.4.7)

is obtained with Ji E FGj(p) where

A (t) = - Ai(t)1rxGf,i(t, p) + Bx,i(t, ui(t, p)), Vt E [aj, ) Ai(0l) = 0.

It can be seen from its derivation that (4.4.7) holds for any Ao E RlX" and Ai(Oi) = Ao. Ao

is set to the zero vector in order to avoid the computation of mi(#li, p).

Let J = Ji. Clearly, J E FG(p) because Ji E FGj(p). Then, J is equal to

(4.4.8)
ze c4

i= 

ai

Note that mi+1(ai+1, p) is Mxi+1mi(0) + Mp,i+1 in view of (4.4.3) for some Mx,i+1 and

Mp,i+l where Mx,i+1 and Mp,i+1 are defined in Theorem 4.4.7. Hence

-A+i+(ai+1)mi+ 1(±ai+1, p) = -Aj+I(ai+1)(Mx,i+1mi(#) + Mpi+1)-
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Then, setting

Ai+1(ai+1)Mx,i+1 = Ai(oi)

allows the cancellation of terms in (4.4.8) and results in

ne Oi

S B ,(t, uj(t, p)) - Aj(t)irpGf,j(t, p)dt -

Ai+ 1 (Oi)Mp,i+1 + Ae(!ne) ne (n e, p) - A1(ai)m1 (a1, p).
i=1

Setting An, (#n) = 0 provides the desired result.

Corollary 4.4.9. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.7 hold.

1. Let JPy : T x P -3 R n"rp be defined by

Fpy(t, p) = {n(t, p) : ixG,,i(t, p)mi(t, p) + irpG,,i(t, p),

Gr,i(t, p) E conv ('Ir ri (t, p, x(t, p))),

Gr,i(t, p) = [7rpGr (t, p) 7rxG,,j(t, p)],

7TpGr,i(t, P) E R

IrxGr,i(t, p) E Rnvxn,

mi(t, p) E conv (fpxi (on, p))}, Vt E [aI, I), Vi E 1,

FpY(pne, p) = {n(Qne, p) : irxGr,n,(One#, p)mn(# 3 ne, P) + l7pGr,n,(One, P),

Gr,ne (One, p) E conv (irv rne (One, p, x(t, p))),

Gr,ne (On, I P) = [lpGr,ne (One, P) 7rxGr,ne (On, 1 P)],

7rpGr,ne (On, p) E R xfp

7rxGr,ne (One, p) E R Xfx
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mne(ne, p) E conv (FpXn,(One, P))}

where rpxi(t, p) is defined as in Theorem 4.4.7 and Tri is defined using Lemma 4.3.4

for all i c 1. Then, T py(t, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the mapq '-- y(t, 77)

at p E P and Opy(t, p) C conv (Lpy(t, p)) holds.

2. Let 1P7i : T x P -I Rnvxnp be defined by

Fpic(t, p) = {n(t, p) 7rx Gfj(t, p)mi(t, p) + 7rpGf,j(t, p),

Gfi(t, p) E conv (7v w fi(t, p, x(t, p))),

Gfi(t, p) = [-7pGf,j(t, p) irxGf,i(t, p)],

7I~G,~(,P)C Inxxnp,rpGf,i (t, p) E R"",

-7rxGf,j(t, p) E R

mi(t, p) E conv (LFpxi(t, p))}, Vt E [ai, 13i), Vi E I,

FpiC(One, p) = {(ne, p) :7rXGf,ne(On, p)mn,(#ne, P) + lrpGf,e(One, P),

Gf,n, (3ne, p) E conv (vf fne (One, p X(eI P, p))),

Gf,e(OnIe, p) = [7rpGf,e((One, P) 7rxGf,ne(One, P)],

7IpG f,ne(/ne, P) E R "xxfp

TrxGf,ne(#ne, P) E R I

mn,(One, p) E conv (FpXn, (One P))}

where Fpxi(t, p) is defined as in Theorem 4.4. 7 and Ifj is defined using Lemma 4.3.4

for all i E I. Then, IFO (t, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the map q F-4 k(t, 7)

at p E P and o&pi(t, p) C conv (Fpk(t, p)) holds.

Proof. Application of Theorem 2.8.12 to the implicit functions ri and fi produces Fyy and

FP, respectively. Application of Theorem 2.6.7 to ri and fi provides sets M, and Mf
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such that 8,y(t, p) c conv (M,) and 8,i(t, p) c conv (Mf) hold. Then, it can be shown

that conv (M,) c conv (]Fpy(t, p)) and conv (Mf) C conv (pi(t, p)) using the fact that

&fi(t, vi(t, p)) C conv (Ffi(t, vi(t, p))), Bri(t, vi(t, p)) C conv (Fri(t, vi(t, p))) and 8,x(t, p) c

conv (rPx(t, p)).

Theorem 4.4.10. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.7 hold. Let h : To x P x X x Y x A - R

be a semismooth function where To is an open subset of T such that /3n, E To. Let G : P

R : - h(#n, u(#Qne,r)). Then, G is semismooth at p.

Let Juh : P x x y x $ -3 R1x(np+nx+ny+nx) be a linear Newton approximation of the

map ii F-+ h(#le, fi) such that &uh(#ne, ii) C conv (Fuh(tf, Iif)) in a neighborhood of U(ne, P).

Let FG p -4 R+np be the set

{AxNx + AyNy + AkNk + Ap: [Ap Ax Ay A5] E conv (ruh(ne, u(#ne, p))),

A, E R1 "1 Ax E: R1I, Ay E R1I, Ac E R1I,

Nx E conv (Fpx(3ne, p)), Ny E conv (Ppy(#ne, p)),

N, E conv (Fpk(One, p))}

where Fpx(/3n, p) is defined in Theorem 4.4.7, Fpy(#3,n, p) and Jp(/ 3#,, p) are defined in

Corollary 4.4.9. Then, FG is a linear Newton approximation of G at p E P per Theorem

2.8.12 such that &G(p) C conv (IG(p)) holds.

Let Nx = mne (#n,, p), Ny = 7rxGr,n,(One, p)mn,(One, p) +7rpGr,n(one,, p), Nk = IxxGf,ne.(One, P)

mne (One, P) + lrpGffle (#ne, p), CX = Ax + Ay7xGr,n (One, p) + AjITxGf,e (#ne, P), C, =

Ap + AyirpGr,n(One#, p) + Ak1rpGf,ne,(#fe p) where mne(t, p) is computed using Theorem

4.4.7, 7rxGr,ne (#One, P), 7rpGrn(#ne, p), 7rxGf,ne (,ne, p) and lrpGf,e (#One, p) are defined in

Corollary 4.4.9.
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Let Ai : [as, 0] --+ R"x be a solution of the initial value problem,

A (t) = -A (t)7rxGf,i(t, p), Vt E [ai, ), Vi E §1,

Ai(#i) = Ai+1(ai+1)Mxi+1, Vi E I\{ne}, Ane(/3ne) = -Cx.

Then, A is unique and absolutely continuous. Let J E Rlx"p be defined by

-Aj(t)rpGfi(t, p)dt + E (-Ai+1(ai+1)Mp,i+1) - A1 (ai)m1 (ai, p) + C,

where mi(ai, p), Mp,i+1 and Mx,i+1 are defined in Theorem 4.4.7. Then, J E FG(p).

Proof. Let N be the set

{AxNx + AyNy + AjNi + A, : [A, Ax Ay Ai] c &uh(One, u(/ne, P)),

Ap E RC Xfp Ax E R xnx Ay E R "xny A*c E R xnxI

Nx c apX(#ne, p), Ny E apY(One IP),

N* c Opk(One, p)}.

Then, using Theorem 2.6.7, it can be shown that 9G(p) C conv (N) c conv (FG(p))

since &px(#,,, p) C conv (1pX(#3e, p)), 8,y(#., p) C conv (Ppy(#ln, p)), ,ip(pne, p) C

conv (Ppk(#ne, p)) and &uh(ne, u(flne, p)) c conv (Fuh(neI U(3, p))) holds.

Let J = Cxmne(#ne, p) + Cp. Then, J E FG(p) by the definition of FG(p).

Note that Cxmne (#,, p) is equal to

ne 13ine-i

Z] Cxri-(t, p)dt + j (Cxmi+1 (ai+1 , p) - Cxmi(0i, p)) + Cxmi (ai, p).
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This can be written as

Cxrhi(t, p) - Ai(t)(7rxGf,j(t, p)mi(t, p) + 7rpGf,i(t, p) - rhi (t, p))dt +

ne-1

(Cxmi+1(ai+1, p) - Cxmi(#i, p)) + Cxmi (ai, p).

Applying integration by parts and collecting terms as done in Theorem 4.2.8 results in

n 13 i/ -Ai(t)7rpGf,i(t, p)dt + (Cx + Ai(t))mi(t, p)ji+

ne -1

(Cxmi+1(ai+1, p) - Cxmi (i, p)) + Cxmi (a1, p).
i=1

This expression can be simplified to

ne 134

I: -Ai(t)7rp Gf,(t, p)dt+
i=1 a

ne-1

(-A+(ae+ 1)mi+ 1(ai+1, p) + Ai (i)mi(3i, p)) +

(Cx + Ane (#ne))mn,(#ne, p) - A1(ai)m 1 (ai, p).

Note that mi+(ai+1I, p) = Mxi+mim(i, p) +Mp,i+ 1 where Mx,i+1 and Mp,i+1 are as defined

in Theorem 4.4.7. Setting Aj(#3) = A+1(ai+1)Mx,i+1, and Ane(/3n) = -C., provides the

desired result.

4.5 Example

In this section, Example 3.6.3 is revisited. In order to analyze that example, the following

corollary to Theorem 2.7.3 is required.
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Corollary 4.5.1. Let Y1 and Y2 be open subsets of R" and R', respectively. Let yi E Y1

and Y2 G Y2. Let H: Y1 x Y2 - R' be a PC1 function that is completely coherently oriented

with respect to Y2 at (yi, Y2). Suppose H(yi, Y2) = 0. Let H: Y2 -* Rm : y '-+ H(yi, y). Let

a be the sign of the determinants in 72 &BH(yi, Y2) = {J 2Hj(yi, Y2) : i E I(H, (yi, Y2))}.

Then ind(fH, Y2) = a and the conditions of Theorem 4.1.7 are satisfied.

Proof. Let F : Y x Y2 --+ Rn+m : (x, y) '-* (x, H(x, y)). F is a PC' function in the

neighborhood of (y1, Y2) with essentially active selection functions Fj : Y x Y2 --+ Rn+m

(x, y) F-+ (x, Hi(x, y)), i E I(H, (Yi, Y2)) and

aBF(yi, y 2 ) = {0: i E I(H, (Y1, Y2)) -
JiHj(yi, y2) J2Hi(yi,Iy2)

Note that the elements of BF(yi, Y2) are coherently oriented because the determinant of

each element is equal to det(Im) x det(J 2Hi(yi, Y2)) due to the special structure of the

elements. Let the sign of det(J 2Hi(yi, Y2)) be a which is constant and nonzero for all

i E I by the complete coherent orientation of H with respect to Y2. Since H is completely

coherently oriented with respect to Y2, F is completely coherently oriented with respect to

Y1 x Y2.

The B-derivative F'(yi, Y2; -) is a continuous piecewise linear function such that

BBF'(yi, y 2 ; 0) C aBF(yi, y 2 )

holds per Lemma 2 in [79]. Therefore, F'(yl, y2; -) is completely coherently oriented at 0 with

respect to Rn+m. Per Corollary 19 in [91], F'(yl, y2; -) is invertible at 0. Per the equivalence

of Conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 5 in [91], F is invertible at y and ind(F, (Yi, Y2)) = ±1.

It can be shown as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [42], that the sign of ind(F, (Yi, Y2)) is a.

Finally, it can be shown that ind(F, (Yi, Y2)) = ind(H, Y2) as in the proof of Theorem 4 in
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[42]. Li

Example 4.5.2. Consider the dynamic system introduced in Example 3.6.3 where the com-

putation of the strict derivative of the mapping q '-+ x(t, 77) is discussed. Here, however, the

computation of an element of Fpx(t, p) is discussed.

First note that the matrix B(t, q) defined in (3.6.6) has nonzero determinant because of

the triangular structure of the matrix and the invertibility of JiV(t, 77), In, and R(t, 7y, ?7).

The sign of det(B(t, 1q)) is equal to the sign of det(JjV(t, 77)) because the determinant of

In, and the sign of the determinant of any possible R(t, 7y, 71,,) are both one. Assume that

the sign of the determinant of J5V(t, q) is nonzero and constant on it domain.

Let

JtV(t, 77) JpV(t, 77) JxV(t, 77)

C(t, 77) = -JtQ(t, ny, nx) -JpQ(t, 7P, 7x) -- x t, np, 77-)

K(t, 7y, ox)JtQ(t, 7py, 9x) K(t, 7y, 7x)JQ(t, 7y, 92) K(t, ny, 9x)JxQ(t, p, x)-

at points where F is differentiable.

Every element of BF(t, T7) has the same structure as [C(t, r) B(t, i)] but with different

R(t, 77y,, ix) and K(t, 7y, 77) matrices due to the PC' nature of F. It can be shown that F is

completely coherently oriented at (t, q) with respect to Y x W x X using the fact that any

matrices in the set A(yi, Y2) defined in Definition 2.7.2 differ only in the R(t, y i.) matrices

they contain. Since all possible R(t, Ty, mq) have positive determinantal sign, complete

coherent orientation follows from the structure of B(t, i).

Per Corollary 4.5.1, the conditions for Lemma 4.3.4 hold. As a result, Theorem 4.3.6 can

be used to compute an element of Fpx(t, p).
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Chapter 5

Numerical Computation of the

Generalized Jacobians and Linear

Newton Approximations

In this chapter, the numerical computation of elements of the linear Newton approximations

and generalized Jacobians derived for the mapping q '-* (x(tf, 7), y(tf, 7), 5(tf, 7)) in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 is discussed. Two main issues need to be addressed in order to obtain accurate

numerical values. The first one is the computation of an element of the generalized Jaco-

bians or the linear Newton approximations of the functions in the right-hand sides of (4.2.1),

(4.3.1) and (4.4.1). The second one is the accurate numerical integration of the auxiliary

equations that define the generalized Jacobians and linear Newton approximations of the

mapping 2 -* (x(tf, 2), y(tf, p), k(tf, p)). As shown in Example 3.6.2, these auxiliary equa-

tions have discontinuous right-hand sides. ODE/DAE solvers that do not take into account

the discontinuous nature of these equations either cannot integrate these equations correctly

or become inefficient because they have to take too many time steps to satisfy integration

tolerances when discontinuities are encountered.
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An assumption on the structure of the right-hand side functions is made in the rest of this

thesis. The right-hand side functions become PC' functions as a result and an element of

the generalized Jacobian of these functions can be readily computed using the properties of

PC' functions (§2.7.1). The structural assumption divides the domain of the right-hand side

functions into subsets. The right-hand side functions are continuously differentiable on the

interior of these subsets and possibly nondifferentiable on the boundaries of these subsets.

This regularity in the placement of the nondifferentiable points allows the detection of the

discontinuities in the auxiliary equations using state event location algorithms [83].

The first section introduces the aforementioned structural assumption and discusses the

computation of the elements of the linear Newton approximations and generalized Jacobians

of the right-hand side functions. The second section discusses modifications to the auxiliary

equations in case the underlying dynamics is of the form (4.3.1) and (4.4.1) to improve the

efficiency of computation. In this case, the inversion of matrices is required to compute an

element of the linear Newton approximation or the strict derivative. This is undesirable

because it is computationally very inefficient. The structural assumption allows the use of

more efficient techniques that do not explicitly invert the matrices. The final section reviews

relevant aspects of state event location. Results in Chapter 3 require that the time points

at which the state trajectory visits nondifferentiable points in the domains of the right-hand

side functions constitute a set of measure zero. A numerical method to check this condition

is introduced.

5.1 Linear Newton Approximations of the Right-Hand

Side

Assumption 5.1.1. (Property M) Let X be a connected open subset of R'. A locally Lips-

chitz continuous function F : X -> R" satisfies property M if the following hold:
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1. nD(F) is a finite positive integer, D(F) = {1,... , nD(F)}.

2. cl (X) = UnD1(F)cl (U) where Uj are open subsets of R" such that if i' / i", then Ui n

UV, = 0 for all i', i" E D(F).

3. Oi are open subsets of Rn such that cl (Uj) C Oi for all i E D(F).

4. int (el (Uj)) = U I, Vi E D (F).

5. J3(F) = {1,..., ni(F)} where ni(F) is a finite positive integer for all i E D(F).

6. gij : Oi - R E C1(O) for all i E D(F) and for all j G h1(F).

7. gi : O --+ R : q - max{gi, (77), j E J7 (F)} for all i E D(F).

8. For all i E D(F), gi(r) < 0, Vq E Uj, gi(r/) = 0, V77 E cl (Ui)\Ui and gj(rq) > 0, V'1 E

Oj\c1 (Us).

9. The set { 7 Oi : gi(rq) = 01 constitutes a piecewise continuously differentiable mani-

fold of dimension n - 1 for all i E D(F).

10. For each i G D(F), there exists a function, Fj : Oi --+ R' such that Fj E C'(O) and

F(77) = Fj(,q) for all 77 E cl(Uj).

Remark 5.1.2. The functions gij defined in Assumption 5.1.1 are called discontinuity or

zero-crossing functions.

Remark 5.1.3. Item 4 is necessary to exclude any point, 77 E cl (Ui)\Ui that has no neigh-

borhood containing points not in U.

Corollary 5.1.4. Suppose that F : X --+ R m satisfies property M. Then F is a PC' function

on X. Let q E X. If gj(q) < 0 for some j E D(F), then, the essentially active function

indices at 17, I(F, 7), is {j} and &F(77) = {JFj(77)}. If gj(77) = 0, for some j E D(F),

then, there exists at least one more index k # j such that gk(77) = 0. Let IC C D(F) be

the set containing all indices i E IC such that gi(rq) = 0 holds. Then I(F, T) = IC and

&F(77) = conv ({JF(1), i E K}).

Proof. If gj(7) < 0 for some j E D(F), then T7 E U3 . Since U is open, there exists 0, a
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neighborhood of 77 such that 0 C Uj. Hence I(F, q) = {j} and 8F(q) = {JFj(q)}. If

gj (q) = 0, let 0 be any neighborhood of n such that 0 C X C Ui1(F)cl (Us). o n Uj is

nonempty because q E cl (Uj). Therefore, there exists no 0 which is a subset of any Uj for

i E D(F)\{j}. Otherwise, Uj n Uj would be nonempty. This also implies that there is at least

one more index, k E D(F) such that k # j and gk(77) = 0. Assume otherwise. Note that

,q E X and X is open. Since g (77) = 0, q C cl (Uj)\U per property M. Per property 4, every

neighborhood of 77 contains points not in Uj. Therefore, there exists no 0, a neighborhood

of 17, such that 0 C U3 . Hence 17 V X because X is open but q is not an interior point of X.

Let IC C D(F) contain all indices such that gi(r) = 0 if i E KC. Note that O n U is

a nonempty open set for any neighborhood, 0, of q for all i E IC because both sets are

open. Let Xi = {u E 0 : Fj(u) = F(u)} for each i E C. Then, o n Ui C int (Xi). Note

that q E cl (Us), and therefore 77 is a limit point of O n Ui. Hence 77 c cl (O n Us). Since

cl (0 n Uj) C cl (int (Xi)) holds, 7 E cl (int (Xi)). Therefore, I(F, 7) = IC and 8F(7)) =

conv ({JFj(,q), i E K}) per the definition of essentially active function indices. 0

Remark 5.1.5. In the remainder of this thesis, let Qm(F) = (UnD(F) (cl (Ui)\Ui)) n X =

X\ unD(F) Ui.

Consider (4.2.1). Assume f and fo satisfy property M. Then f and fo are PC' functions

on their respective domains. Therefore,

af(77) = conv ({f i (77), i E 1(f, 7q)}), V77 E T X P x X,

afo(p) = conv ({Jfo,j(p), i E I(fo, p)}), Vp E P,

where fi and fo,j correspond to the functions Fj defined in Assumption 5.1.1. In this case,

Assumption 4.2.1 holds with Ff = Of and 1fo = Ofo since f and fo are semismooth functions

(§2.8.5).

Note that Of(i) C rff(77) per Theorem 2.6.10. The assumptions of Theorem 3.2.3
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hold if S = {t E [totf] : (t,p,x(t,p)) E Qm(f)} is a measure zero subset of [to,tf] and

p E P\Qm(fo). If t E T\S, then (t, p, x(t, p)) E U for some i E I(f, (t, p, x(t, p))) and

af(t, p, x(t, p)) = r,8f(t, p, x(t, p)) = {Jf,(t, p, x(t, p))} holds because f is continuously

hence strictly differentiable in this case.

Consider (4.3.1). Assume F and Fo satisfy property M. Then, F and Fo are PC' functions

on their respective domains as in the ODE case and

F(q) = conv ({JFj(q), i E I(F,j)}), Vi E T x P x X x Yx X,

BFo(p) = cony ({JFo,j(p), i E I(Fo, p)}), Vp E P.

Then, Assumption 4.3.1 holds with FF = F and FFo = OFo since F and Fo are semismooth

functions (§2.8.5). In this case

aBF(q) = {JFi(n), i E I(F, ,)}

because F is a PC' function. The assumptions of Theorem 3.3.6 hold if S = {t E [to, Itf]

(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), I(t, p)) E Qm(F)} is a measure zero subset of [to, tf] and p E P\Qm(Fo).

As in the ODE case, if t E T\S, then OuF(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p))

7wu8F(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)) = {JuFi(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p))} holds for some i E

(F, (t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), i(t, p))).

Assume g as defined in Theorem 4.3.10 satisfies property M. Then

9(q) = conv ({Jgj(n), i E (g, n)}), V E T x P x X x Y xX

where the functions gi correspond to the functions Fj in the statement of Assumption 5.1.1

and the assumptions of Theorem 4.3.10 hold with 1g = 8g. The assumptions of Theorem

3.3.9 hold if S = {t E [to, tf] : (t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)) E Qm(g) U Qm(F)} is a measure
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zero subset of [to, tf] and p C P\Qm(Fo). If t E T\S, then 9ug(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)) =

7ru g(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), i(t, p)) = {Jug (t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p))} for some i E I(g, (t, p,

x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p))).

Let h as defined in Theorem 4.3.11 satisfy property M. The assumptions of Theorem

4.3.11 hold if 1uh = 7ruoh where

ah(,) = conv ({Jhi(,), i E (h, 17)}), V E To x P x X x Y x J

and the hi correspond to the functions Fi in the statement of Assumption 5.1.1. Note that

Bh is a linear Newton approximation of h. Then using Theorem 2.8.12, it can be shown that

7ruah is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping 77 F-+ h(tf, 7j).

The discussion for the multistage systems in (4.4.1) is similar to the DAE case and

therefore it is omitted.

5.2 Singleton and Non-Singleton Trajectories

Assume f and fo in (4.2.1) satisfy property M. Let p E P. Let x(t, p) be the solution

of (4.2.1). Let S = {t e [to, tf] : (t, p, x(t, p)) E Qm(f)}. If S is a set of measure zero

and p E P\Qm(fo), then the solution is called a singleton trajectory otherwise it is called a

non-singleton trajectory. If the solution is a singleton trajectory, then the assumptions of

Theorem 3.2.3 are satisfied and apx(tf, p) is a singleton set.

Figure 5-1 depicts examples of singleton trajectories and a non-singleton trajectory. For

clarity, the solutions of an ordinary differential equation of the form i' = f(t, x), x(O) = p

are shown where f satisfies property M. Different shaded areas represent the sets, {UI} 1

as described in the statement of Assumption 5.1.1. The functions {g}&1 are as defined in

Assumption 5.1.1. The functions {fi} 1 correspond to the functions {Fi} In(F)
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Trajectory A is a non-singleton trajectory because it tracks the boundary of U5 defined

by g5. Trajectory B and C are singleton trajectories. Trajectory C crosses one boundary at a

time whereas B crosses multiple boundaries at a time. In addition, trajectory B has a point

where the trajectory is tangent to the boundary of U5 at a point. Solutions of (4.2.1) display

Bv

C I

k =f(t, x)

Figure 5-1: Examples of singleton and non-singleton trajectories.

the same behavior as shown in Figure 5-1. The forward sensitivity equations in Theorem

3.2.3 and the differential equations in Theorem 4.2.3 are possibly discontinuous when the

trajectory crosses boundaries (Trajectory B and C). These equations have continuous right-

hand sides when x(t, p) E Ui for some i E D(f) per property M. If the trajectory tracks

the boundary of Ui, using Jvfi(-, p, x(., p)) as G1 (., p) satisfies the requirements of Theorem

4.2.3. Since Jvfi is continuous, the right-hand sides of the differential equations defined by

4.2.2 are continuous as long as the trajectory tracks the boundary of a Ui under this choice.

In order to integrate these equations accurately, the time points at which (t, p, x(t, p)) E

Qm(f) hold need to be determined. At these time points, gi(t, p, x(t, p) = 0 holds for some i.

State event location algorithms can be used to detect these time points of discontinuity using

the discontinuity functions. At the end of this chapter, a state event location algorithm is

reviewed that is used in the remainder of this thesis.
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In the remainder of this thesis, following assumption holds.

Assumption 5.2.1. Let (x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)) be the solution of (4.3.1). Then, (to, Itf] =

U() Tk where n(p) is an integer and depends on p; Tk = (ak, 0k] and ak < 13k for all

k E {1, ... , n(p)}; ai = to, /3n(p) = tf; ak = /k-1 for all k E {2, . . , n(p)} and m(t, p) =

Sk, Vt c Tk, sk E 'D(F) holds and the solution of (4.3.1) satisfies

0 = Fm(t,p)(t, , (t, p), (t, P), 5(t, P)), Vt E Tk, x(to, p) = Fo(p). (5.2.1)

for each p C P.

This assumption is not unreasonable for the systems considered in this thesis. Further-

more, solutions of (4.2.1) and (4.3.1) exist for a parameter value irrespective of Assumption

5.2.1 because the right-hand sides of these equations are locally Lipschitz continuous. Issues

that arise with discontinuous systems such as Zeno or chattering behavior [10] do not arise

in these systems.

Remark 5.2.2. The quantities n(p), {T k"n) and {sk}k are not known a priori. They

are determined by the state event location and non-singleton trajectory detection algorithm,

which is discussed later in this chapter, during the integration of (4.3.1).

In the next section, computational improvements made possible by this assumption are

discussed and then the state event location and non-singleton trajectory detection algorithm

is presented.

5.3 Computational Improvements

In this section, computational improvements to the integration of an equation defined in

(4.3.2) are discussed. The improvements apply to (3.3.4) as well. In the remainder of this
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thesis, Assumption 5.2.1 is assumed to hold and all functions satisfy property M. In addition,

Assumptions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 hold.

Let k, sk and m(-, p) be as defined in Assumption 5.2.1. Let {s'} (2 be such that

s E D(g) for all k E {1, ... , n(p)}. Let u(t, p) be as defined in Remark 4.3.3. Then

(5.3.1)

holds per property M. Note that on Tk, JFSk (-, u(., p)) is a continuous function of time

because x(., p), k(-, p) and y(-, p) are continuous functions of time and JF k is continuous.

Let M: T x P i- Rnvnx)x(1+np+nx) be defined by

M(t, p) = conv ({-B-'A, [A B] E &BF(t, u(t, p)), A E R(ny+nx)x(1+np+nx) B E R(n.+n_)X(ny+n).

Let the subscript v- be associated with the host space of T x P x X. If t E Tk,

-JqFs(t, u(t, p))<JFSk (t, u, p)) E M(t, p),

-[ Inx]JqFpFs(t, u(t, p)< 1 J, k (t, 0, p)) E Ff(t, p, x(t, p)), (5.3.2)

(5.3.3)

hold where Ff, Fr are as defined in Lemma 4.3.4, JqFsk(t, u(t, p)) e R(ny+nx)x(ny+n-) and

JFsk(t, u(t, p)) E R (ny+nx)x(l+np+nx). Note that JqFs(, u(-, p) )-JiFsk(t, u(-, p)) is a con-

tinuous function on Tk. The inverse of JqFs (t, u(t, p))-1 exists per Assumption 4.3.2.

JqFs(-, u-, p))-1 is a continuous function of t because JqFs(-, u(., p)) is continuous on

Tk (Theorem 9.8 in [96]). Hence, it is a measurable selection on Tk. Consider the set of

equations

rh(t, p) = lrXGf (t, p)m(t, p) + rGf (t, p),
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n(t, p) = rxG,(t, p)m(t, p) + ipGr(t, p),

where the elements of these equations are defined in Theorem 4.2.3 and Corollary 4.3.7. Using

the left-hand sides of (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) to define Gf and Gr, the following is obtained

ri(t, p)
n(t, p)

= 7, H(t, p)
m(t, p)

Inp
(5.3.4)

where H(t, p) = -JqF (t, u (t, p)) -1JiFs, (t, u(t, p)) and -7rH(t, p) represents the last np +

nx columns of H(t, p). Pre-multiplying both sides with JqF,(t, u(t, p)), the following is

obtained

rn(t, p)

n(t, p)J
-- -xrJFSk(t, u t, p)) m(t P)

Inp

where 7r,JFs (t, u(t, p)) is the last np + n2 columns of J;,FIk(t, u(t, p)). The final form of

the equations is

JyFs, (t, u(t, p))n(t, p)+JiFS, (t, u(t, p))ih(t, p) + (5.3.5)

JxFk, ,(tt, pm ))m, p)P) + JPFs,(t, u(t, p)) = 0.

Equation (5.3.5) can be solved efficiently for the unknowns n(t, p) and rii(t, p) without

explicitly inverting JqFs (t, 0, p)) using the numerical method described in [36].

Reverse integration of the quantities in Theorems 4.3.10 and 4.3.11 can be achieved

without explicitly inverting matrices as well.

Consider the integral in Theorem 4.3.9. An element of l'G defined in Theorem 4.3.9 can
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be computed using the equation

z(t, p) = Jxgs, (t, u(t, p))m(t, p) + JygS , (t, u(t, p))n(t, p) + (5.3.6)

Jigs, (t, u(t, p))rh(t, p) + Jpg,, (t, u(t, p)), Vt E Tk, Vk E {1,. . n(p),

z(to, p) = 0,

where m, n and ii are computed using (5.3.5). Note that substituting the expressions for

n and 1ii, equations of the form in Theorem 4.3.9 are obtained.

Consider the following integral

fOk

[JXgS (t, u(t, p) Jygs,(t, u(t, p)]
a/k k

(Ji~gst (t, u(t, p) Jsgs, t ,p]

m(t, p)
n(t, p)

rni(t, p)1

f(t, p)

+

+ Jpg8 (t, u(t, p))dt

where the integrand is obtained by the application of Theorem 2.8.12 to gt and m, mh and

n are computed using (5.3.5). Note that n : T x P --+ R"yx"p and JgS : T -+ R1v are

used as place holders. In addition JigS/, (t) = 0, Vt E Tk since g does not depend on y. Let

Ak : [ak, #k] - R1x(nx+ny) be an absolutely continuous function. Let Xk(t) = (Ak,2(t), Ak,y(t))

where Ak,x(t) E R'x and Ak,y(t) E R'xn. Appending (5.3.5) to (5.3.7) using Ak, the

following is obtained:

Jk
/ [Jx gS (t, u(t,
aek

m (t, p

n(t, p)

L(t, p)

+

+ Jpget (t, u(t, p)) -
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(5.3.8)
p)) J yg81(t, u(t, p))]
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Ak (t) JxFsk, (t, , p)) JyFSk (t, u , p (tP)

Ln (t, p)

Ak (t)[JFSk(t, u(t, p)) JFSk, (t, p)
rn(t, p)

fI(tj P)

Ak(t)JpFSk (t, ut, p))dt.

Note that JSF 8k (t, u(t, p)) = 0 because Fk is not a function of y. Using integration by

parts (the arguments of the functions are omitted for clarity) results in

/] k J
,,,k

Fm] F [n]
- Ak[ JXSk yF S k] d =

A i]

I
([3Jgsi, Jgs ] - Ak[LJF, JYFSk])

kk# S k dt = Ak[nJ - Ak L dt.
Cek nt

where Ak = ([Jig JSggSI] - Ak[JkFsk JSFk]). Let Ak(t) = (Ak,X(t), Ak,y(t)) where Ak,x(t) E

Rx" and ik,V(t) E Rlxn". Substituting the expression in (5.3.10) into (5.3.8) produces

Ok
Ts xs Jy9s ' - kkxFie JyFs

This expression is simplified by setting

M

Ak) + jp9s' - AkJpF dt + Ak
n

L J L

Vt E [ak ik)

Ak,y = -Ak,yJyFsk + Jyg , = 0, Vt E [ak, k).
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(5.3.11)Ak = Ak[JxFk JYFsk] + [JxgS' Jyg,],

Ak,x = -Ak,xJxFSk + Jxgs ,, Vt E [ak, /k)



As a result, the equations

Ak,x - Jgs' Ak,xJxFsk,

Jygs; = Ak,yJyFsk,

are solved to determine Ak. Since [JyFsk JXFsk] is nonsingular per Assumption 5.1.1, the

above equations have a unique solution which is

Ak = [k,x - Jkgs' Jy [JXFS JyF] 1 .

Substituting the solution into (5.3.11), the equation

Ak = [Ak,2 - Jk9, Jygs' ][JFsk JyFSk]-[JXF.k JyFSk] + [xg' Jyg8 j

is obtained. Multiplying out the terms, a linear ordinary differential equation for Ak,x is

obtained with continuous right-hand side. Hence Ak,x is an absolutely continuous function.

Therefore Ak is an absolutely continuous function. As a result, Ak is absolutely continuous

as defined.

If k = n(p), let Ak(#) = 0, otherwise let Ak(Ok) = Ak+1(ak+1). Then (5.3.6) can be

written as

z(t, p) = JPgS1(t, u(t, p)) - (5.3.12)

Ak(t)JpFSk(t, u(t, p)), Vt E (ak, ik, Vk E {1,. ... , n(p)}, z(to, p) = 0,

Ak(t) = -Ak(t)[JxFSk(t, u(t, p)) JYFsk (t, t, p))]+

[Jxg 8;(t, u(t, p)) Jygs,(t, u(t, p))], Vt E [ak, k), Vk E {1, . . .n(p),
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Ak(#k) = Ak+1(ak+1), Vk E {1, ... , n(p) - 1}, An(p) (#(p)) = 0,

Ak,x(t) = Ak,x (t)JFsk(t, u(t, p)) + JgS'(t, u(t, p)), Vt E [ak, /k), Vk E {1, . ., n(p),

0 = Ak,y(t)JyFSk(t, u(t, p) - Jyg8 /(t, u(t, p)), Vt E [ak, 13k), Vk E {1, ... , n(p)}.

Consider the case in Theorem 4.3.11. Let Mp, MX, MY and Mj be constants as defined

in Theorem 4.3.11. Consider the integral

z(tf, p) = MXm(t, p) + Myn(t, p) + Mirh(t, p) + Mpdt

where m, n and rii are computed using (5.3.5). Note that i(tf, p) is the quantity of interest

which is an element of PG defined in Theorem 4.3.11. Converting the integral to the form

in (5.3.8), the following integral on Tk is obtained

Jk x y ,P)
a k n(t, p)

+ AMc My] p)
[fi(t, P)

Ak (t)[JxFSk(t, u(t, P)) JyFsk u t p))P

Ak (t)[JcFsk (tu0, p)) JFk (t, u(0, p)

(5.3.13)

m(t, p)

n(t, p)

Irhl(t, P)1

f-1(t Ip)J

Ak(t)JpFsk (t, u(t, p))dt,

where Mg E R1x"", MS = 0 and JYFSk(., u(., p)) = 0 for all t E Tk. Following the same

procedure as before, the following equations are obtained:

z(tp) = MP- Ak(t)JPFs(tu(tp)), Vt E (ak, 3k], Vk E {1, . .. , n(p)} (5.3.14)
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z(to, p) = 0,

Ak(t) = -Ak (t)[JxFSk(t, u(t, p)) JyFsk, ,( t, p)M-

[MX My], Vt E [ak, 3k), Vk E {, ... ,n(p),

Ak(#k) = Ak+1(ak+1), Vk E {1, . .. , n(p) - 1}, An(p)(/n(p)) = 0,

Ak,x(t) = Ak,x(t)J*Fsk(t, u(t, p)) + M5, Vt E [ak, #k), Vk c {,... , n(p)},

MY = Ak,y(t)JyFsk (t, u, p)), Vt E [ak, 3k), Vk E {1, ... , n(p)}.

5.4 State Event Location and Detection of Non-singleton

Trajectories

The governing equations for systems with varying structure are implemented in a program-

ming language using logical expressions and if-then-else statements in order to compute

numerical values. Each logical condition corresponds to a discontinuity function. If the

value of the discontinuity function is less than or equal to zero, the logical condition is as-

sumed to be true and false otherwise. In order to determine m(tk, p), the state of these

logical conditions need to be determined.

The set of active discontinuity functions is the set of discontinuity functions corresponding

to the logical expressions that need to be checked in order to evaluate the right-hand sides

of (3.3.1) or (4.3.1) given (t, u(t, p)). The set of active discontinuity function indices is the

set of pairs corresponding to the indices of these functions and is denoted by A. The set of

active discontinuity function indices is constant for all t E Tk. Therefore, the set of active

function indices corresponding to Tk is denoted by Ak.

Let Tk = (tk, tk+1]. When t = tk, Ak can be determined. However, at this point in time,
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tk+1 is not known. tk+1 is the time at which Ak changes and it is not known a priori. In order

to determine tk+l, the dynamics of the system are integrated for a time step assuming Ak is

constant. The integration of the dynamics assuming Ak is constant is called discontinuity-

locked integration [83]. Then, the discontinuity functions are analyzed in order to determine

whether the state of any of the logical conditions determining Ak changed during this time

step. The state of a logical condition changes if the corresponding discontinuity function

crosses zero. If any of these discontinuity functions crosses zero, the infimum of the times

at which such a crossing occurs is determined. The infimum corresponds to one of the roots

of the active discontinuity functions. This infimum is the value of tk+1. The process of

determining this infimum value is called state event location.

Consider the time interval, [tk, tk+1], during the integration of the dynamics. After ap-

pending (5.3.5) and the active discontinuity functions to the system dynamics,

o = Fm(tk,p)(t, u(t, p)), 'Vt E (tk, tk+1] (5.4.1)

ZV,.(t, p) = (t, u(t, p)), V(v, w) E Ak,

O = JyFm(tp)(t, u(t, p))n(t, p) + JkFm(tk,p) (t, u(t, p))i(tk, p) +

JxFm(tk,p)(t, u(t, p))m(t, p) + JPFm(tk,p) (t, u(t, p)), Vt E (tk, tk+1]

is obtained. This set of equations is used for discontinuity-locked integration.

A variant of the state event location algorithm in [83] is used in this thesis to detect

zero crossings. The only difference is the root finding algorithm used. Note that, the right-

hand sides of the equations defining the elements of the linear Newton approximations and

generalized Jacobians are discontinuous at these zero crossings.

The state event location algorithm in [83] makes use of the properties of the integra-

tion algorithms for differential-algebraic systems. In this thesis, the backward differentiation

formula (BDF) ([4]) family of numerical integration algorithms is used. This family of inte-
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grators use polynomials to interpolate the state trajectories and all z,, (-, p). Let q be the

order of the polynomials used. Let , be the polynomial that approximates Z',"(., p), on

the time interval [tk, tk+11. This polynomial is ([83])

zSW(t) = h k Szw(tk+1) , Vew) E Ak (5.4.2)
1=0

where hk = tk+1 - tk is the integration time step which is determined by the integration al-

gorithm, V1 is the backward difference operator defined recursively such that V 0 zv,w(tk+1) =

ZV,w(tk+1), VZv,w(tk+1) = Zv,w(tk+1)-Zv,w(tk) and V'Zv,w(tk+1) = V 1 Zv,w(tk+1)-V 1 ZVW(tk)-

The state event location algorithm uses the roots of these interpolating polynomials to de-

termine zero crossing times. The algorithm is discussed in detail in the following subsection.

The detection of non-singleton trajectories depends on the analysis of discontinuity func-

tions on the interval [tk, tk+1]. If there exists an interval of time in [tk, tk+1] such that one

of the active discontinuity functions is zero for all t in that interval, then the solution is a

non-singleton trajectory. Since the discontinuity functions are approximated by the inter-

polating polynomials defined in (5.4.2) on [tk, tk+1], these polynomials are used instead of

the discontinuity functions. A relaxed criterion introduced next is used to determine non-

singleton trajectories because these polynomials are only approximations to the discontinuity

functions.

Definition 5.4.1 (Numerically Non-singleton Trajectory). The solution of (4.3.1) is

a numerically non-singleton trajectory if there exists a k C {1,... , n(p) - 1} and interval

A C cl (Tk), such that for some (v,w) C Ak, |zu,w(t, P) Ca and IZ,,(t, p)| 5 ea hold for

all t E A where Ea is the absolute error tolerance used in the BDF algorithm.

The non-singleton trajectory detection algorithm is used to determine if the solution is

a numerically non-singleton trajectory. The algorithm is discussed in Step 4 of the main

algorithm presented in the next section.
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5.4.1 The State Event Location and Non-singleton Trajectory De-

tection Algorithm

Step 1: Determine m(tk, p), Ak and tk+1 using the BDF algorithm and execute discontinuity

locked integration of (5.4.1) to form the interpolating polynomials defined by (5.4.2).

Step 2: In order to determine if m(tk, p) needs to change at some t E [tk, tk+1], the real

roots of the polynomials {z4,m : (v, w) E Ak} are used. The minimum of the real roots

of these polynomials is used as a candidate time at which m(tk, p) changes on [tk, tk+1]-

There are two classes of polynomials to consider:

(a) A0 = {(v, w) E Ak : zow is a zero polynomial}.

(b) A' = {(v, w) E Ak : zv,, is not a zero polynomial}.

Let Tind((v,w),Ak) represent the minimum of the roots of the polynomial zv,.. Let

Tind((v,w),Ak) = +oo for all (v, w) E A0. These discontinuity functions imply that

(t, u(t, p)) lies on the boundary of an open set Uj as defined in Assumption 5.1.1 for

t E [tk, tk+1] and therefore are ignored. If A' is empty, then go to Step 4.

Determining Tind((v,w),Ak) for (v, w) E A' is more complicated. In theory, one can use

the Jenkins-Traub algorithm [51, 50] to compute all the roots of zv,,, (v, w) E Ak.

However, most of the time zvw does not have any real roots or it has a unique zero

and the application of the Jenkins-Traub algorithm incurs unnecessary computational

cost. The algorithm described in this section uses elements from interval arithmetic

[1] to reduce the number of times the Jenkins-Traub algorithm is applied. Note that

the degree of zv,w can be at most 5 in this thesis because the BDF algorithm uses

polynomials whose degree is at most 5.

The algorithm scales the polynomials so that their domains are [0, 1] instead of [tk, tk+1]-

Let the corresponding scaled polynomials be sv,, : [0, 1] -+ R, (v, w) E A'. Let q be

the order of the polynomials and {Cn}= be their coefficients.
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The root-finding algorithm applied to all (v, w) E A' is:

R.1. Let 0 < A < 1. Let 1 = 1, a, = 0, bi = 1, D, = [a,, bi] and S = {D}.

R.2. If 1 > n(S), then stop. All intervals in S are analyzed.

R.3. Let

sw (Di) = Z CnDn"
n=O

be the enclosure of sv,.. The enclosure contains the range of svw for the domain

Di. If 0 ( sv,w(Di), then there is no root of svw on D1. In this case, go to Step

R.9. Otherwise, go to Step R.4.

R.4. Let

q

y,w(Dj) = E n - Cn - Dn"
n=1

be the enclosure of Av,.. If 0 E §o,w(Dl), then the zeros of svw may not be regular

i.e. they may have multiplicity greater than one. In this case, if b, - a, <; A, go

to Step R.7 and if b, - a, ;> A, go to Step R.8. If 0 V svw(Dj), then go to Step

R.5.

R.5. Consider the Krawcyk operator [72];

K(D) = mid(DI) - mi,(md(Di))
mid (§v,w(Dj))

av,w(D)
mid ( , (Di) ))(DI - mid(Di))

where mid is the midpoint operator to an interval. If K(D) n Dj = 0, then

there exists no zero of the polynomial sv,, in D1. In this case, go to Step R.9. If

K(D) C int (D1), then there exists a unique zero of s,,w in D1. In this case, go

to Step R.6.

R.6. Apply Newton's method to determine the unique zero in D1. Go to Step R.9.
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R.7. Apply the Jenkins-Traub algorithm to find all zeros of s in D1. Go to Step

R.9.

R.8. Let Dn(s)+l = [ai, (ai + bl)/2], Dn(S)+2 = [(a, + bl)/2, bl] and set S = S U

{Dn(s)+1, Dn(s)+2}. Go to Step R.9.

R.9. Let 1 = 1 + 1 and go to Step R.2.

Set Tind((v,w),Ak) to the minimum of the roots with odd multiplicity. If there are no such

real roots, set Tind((v,w),Ak) = +oo. Roots with even multiplicity imply that (t, u(t, p))

touches but does not cross the boundary of some Ui where Ui is as defined in Assump-

tion 5.1.1.

Step 3: Let i = min {Tind((v,w),Ak)}. If f = +oo, set the event time, r* to tk+1 and go
(v,w)EAk

to Step 4. Otherwise, let (V, 1i-) be such that Tind((v,w),Ak) = r. Compute a consistent

event time, T* and 17 = (T*, p, 77 , I y, i7) that satisfy

0 = Fm(tk,p) (17,

77, = P,

aeo% x aix(tk+1-i, P)

T* - t T*-tk

±-cg =go"F(r7)

as in [83] where 77p E R", x ER"h, ?y E , 'i E R", {ai}. 1 are the coefficients

of the BDF method, Eg and its sign are determined as in [83]. Set tk+1 = T*. Update

the polynomials zew for all (v, w) E Ak using q. Go to Step 2.

Step 4: If A2 is nonempty, then the trajectory is labeled as numerically non-singleton.

Otherwise, the active discontinuity functions are analyzed to determine if the conditions

of Definition 5.4.1 are satisfied for any of the active discontinuity functions.

The algorithm to check the conditions of Definition 5.4.1 employs interval arithmetic,
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bisection and the Jenkins-Traub algorithm. The algorithm scales the polynomials so

that their domains are [0,1] instead of [tk, tk+1]. Let the corresponding scaled poly-

nomials be s,,, : [0, 1] -+1 R, (v, w) E A'. Let q be the order of the polynomials and

{Cn}4 o be their coefficients. The following algorithm is applied to all elements of

{iv, : (v, w) E Ak} to determine whether the solution is numerically non-singleton.

N.1 Let 0< A < 1. Let 1= 1, al =0, b1 = 1, Dj = [al,b] and S= {D}.

N.2 If 1 > n(S), then stop. All intervals in S are analyzed.

N.3 Let

q

s,(Di) = Z CnD "

n=O

be the enclosure of sv,.. There are three cases to consider

* sV,.(Di) C [-Ea, Call. In this case, the condition on svw holds. Go to Step N.5

to check if the condition on the derivative holds.

* [-Ca, Ea] n s,,(Dj) = 0. In this case, the range of the polynomial correspond-

ing to the domain D, does not intersect [-ea, Ea]. Go to Step N.7.

e [-a, Ea] n sv,w(Dl) # 0 and sv,w(D)\[-Ea, ea] # 0. In this case, the enclosure

does not furnish enough information. If bi - a, > A, go to Step N.6, otherwise

go to go to Step N.4.

N.4 In this step, the maximum and minimum values attained by svw on D, are an-

alyzed. The extremal values are attained at t = a,, t = b, and/or at t E D,

such that the necessary condition of optimality, svw(t) = 0 holds. In order to

determine such t, the Jenkins-Traub algorithm is used to find the real roots of

sv,.. Let svw be the maximum and sv,, denote the minimum values attained on

the interval D1.

If [-Ea, Ea] n [ ,,, s,] # 0 go to Step N.5. Note that, this conditions is more
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relaxed than the condition in Definition 5.4.1 for z,,.. Otherwise, go to Step N.7.

N.5 The actions taken for s are repeated in this step for s

N.5.1 Let m = 1, cm = a,, dm = bi, Di,m = [Cm, dm] and S, = {D1,m}-

N.5.2 If m > n(Si), then stop. All intervals in S, are analyzed.

N.5.3 Let

q

svw(Di,m) = n -Cn - D"
n=1

be the enclosure of sv,.. There are three cases to consider

" If sv,w(Di,m) C [-Ca, Ca], the trajectory is numerically non-singleton.

* If [-Ea, a] ln sA,(Di,m) = 0, go to N.5.6.

* If [-Ea, Ca] sv,w(Di) / 0 and sv,w(D,m)\[-Ea, Ca] # 0, then there are two

options. If dm - cm > A, Go to Step N.5.5, otherwise go to N.5.4.

N.5.4 In this step, the maximum and minimum values attained by Avw on Di,m

are analyzed. The extremal values are attained at t = cm, t = dm and/or at

t E Di,m such that the necessary condition of optimality, svw(t) = 0 holds.

In order to determine such t, the Jenkins-Traub algorithm is used to find the

real roots of ,.. Let s*,, be the maximum and , denote the minimum

values attained on the interval Dim.

If [-Ea, Ca] n [s,., 8,w] / 0, then label the solution as numerically non-

singleton. Note that, this conditions is more relaxed than the condition in

Definition 5.4.1 for sv,.. Otherwise, go to Step N.7.

N.5.5 Let DI,n(s)+l = [Cm, (Cm + dm)/2], Dl,n(S)+2 = [(cm + dm)/2, dm] and set

S = S U {DI,n(s)+1, Di,n(s)+2 }. Go to Step N.5.6.

N.5.6 Let m = m + 1. Go to Step N.5.2.

N.6 Let Dn(s)+l = [a,, (a, + bl)/2], Dn(s)+2 = [(a, + bl)/2, b1] and set S = S U
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{Dn(s)+1, Dn(s)+2}. Go to Step N.7.

N.7 Let 1 = 1 + 1. Go to Step N.2.

Go to Step 5.

Step 5: Let k = k + 1. Go to Step 1.

The discussion on state event location and non-singleton trajectory detection directly

applies to the multistage case in (4.4.1). It also directly applies to the integral in Theorem

4.3.9. This integral can be computed by appending the integrand to (4.3.1) and considering

the augmented system.

5.5 Computational Methods Used in this Thesis

In the remainder of this thesis, the algorithm described in the previous section based on the

algorithm in [83] is used for state event location. The dynamics in (5.2.1) and the auxiliary

equations in (5.3.5) are integrated using the integration code DSL48SE ([36, 107, 108]).

The quantities in (5.3.5) are derived from (4.3.1) using automatic differentiation [43] code

DAEPACK [107]. The FORTRAN 77 code implementation of the equations in (4.3.1) is

processed by DAEPACK to generate the FORTRAN 77 code representing the equations in

(5.3.5) as well as the additional code to keep track of the states of the logical conditions

in the code discussed in §5.4. The implementation of the infrastructure to solve (5.3.12)

and (5.3.14) by reverse integration is a topic for future research. Implementations exist

when the data of the problem is sufficiently smooth [24]; however, there are no software

implementations that combine state event location and reverse integration.
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Chapter 6

Bundle Method using Linear Newton

Approximations

This chapter contains the development of a bundle-type nonsmooth optimization algorithm

to numerically solve the mathematical program

(6.0.1)J(p) - min f(p), s.t. gj(p) :; 0, i = 1 . nc.
PEP

The bundle method developed in this chapter takes into account the fact that the gen-

eralized gradient of f and gi cannot be computed at all p E P. The algorithm uses linear

Newton approximations (Definition 2.8.11) where the generalized gradient is not available.

In the remainder of this chapter, first, the necessary conditions of optimality for the

Lipschitzian optimization problem (6.0.1) are summarized. Then, a bundle method using

linear Newton approximations is developed.
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6.1 Necessary Conditions of Optimality for Lipschitzian

Optimization

Assumption 6.1.1. In the remainder of this chapter, program (6.0.1) satisfies the following:

1. nc and np are finite positive integers;

2. P is an open convex subset of R";

3. f : P -> R, and gi : P -> R, i = 1,.. .,nc are locally Lipschitz continuous and

semismooth functions.

Definition 6.1.2 (Unconstrained Local and Global Minima). The point p* E P is an

unconstrained local minimum of the program

min f (p)
pEP

if there exists an e > 0 such that f (p*) < f (p) holds for all p c P satisfying |lp - p*|| < e.

p* E P is an unconstrained global minimum if f (p*) < f (p) holds for all p E P.

Theorem 6.1.3 (Necessary Conditions of Optimality for Unconstrained Optimiza-

tion Problems). Let Assumption 6.1.1 hold. If p* is an unconstrained local minimum of

min f (p),
pP

then 0 E of (p*) holds (Proposition 2.3.2 in [25]).

Theorem 6.1.4 (Direction of Descent for Unconstrained Optimization Problems).

Let Assumption 6.1.1 hold. Let {v} = argmin{||I|| : C E af(p)}.' Assume v : 0. Let

d = -v. Then f(p + td) < f(p) holds for small enough positive t (Lemmas 2.10, 2.11 and

2.12 in [54]).
1Note that the solution of this program is the projection of the zero vector on the nonempty compact

convex set Of(p). Therefore, the solution exists and is unique per Theorem 2.4.6.
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Definition 6.1.5 (Feasible Set). The set of feasible points, S, is

S = {p EP: gi(p) < 0, Vi E {1, ... , nci}-

Assumption 6.1.6. The feasible set, S, is nonempty.

Definition 6.1.7 (Set of Active Constraints). Let p E S. Then 1(p), the set of active

constraints at p, is {i : gi(p) = 0, i E {i, ... ,nel-

Definition 6.1.8 (Constrained Local and Global Minima). A point p* E S is a

constrained local minimum of (6.0.1) if there exists an E > 0 such that f(p*) < f(p) for all

p E S satisfying |p -p*| < c holds. p* E P is a constrained global minimum if f(p*) : f(p)

holds for all p E S.

Theorem 6.1.9 (Necessary Conditions of Optimality for Constrained Optimiza-

tion Problems). Let Assumption 6.1.1 hold. If p* is a constrained local minimum of

(6.0.1), then there exist numbers and pi, i = 0,... , nc such that

ec

0 E poaf (p*) + p/jgj(p*), (6.1.1)
i=1

0 '|po|+ |pil, (6.1.2)
i1

0 =pi4gj(p*), Vi E {1, ... , nc}, (6.1.3)

0 spi, Vi E {o, . .. , nc} (6.1.4)

hold (Theorem 6.1.1 in [25]).

Since (6.1.2) holds, the additional condition

nc

pi = 1
i=O
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can be imposed. This condition, (6.1.1) and (6.1.4) clearly show that the zero vector is

an element of the convex combinations of the elements of the generalized gradients of the

constraints and the objective at a local minimum of (6.0.1).

In order to exclude cases where yo = 0 in Theorem 6.1.9, constraint qualifications need

to be imposed on problem (6.0.1). If po = 0, then the necessary conditions in Theorem 6.1.9

furnish no information about f. Two constraint qualifications relevant to the work in this

thesis are as follows.

Definition 6.1.10 (Cottle Constraint Qualification). Let p E S. Then the Cottle con-

straint qualification holds at p if either gi(p) < 0, Vi {1,... , ne} or 0 $
conv (UiEI(p) agi(p)).

Definition 6.1.11 (Slater Constraint Qualification). Let p E S. Then the Slater con-

straint qualification holds for (6.0.1) at p if gi are convex functions for all i E 1(p) and there

exists a b E S such that gi(f) < 0 for all i E 1(1).

The constrained optimization program (6.0.1) is transformed locally into an uncon-

strained optimization program using the total constraint function and the improvement func-

tion.

Definition 6.1.12 (Total Constraint Function). The total constraint function, G : P -

R, is defined by

G(p) = max{gi(p), ... , g(p)}.

It is a locally Lipschitz continuous function and its generalized gradient at p satisfies

&G(p) c aG(p)

where 80(p) = conv (UiEI(p) agi(p)) per (2.6.3).
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Definition 6.1.13 (Improvement Function). Let p E S. Let the improvement function

at p, H :P - R, be defined by

H(p; p) = max{f(p) - f(p), G(p)}.

Then, H is a locally Lipschitz continuous function and

&H(p; p) c M(p)

(6.1.5)

holds [54] where

af (p)

M(p) = conv

aG(p)

af(P) U a5(p))

if G(p) < 0

if G(p) = 0

if G(p) > 0.

Definition 6.1.14 (Stationary Point). A point p E S that satisfies (6.1.1), (6.1.2), (6.1.3)

and (6.1.4) or equivalently satisfies 0 e M(p) is called a stationary point of problem (6.0.1)

[54].

Theorem 6.1.15. Let p* be a constrained local minimum of (6.0.1). Then 0 E OH(p*; p*)

and 0 c M(p*) hold. In addition, there exist scalars pi,i = 0,...,n, such that (6.1.1),

(6.1.2), (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) hold (Lemma 2.15 in [54]).

Corollary 6.1.16 (Descent Direction for the Improvement Function). Let {v} =

arg min{||||: C1 E H(p; p)} 2 . Assume v $ 0. Let d = -v. Then for small enough positive

t, H(p + td; p) < H(p; p) holds.

The following is a restatement of Lemma 2.16 in [54].

2Note that the solution of this program is the projection of the zero vector on the nonempty compact
convex set OH(p; p). Therefore, the solution exists and is unique per Theorem 2.4.6.
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Theorem 6.1.17 (Necessary and Sufficient Conditions of Optimality for Convex

Programs). Let problem (6.0.1) be a convex program, i.e., f and gi for i = 1,..., n are

convex functions. Assume that the Slater constraint qualification (6.1.11) holds at p E S.

Then, the following are equivalent:

1. p is a constrained global minimum of (6.0.1);

2. 0 E &H(p; f) = M( p) holds;

3. p is a stationary point of (6.0.1);

4. the necessary conditions of optimality in Theorem (6.1.9) hold with po #4 0.

6.2 Necessary Conditions of Optimality using Linear

Newton Approximations

In this section, necessary conditions of optimality using linear Newton approximations are

presented. In addition, a descent direction is obtained using linear Newton approximations.

Assumption 6.2.1. Assume program (6.0.1) satisfies the following:

1. f and each gi for i = 1,... , n, are semismooth functions in the restricted sense as

defined in Section 2.8.4.

2. There exists Ff, a linear Newton approximation of f, such that 4f(p) C Tf(p) holds

for all p E P. In addition, ]f(p) is a convex set for all p E P.

3. For each gi, there exists J gi, a linear Newton approximation of gi such that &gi(p) c

7gi (p) holds for all p E P . In addition, Fgi (p) is a convex set for all p E P.

Theorem 6.2.2 (Necessary Conditions of Optimality for Unconstrained Optimiza-

tion Problems using Linear Newton Approximations). Let Assumptions 6.1.1 and
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6.2.1 hold. If p* is a local minimum of the unconstrained optimization problem

min f(p)
pEP

then 0 E ff (p*) holds.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 6.1.3 and Assumption 6.2.1 noting that Df(p*) C

rf (p*).

Theorem 6.2.3 (Direction of Descent for Unconstrained Optimization Problems

using Linear Newton Approximations). Let Assumptions 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 hold. Let

{v} = argmin{||CI :l C E Pf(p)}. Assume v f 0. Let d = -v. Then for small enough

positive t, f (p + td) < f (p) holds.

Proof. Pf(p) is a convex and compact set therefore the element of minimum norm, v, is

well-defined, unique and satisfies the following per Theorem 2.4.6

vTu > vTv, Vu E f f(p),

dTu < dTv = -||d|| 2, Vu E Ff (p). (6.2.1)

Let t > 0. Then

f (p + td) - f (p) = t(*T d (6.2.2)

holds for some (* E Of(p*) where p* = p + ad and 0 < a < t per the Mean Value Theorem

for locally Lipschitz functions (Theorem 2.6.4).

Note that (6.2.2) implies

f(p + td) - f(p) E {tCT d: C E af(p*)}. (6.2.3)
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Since Ff is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous, for small enough t,

Ff(p*) C Ff (p) + KB(0, 1)
2

(6.2.4)

holds where B(O, 1) is the unit ball in R'.

Let C E 9f(p*) C Ff(p*) and consider CTd. For any such C, there exist a u E Jff(p) per

(6.2.4) such that

( Td < uTd+ ld12 /2

holds. Using (6.2.1),

( Td < -||d|| 2 + |ld|| 2/2,VC E Df(p*)

is obtained. Combining with (6.2.3), the desired result;

f (p + td) - f (p) -t 2
2

is obtained for small enough t. Hence d is a descent direction.

Remark 6.2.4. The above proof can be carried out using M(p) as defined in Definition

6.1.13 to show that the element of minimum norm of M(p) defines a descent direction.

The following is a technical lemma related to the compactness of the convex hull of a

compact set. It will be used repeatedly in the remainder of this chapter.

Lemma 6.2.5 (Convex Hull of a Compact Set). Let A E R' be a compact set. Then

conv (A) is a compact set.

Proof. The result holds trivially if A is empty or a singleton set. The boundedness of

conv (A) follows from the definition of the convex hull and the boundedness of A. In the
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remainder of the proof, it is shown that conv (A) is a closed set. Assume A is not empty. Let

x be a limit point of A. Let {Xk - Xk E con (A)}j1 i be a sequence such that lim Xk = R.
k-+oo

Per Carathdodory's Theorem (Theorem 2.4.5), for all k, Xk = EZ+ 1 ak,iYk,i, n+ 1 ak,i =

1, ak,i > 0,Vi E {1 ... ,n+ 1}, Yk,i c A, Vi E {1, .... , n + 1} holds. Since {a ki 1  and

{yk,ij}k* are bounded sequences in R and R", there exists an infinite set c {1,..., oo}

such that for all i E {1,...,n + 1}, lim a,i = i, j E J and limyj,i =y, j E J holds
j-*00 -- 0

per the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem. Note that K+ a = 1 since + a3,i = 1 for all

j E J. In addition, yi E A for all i E {1,... , n + 1} because A is compact. Then for j E J,
n+1

x = lim x 3 = dyj holds. This proves that R E conv (A). Hence conv (A) is compact. O

Theorem 6.2.6 (Necessary Conditions of Optimality for Constrained Optimiza-

tion Problems using Linear Newton Approximations). Let Assumptions 6.1.1 and

6.2.1 hold. If p* is a constrained local solution of program (6.0.1), then there exist numbers

to and pi, i = 1, . . ., ne such that

nc

0 Epof f(p*) + piFgi(p*), (6.2.5)
i=1

nc

0 #pIol + wpil, (6.2.6)
i=1

0 =pigj(p*), Vi E {1, ... , nc}, (6.2.7)

0 <ti, Vi E {0, ... , nc} (6.2.8)

hold.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 6.1.9 and Assumption 6.2.1.

Definition 6.2.7 (Stationary Point in the Extended Sense). A point p E S that

satisfies (6.2.5), (6.2.6), (6.2.7) and (6.2.8) is called a stationary point in the extended sense

of problem (6.0.1).
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In the remainder, the following constraint qualification similar to the Cottle constraint

qualification (Definition 6.1.10) is assumed to hold.

Definition 6.2.8 (Extended Cottle Constraint Qualification). Let p E S. Then the

extended Cottle constraint qualification holds at P if either gi(p) < 0 Vi c {1, ... , ne} or 0 g
conv (Uic:r<(> U7gi(p)).

Remark 6.2.9. Since conv (UiEr(P) Pgi(p)) contains conv (Uie(,P) gi()), the extended

Cottle constraint qualification implies the Cottle constraint qualification. If the constraint

functions are convex, the Cottle constraint qualification implies the Slater constraint quali-

fication [54].

In order to relate the improvement function to the necessary conditions of optimality,

the linear Newton approximation of the improvement function needs to be derived.

Corollary 6.2.10 (Linear Newton Approximation of the Total Constraint Func-

tion). Let G be as defined in Definition 6.1.12. Then FG : P Q R" defined by

FG(p) = conv U Ig(p)
(iEIT(p)

is a linear Newton approximation of G.

Proof. The result follows from the repeated application of (2.8.5) and the properties of linear

Newton approximations. l

Corollary 6.2.11 (Linear Newton Approximation of the Improvement Function).

Let H be defined as in Definition 6.1.13. Then P H : P : R defined by

Pf(p) if G(p) < 0

PH(p; p) = conv (Pf(p) U FG(p)) if G(p) = 0 (6.2.9)

FG(p) if G(p) > 0
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is a linear Newton approximation of H at f.

Proof. Using (2.8.5), PH: P -: R, a linear Newton approximation at p, defined by

FH(p;p) =

Ff(p)

FLf(p) U rG(p)

FG(p)

if G(p) < 0

if G(p) = 0

if G(p) > 0

is obtained. The desired result follows from FH(p; p) = conv (fH(p; p)) for all p E P. O

Corollary 6.2.12. Let p* be a constrained local minimum of (6.0.1). Then 0 E 1 H(p*; p*)

holds. In addition, there exist scalars pi, i = 0,... , nc such that (6.2.5), (6.2.6), (6.2.7) and

(6.2.8) hold.

Proof. Since p* is a constrained local minimum, 0 E aH(p*, p*) holds per Theorem 6.1.15.

Since &H(p*, p*) C M(p*) C FH(p*; p*) holds per Definition 6.1.13, Assumption 6.2.1 and

Corollary 6.2.11, the rest of the results follow using the set {p}o whose existence is stated

in Theorem 6.1.15 in the expressions (6.2.5), (6.2.6), (6.2.7) and (6.2.8). 0

Corollary 6.2.13. Let p E S. Assume 0 E FH(p; f). Then p is a stationary point in the

extended sense of the program (6.0.1).

Proof. By definition of FH(p; p),

0 E conv (f (I) U (UiEx(p) Pgi(p)))

holds. Hence, there exist sit for i E {0} U I(p) such that

0 E po0Ff (p) + pi gi

ZE-T
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pi ;> 0, Vi C{o} U I(P),

ie{Olur(p)

hold. Let pi = 0 for all i E {1,. ... , nc}\I(p). Then

pigi(p) =0, Vi E {l .1 ... , ncl

holds because if i E 1(p), then gi(p) = 0 holds. As a result, there exist scalars pui, i E

{0, ... , nc} satisfying conditions (6.2.5), (6.2.6), (6.2.7) and (6.2.8). El

The following descent direction for the improvement function is a result of Theorem 6.2.3.

Corollary 6.2.14 (Descent Direction for the Improvement Function). Let {v} = arg

min{||C|| : C ET H(p:); p)}. 3 . Assume v # 0. Let d = -v. Then for small enough positive t,

H(p + td; p) < H(p; p) holds.

In order to compute a descent direction, an approximation of the improvement function

will be used in bundle methods. In this thesis, the approximation is a convex function that

has a subdifferential at p equal to FH(p; p).

Discussion of the properties of this approximation requires the following theorem (Lemma

2.5 in [54] which is a direct result of Theorems 2.8.2 and 2.8.6 in [25]).

Theorem 6.2.15 (Pointwise Maximum of Functions). Let Z be a compact subset of

R'. Let z E Z. Let h. : P -> R be a member of a family of functions parameterized by z.

Let h : P -> R be defined by

h(p) = max{h.(p), z E Z}.

3 Note that the solution of this program is the projection of the zero vector on the nonempty compact
convex set FH(p; p) Therefore, the solution exists and is unique per Theorem 2.4.6.
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Let M (P) = {z E Z: h(p) = h,(p)}. Let 0 be a neighborhood of p. Assume:

1. For all z E M(p), h, is a Lipschitz continuous function on 0 with the same Lipschitz

constant K.

2. h is inite at some p E 0.

3. h, is a continuous function from Z x 0 to R.

4. Dhz is an upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping from Z x 0 to R"P.

Then:

1. h is locally Lipschitz continuous at p.

2. ah(p) c conv (UzM(p)8hz(p)).

3. If hz for each z E M(p) is regular at p, then h is regular at p and Oh(p) = conv (UzEM(r)ahz(P))-

In addition, h'(p; d) = max{((, d) : C E Oh(p)} for all d E R"p.

Theorem 6.2.16 (Convex Approximation of the Improvement Function). Let p E P

and 0 be a neighborhood of p. Define

1. fC : O -+ R : p i f(p) + ((, p - p) for each C E f(P).

2. f: O - R : p max{fc(p) : C E Ff(p)).

3. gi,C : O -+ R : p - gi(p) + ((, p - p) for each C E Fgi(p) and for all i E {1, .. .,nl.

4. gi : - R : p - max{gi,C(p) : C E JPgi (p)}, for all i E {1, ... , ncl-

5. 0 : O0 R : p maxjgj(p) : i E {1, . .. , nc11-

6. H : 0 - R : p - max{f(p) - f(p), G(p)}. H is called the convex approximation of

the improvement function.

Then:

1. f is a convex function on 0 and af(p) = J f(p).

2. gi is a convex function on 0 and ay(p) = Fgi(p) for all i E (1, ... ,nc}.

3. C is a convex function on 0 and 8G(p) = conv (UiEy(p)Frg(P)) where Y(p) = {i

gj(p) = 0(f5), i Ez (1I ncj}-

4. H is a convex function on 0 and aH(p) = J7H(p; p).
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5. Let d = -v where {v} = arg min{f|ICI : C E aH(5)}. If v f 0, then d is a descent

direction of H at p.

Proof. Let K = max {I : C E JFf(p) U (UiE{1,...,n}Fgi(p))} K is finite and well-defined

since the linear Newton approximations in the definition are all compact subsets of Rnp and

ne is finite. Note that K is a Lipschitz constant for all fc and for all gi,C.

Observe that Bef(p) = {C}, E IFf(p) and agi,C(p) = {C}, C E Pgi(p) for all i E

{i,... , nc}. (C, p) F-* fC(p) is a continuous function and (C, p) a afc(p) is an upper semi-

continuous set-valued map because fA and Vfc are continuous functions of ((, p). Similarly,

((, p) '-* gi,c(p) is a continuous and (C, p) * &gi,c(p) is an upper semicontinuous map for

all i E { 1, ... , nc}. Regularity of fC and gi,C follows from their continuous differentiability.

Convexity of fc and gi,C is a result of fC and gi,C being affine functions.

Hence f and ji are Lipschitz continuous functions on 0, regular at p, &f(p) = conv (JPf(p))

and 8#4(p) = conv (Fgi(p)) per Theorem 6.2.15. Since Ff(p) and Pgi(p) are convex sets per

Assumption 6.2.1, f(p) = Pf(p) and ag (p) = ]7gj(p) follows.

Let pi E O andP 2 e O. LetP3 E {p : p= ap+(1-a)p2,a E (0,1)}. Let (3 E af(p)
be such that f (p) + (3, P3 - p) = f(p3). Then f(p) + (3, p3 - p) = af (p) + a(C3,pi -

p) + (1- a)f(p) + (1 - a)(C3, p2 - p) holds. f(p3) _< af(P1) + (1 - a)f(P 2) follows from

f(p) + (C3, pi - f) < f(pi) and f(p) + (3, p2 - ID) < f(p2). Hence f is a convex function.

The convexity of gi follows from the same reasoning.

Per (2.6.4), C is regular at p , Lipschitz continuous on 0 and 00(p) = conv (Uiey(P)J~i(W))-

Convexity follows from the fact that the maximum of a finite number of convex functions is

convex.

Similar to the case C, I is regular at p, Lipschitz continuous and convex on 0. Note
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that H(p) = max{0, G(p)}. Per (2.6.4),

af(p)

85(p) = conv (Bj(p) U (Uiey(1)ai(P)))

conv (UiEy(P)Oi(P))

if G(p) < 0

if O(p) = 0

if G(p) > 0.

(6.2.10)

which is equal to (6.2.9).

d is a descent direction per Theorem 6.1.4.

Lemma 6.2.17. Let H be as defined in Theorem 6.2.16. Then H(p+d) = max(((,d), C

FH(p; p)) holds for p E S and for all d E R p.

Proof. Let A = H(p + d). First, assume f(p + d) - f(p) > O(p + d). Then, from the

definition of f, it can deduced that A = max((C, d), C E aj(p)). Now assume that for

some i c Y(p), gi(p) > gj(p) holds for all j E Y(p)\{i} and 9i(p) > f(p + d) - f(p).

Then, using the definition of gi and the fact that gi(p) = 0, it can be shown that A -

max((C, d), C E Fgj(p)).

Let J C Y(p) be such that A = gj(p), Vj E J and A > gi(p), Vi E Y(P)\J.

Then A = Z ai max(((, d), 4 E Fgj(p)) holds where ai >
iEY(]P)

0, 1: a=1.
ieY(f)

ai = 0, Vi E Y(p)\J. This can be written as

A = max ( z ai(i)
\( (iEY(f)

E Fgi(p), 0 ae 1, a = 1,
ieY(p)

or equivalently A = max ((4, d), C E 00(p)). Note that if C E 00(p) such that A = (4, d),

then C E conv (UiEgFgi(P)) otherwise A > (C, d) has to hold.

If A = f(p+d)-f(p) as well, then A = A, max((4, d), C E af(p))+A2max ((4, d), (i E 00(p))

holds where A, > 0, A2 > 0 and A1 + A2 = 1. This can be shown to be equivalent
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to max((C, d), C E JTH(p; p)) using the definition of 8t(p) and the results in Theorem

6.2.16. LI

The following theorem elucidates the relationship between H'(p; d) and H'(p; p; d), the

directional derivative of the improvement function. Note that H'(p; p; d) exists for all d E

R'P because H is a composition of the max function, f and gi, i E {1, ... , nc} which are all

Bouligand differentiable at all p E P as a result of Assumption 6.2.1. H'(p; d) exists for all

d E R'P because H is a finite convex function at p.

Corollary 6.2.18. Let Assumptions 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 hold. Let H be as defined in Definition

6.1.13 and H as defined in Theorem 6.2.16. Let p E S. Then

H'(p; p; d) < fl'(p; d),I Vd E Rnp ,

H(p + td; p) 5 H(p; p) + tH'(p; d) + o(t),

where t is a positive scalar and o(t)/t -+ 0 as t 1 0.

Proof. H'(p; p; d) < HO(p; p; d) per the definition of the generalized directional deriva-

tive (Definition 2.6.1). Note that HO(p; p; d) = max{ ((, d), C E OH(p; p)} and H'(p; d) =

HO(p; d) = max{{(,d), c E IH(p; p)} since R is regular at p. H'(p; p; d) < H'(p; d), Vd E

R"p follows because aH(p; p) C JH(p; p).

H(p + td; p) = H(p; ]p) + tH'(p; fi; d) + o(t) holds per the definition of the directional

derivative. The result follows after substituting H'(p; d) for H'(p; P; d).

Definition 6.2.19 (Feasible Descent Direction). d E Rnp is a feasible descent direction

for f at p with respect to S if (p + td) E S for small enough positive t and d is a descent

direction with respect to f.

The next corollary motivates searching for a descent direction for H using H.
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Corollary 6.2.20 (Feasible Descent Direction of H obtained from H). Let Assump-

tions 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 hold. Let H be as defined in Definition 6.1.13 and H as defined in

Theorem 6.2.16. Let d be a descent direction for ft at f c S, i.e H (]p + td) < H(P) = 0 for

small enough t. Then d is a feasible descent direction for f at p relative to S.

Proof. Note that p E S, H(p; p) = 0. Since d is a descent direction H'(p; d) < 0. Per

Corollary 6.2.18,

H(p + td; p) < H(p; p) + t(ft'(p; d) + o(t)/t) (6.2.11)

holds. Since o(t)/t - 0 as t 1 0, for small enough t, H(p + td; p) < H(p; p) = 0.

Since p E S, G(p) < 0. Note that H(p; p) = max(f(p) - f(p), G(p)) = max(0, G(p)) =

0. In order for H(p + td; p) < 0 to hold for sufficiently small t, f(P + td) < f(p) and

G(p + td) < 0 have to hold simultaneously, proving the claim.

If all the elements of OH(p) were available, the following quadratic problem would furnish

a direction of descent.

Theorem 6.2.21. Let Assumptions 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 hold. Let H be as defined in Definition

6.1.13 and H as defined in Theorem 6.2.16.

Let p c S and let {v} = arg min{| 11C1: C C PH(p; p)}. 4 Let d* be a

min R(P + d) + -1|d|2.
dER"np 2

solution of

(6.2.12)

Then:

1. d* exists and is unique.

2. d* = -v.
4v is well-defined per Theorem 2.4.6 because FH(p; p) is a nonempty compact and convex set and v is

the unique projection of the zero vector onto FH(p; p).
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3. H(p + d*) = 1(p) - Id* 12.

4. H(p + td*) R(p) - t||d*||2 for all t E [0, 1].

5. d* # 0 if and only if 0 PH(p; p).

6. p is an unconstrained global minimum of the function H if and only if d* = 0.

7. If the extended Cottle constraint is satisfied at p for problem (6.0.1) then p is stationary

in the extended sense for (6.0.1) if and only if p is a constrained global minimum of

minf(p), s.t. G(p) < 0. (6.2.13)
pP

8. Problem (6.2.12) is equivalent to the problem

min A + ||d||2 (6.2.14)

s.t. H(p; p) + (C, d) < A, VC E JTH(p; p),

AER, dER .

Proof. Let V : Rnp -> R : d '-- max{(C, d)

H(p + d) + 1||d|| 2. Note that

J(d) = H(p) + V(d) + ||d|2

C E H(p; p)} and J : R n -> R : d -

= V(d) + ||d||2,

V(d) + I|d|2 > -M||d|I + ld||2

2 2

where M = max{||(|| : c EFH(p; p)} per Lemma 6.2.17. Since -M||d|| + illd|| 2 _> +oo

as ||d|| -> +oo, J(d) -> +oo as ||d|| -+ +oo. Therefore the minimum of (6.2.12) and a d*

exists.

H(p) + V(d) + | I|d|| 2 is a strictly convex function because Id|| 2 = dTd is strictly convex

and max{ (C, d), C E PFH(p; p)} is convex. Hence d* is unique.
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Note that V and || - 112 are convex hence regular functions. As a result, the sum rules

in §2.6.2 hold with equality. Hence &J(d*) = &V(d*) + d* holds. In addition, at d*,

o E BJ(d*) has to hold per Theorem 6.1.3. Therefore -d* E OV(d*). Since OV(d*) =

{C PH(p; p) : V(d*) = (C, d*)} per Theorem 6.2.15, -d* E PH(Fp; p). Note that {C E

FH(p; p) : V(d*) = ((, d*)} is a convex set. Let C1 E PH(p; p) and C2 E PH(p; p) such

that V(d*) = (Ci d*) = (C2, d*) holds. Then V(d*) = (ai(1 + a2C2, d*) holds for all ai 2 0,

a 2 > 0 satisfying ai + a 2 = 1. Note that a1(1 + a2(2 E [H(p; p) because IH(p; p) is a

convex set.

Let V = -d*. Note that V(d*) = (V,d*) = max{{(,d*) : C E IH(p;p)} = -|112.

Hence (C, v) 1 ||v||2 for all C E PH(p; p) and V = v per Theorem 2.4.6.

Since V(d*) = -||d*|| 2 , H(p + d*) = H(p) - ||d*112. Note that V(td*) = tV(d*).

Therefore R(p + td*) = H(p) - t||d* 112.

Item 5 follows from the fact that d* = -v. Item 6 follows from the fact if d* = 0, then

0 E FH(p; p) and this implies that 0 E &H(p). Since H is a convex function, this condition

is necessary and sufficient for p to be an unconstrained global minimum per Theorem 6.1.17.

Program (6.2.13) is a convex optimization problem. The necessary conditions of opti-

mality at p can be shown to be 0 E OH(p) or equivalently 0 E TH(p; p). If the extended

Cottle constraint is satisfied at p for problem (6.0.1), then the Cottle constraint qualification

(also the Slater constraint qualification) is satisfied for (6.2.13). Then p E S is a constrained

global minimum of (6.2.13) if and only if 0 E J7H(p; ]p) per Theorem 6.1.17.

Note that H(p + d) = V(d). Let d* be the solution of (6.2.12). Let A* = V(d*). Note

that (A*, d*) is a feasible point for (6.2.14) and that (6.2.14) can be written as

min A + -||d||2 s.t. max{(C, d), C E IH(p, p)} - A < 0 (6.2.15)
wc ix2

which is a convex program. The generalized gradient of the objective (A, d) '-4 A + 1 d 11d2
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is { (1, d) } because the objective is a continuously differentiable function. The generalized

gradient of the constraint (A, d) F-+ max{(C, d), C E [H(p, p)} - A is {(-1, (C) (, d) =

V(d), C E 1H(p, P)}. Then the necessary condition of optimality at p is

0 E conv ({(1, d)}, {(-1,) : I IH(p, p), (, d) = V(d)}). (6.2.16)

Note that (2MI|dl1, d), d E Rnp where M = max{|ICI| : C E PH(p; p)} satisfies the con-

straint in (6.2.15) with strict inequality. Hence, the Slater constraint qualification holds for

(6.2.15). Then, the necessary conditions are also sufficient for optimality. Since -d* E {C C

FH(p, p) : ((, d*) = A*}, (A*, d*) is a constrained global minimum of (6.2.15) and (6.2.14).

Assume (A, d) is another constrained global minimum of (6.2.15) where a f d*. Then

from the necessary condition of optimality (6.2.16), it can be deduced that -d E FH(p, p)

and V(d) = -||a|| 2 . Then the optimal solution value is V(d) + }|Id| 2 = -,id1| 2 . Note that,

the optimal solution value is also V(d*) + j||d*|| 2  _ ild*| ||d*|| < ||a|| because -d* is

the element of minimum norm in ]TH(p, p) per item 2 and it is unique per Theorem 2.4.6.

Hence, (6.2.15) and (6.2.14) have a unique constrained global minimum which is (A*, d*).

As a result, programs (6.2.14) and (6.2.12) are equivalent.

6.3 Bundle Method using Linear Newton Approxima-

tions

This section discusses a bundle method algorithm using linear Newton approximations in

detail. The algorithm is an extension of Algorithm 3.1 in Chapter 6 in [54] that uses linear

Newton approximations which satisfy Assumption 6.2.1. The proof of convergence follows

closely the proof of convergence of Algorithm 3.1 in Chapter 6 in [54] making modifications

that take into account the use of linear Newton approximations.
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The bundle method is an iterative algorithm. It requires an initial point pi E S and

produces an infinite sequence, {Pk}, such that {Pk} E S and if Pk # Pk+1, then f(Pk+1) <

f(Pk). The algorithm produces a sequence {Pk} such that if p is an accumulation point of

{pk}, then p E S and 0 C FH(p; p) holds, i.e p is stationary in the extended sense per

Corollary 6.2.13. The algorithm requires that an element of rf and PG be computable for

all p E P.

Ideally, in order to generate Pk+1 at the kth iteration, (6.2.12) should be solved to obtain

a descent direction and then a line search should be executed along this direction of descent.

In practice, given p E P, every element of FH(p; p) is not known. Usually only a single

element can be computed. Therefore problem (6.2.12) cannot be solved to obtain a descent

direction in most applications. Instead an approximation of (6.2.12) is formulated using

elements from linear Newton approximations of neighboring points that are close enough.

These neighboring points comprise the second sequence of points {Yk} E P with yi = pi.

The candidate direction obtained from the approximation of (6.2.12) is tested in a special

line search algorithm. The line search algorithm returns Pk+1 and another point Yk+1 which

is used to further improve the approximation to (6.2.12). It is possible that Pk = Pk+1 in

which case, the candidate direction is not a descent direction.

At the kth iteration not all points yj, j E {1, .. . , k} are used to approximate (6.2.12).

First, as k increases, the distance between Pk and yj with smaller indices j may be become

too large for a good approximation. Second, storing the information for all k points is

costly. At each iteration k, the algorithm uses two sets of indices Mf and MkG such that

Mf C {1,... , k} and MG C {1, ... , k}. In addition, k E M[ and k E MkT. These sets define

bundles of points, hence the name bundle method. The method uses Cf, an element Ff(yj),

j E Mf and (f, an element of FG(yj), j E MkG to approximate (6.2.12).
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Define:

fkji = f(y,) + (j , pk - Yj), Vj E {1, ... , k}, (6.3.1)

Gk,j = G(yj) + (c , Pk - yj), Vj E {1, ... , k}, (6.3.2)

Sk,j = IYj - pk||,Vj E Mkf U Mk' (6.3.3)

af, = max{|f(pk) - fkj1, Yf(skj)2}, Vj c {1, ... , k}, (6.3.4)

a = max{|Gkj,y, G (Skj) 2}, Vj C {1, .. ., k}, (6.3.5)

where 7YG > 0 and 7f > 0 are constants. Equations (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) define linearizations

of f and G at nearby points of Pk. The quantities fk,j and Gkj are called linearization

values. Equations (6.3.4) and (6.3.5) define a measure of the goodness of the linearizations.

These quantities are called locality measures. The smaller the locality measure for a given

linearization, the better the linearization approximates the improvement function in the

neighborhood of Pk.

The sets M/ and M are constructed such that

M {j E {1, .... , k} : af, < d} (6.3.6)

Mf = {j E {1, .... , k} : aG < i} (6.3.7)

hold where d is a finite positive number. At the kth iteration of the algorithm, a Pk+1 and

Yk+1 are calculated. Mk and '(k, subsets of Mk and Mk, respectively are determined such

that the sets M -+1 U {k + 1j and Mk+1 = Sk U {k + 1} satisfy (6.3.6) and (6.3.7),

respectively. The process of removing elements from the bundle is called distance resetting.

The following assumption is necessary to make sure that the sequences {Pk}, {Yk} and

their limit points are subsets of P.

Assumption 6.3.1. Let d be a positive constant. Let X = {x E R" : - p112 < d, p E S}.
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Then cl (X) C P holds.

The approximation of (6.2.12) is

1
min A + -|1d1 2  (6.3.8)
A,d 2

s.t. - af + (& , d) < A, Vj E M,

-cj + (C9 d) < A, Vj E M,

d c R"p, A E R.

The properties of problem (6.3.8) are summarized in the following lemmas.

Lemma 6.3.2. The program (6.3.8) satisfies the Slater constraint qualification for all k =

1, .. .,oo.

Proof. Given Pk, the points {yj j E M UMk} satisfy |IPk -Yj| 1 5 for all j E Mk UMk

per (6.3.6) and (6.3.7).

Let Z = z E np : |Pk - z1| 5 v,/. Note that Z is a compact set. Therefore, due to the

upper semicontinuity of the linear Newton approximations and their compact-valuedness,

one can find a constant Ck such that |1 5 Ck holds for all C c Ff(z) and C C Jgj(z), i =

1, ... , nc for all z E Z. Assume that such constant does not exist. Let there exist an infinite

sequence {zi} c Z such that ICill > i where (i e Ff(zi). The choice of Ff is arbitrary. The

proof holds if any of the Pg are used instead. Since Z is compact, {zi} has a convergent

subsequence in Z by the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem. Let the limit point be z and the

converging subsequence be {z,}. Let 0 be a bounded open set such that rf(2) c o.

By upper semicontinuity of Ff, there exists a neighborhood of z such that C3 e 0. This

contradicts the fact that lim |Cj|| = +oo. Hence, there exists a Ck as described.

It is obvious that (6.3.8) is a convex optimization problem. Let d C R"P. The point

(2CkIIdI1, d) is a feasible point of (6.3.8) since |I(( , d)|| < CkIIdI| and I|(f, d)I I Cjjd||
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hold for all j E Mk U MkG and all locality measures are nonnegative. Note that in this

case, the inequalities in the constraints are satisfied strictly. Hence, the Slater constraint

qualification is satisfied.

Lemma 6.3.3. Problem (6.3.8) is a convex optimization problem. It has a unique solution.

Let the solution be (Akdk). Furthermore, there exist Akj, j E Mf, and Akj, j M

satisfying

, + (C(, dk) - Ak) = 0, Vj E M,

(yk,j)(-aj + (( , dk) - Ak) = 0, Vj E M,

Ak,j + yk,j = 1,
jEM jE M

Ak,j > 0, Vj E Mf, pk,j > 0, Vj M

dk= S3 [tkVi
d- Akj( + pCG

iE Mk jEMkG

Ak = k 2 + Ak,jak, +
jEM/

Finally, Ak,J, j E Ml, and yj, j E MG satisfy the above conditions if and only if they

constitute a solution of the dual problem

1-
min I-Hdk1 2 + 21 Aaf + G a~{ (6.3.15)
xA 2 k Ld j (6k-5

j E M jEMk

s.t. E Aj + y = 1, (6.3.16)
jEM jEM

Aj 0, Vj C Mf, j 0, Vj eMk
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(6.3.9)

(6.3.10)

(6.3.11)

(6.3.12)

(6.3.13)

j
jEMkG

pkjak j) (6.3.14)



where

dk Aj(C + 1:pj~ . (6.3.17)
'EM' jEMk

Proof. The convex nature of (6.3.8) is obvious. Since the Slater constraint qualification

holds per Lemma 6.3.2, equations (6.3.9), (6.3.10), (6.3.11), (6.3.12) and (6.3.13) follow from

the necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for this problem. Equation (6.3.14)

is obtained after substituting (6.3.13) into (6.3.9) and (6.3.10) and summing up over all

jC Mk' U Mk .

The solution (Ak, dk) is unique. Let

Vf (d) = max(-af,y + (+, d), j E M{)

VG(d) = max(-a { + ((, d), j E

Then, problem (6.3.8) can be written as

1 '~
min ||d1|2 + max(VG(d), Vf (d))

where Ak = max(VG(dk), Vf (dk)). This reformulation is possible because an optimal solution

of (6.3.8) has to satisfy at least one of the constraints with equality. Otherwise, the optimal

Ak can be further decreased, violating optimality. Note that VG and Vf are convex functions.

The maximum of two convex functions is convex. Since ||d |2 is strictly convex, (Ak, dk) is

unique.

The Lagrangian of (6.3.8) is

,C(A, d, A, p) = A + ||d||2 + E (Aj)(-af,j + (C , d) - A)+ (6.3.18)
jEM k
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-ak, + ((C, d) - A).
(pj)(jE 10

The dual function q is

q(A, i) = inf L(A, d, A, t), s.t. Aj > 0, tj > 0, Vj EMk U MG.
A,d

Note that q(A, t) is finite only if (6.3.16) holds. Otherwise, one can pick an arbitrarily large

negative A to obtain q(A, p) = -oo. If (6.3.16) holds, then L(A, d, A, t) becomes a strictly

convex function of d and the infimum becomes an unconstrained optimization problem. Due

to the strict convexity, there exists a unique solution, dk.

Note that,

VdL(A, d, A, i) = d + S Aj4( + p5(f.

jEM/ jEMk

Then the necessary condition of optimality VdC (A, d, A, t) = 0 produces (6.3.17).

The dual problem becomes

1
Max - 1IjdkI'
X, p 2 j sAjc4, -

JEMk'

Sjc G
jEMkG

s.t. E Aj+ pj=1,
jEMk jEMG'

Aj 0, Vj E Mf, pj 0, Vj EM,

once (6.3.17) is substituted into the expression for q(A, t). Replacing the max with the min,

provides the desired result.

The optimal solution value of (6.3.8) and (6.3.15) are equal by strong duality (Proposition

5.3.1 in [14]) and the solution of (6.3.15) are the multipliers satisfying (6.3.9), (6.3.10),
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(6.3.11), (6.3.12) and (6.3.13).

Lemma 6.3.3 shows that -dk is in the convex hull of the elements of the set of linear

Newton approximations. The objective of the dual problem implies that the effect of each

element is weighed by the corresponding locality measure. In order to minimize the objective

of the dual problem, Ak,j and pk,j corresponding to larger values of locality measures should

be made as small as possible.

A new linearization needs to be added in case a direction of descent cannot be determined

with the available linearizations. The new linearization needs to significantly change dk+1

obtained as the solution of (6.3.15). Mathematical discussion of what is meant by significant

change is deferred for the latter part of this section where the convergence of the bundle

method is discussed.

If Pk+1 = Pk, then the linearization values and locality measures need to be updated.

The linearization values can be updated as follows

fk+1,j = fk,j + (Cf, Pk+1 - Pk), Vj E

Gk+1,j = Gk+1,j + (( , Pk+1 - Pk), Vj E MC.

In order to avoid storing the points {yk}, the locality measures are updated using

Sk+1,j = Skj + ||Pk - Pk+1I if j E U MG

Sk+1,k+1 = IYk+1 - Pk+11 -

Note that ||Pk+1 - YJJ Sk+1,j for all j E Mf+1 U MG1 -

The number of ( and (9 stored can be kept at a minimum using aggregation. Aggre-

gation combines the active constraints in the solution of (6.3.8) into two linear constraints,

one for the constraints using C and one for the constraints using C. Let Ak and pk be
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the Lagrange multipliers that solve (6.3.15) at iteration k > 1. Assume distance resetting

has occurred at iteration k - 1. Then, the aggregate subgradients, vf and v , are computed

as the convex combination of the C and C9 using the solution of (6.3.15). Since vf and

v are convex combinations of the f and Cf, they satisfy the bound discussed in Lemma

6.3.2. The aggregate linearization values, fk' and G', computed similarly. The aggregate

locality measures, f" and -"G,v can be considered as the locality measures of imaginaryloait eaues k k

points associated with aggregate subgradients and aggregate linearization values. The exact

computation of these values is described in the next section as well as the method to update

them from iteration to iteration.

Once the aggregate quantities are computed, they can be used in the next iteration of

the algorithm if distance resetting does not occur. If distance resetting occurs at the kth

iteration, then the aggregate quantities need to be discarded and (6.3.8) is again solved during

the next iteration. The aggregate quantities are discarded because they may be derived from

data obtained at points y3 such that j 0 M+ U M+ 1 . These points are too far away from

the next iterate, Pk+1 and their linearizations do not carry relevant information anymore.

It is sufficient to consider the aggregate constraints in the (k + 1)th iteration and the

constraints associated with Yk+1 to determine a descent direction as long as there is no

distance resetting. Hence at every iteration, (6.3.8) can be formulated using at most four

constraints. If distance resetting occurs in this case, then (6.3.8) has only two constraints

and one has effectively restarted the algorithm. The parameter d can be chosen large enough

to prevent excessive distance resetting. Furthermore, arbitrary subsets of Mf and MG can

be incorporated into Mf+1 and M+ 1 to minimize information loss due to distance resetting.

Let k be the index of the most recent iteration during which distance resetting occurred.

Let k > k + 1. Let r' = 1 if distance resetting occurred in the previous iteration and r' = 0
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otherwise. Then using aggregate quantities at iteration k + 1, problem (6.3.8) becomes

min A + ||d||2
A,d 2

s.t. - a+ + ((j, d) < A, Vj E M+

- f+ (vt, d) if ra+1 = 0,

- ak+1,j + (C(, d) < A, Vj EM+1

- a 7i + (v, Id) A, if r+ 1 = 0,

d E R n, A E R,

where M+ = {k + 1} U , MG 1 = {k + 1} U lG 1 and G are

Mf and MG respectively and

fk+1 = fv + (vk, Pk+1 - Pk),

Gvk+1= G + (vk, Pk+1 - Pk),

s+1= k +||Pk+1 - Pkl,

sk+1 = + |Pk+1 - PkIl

arbitrary subsets of

afv = max{|f (Pk) -

Ce = max{|Gvl,7G(sk+1 2}

The dual of (6.3.19) is

min ||
k , M, x , p 2

Aj(f + Avvf +

Xj acf+, + Ava +
k+ 1,1

-M jE MG+1

G v Gv
1-tk~laek±1,j + [-tkazk±1
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pS(j + pt _1||2+
-G

36 Mk+1

(6.3.20)

fk+1|, 7(sk+12



s.t. E Ai + AV + 1

jEM+ 1 jEMG+1

pj + p" = 1,

AV > 0, p" > 0,

A >- 0, Vj E M+ 1, k,j > 0,Vj E M+

AV= p = 0 if r'+ 1 = 1.

The bundle method described formally in the next section uses the aggregation technique.

6.3.1 Formal Statement of the Bundle Method with Linear New-

ton Approximations

Step 0: Initialize.

(a) Let es > 0.

(b) Let mL, mR, d, t be such that 0 < mL <MR < 1, > 01 0 < f 1.

(c) Let 7f > 0 and 7'G > 0.

(d) Set k = 1, j = 1.

(e) Set rg = 1.

(f) Let Pk E S.

(g) Set Yk = Pk, Skj = sf = s = 0.

(h) Set Mf = {j}, Cf E f(pk), v_ = (f, f = fk'-

(i) Set MG = {j}, ( 9 E FG(pk), vG k,j = G(.

Step 1: Find Direction of Descent. Let Ak, pk, Av and p4 be the solution of the following

quadratic problem;

m 1n ACf + Avvf_ 1 + p2jC + pLv +

jEMj

(6.3.21)
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E af,j+ Avac'v + 5 y a , +p ' civ

jMfk jEMG

s.t. 5j + Av+ E pj+9"= 1,
jEMkf jEMk

Av > 0, p >0, 0 2 OjVj EM >, p 0, Vj C M,

A= = 0 if ra = 1,

where

af= max{|f (pk) - fk,j1, 7f (sk,j) 2}, j (E M,

ac2 =max{IGk,jl, 7G(sk,)2}, j E Mk,

aflv =max{|f(p )-fg, )211

aGv =max{|Gl, 7G(sG) 2}.

Compute

vk=f Ak,j + A4, uG yk,j + yk'

jEMk jEMk

If vf $ 0, set Akj = Ak,j/v, j E Ml, A% = Ak/v.

If vL = 0, set 1k,k = 1, 1kj = 0, j E Mk\{k}, 1% = 0.

If vi $ 0, set Ik,j = pk,j/vk, j E Mk, p = pvk .

If vk= 0, set 1Ak,k 1, 1Ak,j = 0, j E Mk\{k}, 14 = 0.

If AV = pV = 0 then compute ak = max{sk,j E Mk U MG}.

Let

(vifg",s) = IkAk,, f,Jsk,f) +k I j1, f, s ),

jE M
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vk Ik Z k,j(C 3 , Gk,j, Sk,j) + Ak (vG_1, Gv, s),
jkM-ffkG G

kVkkff+ vkGVkGvk= k k k k,

dk = - Vk,

' = max{I f(pk)-f0, 7f(5) 2

&Gv =G 2

~v f -fv G -G,v
k =vk k'+L'k ak

Ak = - (Ildk 2

Step 2: Check Stopping Criterion. Set

W 1 vk|2 + v (6.3.24)

If Wk < E, terminate. Otherwise go to Step 3.

Step 3: Do Line Search Using Algorithm 6.3.1.1, find two step sizes tL and t' such that

tk 1,-0 t k ty, Pk+1 = Pk + tkdk, Yk+1 = Pk + tkdk and

f(Pk+1) f(Pk) + mLtk Lk,

0 > G(Pk+1),

iR = tL if tL > i

MRAk - o(Pk+1, Yk+1) + (C yk+1), dk) if tk < i,

d/2 > ||Yk+1 - Pk+1||,
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where ((-) and a : P x P - R are defined as

Pf(y)

C 1iG(y)

if G(y) 0,

if G(y) > 0,

a(xy) {max{f(x) - f(x; y)1, Iyf|x - y||2}

max{|O(x; y)|, 7YG 0X - y 2}

if G(y) 0,

if G(y) > 0,

f(x; y) = f(y) + (((y), x - y) if G(y) < 0,

G(x; y) = G(y) + (((y), x - y) if G(y) > 0,

hold.

Step 4: Update Linearizations Select IVIk C M/ and Mf C MkR. Let Mk+1 = Sf U

{k + 1} and Mk+1 = M1 U {k +1}. Let

(k+1 E IFf(yk+1),

ck+ E rG(yk+1),

fk+1,k+1 = f (Yk+1) + k+1 Pk+1 - Yk+1),

fk+1,j = fk,j + (Cf , Pk+1 - Pk), Vj E Sk

fv+1 = fk' + (vk, Pk+1 - Pk),

Gk+1,k+1 = G(yk+1) + (k+ Pk+1 - Yk+1),

Gk+1,j = Gkj + ((j', Pk+1 - Pk), Vj E Ak ,

G+ = G + (vk, Pk+1 - Pk),

Sk+1,k+1 = IYk+1 - Pk+1j,

Sk+1,j = Skj + IIPk+1 - Pk, Vj E IVI U

f -f k ~ 1Isk±1 S Sk + iiPk±1 - kI
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sk+1= k + ||pk+1 - Pkj-

Step 5: Check Distance Resetting Criterion. Let ak+1 = max{ak+Ipk+1-pk||, sk+1,k+1}-

If ak+1 < d then set r = 0 and go to Step 7. Otherwise set r = 1 and go to Step

6.

Step 6: Do Distance Reset. Remove the indices with smallest values in Mf and KG

until

ak+1 = max{sk+1,j E k U Mk} I </2

holds.

Step 7: Increment Counter. Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 7.

Algorithm 6.3.1.1 Line Search Algorithm Using Linear Newton Approximations

Require: Ak < 0
Require: 0 < mL <mR <1, > 0, 0 < 1.
Require: # E (0, 0.5).

1: Let t = 0 and t = t= 1.
2: while tL # t' do
3: if f(Pk + td) f(Pk) + mLtAk and G(pk + td) 0 then
4: Set tL = t.
5: else
6: Set tu = t.
7: end if
8: if tL > f then
9: Set tR = tL and return.

10: else if -a(pk + tkdk, Pk + tdk) - (((Pk + tdk), dk) mRAk and tL and (t -

t)||dk|| < d/2 then
11: Set tR = t and return.
12: else
13: Let t E [t ' + 3(tu - t), t" - - t)].
14: end if
15: end while
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6.3.2 Discussion and Convergence

The proposed algorithm terminates when Wk es. Wk can be considered as a quantity

that measures the goodness of the approximation (6.2.12) via d' and the size of the element

of minimum norm via ||Vkl2 in L'H(pk;pk). If Wk = 0, then 0 c PH(pk;pk) holds. The

convergence proof shows that all accumulation points of {Pk} are stationary in case E, = 0.

The proof is the same as the proof of Algorithm 3.1 in Chapter 6 in [54] where the linear

Newton approximation replaces the generalized gradient. Therefore, a summary of it, is

placed in the Appendix A.

In this chapter, the finite termination of the line search procedure is proved and the main

results are stated.

Line Search

In order to show that any accumulation point of the sequence {Pk} is stationary, the finite

termination of the line search algorithm needs to be shown. The line search algorithm differs

from that of Algorithm 3.1 in Chapter 6 in [54] because linear Newton approximations are

used instead of the generalized gradient. The next lemma proves an important property of

linear Newton approximations that enables finite termination of Algorithm 6.3.1.1.

Lemma 6.3.4. Let Assumption 6.2.1 hold. Let p ( P. Let d C R'v\{0}. Let {tk} c R be

such that tk > 0, Vk, tk t 0 and Cf G F f (p + tkd). Then

f'(p; d) = lim ((%, d). (6.3.25)
k-+oo

Let CG E FG(p + tkd). Then

G'(p; d) = lim (Cd). (6.3.26)
k-+oo
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Proof. Since Ff is a linear Newton approximation, for small enough t

f(p + tkd) - f(p) - (a', td) ||tkdI|A(I|tkd||)

and therefore

f(p + tkd) - f(p) - (C(, d) I ||dI|A(I|tkd||)
tk

holds. Since

im (P + tkd) - f(p)
k-+oo tk

and

lim f(P + tkd) - f (() , d) = 0 (6.3.27)
k--+oo tkk

(6.3.25) follows. Since FG is a linear Newton approximation of G (Corollary 6.2.10), the

same reasoning proves (6.3.26). E

From the definitions of Wk and Ak it can be seen that Ak 5 -Wk. Since Wk > 0, Ak < 0.

Note that if Ak = 0, then Wk = 0 and the bundle method terminates before entering the

line search algorithm. Hence, the line search is always entered with Ak < 0. Note that it is

possible that dk = 0 when entering the line search algorithm.

Theorem 6.3.5 (Convergence of Line Search Algorithm 6.3.1.1). Assume Ak < 0.

Then the line search algorithm 6.3.1.1 terminates with two step sizes tL and tR such that

tL 1, 0< tL < tR and the points Pk+1 = Pk + t'dk and Yk+1 = Pk + tidk satisfy

f(Pk+1) f(Pk) + mLtk Ak, (6.3.28)
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0 > G(P+1),

tk tk if tk >
if~~i =L t< ifti;>

mRAk - a(pk+1, yk+1) + (C(yk+1), dk) if tk <T,

d/2 > ||Yk+1 - Pk+11,

Cfy(Y)

PG(y)

if G(y) 0,

if G(y) > 0,

max{|f(x) - f(x; y)j, 7fjX - y1|2}
a(x, y) =

max{I(x; y)|, 7G X y12}

f(x; y) = f(y) + (C(y), x - y) if G(y) 0,

0(x; y) = G(y) + (C(y), x - y) if G(y) > 0.

Proof. First assume that d = 0. Then the line search terminates immediately with tL = 0,

tR = 1 and Pk+1 = Pk = Yk+1-

Consider the case d f 0 and assume that the line search does not terminate for con-

tradiction purposes. Let tj, tL and tg represent the values of t, t4 and t' after the jth

execution of Step 3. Then tj = tL or ty = t'.

Note that (tj+1 -ti'+ 1 ) (1-)(t - t k), {tj} is a monotonically decreasing and {ki,}

is a monotonically increasing sequence such that tL < ty. Hence there exists a t such that

tij T t and t.

Note that t< t because tL < t for all j. Let TL = {t > 0 f(pk + tdk) f(Pk) +

mLtAk, G(pk + tdk) < 0}. Since {tI} c TL and TL is a closed set due to the continuity
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if G(y) 0,

if G(y) > 0,



of f and G, E TTL. Hence

f(Pk + id) - f(Pk) < mLTiAk.

and G(pk + id) < 0.

Since tj' ( TL, tj ' t and t -+ tP, there exists an infinite set L C {1,..

t= t 3 >tforallj E Land

f(Pk + tyd) - f(Pk) > mLtjAk, Vj C L.

, oo}, such that

(6.3.31)

Subtracting (6.3.31) from (6.3.30),

f(Pk + tjdk) - f(Pk + idk) > mLAk .V G L

(t3 - 1)

is obtained. Taking the limit as j - oc results in f'(pk + idk; dk) mLAk-

For large enough j E L, (t - t j)||dk| < a/2 because tj -- i and t -+ t.

First assume G(pk + tydk) 0 for all j E L. Then ((Pk ± tydk) E Ff(pk + tydk) and

a(pk + idk, Pk + tj dk) = max{f(pk + idk) - f (Pk + tj dk) - (t- t )(C(pk + tj dk), dk),

'7f (tj- ) 2 |dk|| 2 1

for all j E L.

Since the algorithm does not terminate -a(pk + idk, Pk + tjdk) + (C(Pk + tjdk), dk) <

mRAk for all j E L. Note that lim a(Pk + idk, Pk + tidk) = 0 because tj -+ t and Ff is
-- OO

locally bounded. Therefore

lim (C(pk + tydk), dk) 5 mRAk
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for j E L. This implies that f'(pk + idk; dk) mLAk > mRAk limnj oo(C(Pk + tjdk), dk)

since 0 < mL < mR < 1 and Ak < 0. This is a contradiction with Lemma 6.3.4.

Assume G(pk + tydk) > 0 for all j E L. Then C(Pk + tydk) E l'G(pk + tydk) and

a(pk + idk, Pk + tj dk) = max{G(pk + idk) - G(pk + tj dk) - (i - ti)(C(pk + t dk), dk),

''fG-tj _ )2IdkH2

for all j E L. As before,

lim (C(Pk + tj dk), dk) mRAk
3-+00

holds. However; since G(pk + idk) < 0,

G(pk + tjdk) - G(pk + idk)
lim ~> 0 > mL Ak > mR~k-j-*OO ty - t

Again this contradicts with Lemma 6.3.4. Hence the line search terminates in a finite number

of iterations. D

When the line search terminates, one of the following cases hold:

1. tL > f. This case is the long serious step.

2. 0 < t' < f. This case is the short serious step.

3. tk = 0. This case is the null step.

Main Convergence Results

Theorem 6.3.6. Each accumulation point of the sequence {Pk} generated by the bundle

method is stationary in the extended sense.

Corollary 6.3.7. If the level set P = {p E P : f(p) < f(pi)} is bounded, cl (P) C P,
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and the final accuracy tolerance e, is positive, then the bundle method terminates in a finite

number of iterations.

6.3.3 Variants and Commentary

1. The generalized gradient can be replaced with linear Newton approximations satisfying

Assumption 6.2.1 in all the algorithms developed in [54] to produce algorithms that

converge to stationary points in the extended sense. Note that, one does not have to

alter a given bundle code to make it work with linear Newton approximations.

2. In the remainder of the thesis, the proximal bundle method ([64], [68]), a variant of

the developed algorithm is used to obtain numerical results. In the proximal bundle

algorithm d is set to a large number to prevent reset and the quadratic problem

min | A3C + Avv_ 1 + E p, + v_|2+

jEM/ jEM +V

Ajaf + vaf'v Z :A G +Av aG Iv

jEM jE M

S. A i + A" + E p +p" 1,

jEMk jEMk

AV 0,p V 0 , > 0, Vj [ M p. > 0,Vj E Mk,

A" = = 0 if ra = 1,

(6.3.32)

is solved instead of (6.3.22). As a result, the candidate descent direction, dk and Ak

become

1
d= - -Vk,

0k

Ak -- -- (hvk|2±)
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Hence, the extra parameter o allows control over the step size taken and is adjusted de-

pending on the progress of the bundle method algorithm [64]. Specifically, the software

described in [64] is used to produce numerical results.

3. Using the linear Newton approximation instead of the generalized gradient leads to the

loss of sharper results that can be obtained for bundle methods in case (6.0.1) is a con-

vex program. The relationship between convexity and linear Newton approximations

requires further research.
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Chapter 7

Nonsmooth Dynamic Optimization of

Systems with Varying Structure

This chapter describes a numerical method to solve nonsmooth nonlinear optimization prob-

lems where systems described by (4.4.1) are embedded as constraints.

The first section describes the numerical algorithm. The algorithm is assembled using

results presented in the previous chapters. The second section discusses an extension of

control parameterization (140], [105]) from continuously differentiable vector fields to vector

fields satisfying Assumption 5.1.1. In this approach, an open loop optimal control problem

whose solution is a bounded measurable function is approximated by a sequence of nonlinear

programs whose solutions consist of parameters defining piecewise constant functions in time.

The convergence of the optimal solution values of the approximate problems to the optimal

solution value of the optimal control problem as well as the convergence of the approximate

solutions to the optimal control problem solution are discussed. The third section contains

a technique with which minimum time problems can be solved. The results in the previous

chapters can be applied to the solution of such problems once time is redefined as a continuous

state of the system and the time horizon a parameter. The final section contains a review
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of optimal control techniques related to the work in this thesis and a comparison with the

presented numerical method.

7.1 The Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method

7.1.1 Formulation and Assumptions

The numerical method aims to solve the program:

min
PEP

ne k

J(p) = E I ho,k(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), 5(t, p))dt ±
k=1 a

(7.1.1)
ne pk

s.t. E j
k=1 ak

hj,k(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p))dt +

, nc}lHi (P, x(#O,, IP), y(I, YIp), S(O,, Ip)) < 0, Vi E {1, .

0 = Fk(t, p, Xk (t, p), yk (t, p), Xk(t, p)), Vt E [ak, Ok], Vk E E,

o = x 1 (ai, p) - FO(p),

o = Xk(Ck, p) - Fk(p, x_ 1 (pi_1, p)), Vk c AZ\{1},

O= x(t, p) - xk(t, p), Vt E [ak, /k), Vk E ,

o X ne,, P) - XneO(#neP),

O = y(t, p) -yk(t, p), Vt E [ak, Ok), Vk E K,

o = Y (One, P) - Yne (One, P),

0 = (t, p) - k(t, p), Vt E [akiOk), Vk E C,

0 = k(#ne, p) - kne (ne, P),

where
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* ne is a finite positive integer;

" ne is a finite positive integer, IC = {1,... ,

" ak, #k for all k E K are as defined in Assumption 4.4.1;

" Tk, P, X, Y, X are as defined in Assumption 4.4.1;

" The functions hi,k : k x P x X x y x X -+ R and Hi :P x X x y x X - R satisfy

Assumption 5.1.1 for all i E {0, ... , ncI} and for all k E K;;

SX) x, Y, X , k, Yk for all k EIC are as defined in Assumption 4.4.1;

* Fk, FO are as defined in Assumption 4.4.1 and satisfy Assumption 5.1.1 and the as-

sumptions of Lemma 4.3.4 for all k E KC.

Assumption 7.1.1. For all p E P, the solution (x(-, p), y(., p), k(-, p)) exists.

It can easily be shown that (7.1.1) is a locally Lipschitz continuous and semismooth

optimization program using the properties of locally Lipschitz continuous and semismooth

functions, Theorems 4.4.7, 4.4.8, 4.4.10, 3.4.7, 3.4.11 and 3.4.12.

In essence, Program (7.1.1) can be rewritten as

min fo(p) s.t. fi(p) < 0, Vi E {1, . . . ,nc}, (7.1.2)
peP

where fi are locally Lipschitz continuous and semismooth functions of p and

ne.O

fi(p) = hi,(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p))dt + Hi(p, x(tf, p), y(t, p), k(tf, p))
k=1 ak

holds for all i E {0, ... , nc}. Therefore, the bundle method described in Chapter 6 can be

used to solve (7.1.1). In order to apply this bundle method, an element of the linear Newton

approximations, Ffo and Ffi, satisfying Assumption 6.2.1 need to be computed at p. This

in return, requires the computation of an element of FIx(t, p), Fyy(t, p) and rpk(t, p) as

defined in Theorem 4.4.7 and Corollary 4.4.9. The details of these computations are discussed
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next.

7.1.2 Computation of the elements of the linear Newton approx-

imations of Program (7.1.2)

Let

ne fk

Zi(p) = E I h,(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), k(t, p)), Vi E {0, ... , nc}. (7.1.3)
k=1 ak

Then an element of FZj(p), a linear Newton approximation that satisfies aZ(p) C

conv (FpZi(p)), can be computed using Theorem 4.4.8. Another approach is to define the

additional states zi : T x P -* R that evolve in time according to

zj(t, p) = hi,(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), I(t, p)), Vt E (ak, /k], Vk E KC, Vi E {O,.. . , nc}, (7.1.4)

zi(ai, 7p) = 0, Vi E {0, ... , ncl.

The additional states {z}O and the corresponding equations in (7.1.4) can be appended

to the system states x to obtain the augmented states, R. Let Rn2+i+i = zi for all i =

0, ... , Inc. Theorem 4.4.7 can be used to compute an element of Jp'R(tf, p), a linear Newton

approximation which satisfies pik(tf, p) c conv (Fpi(tf, p)). Let Mi E Rlx(nx+nc+l) for all

i E {0,.. . , nc} be such that Mij = 0 for all j c {1, . .. ,n+nc 1}\{nx+i} and Mi,n2+i = 1.

Note that Mi is the Jacobian of the mapping (x(tf, p), (z(tfp),... , Zc(t, p))) '-* zi(tf, p).

Let pzi (tf, p) be the set

{MZA : A E conv (Fpi(tf, p))}.
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Then per Theorem 2.8.12, it is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping 'q - zi(tf, q)

at p E P. Since pR(tf, p) C conv (FpR(tf, p)),

Dpzi(ty, p) c {MiA : A E conv (FpR(tf, p))}

holds per Theorem 2.6.7. In the rest of the thesis, this approach is used to compute elements

of the linear Newton approximations of zi.

Consider the mapping (X(tf, p), (zo(tf, p), ... , Zn, (tf, p))) -* x(tf, p). Let N E Rnzx(nx+nc+l

and N = [In, 0]. Then, N is the Jacobian and therefore a linear Newton approximation of

this mapping. Let Jpx(tf, p) be the set

{NA : A E conv (FpR(tf, p))}.

Then Frx(tf, p) is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping 77 H-+ x(tf, ,) at p E P

per Theorem 2.8.12. It can be shown that Ox(tf, p) c conv (Fpx(tf, p)) using Theorem

2.6.7 and the fact that Oi(tf, p) C conv (1pik(tf, p)).

Hence once an element of pik(tf, p) is computed, an element of Fx(tf, p) can be recov-

ered using Theorem 2.8.12. An element of Fpi(tf, p) and an element of Fyy(tf, p) can be

computed using Corollary 4.4.9.

The necessary linear Newton approximation information for H can be computed using

Theorem 4.4.10. Alternatively, the chain rule for linear Newton approximations, Fpx(tf, p),

rpy(tf, p) and Jpk(tf, p) can be used. It can be shown that the set

Inp

A
S : A E conv (Fpx(tf, p)), B E conv (Lpy(tf, p)), C E conv (Ipik(tf, p))

B

C
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is a linear Newton approximation of the mapping 1 - (ii, X(tf, 2), y(tf, j), k(tf, 7)) at p E

P by applying Theorem 2.8.12. Theorem 2.6.7 and the fact that the aforementioned linear

Newton approximations contain the related generalized Jacobians can be used to show that

conv (S) contains the generalized Jacobian of the mapping '- (7, x(tf, 77), y(tf, 7), k(tf, 2))

at p E P.

Let w : P -- R : q Hi(,q, x(tf, 2), y(tf, q), *(tf, 17)). Let Fpwi(p) be the set

{AB : A E &Hi(p, x(tf, p), y(tf, p), Ik(tf, p)), B E conv (S)}.

aHi is the generalized Jacobian and a linear Newton approximation of the function Hi

because Hi is a semismooth function per Assumption 5.1.1. Hence rpwi(p) is a linear

Newton approximation of the map q '-* Hi(17 , x(tf, q), y(tf, 27), k(tf, 2)) at p E P. The fact

that &pwi(p) C Fpwi(p) follows from Theorem 2.6.7 and the properties of S.

An element of OHi(p, x(tf, p), y(tf, p), k(tf, p)) can be computed using the fact that

under Assumption 5.1.1, Hi is a PC' function and the properties listed in §2.7.1.

Finally, Ffi defined by Ffi(p) = Fpzi(t, p) + Fwi(p) is a linear Newton approximation

of fi satisfying Assumptions 6.2.1 for all i E {, ... , Inc} per the calculus rules for the linear

Newton approximation (see §2.8.5).

7.1.3 Description of the Method

The nonsmooth single shooting method is an iterative method consisting of two main ele-

ments (Figure 7-1).

1. The Modified Bundle Method: During iteration k, the modified bundle method uses

the Objective and Constraint Evaluator to obtain fi(pk) and an element of Pfi(pk) for

all i E {o, ... , nc}. Then, the bundle method determines if Pk satisfies the stationary

conditions in the extended sense. If it does, the single shooting method terminates.
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Figure 7-1: Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method.

Otherwise the modified bundle method updates Pk to obtain Pk+1 and the iterative

procedure continues.

2. The Objective and Constraint Evaluator: The ODE/DAE solver is used to compute

R(tf, p) and an element of Fpi(tf, p), Fpy(tf, p) and Fpx(tf, p) each, using methods

presented in Chapter 5. Then an element of rfi(pk) for each {0, ... , nc} is computed

as described in §7.1.2.

7.2 Control Parameterization

Program (7.1.1) can be used to provide approximate solutions to certain open loop optimal

control problems similar to those discussed in [40] and [105], where continuously differentiable

vector fields are considered. In this section, the main results in [40] and Chapter 6 in [105]

are extended to optimal control problems involving vector fields that satisfy Assumption

(5.1.1).
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An open loop optimal control problem seeks to find functions of time (controls) that

satisfy the constraints and minimize the objective. It is an infinite dimensional problem

because the solution is sought in some function space rather than in R". In practice, the

solution of many optimal control problems cannot be determined numerically. Instead, the

elements of the function space of interest are approximated by functions defined in terms of

a finite set of parameters, e.g., measurable functions are approximated by piecewise constant

functions.1 The solution of the optimal control problem is then sought in this class of

approximating functions. The advantage of this method is that the use of finitely many

parameters converts the infinite dimensional problem to a finite dimensional problem that

can be solved numerically. Under certain conditions, it can be shown that the solutions of

these finite dimensional problems converge to the optimal solution of the original problem

as the number of parameters is increased.

The section begins with a brief summary of the necessary background information. Then,

the control parameterization method is described. Finally, some results on the convergence

of the approximate controls to the original optimal control are presented.

7.2.1 Preliminaries

Let I be a subset of R with positive measure. Let n and p be positive integers. Let L,(I, R")

denote the class of measurable functions from I to R" for which the quantity

)/ 1/p

'The controls can be approximated by other functions than piecewise constant.
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n

is finite where f(t) = (fi(t),..., fn(t)) and ||f(t)|= fi(t)2 . Note that Cp,(I, R") is a

Banach space with respect to the norm:

ifip = (t)||Pdt) .

A measurable function f : I -+ R" is essentially bounded if there exists a positive number

C < +oo such that the set S ={t C I : IIf(t)II > C} has Lebesgue measure zero. Let

||f|100 = ess sup{||f(t)|| : t E I}

where ess sup{||f(t)|| : t E I} denotes the smallest C such that the set S = {t E I

||f(t) > C} has Lebesgue measure zero. I2,(I, R") denotes the class of essentially bounded

measurable functions from I to R"n. Note that IE,(I, R"n) is a Banach space with respect to

the norm ||f||I. In addition, E2,(I, Rn) C L 1(I, R").

A measurable function f belongs to fJeC if

J If(t)||dt < +oo (7.2.1)

holds for all bounded I.

Lemma 7.2.1 (Gronwall's Lemma). Let f : [0, +oo) -+ R and a : [0, +oc) -* R be contin-

uous functions. Let f(t) 0 and a(t) > 0. Let K E L10C and K(t) > 0 a.e. Assume:

f(t) < a(t) + K(T)f(T)dr.
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Then, for 0 < t < +oo,

f(t) < a(t) + efK(r)drK(s)a(s)ds

holds.

7.2.2 Description of Control Parameterization

The open loop optimal control problem of interest is:

min J(6) = ho(t, i))dt + Ho(k(tf, U))

s.t. Jt hi (t, I6(t), R(t, i))dt + Hi(R(tf, 6)) < 0,Vi E {,..

R(t, 6) = f (t, 6i(t), (t, 16)),I Vt C- (toI t ] \S,
R(to, f6) = xo,

where

* T = [to,tf],

" T is an open subset of R such that T c T,

" nq, nx, ne are finite positive integers,

" UcR n, U = {w: cw < W3 < c, -oo < cf < c < +oo,Vj {1,

" U is an open subset of Rfq such that U c U holds,

* Coo(T, U) is the set of essentially bounded measurable functions

(7.2.2)

, nc},

(7.2.3)

(7.2.4)

, nq}},

from T to U,

* S is a set of measure zero subset of T,

e k : T x Loo(T, U) --+ R"x is the continuous state of the system,

* f: T x U x R4- -+ Rn, hi : T x U x Rx -- R and Hi : R4x -- R satisfy Assumption

5.1.1 for all i E (0, ... , n.l.
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Remark 7.2.2. Path constraints of the form g(t,I(t), i(t,6I)) 0, Vt E [to,tf] can be

incorporated into this formulation by considering the constraints

fo max(O, g(t, i(t), i(t, i))dt < 0

or

max(0, g(t, 6i(t), R(t, 6i)) 2 )dt < 0.
tto

The first constraint is nonsmooth whereas the second one is continuously differentiable if

g(t, -) is continuously differentiable for all t C [to, Itf].

The solution of (7.2.2) if it exists is a measurable function which usually cannot be

obtained numerically. Even if a measurable solution is known, it may not make sense to im-

plement it in practice. Therefore, the measurable controls, 6 are approximated by piecewise

constant functions2 u e :T x p"e -+ U of the form

u e (t, p) = Pk,J, Vt E [ak,/Ok), C Pk,j c< , Vk E {1, . .. ,rne}, Vj E 1, .. . , nq,

Uje(tfp) =Pne,j, Vj C {1, ... , nq},

where ne, {ak}kI1, {#3k}k-i are as defined in Assumption 4.4.1 and Pne is an open subset of

Rfq"e Substituting une for i,

min J"e(p) = ho(t, une (t, p), x(t, p))dt + Ho(x(tf, p))
PEpe to

s.t. hi(t, une (t, p), x(t, p))dt + Hi(x(tf, p)) < 0, Vi E {1,.... , nc ,

k(t, une (t, p)) = f(t, une (t, p), x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf]\S,

2The measurable controls can be approximated by functions other than piecewise constant functions.
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x(to, une (t, p)) = xo,

is obtained. This program can be written in the form

min
9p6"le

J. (p) = J ho(t, p, x(t, p))dt + Ho(x(tf, p))

s.t. hi(t, p, x(t, p))dt + Hi(x(tf, p)) < 0,

(7.2.5)

Vi E {1, ... , ncl,

x(t, p) = fk (t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (ak, 1k]\S, Vk E {1,... ,ne

x(to, p) = xo

and can be solved using the nonsmooth single shooting method described in §7.1.

Convergence Results

In this section, the relationship between the approximate problem (7.2.5) and the original

formulation (7.2.2) is analyzed. The results are similar to the results presented in Chapter

6 in [105] and in [40].

In this section, the following additional assumption holds.

Assumption 7.2.3.

For any compact set Q C U, there exists a positive constant K such that

||f(t, v, w)|| < K(1 + |wll) (7.2.6)

holds for all (t, v, w) E [to, tf] x Q x Rrx.

The following assumptions are made in [105] unlike the ones in this section:
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1. For any compact set Q c U, there exists a positive constant K such that

If(t, v, w)|| 1 K(1 + ||w||)

holds for all (t, v, w) E [to, tf] x Q x X.

2. f(., v, w) and hi(., v, w) are piecewise continuous on [to, tf] for each (v, w) E U x R"-

for all i E {, ... , nc}. f(t, .), hi(t, -) and Hi are continuously differentiable on U x R'-

for all t E [to,tf] and for all i E {0, .. ., nc.

The main result obtained in Chapter 6 in [105] can be obtained for the systems considered

in this section. First, the necessary terminology to state the main results in Chapter 6 in

[105] is introduced. Then, the main convergence results are stated. Later, the lemmas that

differ in the proofs are presented.

Let p'ne* be an optimal solution of (7.2.5), Je(pe'*) be the corresponding optimal

solution value and unfe,* be the corresponding control. The convergence analysis makes use

of the e-relaxed problem

min J" (p) J ho(t, p, x(t, p))dt + Ho(x(tf, p)) (7.2.7)
'p~pe to

s.t hj(t,p,x(t,p))dt+Hj(x(tf,p)) e, Vi c {1, . . nci,

x(t, p) = fk(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (ak, Ak]\S, Vk E {1,... , ne},

x(to, p) = xo,

where e is a positive real number. Let pe A,* be an optimal solution of (7.2.7) for a given

ne and c, J'"e (pne A'*) be the corresponding optimal solution value and Ufle,* be the corre-

sponding control. Results are obtained under the following regularity assumption:
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Assumption 7.2.4. There exists an integer he such that

lim J,""e(pn '''*) = Jne (p ne'*)

CI0

uniformly with respect to ne ;> Te.

The next two theorems are the main convergence results.

Theorem 7.2.5. Let Assumption (7.2.4) hold and suppose there exists an optimal solution

* to problem (7.2.2). Then

lim J(une'*) = (-*).

Theorem 7.2.6. Let Assumption (7.2.4) hold. Suppose that

lim ule' *(t, pn,'* i n(t),I Vt (E [toI if]\S,
neOO

where S is a measure zero subset of [to, tf]. Then a is an optimal solution of (7.2.2).

The proofs of the results are the same as the proof of Theorem 6.5.1 and Theorem 6.5.2 in

[105] with Lemma 7.2.7 replacing Lemma 6.4.2 in [105] and Lemma 7.2.8 replacing Lemma

6.4.3 in [105].

Lemma 7.2.7. Let {Ufle} = 1 be a bounded sequence of functions in Lo(T, U). Then, the

sequence {i(., Une)} 1 of corresponding solutions to (7.2.3) and (7.2.4) is also bounded and

in Loo(T, Rn.).

Proof. Equations (7.2.3) and (7.2.4) can be stated as

k(t, ufe) = x0 + f(r, une (t, pne), k(T, une))dT (7.2.8)
Itt
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for all t E [to, tf]. Using property (7.2.6), one obtains

ft

Ilk(t, une)|| ||xo|| + K(1 + |ift(T, une)I)dr,

H(t,une) < Ixo|| + K(tf - to) + K |it(T, une)ldT.

Application of Gronwall's Lemma results in

i(t, une) (||xo| + K(tf - to))eK(tf -to), Vt E [to, Itf].

Lemma 7.2.8. Let {urn}1 be a bounded sequence of functions in Loo(T, U) that converge

to a function i a.e. on [to, tf]. Let {(., Ue} _1 be the corresponding solutions to (7.2.3)

and (7.2.4). Then

(7.2.9)lim I(-, une) - k(., n)||Oo = 0
ne-oO

and for each t E [to, tf],

im |I(t, une) - i(t, ')| = 0
ne-oo

holds.

Proof. Let Co satisfy Iune| 1K Co for all ne> 1. Per Lemma 7.2.7, there exists a constant

C1 such that |I(., une)|o 1 C1 for all ne > 1. Let X = {v E R n : ||v|| < Ci.

Since f is a locally Lipschitz continuous function due to Assumption 5.1.1, U and X are
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compact sets, there exists K1 such that the difference

lk(t, u"") - k(t, n)|| J ||f(r, U"l( T, pfe), 5(r, ufe)) - f(T, fl(T), i(T, ii))||dT

satisfies

|i(t, une) - *(t, n)|| Killi(r, Ufe)) - R(T, ii)| |+ K1|une (T, pfne) -i (T)||dr.
to

Applying Gronwall's Lemma,

|I(t, U"le) - k(t, ii)| I I KieK1(tf -to)

is obtained and the desired results follow from

t c [to, tf] \S where S is a measure zero subset of

tfJt IU ne (T' pne) -r)IIJto

the fact that une(t, pfle) -+ ii(t) for all

[to, t5].-E

Remark 7.2.9. Assumption 7.2.3 is required to prove that the state trajectories remain

in a bounded subset of R as proven in Lemma 7.2.7. Therefore this assumption can be

replaced with any other condition ensuring boundedness of the trajectories.

Remark 7.2.10. In practice, a suitable ne is determined by solving (7.2.5) repeatedly using

an increasing sequence of values for ne until Je (pe'*) stops changing significantly.

7.3 Minimum Time Problems

Formulation (7.1.1) does not cover situations where the duration of the time horizon needs

to be minimized. In addition, results in Chapters 3 and 4 do not directly apply to such

problems. In order to apply these results, the dynamics need to be transformed so that time

is a state.
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Consider the ordinary differential equation

5(t, p) = f(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf], x(to, p) = fo (p), Vp E PI (7.3.1)

where the equation satisfies Assumptions 4.2.1 and 5.1.1.

Redefine t as t : [0, 1] -- R. Let AT = tf - to. Let f = (AT, to). Redefine p = (p, P).

Let t be the solution of the following initial value problem

dt
-- (T, p) = AT, VT E (0, 1], t(0, p) = to.
dt

Hence t(r, p) = rAT + to. Note that

dx
dr-(t(r, p), p) = k(t(T, p), p)

dt
- T (r, P)

holds per the chain rule for derivatives where t(T, p) = TAT + to. Then, the equations in

(7.3.1) can be written as

(t(r, p), p) = AT -f(t(T, p), p, x(t(T, p), p)), VT E (0, 1],

dt
-- (r, p) = AT, VT E (0, 1],
dT

t(0, p) = to, x(t(0, p), p) = fo(p), Vp E P.

Let k : [0,1] x P --+ X be defined by (r, p) = x(t(T, p), p). Then, the final form of the

equations becomes

d(T, p)

dt
-- (T, p)
dT

= AT - f(t(T, p), p, k(T, p)), VT E (0, 1],

= AT, VT E (0, 1],

t(0, p) = to, k(0, p) = fo(p), Vp E P.
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Let g : T x P x X -* Rnx+ be defined by g(qt, qp, 77) = (AT - f(qt, 77p,?1), AT). It can

easily be shown that g satisfies Assumption 5.1.1. Note that this form of the dynamics is

amenable to be used in minimum time problems because the duration and initial time are

parameters of the ordinary differential equation.

This transformation can also be used on systems of the form

0 = F(t, p, x(t, p), y(t, p), I(t, p)), Vt E [to, tf], x(to, p) = Fo(p), Vp C P, (7.3.2)

satisfying Assumptions 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 5.1.1. The transformed dynamics are

0 = F(t(T, p), p, k(T, p), y (T, p), (T, p)), VT E [0,1],

di
dr (T, p) = AT- i(T, p), VT E (0, 1],

dt
-(TI, p) = AT, VT E (0, 1],

t(0, p) = t0, k(0, p) = Fo(p), Vp E P,

where k(T, p) = x(t(T, p), p), Y(T, p) = y(t(r, p), p), i(T, p) = 5(tr(Tp), p) and p is rede-

fined as in the ODE case.

In the multistage case, the final transformed equations become

0 = Fi(t(r-, p), p, ki (T, p), yi(T, p), ki(T, p)), VT

di

d

-
-(r, p) = ATi - i(T, p), VT E (i - 1, i], Vi E I,

t
r(Tp) = ATI, VT E (i - 1, i], Vi E i,

7-

t(0,p) = to,

0 = x 1 (O, p) - Fo(p),

0 =:ki(i - 1, p) - Fo(p, ki_1(i - 1, p)), Vi E I\{1},l
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0 = X^(r, p) - i(r, p), Vr EZ [i - 1,li), Vi Ell,

o = k(ne, p) - k.,(ne, P),

O = y(T, p) - yi(T, p), Vr E [i - 1, i), Vi E I,

o = y(ne, P) - yne, p),

O= (T, p) -ki(T, p), VT E [i - 1, i), Vi E I,

o = (ne, p) - ;n ,(ne, P),

where AT = 03 - a for all i E I, the equations satisfy Assumption 4.4.1, the right-hand

side functions satisfy Assumption 5.1.1 and F satisfy Assumption 4.3.2 for all i E I. Now,

formulation (7.1.1) can be rewritten using the transformed dynamics to solve minimum time

problems.

7.4 Dynamic Optimization Literature Review and Com-

parison with the State of the Art

In the previous sections, the nonsmooth single shooting method was introduced and its

application to dynamic optimization problems in the context of control parameterization

was presented. In this section, the place of this numerical algorithm within the state of

the art is discussed. The reader is referred to [17] for an excellent overview of the available

numerical methods in case the data of the problem is continuously differentiable.

Methods that solve the necessary conditions of optimality to determine an optimal control

are called indirect methods. Necessary conditions of optimality exist for the case where the

data of the problem is locally Lipschitz continuous ([25]). These conditions involve the

generalized gradient. As a result, the equations defining the optimal control are differential

inclusions. Currently, these conditions are not amenable to numerical computation. Hence,
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there are no indirect methods applicable to the dynamic optimization problems that can be

solved by the nonsmooth single shooting method.

Direct methods solve the optimal control problem by directly minimizing the objective.

The nonsmooth single shooting method introduced in §7.1 is therefore a direct method.

Direct methods usually convert the optimal control problem into a nonlinear mathematical

program similar to (7.2.5) using control parameterization and apply nonlinear optimization

techniques to obtain a solution. It is possible to use optimization methods that do not

require gradient information (derivative-free methods) in this approach. However, derivative-

free methods require significantly more time to solve problems compared to methods that

make use of gradient information where this information is available. An instance of this

behavior is presented in the Chemotherapy Scheduling Case Study in Chapter 8. Lastly,

these methods mostly lack proven convergence properties.

Numerical methods that only use an ODE/DAE solver to compute the state trajectories

and the derivative information are called sequential (single shooting) methods. Therefore,

the method in §7.1 is called a single shooting method. In these methods, most of the

computational time is spent solving the embedded dynamics and derivative information

with an ODE/DAE solver. The use of such a solver guarantees that the state trajectories

always satisfy the initial value problem for any parameter value. The number of variables

in the optimization problem is the smallest for this approach compared to other approaches.

However, single shooting methods can only solve problems whose embedded initial value

problems can be solved using an ODE/DAE solver. Hence, problems involving unstable

dynamics cannot be reliably solved using a single shooting method because the integration

error in the ODE/DAE solver grows unbounded.

The rest of the methods are called simultaneous methods because the integration of the

dynamics is accomplished with the aid of the optimization algorithm. Simultaneous meth-

ods that discretize the embedded initial value problem are called transcription (collocation)
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methods. In this approach, a discretization scheme such as Radau collocation on finite el-

ements is used to approximate the state trajectories. The discretization scheme results in

additional optimization variables that represent the values of the states at each time point of

the discretization. The optimization method determines the value of these variables as well

as those of the original ones. Therefore, these methods result in large optimization problems

even for systems with a small to medium number of states. The number of discretization time

points and grid that yields a sufficiently accurate approximation of the trajectories is not a

priori known. Therefore, the state trajectories obtained as a solution need to be checked by

comparing them to trajectories obtained with an ODE/DAE solver. In practice, however,

the number of discretization points is increased until the trajectories obtained stop changing

significantly. For problems involving stiff or highly nonlinear dynamics, this approach leads

to very large optimization problems. In addition, the large number of variables complicates

the determination of the initial values for the parameters. An example of this behavior can

be seen in the Electric Circuit Case Study in Chapter 8. Multiple shooting methods, which

are simultaneous methods, partition the time horizon into smaller intervals called epochs.

The initial conditions for the states used in the numerical integration of the dynamics for

each epoch become decision variables. The state trajectories over each epoch are computed

using an ODE/DAE solver using values for theses variables. Then, the optimization method

adjusts the values of these variables so that the states obtained at the end of each epoch are

consistent with the values of the variables that are the initial conditions for the following

epoch. Note that a direct (indirect) method can be sequential or simultaneous. Multiple

shooting methods were invented to overcome some of the drawbacks of single shooting meth-

ods. Unstable dynamic systems can be handled because the integration is carried out over

shorter intervals of time preventing the integration error from growing unbounded.

Finally, there are approaches based on dynamic programming. However, these approaches

require a lot of memory and computational effort. These approaches are suitable only for
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problems where the number of state variables is small or where a special structure is present.

Dynamic optimization problems of systems with varying structure that can be solved

using the nonsmooth single shooting method, can also be solved by direct single shoot-

ing methods that use derivative-free optimization algorithms and some direct transcription

methods ([102, 106], [12]). In transcription methods for systems with varying structure,

the vector field that determines the evolution of the system between two time points of

the discretization needs to be determined. This is a selection problem that can be han-

dled using integer variables as in [102, 106] or complementarity conditions as in [12]. In

order to solve practical problems with the integer approach, the underlying dynamics need

to be linear because the solvers can handle only linear constraints effectively. Nonlinear

dynamics result in nonlinear constraints. Hence, any nonlinearity in the system equations

needs to be linearized. This degrades the quality of the approximation of the state tra-

jectories. The resultant mathematical program is a mixed-integer linear program, (MILP).

The MPEC (Mathematical Programs with Equilibrium Constraints) approach in [12] uses

special constraints called complementarity conditions. This method can deal with nonlinear

dynamics. However, the complementarity conditions violate certain regularity conditions

called constraint qualifications. Therefore, the resultant mathematical programs require

special handling and optimization methods. Both approaches suffer from the shortcomings

of transcription methods. Examples of the MPEC approach are presented in the Electric

Circuit and the Cascading Tanks Case Studies. An example of the use of integer variables

is presented in the Cascading Tanks Case Study. The performance of these transcription

methods are compared to the nonsmooth single shooting method in Chapter 8.

Finally, the results in the previous chapters can be used to devise a nonsmooth multiple

shooting method. The rigorous development of this method is part of future research.
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Chapter 8

Case Studies

8.1 Electric Circuit

In this case study, the behavior of the nonsmooth single shooting method and the MPEC

approach presented in [12] is compared on a dynamic system exhibiting significant nonlinear

behavior and stiffness.

8.1.1 System Dynamics

The system is an the electrical circuit (Figure 8-1) consisting of the well-known FitzHugh-

Nagumo ([49]) electrical circuit used in modeling neurons connected in parallel with a diode

and resistor. The elements of the model are:

" to: initial time in seconds; to = 0.0 s.

" tf: final time in seconds; tf = 60.0 s.

* T: time horizon in seconds; T = [to, tf]

" AT: the duration of time in seconds; AT = 60.0 s.

" ne: number of epochs used in control vector parameterization; ne = 2.

" K: the index set for the epoch; IC = {1, ... , ne}.
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Figure 8-1: Electric Circuit: Configuration.

{Tkg 1 i: the time intervals for each epoch. T = [ak, bk) where ak = to AT (k-i) and

bk = to + AT (k) for all k in AC.

* {Ic,k k1: control parameters of the system in amperes.

" p: the parameters to be adjusted. p = (Ic,1 ... , Ic,n)

" P: the parameter set; P is an open subset of Rne such that [0.00, 1.50]ne c P.

* v : T x P -R : the voltage of the circuit in volts.

* w : T x P -+ R: the current through the inductor in amperes. In the remainder of the

case study unless otherwise noted, current refers to the current through the inductor.

e x : T x P - R2 : (t, p) - (v(t, p), w(t, p)) : is the continuous state of the system.

* X: the state space; X = R2

" vth: threshold voltage of the diode in volts; Vth = -1.20V.

" Rd: internal resistance of the diode; Rd = 0.05Q.

* C: capacitance of the capacitor in farads; C = 1.OOF.

" (a, 0): parameters of the tunnel diode; a = 1.00 $ and # = j
* L: inductance of the inductor in henries; L = 12.5H.

" R: resistance of the resistor in series with the inductor; R = 0.8Q.
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* E: potential difference across the terminals of the battery in volts; E = 0.7V.

" I1 : T x P -+ R: the current through the tunnel diode in amperes.

* 12 : T x P -> R: the current through the capacitor in amperes.

* 13 : T x P -+ R: the current through the diode in amperes.

* Ic : T x P -+ R the external current applied to the circuit. Ic(t, p) = Ic,k,Vt C ATk

and Ic(tf, p) = Icfc -

The numerical values of the parameters except the diode's threshold voltage and its internal

resistance are the original numerical values of the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, although the

units may be different.

The tunnel diode in Figure 8-1 is a passive circuit element whose voltage and current

relationship is approximated by a third order polynomial. In the electrical circuit (Figure in

8-1), 1i(t, p) and v(t, p) satisfy

Ii(t, p) = ,3v3(t, p) - aov(t, p). (8.1.1)

The diode allows current to flow in one direction when the voltage across it is less than Vth.

It determines 13 (t, p) by

13 (t, p) = min V(t, P - Vth ,). (8.1.2)

Finally, 12 (t, p) satisfies

I2(t, p) = Ci(t, p). (8.1.3)
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Kirchoff's laws yield

Ic(t, p) = w(t, p) + Ii(t, p) + 12 (t, p) + 13(t, p), (8.1.4)

v(t, p) = Lzb(t, p) + Rw(t, p) - E. (8.1.5)

Substituting (8.1.1), (8.1.2) and (8.1.3) into (8.1.4) and (8.1.5) and solving for il and zb

produces the initial value problem

iqt, p) = Ic(t, p) - min V(t, P) -- ot - (3v 3 (t, p) -- av(t, p)) - w(t, p , Vt E (to, tf],

tb(t, p) = (-Rw(t, p) + v(t, p) + E) , Vt e (to, tf],

v(to, p) = 0.0, w(to, p) = 0.0.

The electric circuit exhibits different behavior for different current input as shown in

Figures 8-2a and 8-2b. For low values of the input current, the circuit voltage spikes rapidly

and then decays rapidly to a value around -1.20V. For larger input currents, the system

shows oscillatory behavior. The presence of the diode causes a rapid change in the time

derivative of the voltage when the voltage drops below -1.20V. The difference caused in

the evolution of the states by the diode can be seen in in Figures 8-3a and 8-3b. Finally,

for large enough current values, oscillations vanish and the voltage reaches a value close to

1.OV. The evolution of the current occurs relatively slow compared to the evolution of the

voltage. This difference is especially pronounced at higher current values.

8.1.2 Dynamic Optimization Formulation

A dynamic optimization problem is solved to maximize the energy dissipated by the diode

by adjusting {Ic,k} .
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Figure 8-2: Electric Circuit: Voltage and current trajectories for different constant Ic.
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Figure 8-3: Electric Circuit: Difference in voltage and current trajectories between FitzHugh-
Nagumo and Electric Circuit Models if Ic(t, p) = 0.50A, Vt E [to, tf].

The power dissipated by the diode is

P(t, p) = I3(t, p) 2Rd = min (V(t, P )- vth ,0 (v(t, P) - vth).

Hence, the energy dissipated by the diode is computed by

5(t, p) = min v(t, Pd - Vth 0) (v(t, p) - Vth), Vt E (to, tf], S(to, p) = 0.0.

The plot of S(tf, -) is in Figure 8-4. S(tf, -) is a nonconvex function of the parameters. The

function is fairly flat around (0, 0), (0, 1.5) and (1.5,1.5). The function values are zero in the
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neighborhood of (1.50,1.50). The voltage never becomes less than Vth for parameter values

close to (1.50,1.50). The function changes rapidly in the neighborhood of points (0.05, y)

where y E [0,1.5]. In this region, the evolution of the states transitions from non-oscillatory

to oscillatory behavior. The function has a global maximum at (1.5,0.0) and a few local

maxima such as (0.076,0.625).

1 [A]~

maxJ~) = ~typ) (1..6

S 1.5- ~0.75-0%

E0.5

01.5 1.250.250.25

s0 0.0,2 05, 0.75 1t , 1.5 1
lc~ [A]

(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot

Figure 8-4: Electric Circuit:Surface and contour plots of the dissipated energy by the diode

The formal statement of the dynamic optimization is

maxJ(p) = S(tp), p) (8.16)
PpI

s.t. 0.00 Ick 1.50, I(t, p) = tck, t E ATk, k E ICI(tfI p) =

(t, p) V(tP) - VthS(C~tP Rd 0)

h(3v3 (t, p) + av(t, p) - w(t, p)) , Vt E (to, tf]

b(t, p) = Rw(t, p) + v (t, p) + E), Vt E (to, tfE,

S(t, p)=min (V(tP) - Vth 1 ) (V (t, P) - Vth), Vt E (to, tf],7

v(to, p) = 0.0, w(to, p) = 0.0, S(to,p) = 0.

This problem is solved using the nonsmooth single shooting method developed in this thesis
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and the MPEC approach presented in [12].

8.1.3 Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method Results

The dynamic optimization problem (8.1.6) is solved with the method proposed in Chapter 7

for various initial guesses of for Ic,k for all k E {1, 2}. For the integration of the dynamics and

auxiliary equations yielding derivative information DSL48SE ([108, 109, 36]) is used with

code generated by DAEPACK ([107]). The nonlinear program is solved using the proximal

bundle solver in [64] on a SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of RAM and a 2.4 GHz

Intel Core Duo CPU. The absolute and relative tolerances used in simulation are 1 x 10-8

and 1 x 10-8, respectively. The optimality tolerance for the bundle solver is set to 1 x 10-6.

Problem (8.1.6) is solved using various initial guesses for p = (Ic,1, Ic,2). Table 8.1

summarizes the results for the test cases used in this study. The first column contains the

label of the case. "po" and "p*" represent the initial guess and final converged parameter

values, respectively. The values are tabulated in columns 5 and 6. Columns 3 and 4 contain

the initial and final objective values, respectively. Column 2 summarizes the termination

status of the bundle solver. The column CPU contains the times taken to solve problem

(8.1.6) numerically. NIT is the number of iterations done by the bundle solver and NFV is

the number of times the dynamics are simulated. The behavior of the nonsmooth single

Case Status J(po) J(p*) Po p* CPU [s] NIT NFV

A Optimal 0.1786 0.1786 (0.000, 0.000) (0.000, 0.000) 0.05 1 1

B Optimal 0.1919 2.5325 (0.050,0.050) (1.500, 0.000) 0.36 4 7

C Optimal 0.1166 2.5325 (1.400,1.400) (1.500,0.000) 0.43 6 6

D Optimal 0.3919 1.0649 (0.750,1.250) (0.076, 0.625) 1.24 12 12

E Optimal 0.2590 1.0649 (1.000,1.000) (0.076, 0.625) 3.60 14 21

F Optimal 0.7350 1.0649 (0.100,1.250) (0.076,0.625) 2.26 16 24

Table 8.1: Electric Circuit: Nonsmooth single shooting results
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shooting method is as expected. Due to the nonconvex nature of the objective, not all initial

guesses for p lead to the final parameters equal to (1.50, 0.00). The p* obtained correspond

to local maxima of the objective function.

8.1.4 MPEC Approach Results

MPEC Formulation

The transcription technique in [12] produces the mathematical program;

max J(X) = S,, - pA (8.1.7)

s.t: I3,k,i+1 - (1 - Ak,i+1) Uk +1 Vk E I, Vi E I\{nt} (8.1.8)

Wk,i+1 Vk,i+1 ~ REk,i+1 + E) , Vk E , Vi E I\{nt}, (8.1.9)1

5k,i+1 = 3,k, +1R, Vk E k, Vi E V\{nt,V (8.1.9)

Wk~i+1 -- k,i = hk,isbk,i+1, Vk E EI Vi E I\{nt}, (8.1.12)

Vk,i+1 =k,i = hk,iikvi+1i, Vk E E I Vi E I\{ nt}, (8.1.13)

Sk,i+1 - Sk,i = hk,ik,i+1, Vk E , IVi E I\{nt}, (8.1.14)

Uk+1,1 Uk,nt, Vk (E E\{ne}, (8.1.15)

Wk+1,1 = Wk,ni, Vk E i\ne}, (8.1.16)

Sk+1,1 = Sk,ni, Vk EE V\ ne,\ (8.1.17)

Uk,i+1 ~ Uth = ki+1 ~ k,+1, Vk E , Vi E I\{nt}, (8.1.18)

zk+1 = Ak,i+1 + Vk E KE Vi E \{nt}, (8.1.19)

Zk+i=1 - Ak,i+1)Vki1, Vk E C, Vi E I\{fnt}, (8.1.20)
=~~ Aki1 k~l, klAZV I\f},(119
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ne nt

A = (z- +zg), (8.1.21)

k=1 i=2

0 < voj, 0 < voi, 0 < A,i < 1.0, Vk E C, Vi E l, (8.1.22)

0 < z-i, 0 < z+i, Vk E C, Vi EI, (8.1.23)
- k,i - k,i'(..3

Vi, 1 = 0, wi,1 = 0, S1,1 = 0, (8.1.24)

0 K Ic,k < 1.50, Vk E K, (8.1.25)

5 x 60.0
1 x 10-6 < hk, i 5 , -1)' Vk c C, Vi E I\{nt}, (8.1.26)

ne - (nt - 1),
nt-1

hk,i = 30.0, Vk C 1C,. (8.1.27)

i=1

where

" t is the positive penalty parameter;

" nt is the number of finite elements in each epoch;

* I = {1,... , nt} is the index set for the finite elements;

* {{z-,}i,1}"ti and {{z +}ig}"ti are the deviations from the complementarity condi-

tions in (8.1.19), (8.1.20), (8.1.22) and satisfy (8.1.23);

* A is the total deviation from the complementarity conditions and is computed using

(8.1.21);

* {{Ak,ig1ili, {vg}l±i}ei and {{v-}i}1}"e i are the complementarity variables;

* {{hk,}±I L 1 are the time steps;

* {{Vk,i i11 are the values of the voltage in epoch k and finite element i;

* {{Wk,i}7i1}'Li are the values of the current in epoch k and finite element i;

* {{SiJ1=k1 are the values of the energy dissipated by the resistor in epoch k and

finite element i;

e and {{I3,k, kt 1 } 1 are the values of the I3 (t, p) in epoch k and finite element i;

= {{Ic,kii,{{z-i21}1, {{z 17 k=, {{Ak,i1}1, {{V k 1 1,
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{{iv- }}i, {{Wk,i1}k1, {{S,i}i}i, {I3,k,iX1}ki, {{hk,i}1} }.
The differential equations of the circuit are discretized using an implicit Euler scheme and

are in (8.1.9), (8.1.10), (8.1.11), (8.1.12), (8.1.13) and (8.1.14). Equations (8.1.15), (8.1.16)

and (8.1.17) ensure continuity of the continuous states between epochs. Initial conditions are

in (8.1.24). The time steps are part of the solution of the mathematical program and satisfy

(8.1.26). In addition, the time steps in each epoch have to sum up to the epoch duration.

This requirement is stated in (8.1.27). The constraints on Ic,k are in (8.1.25).

Determination of nt

The number of finite elements in each epoch, nt determines the accuracy of approximation of

the implicit Euler discretization scheme. If nt is too small, the approximations to the state

trajectories obtained as the solution of (8.1.7) are not accurate. If nt is yet smaller, there

may not even exist a feasible solution.

A feasibility problem is solved to determine a suitable nt and obtain a feasible starting

point, X 0 . The constraint (8.1.25) is replaced with

Ic,k = 0.5, k E C, (8.1.28)

and the objective of (8.1.7) is replaced with

min J(X) = A. (8.1.29)x

The feasibility problem is implemented in GAMS 23.1 and solved with the nonlinear

programming solver CONOPT [29, 30] to a final tolerance of 3.0 x 10-13 on a SUSE Linux

10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of memory and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. Solution of

the MPEC formulation has also been solved with the nonlinear programming solver IPOPT

[112]. However, the CPU times obtained are significantly worse than the ones obtained using
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CONOPT. Hence, they are omitted.

The feasibility problem is solved for different values of nt and various initial values of Xo.

It is also solved for different values of Ic,k. Sample results are in Tables 8.2 to 8.3. Status is

the termination criteria of the solver. NVAR is the number of elements in X. NEQ is the

number of equations in (8.1.7). The column labeled CPU contains the amount of time taken

by the computer to solve the problem.

nt Status A NVAR NEQ CPU [s]

101 Optimal 0.5173 2012 1407 4.73

201 Optimal 0.2599 4012 2807 9.47

301 Optimal 0.3365 6012 4207 15.07

401 Optimal 0.4038 8012 5607 27.28

501 Optimal 0.4304 10012 7007 34.58

Table 8.2: Electric Circuit: MPEC feasibility problem results, Ic,, =

nt Status A NVAR NEQ CPU [s]

101 Optimal 1.4362 2012 1407 6.99

201 Optimal 26.0653 4012 2807 12.03

301 Optimal 0.8762 6012 4207 52.07

401 Optimal 0.9754 8012 5607 69.02

501 Optimal 1.1229 10012 7007 135.67

Table 8.3: Electric Circuit: MPEC feasibility problem results, Ic, k

0.50, Vk c C.

1.50, Vk E C.

It is imperative that A is zero. Even a small violation can result in grossly erroneous

state trajectories as can be seen in Figures 8-5a and 8-5b. This is the reason for the very

small termination tolerance.

In this study a zero A could not be obtained using arbitrary X0 . Therefore, an Xo is

derived from state trajectories obtained by simulating the dynamics for Ic,k = 1.0 for all
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Figure 8-5: Electric Circuit: Effect of nonzero complementarity deviations on voltage and
current, A = 0.4304

k E C and hk,i are set to 30/(nt - 1) where nt is varied. A feasibility problem is solved

for each nt. The results are tabulated in Table 8.4. Even if simulation results are used to

initialize the variables, the feasibility problem may have nonzero objective value. The state

Table 8.4: Electric Circuit: MPEC feasibility problem results,
simulation results.

Ic,k = 1.00, initialization with

trajectories obtained for the cases nt = 201, nt = 301 and nt = 701 are visually compared to

simulation results. It is found that if nt is set to 701, then the approximations to the state

trajectories obtained as the solution of the feasibility problem agree with simulation results

sufficiently.
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nt Status A NVAR NEQ CPU [s]

201 Optimal 0.0000 4012 2807 4.16

301 Optimal 0.0000 6012 4207 9.28

401 Optimal 0.0956 8012 5607 21.85

501 Optimal 0.6235 10012 7007 43.24

601 Optimal 0.1632 12012 8407 34.70

701 Optimal 0.0000 14012 9807 41.33



Optimization Results

The penalty parameter p is set to 5. This value is determined by trial and error. If p is too

small, then A may not be zero at the optimal solution.

It is imperative that the initial values supplied to the nonlinear programming solver

represent a feasible or an almost feasible point. Otherwise, the solver is not able to provide

a feasible solution or a solution X such that A is zero.

The optimization problem is implemented in GAMS 23.1 and solved with the nonlinear

programming solver CONOPT [29, 30] to a final tolerance of 3.0 x 10-13 on a SUSE Linux

10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of memory and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. Solution of

the MPEC formulation has also been solved with the nonlinear programming solver IPOPT

[112]. However, the CPU times obtained are significantly worse than the ones obtained using

CONOPT. Hence, they are omitted.

The results of the optimization runs are in Table 8.5. Xo is computed from data ob-

tained from the simulation of the dynamics with the given po values. J(p*) is the value

of the objective obtained from the MPEC formulation. Table 8.6 contains the result of the

optimization runs with p = 1. Note that A is nonzero for Case D. For this example, the

value of p does not affect the CPU time significantly. The CPU times are significantly more

than the CPU times in Table 8.1. The CPU times do not depend strongly on the termina-

tion tolerance of the solver. Table 8.7 contains the data for the optimization runs with a

termination tolerance of 1 x 10- 7. The CPU times strongly depend on nt. Table 8.8 shows

the change in the solution times for Case E for different values of nt.

The quality of the approximation of the state trajectories also depend strongly on nt.

Figures 8-6, 8-7 and 8-8 show the effect of nt on the voltage and current trajectories. The

optimal parameters in Table 8.8 are simulated for the cases nt = 201, nt = 401 and nt = 701.

The curves marked as "Simulation" are the results obtained by simulation. The curves

marked as "MPEC" are the approximations obtained from the solution of (8.1.7). It is
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Case Status Po p* J(p*) A CPU [s]

A Optimal (0.0000, 0.0000) (0.0000, 0.0000) 0.1680 0.0000 22.16

B Optimal (0.0500, 0.0500) (0.0657, 0.0000) 0.7902 0.0000 47.43

C Optimal (1.4000, 1.4000) (1.500, 0.0000) 2.5288 0.0000 168.17

D Optimal (0.7500,1.2500) (0.0742, 0.6140) 1.0643 0.0000 41.95

E Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0639, 0.0000) 0.8021 0.0000 176.00

F Optimal (0.1000,1.2500) (0.0743,0.6122) 1.0635 0.0000 24.44

Table 8.5: Electric Circuit: MPEC method optimization results, p = 5, termination tolerance
is 3.0 x 10-13

Case Status Po p* J(p*) A CPU[s]

A Optimal (0.0000, 0.0000) (0.0000, 0.0000) 0.1680 0.0000 15.29

B Optimal (0.0500, 0.0500) (0.0657, 0.0000) 0.7902 0.0000 87.00

C Optimal (1.4000,1.4000) (1.5000, 0.0000) 2.5288 0.0000 137.00

D* Optimal (0.7500,1.2500) (0.0733, 0.3144) 1000.0 25.1260 64.46

E Optimal (1.0000, 1.0000) (0.0639, 0.0000) 0.8021 0.0000 150.65

F Optimal (0.1000, 1.2500) (0.0743, 0.6122) 1.0635 0.0000 29.57

Table 8.6: Electric Circuit: MPEC method optimization results, p = 1, termination tolerance
is 3.0 x 10-13

observed that a low n is not sufficient to approximate the state trajectories accurately. The

choice of nt = 701 is justified if a high quality of approximation is important.

8.1.5 A Variant Dynamic Optimization Formulation

In this subsection, a variant of program (8.1.6) is solved. The constraint;

-0.0001 < v(tf, p) < 0.0001 (8.1.30)
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Case Status Po p J(p*) A CPU[s]

A Optimal (0.0000, 0.0000) (0.0000, 0.0000) 0.1680 0.0000 19.97

B Optimal (0.0500,0.0500) (0.0657,0.0000) 0.7902 0.0000 45.67

C Optimal (1.4000,1.4000) (1.5000,0.0000) 2.5288 0.0000 158.28

D Optimal (0.7500,1.2500) (0.0742,0.6140) 1.0643 0.0000 41.25

E Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0639, 0.0000) 0.8021 0.0000 159.20

F Optimal (0.1000,1.2500) (0.0743,0.6122) 1.0635 0.0000 23.04

Table 8.7: Electric Circuit: MPEC method optimization results, p = 5, termination tolerance
is 1.0 x 10~7

Table 8.8: Electric Circuit:
Case E, yt = 5, termination

MPEC method optimization results for various values of nt for
tolerance is 1.0 x 10-7

is added to problem (8.1.6) and the corresponding constraint

-0.0001 < on 0.0001

is added to (8.1.7). The resultant programs are solved using the nonsmooth single shooting

method and the MPEC approach.
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nt Status Po p* A CPU[s]

201 Optimal (1.0000, 1.0000) (0.0623, 0.0695) 0.0000 7.69

301 Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0648,0.0706) 0.0000 11.69

401 Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0654,0.0718) 0.0000 14.74

501 Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0633,0.0000) 0.0000 56.65

601 Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0636,0.0000) 0.0000 92.10

701 Optimal (1.0000,1.0000) (0.0639,0.6122) 0.0000 159.20
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Figure 8-6: Electric Circuit: Difference between MPEC predicted voltage and current tra-
jectories and simulation for Case E and nt = 201.
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Figure 8-7: Electric Circuit: Difference between MPEC predicted voltage and current tra-
jectories and simulation for Case E and n = 401.

Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method

The dynamic optimization problem is solved using an exact penalty formulation since the

bundle solver used does not support nonlinear constraints directly. Further details of the

exact penalty approach in nonsmooth optimization can be found in [87]. The penalized

objective of (8.1.6) is

J(p) = S(tf, p) + y max(0, v(tf, p) - 0.0001) + p max(-0.0001 - v(tf, p), 0)
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Figure 8-8: Electric Circuit: Difference between MPEC predicted voltage and current tra-
jectories and simulation for Case E and nt = 701.

where p is the penalty parameter. A sequence of dynamic optimization programs is solved

where the penalty parameter is increased. Let 1 be the index of the optimization problem

solved. The penalty parameter for problem 1 is p(1) = 40 -1. Problem 1 is solved to optimality.

If the solution is not a feasible point for (8.1.6) with the additional constraint (8.1.30), then

I is set to 1 + 1, and the next program is solved. Otherwise, the solution is stationary in

the extended sense for the problem (8.1.6) with the additional constraint (8.1.30). This can

be derived as in [87] using the linear Newton approximations of the functions instead of the

generalized gradients and the extended Cottle constraint qualification introduced in Chapter

6. The existence of a finite penalty parameter requires further research.

For the integration of the dynamics and auxiliary equations DSL48SE ([108], [109] [36])

is used with code generated by DAEPACK [107]. The nonlinear program is solved by the

proximal bundle solver in [64] on a SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of RAM and

a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. The absolute and relative tolerances used in simulation are

1 x 10-8 and 1 x 10-8, respectively. The optimality tolerance for the bundle solver is set to

1 x 10-6. The results are summarized in Table 8.9.
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Case Status J(p*) Po p* V(tf, p) CPU [s] NIT NFV

A Optimal 0.1738 (0.000, 0.000) (0.0000, 1.2782) 0.0000 8.48 77 138

B Optimal 0.7122 (0.050, 0.050) (0.07179, 1.3036) 0.0000 13.33 120 152

C Optimal 0.1738 (1.400,1.400) (0.0000,1.2782) 0.0000 3.86 56 60

D Optimal 0.7128 (0.750,1.250) (0.07369, 0.4135) 1.5230 x 10-5 49.64 343 540

E Optimal 0.7122 (1.000,1.000) (0.07150,1.3036) 0.0000 4.13 38 48

F Optimal 0.7112 (0.100,1.250) (0.07820,0.4121) 4.372 x 10-5 21.55 203 236

Table 8.9: Electric Circuit: Nonsmooth single shooting results for variant problem.

MPEC Approach

For the MPEC approach, the modified program is solved for various values of nt and the

MPEC predicted trajectories are compared to the trajectories obtained from the simulation

of the optimal parameters furnished by the MPEC approach. The initial parameter guess

is (1.00, 1.00) for all optimization runs. The variables are initialized using simulation data.

The optimization problem is implemented in GAMS 23.1 and solved with the nonlinear

programming solver CONOPT [29, 30] to a final tolerance of 1.0 x 10-' on a SUSE Linux

10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of memory and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. Solution of

the MPEC formulation has also been solved with the nonlinear programming solver IPOPT

[112]. However, the CPU times obtained are significantly worse than the ones obtained using

CONOPT. Hence, they are omitted.

The results are in Table 8.10. The column labeled "v(tf, p)" contains the final voltage

obtained by simulation of the dynamics using the optimal parameter values in the column la-

beled "p". Note that there is significant difference between vie,nt and v(t, p). The difference

between the final voltage predicted by the MPEC approach and the simulation decreases as

the nt increases. Even though the complementary condition deviations are zero, there is

gross error in estimating the voltage trajectory as can be seen in Figure 8-9. Unless a com-
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Table 8.10: Electric Circuit: MPEC method optimization results
optimization problem for various values of nt for Case E, pt = 5,
1.0 x 10-7.

for the variant dynamic
termination tolerance is

parison with a simulation is carried out, the error in the MPEC predicted state trajectories

cannot be detected.

CMPEC

0

05 - 0. SWaftn

10 20 30 40 U 00 0 0 0 4 100
[s)Tim Is]

(a) n = 201 (b) nt = 801

Figure 8-9: Electric Circuit: Difference between MPEC predicted voltage trajectories and
simulation for Case E and nt = 201 and nt = 801.

Finally, an MPEC formulation was developed using third order Radau collocation. CONOPT

was not able to solve this formulation.

8.1.6 Conclusion

The Electric Circuit Case Study involves a relatively simple dynamic optimization problem.

The effort to solve this problem using the MPEC approach was significantly more than the

nonsmooth single shooting method.
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nt Status p* J(p*) A Vne,n, V(tf, p*) CPU [s]

201 Optimal (0.06477,0.3878) 0.7103 0.00 0.0000 0.9460 7.19

401 Optimal (0.06824,0.4001) 0.7108 0.00 0.0000 0.6400 39.89

701 Optimal (0.06955,0.4064) 0.7118 0.00 0.0000 0.4240 62.01

801 Optimal (0.06979,0.4075) 0.7116 0.00 0.0000 0.3800 87.38

1001 Optimal (0.07005,0.4088) 0.7121 0.00 0.0000 0.3177 195.70



The nonsmooth single shooting method required coding the model in FORTRAN77 and

using the automatic code generation tool DAEPACK to generate the additional equations

to obtain derivative information. Work had to be done to integrate the bundle solver and

the routines used to simulate the dynamics. Running the optimization solver required no

additional significant effort. It was observed that more than 95% of the solution times of the

nonsmooth single shooting method were used to solve the initial value problem and compute

an element of the linear Newton approximations.

The MPEC approach required the manual discretization of the dynamics and imple-

mentation in the GAMS environment. Determination of nt required substantial time. The

determination of a value for nt guaranteeing a good approximation to the state trajectories

does not appear to be possible without comparison to the simulation output for problems

with highly nonlinear dynamics. In this regard, the MPEC approach does not seem to be a

standalone method. Finding a good initial starting point for the solver was not possible by

solving a feasibility problem. Instead, initial starting points were derived from simulation

data. It was observed that if a good starting point is not provided to the solver, a feasible

solution or a solution with zero A could not be obtained. A significant amount of time was

spent to provide good starting points derived from simulation data.

The nonlinear and relatively stiff dynamics mandated the use of a relatively large nt to

approximate the state trajectories acceptably. This led to longer solution times than the

solution times of the nonsmooth shooting method. It was observed that if A could not be

driven to zero, gross errors in the approximation of the state trajectories could occur even for

small values of A. In this regard, the MPEC approach is fragile. It is known that collocation

methods produce state trajectories that are not realistic if constraints in the mathematical

program representing dynamics are not satisfied. In the case of varying dynamics, the error

incurred may be even more because the incorrect set of equations governing the dynamics

between two time points may be selected. Even if a good starting point is provided, the
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MPEC method may fail to produce realistic state trajectories and fail as can be seen in

Table 8.6.

The MPEC approach may provide misleading results as can be seen in the solution of the

variant dynamic optimization problem. Even though the voltage trajectories predicted by

the MPEC approach looked reasonable and correct, comparison to simulation revealed gross

errors. The nonsmooth shooting method should be used in dynamic optimization problems

involving highly nonlinear and stiff dynamics and constraints on the transient behavior. In

these problems, the accuracy obtained in the computation of the state trajectories using an

initial value problem solver is crucial in obtaining a correct result.

8.2 Cascading Tanks: Empirical Complexity Analysis

The empirical scaling of the CPU times required by the nonsmooth single shooting algorithm

introduced in Chapter 7 is investigated using a literature example described in [106].

8.2.1 System Dynamics

The system considered in this case study is originally presented in [106] for the empirical

complexity analysis of the MILP approach to solving dynamic optimization problems involv-

ing systems with varying structure. A set of prismatic tanks with constant cross-sections

connected in series using check valves to prevent flow in the reverse direction (Figure 8-10)

constitute the model. The detailed listing of the elements of the system and the dynamic

optimization formulation is as follows:

" to: initial time in seconds, to = 0.0 s.

" tf: final time in seconds, tf = 100.0 s.

* T: time interval in seconds; T = [to, tf)

" AT: the duration in seconds; AT = 100.0 s.
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Figure 8-10: Cascaded Tanks Configuration.

" nT: the number of tanks connected in series; 3 < nT 16.

" I: the set of tank indices, I = {1,. . . , nrT}. Tank i + 1 is downstream of tank i and

flow from tank i + 1 to tank i is prevented by the connecting check valve.

* {A} nT: the cross sectional area of the tanks in m2 . Ai = 3 /nr m2 for all i in I.

* {H} T
2 : the height of the feed pipe connecting tank i - 1 to tank i. Hi = 0.5m for all

iE I\{1}.

" ne: number of epochs used in the control vector parameterization; 6 < ne 100.

" C: the set of epoch indices; C {1, . . . , ne}.

" {Tk} 1 : the time intervals for each epoch. Tk = [ak, #k) where ak = to + T(k-1) and

k = to + AT(k) for all k in K.

{{wk,i} 4O: the valve openings. 0.25 K Wkj K 1.25 for all k E AC and for all

i E I U {0}.

" n,: number of parameters; np = ne - (nT + 1).

" p: the parameter vector. p E R"p and Wk,i = Pi-ne+k, k E AC and i E I U {0}.

" P: the parameter set. P is an open subset of R ' such that [0.25, 1.25]"p C P.

* wi : T x P -+ R: the controls of the system for all i C I U {0}. wi(t, p) = Wi,k, Vt E
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Tk, Vi E I U {0} and wi(tf, p) = wrj,i, Vi E I U {0}.

" hi : T x P -- R: the liquid height in the tank with index i for all i C I in m.

" h: T x P -> RnT: the vector of liquid heights which is the continuous state of the

system, h(t, p) = (hi(t, p), ... , hn (t, p)).

" X: the state space. X = RT .

* CO: valve constant of valve 0 in m3 /s; Co = 0.1 m3 /s.

* {Ci}nTi: valve constant of valve i in m2.5/s; C, = 0.1 m2.5 /s.

F : T x P x X -* R, the outlet flow rate from tank i in m3 /s for all i E I.

" Fo : T x P ->+ R, the inlet flow rate to tank 1 in m3 /s.

* k,: a positive regularization constant, kr = 0.0001 m.

* hL: the lower bound on acceptable liquid heights in m, hL = 0.7 m.

" hu: the upper bound on acceptable liquid heights in m, hu = 0.8 m.

The numerical values except for k, are from [106].

The equations that govern the evolution of the cascaded tanks system are:

hi(t, p)

Fo(t, p)

F(t, p)

Ahi(t, p)

= 1 (Fi_1 (t, p) - F (t, p)),I Vt E (to, tf),
Ai

- Cowo(t, p), Vt C [to, tf],

- Cjw(t, p) Ah (t , Vt E [to, f
jAhj(tp)| + kr'

Ah~tp)if zYh(t~p)> 0
{thi(t, ,Vi E I\{

0 if Ahi (t, p) < 0,

(8.2.1)

(8.2.2)

(8.2.3)

nTI}, (8.2.4)

Ahi(t, p) =

Ahne (t, p)

hi(to, p) =

hi (tp) - (hi+ 1(t, p) - Hi+1)

hi(t, p)

= hn,(t, P),

0.1,Vi E I.
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if hj+ 1(t, p) > H+1,

if hi+ 1(t, p) <; Hi+1,
, Vi E I\{nT}, (8.2.5)

(8.2.6)

(8.2.7)



Equation (8.2.1) represents conservation of mass assuming constant liquid density. Equation

(8.2.2) governs the flow through the inlet valve. The difference between the liquid heights

in consecutive tanks determines the flow between consecutive tanks. If the liquid height in

the downstream tank is less than the height of the feed pipe, then the liquid height in the

downstream tank does not affect the flow rate. This phenomena is captured in (8.2.5) and

(8.2.6). It is possible that for some initial conditions that the downstream liquid height is

large enough to force a flow in the reverse direction. In this case Ahi (t, p) is negative. Since

the valves connecting the tanks are check valves, there can be no reverse flow. This situation

is captured in (8.2.4). The flow relation used in (8.2.3) is an approximation of the square

root function. If Ahi (t, p) is much larger than k, then the flow is approximately propor-

tional to /Zhj (t, p). When Ahi (t, p) is very small, the flow relation becomes approximately

Ahi(t, p)/V1k . As a result, the function y '-4 y/( /ly|+ k,) is continuously differentiable in

the neighborhood of 0. The equations are not locally Lipschitz continuous if this regular-

ization is not made. The model equations differ in this point from those presented in [106].

Finally, (8.2.7) determines the initial conditions of the state.

8.2.2 Dynamic Optimization Formulation

The aim of the dynamic optimization problem is to bring the liquid heights to values between

hL and hu and minimize the deviation of the liquid heights from this range. Given hi (t, p),

the deviation is max(0, hL-hi(t, p), hi(t, p)-hu). The total deviation of liquid height i is the

integral of the deviation at t over the interval [to, tf]. Therefore, the dynamic optimization

problem is:

nT t f
min J(p) max(0, hL - hi(t, p), hi(t, p) - hu)dt (8.2.8)
PEP I

i=1 i0

s.t.0.25 _< Wki K; 1.25, Vk c C, Vi e Icup{0}.
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where hi(t, p) are computed using (8.2.1)-(8.2.7). Note that the objective function can be

computed by adding auxiliary states zi : T x 'P -+ R to (8.2.1)-(8.2.7) whose evolutions are

governed by

i(t, p) = max(0, hL - hi(t, p), hi(t, p) - hu), Vt E (to, tf), Vi C 1, (8.2.9)

zi(to, p) = 0, Vi C T. (8.2.10)

As a result X becomes R 2nT

The final form of the optimization problem is

nT

min J(p) Zi(tf, p) (8.2.11)
i=1

s.t : 0.25 < Wik 1.25, Vk c C, Vi E ,.

where zi are computed using (8.2.1)-(8.2.7) and (8.2.9)-(8.2.10).

8.2.3 Scaling of the Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method with Re-

spect to Number of Tanks and Number of Epochs

In this section empirical complexity analysis results are presented. Theoretical complex-

ity analysis of bundle methods does not currently exist. Therefore, the complexity of the

nonsmooth shooting method is analyzed empirically.

Problem (8.2.8) is solved for different values of nr and ne values to determine empirically

how the solution times of the nonsmooth shooting method scales. The study is similar to

the empirical complexity analysis in [106] carried out for the MILP approach that can be

used to solve dynamic problem (8.2.8).

For the integration of the dynamics and the auxiliary equations, DSL48SE ([108, 109, 36])
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is used with code generated by DAEPACK ([107]). The nonlinear program is solved by the

proximal bundle solver in [64] on a SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of RAM

and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU using two sets of tolerances summarized in Table 8.11.

The valve openings are initialized at the lower bound value of 0.25. All optimization runs

Label Absolute Tolerance Relative Tolerance Optimality Tolerance

R 1.0 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-6 1.0 x 10- 4

T 1.0 x 10~7 1.0 x 10-7 1.0 x 10-5

Table 8.11: Cascading Tanks: Simulation and optimization tolerances.

terminate satisfying the optimality tolerance. The solution obtained for the case ne = 10

and nT = 3 and the corresponding state trajectories are shown in Figures 8-11 and 8-12,

respectively. The raw data obtained from the multiple optimization runs are documented

14
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Figure 8-11: Cascading Tanks: Optimal
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valve openings for nT = 3.0 and ne = 10.
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Figure 8-12: Cascading Tanks: Plot of optimal state trajectories for nr = 3.0 and ne 10.

in Tables 8.12 and 8.13. The column with the label "total" contains the total number of

equations integrated. This number is the sum of the number of original equations of the

system and the associated sensitivity equations. The column with label "ndf" contains the

number of discontinuity functions. Note that for each state zi, two discontinuity functions

are required. The first tank requires no discontinuity function and the last one requires only

one. All other tanks require two discontinuity functions to compute the associated sensitivity

equations. The total number of equations equals (2nrT + ndf) - (n, + 1) where ndf stands for

the number of discontinuity functions. This case study has a special structure. The total

number of equations is a quadratic function of the number of tanks and a linear function of

the parameters because n, = n, - (nT +1). The column with the label "J(p*)" contains the

optimal solution values. The seconds taken to solve the dynamic optimization problem is

in the "CPU" column. The "NIT" column contains the number of iterations carried out by

the bundle solver. Finally, the "NFV" column contains the number of times the integrator

is called to solve the problem. R and T denote the two sets of tolerances used. Note that

the integration method used exploits the block lower triangular structure of the state and

sensitivity equations ([36]) to efficiently solve these equations.

The optimal solution values do not change appreciably with the tolerances. On the other
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NEQ J(p*) CPU [s] NIT NFV
nTnp total ndf R T R T R T R T
3 40 656 10 14.41 14.42 11.54 13.99 51 47 52 48
4 50 1122 14 19.30 19.29 24.32 39.65 56 73 57 74
5 60 1708 18 24.48 24.45 31.06 53.34 46 63 47 64
6 70 2414 22 29.67 29.67 64.66 99.27 65 78 66 79
7 80 3240 26 35.08 35.07 89.38 145.64 61 80 66 81
8 90 4186 30 40.68 40.67 121.63 177.97 68 75 69 76
9 100 5252 34 46.31 46.33 205.98 214.95 76 64 77 65

10 110 6438 38 52.13 52.13 278.79 430.00 79 104 80 106
11 120 7744 42 58.01 58.00 339.81 550.53 75 105 76 106
12 130 9170 46 63.90 63.88 507.94 718.60 95 111 96 112
13 140 10716 50 69.87 69.88 636.29 790.66 92 92 93 93
14 150 12382 54 75.98 75.93 789.95 1538.94 94 156 95 157
15 160 14168 58 82.10 82.10 1091.52 1488.33 125 125 126 126
16 170 16074 62 88.35 88.31 1288.12 2422.15 105 174 106 175

Table 8.12: Cascading Tanks: Optimization run data for ne = 10 and different numbers of
tanks.

hand, the CPU times differ significantly with tolerances. The first reason is the increased

amount of time to simulate the dynamics using tighter simulation tolerances. The second

reason is the additional bundle solver iterations required to satisfy tighter optimality toler-

ances.

The functional dependence of CPU times on the number of epochs and number of tanks

is estimated by fitting functions to the data in Tables 8.12 and 8.13. It is determined that

the dependence of CPU times on nT and ne is not exponential by investigating the mappings

nr-* ln(r(nT, ne)) for a fixed value of ne and ne * ln(r(nT, ne)) for a fixed value of nT

where T(nT, ne) represents the CPU times. It is found that the growth of these mappings is

slower than linear, implying that the CPU time growth is slower than exponential growth.

It is assumed that the CPU time grows polynomially with ne and nT. The mappings

ln(nT) -* ln(-(nT, ne)) for fixed ne and ln(ie) - ln(-(nT, ne)) for fixed nT are investigated

where nr = nT/3, iie = ne/10 and r(nT, ne) = T(nT,ne)/T(3, 10) in order to determine the

degree of the polynomial.
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NEQ J(p*) CPU [s] NIT NFV
e total ndf R T R T R T R T

5 20 336 10 14.75 14.77 6.90 9.71 56 60 57 61
8 32 528 10 14.97 14.88 7.36 25.19 41 109 42 110
10 40 656 10 14.41 14.42 11.54 13.96 51 47 52 48
15 60 976 10 14.25 14.22 22.29 40.23 59 83 60 84
20 80 1296 10 14.22 14.22 27.13 54.83 49 80 50 81
25 100 1616 10 14.19 14.19 36.56 47.49 48 50 49 51
30 120 1936 10 14.20 14.19 41.14 70.46 41 57 42 58
35 140 2256 10 14.19 14.19 57.63 65.51 46 43 47 44
40 160 2576 10 14.17 14.19 70.25 106.52 44 56 45 57
45 180 2896 10 14.18 14.18 80.84 121.34 43 54 44 55
50 200 3216 10 14.22 14.17 84.80 174.51 38 65 39 66
55 220 3536 10 14.17 14.17 133.35 175.39 53 56 54 57
60 240 3856 10 14.20 14.17 150.52 248.68 51 70 52 71
65 260 4176 10 14.17 14.19 178.26 203.92 54 50 55 51
70 280 4496 10 14.17 14.18 232.47 246.03 58 49 59 50
75 300 4816 10 14.17 14.17 204.93 295.53 47 53 48 55
80 320 5136 10 14.17 14.17 207.73 301.07 42 50 43 51
85 340 5456 10 14.18 14.18 224.83 302.09 42 44 43 45
90 360 5776 10 14.17 14.17 256.50 453.00 44 61 45 62
95 380 6096 10 14.25 14.17 275.62 530.23 43 65 44 66
100 400 6416 10 14.17 14.17 379.66 617.44 55 71 56 72

Table 8.13: Cascading Tanks: Optimization run data for nT = 3 and different numbers of
epochs

The curve fitting results are shown in Figures 8-13 and 8-14. Detailed information can

be found in Tables 8.15 and 8.14. The column with the label "SSE" contains the sum of the

squared errors, the columns with labels "R2" and "f 2 " contain the R-squared and adjusted

R-squared values, respectively. Finally the "RMSE" contains the root mean squared error.

The results suggest that the CPU time to obtain a solution is a cubic function of the

number of tanks and at most a quadratic function of the number of epochs. The polynomials

fitted to the data are shown in Figures 8-15 and 8-16. Additional information can be found

in Tables 8.16 and 8.17.
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Figure 8-13: Cascading Tanks: Plot of 7- versus uT and ;- versus he for the relaxed tolerance
case.
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Figure 8-14: Cascading Tanks: Plot of t versus T and t versus Ae tight tolerance case.

8.2.4 Conclusion

The complexity of the nonsmooth single shooting method is investigated using a literature

problem introduced in [106]. It is observed that the CPU times strongly depend on simulation

and optimality tolerances used. In addition, for this literature example, it is determined that

the time required to solve the dynamic optimization problem grows polynomially with the

number of tanks hence states and the number of epochs. The dependence on the number

of tanks is cubic and the dependence on the number of epochs is quadratic. The number

of equations integrated depends quadratically on the number of tanks hence the number of

states and the number of equations integrated depends linearly on the number of parameters
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Figure 8-15: Cascading Tanks: Plot of CPU time versus nr and ne for the relaxed tolerance
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8-16: Cascading Tanks: Plot of CPU time versus nT and ne for the tight tolerance

for this example.

8.3 Cascading Tank: Comparison with the MPEC Ap-

proach

The dynamic optimization problem (8.2.8) is solved using the MPEC approach [12] and the

solution times are compared to the nonsmooth shooting method solution times.
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Y =PX+P2
Coefficients SSE R2 f2 RMSE 99% Confidence Intervals

P1 P2 P1 P2
R 2.8753 -0.24197 0.2796 0.9903 0.9895 0.1526 [2.6248, 3.1257] [-0.5314, 0.0474]
T 2.9295 -0.08688 0.5407 0.9821 0.9806 0.2123 [2.5811,3.2779] [-0.4893, 0.3156]

Table 8.14: Cascading Tanks: Curve fitting results for the natural logarithm of the normal-
ized CPU times versus natural logarithm of the normalized number of states.

Y = PiX +P2
Coefficients SSE R2  f?2 RMSE 99% Confidence Intervals

Pi P2 Pi P2
R 1.4819 -0.14959 0.3727 0.9788 0.9775 0.1481 [1.3399, 1.6465] [-0.4450, 0.0652]
T 1.3162 -0.01854 1.2750 0.9536 0.9512 0.2591 [1.1257, 1.5068] [-0.6061, 0.2353]

Table 8.15: Cascading Tanks: Curve fitting results for the natural logarithm of the normal-
ized CPU times versus natural logarithm of the normalized number of epochs.

The MPEC formulation of the dynamic optimization problem (8.2.11) is

ne nt nT

min J(X) = dt(U + , + pA (8.3.1)
k=1 j=2 i=1

s.t: hk,j,i= hL - uL Vk E C, Vj E J, Vi E I, (8.3.2)

hk,j,i= hu + uk'j , Vk E K, Vj E J, Vi E I, (8.3.3)

Ukj > 0, . 0, Vk E C, Vj E J, Vi E I, (8.3.4)

hk,j+1,i+1 - A= + - Ah j+ 1 ,i Vk E E, Vj E ;, Vi E I, (8.3.5)

P1,k,j+1,i+1 = (1 - Ak,j+l,i+l)Ah+,j+ 1 ,i 1 , Vk E IC, Vj E J, Vi E I, (8.3.6)

P2,k,j+1,i+1 = Ak,j+1,i+1Ahk,j+lil, Vk E IC, Vj E J, Vi E I, (8.3.7)

Ahk,jl,i= hk,j+1,-- Ak,j+1,i+1A+ Vk E KC, Vj C J, Vi C I, (8.3.8)

A >0j, - 0, Ah- > 0, Vk E C, Vj E J, Vi E I, (8.3.9)

0.0 Ak,j,i <!1.0, Vk c C, Vj E J, Vi c i, (8.3.10)

Ahk,j+1,i= Ah+ 1 - Ah+ Vk E EC, Vj E J,Vi E I, (8.3.11)
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y = P1x2 + P2x + P3
Coefficients SSE R2 _2 RMSE

Pi P2 P3

R 0.024557 0.88696 -0.54644 8263 0.9640 0.9600 21.43

T 0.06280 -1.0661 34.35 2.334 x 104 0.9613 0.9570 36.01
99% Confidence Intervals

Pi P2 P3
R [0.0068, 0.0423] [-0.9836, 2.7525] [-41.1879, 40.0951]
T [0.0330, 0.09260] [-4.2100, 2.0777] [-0.3396,1.0266]

Table 8.16: Cascading Tanks: Curve fitting results for the CPU times versus number of
epochs.

y = P1x3 + P2X2 + P3X + P4

Coefficients SSE R2 f2 RMSE
P1 P2 P3 P4

R 0.54942 5.458 31.26 -49.733 5278 0.9977 0.9970 22.97
T 1.8844 33.658 227.63 -445.97 1.8143 x 105 0.9734 0.9734 134.6

99% Confidence Intervals

Pi P2 P3 P4
R [0.1603, 0.9386] [-16.6306, 5.7147] [-66.3452,128.872] [-302.0056, 202.5392]
T [-0.3963, 4.1652] [-99.1404, 31.8236] [-344.44, 799.70] [-1924.5,1032.0]

Table 8.17:
tanks.

Cascading Tanks: Curve fitting results for the CPU times versus number of

P3,k,j+1,i = (1 - Wi,j+1,k)Ah+1,i, Vk E C, Vj E 1, Vi E I,

P4,k,j+1,i = Wi,j+1,kAhkj+1,i, Vk c C, Vj E j, Vi E I,

Ah~j+n = hk,j+1,nT Ah = 0 Vk E K, Vj E ',
kk~j+1,nT

Wk,j+1,nT = 1, Vk E C, Vj E 7,

Ah+ , 0, Ah- > 0, Vk E AC, Vj E J, Vi E -,

0.0 < Wk,j,i < 1.0, Vk E C, Vj E J, Vi E I,

W4i,j~l,kAh+jl
Fk,j+1,i = CiWk,i + ,j+1 , Vk c AC, Vj E J, Vi E I,

Wk,j+1,iAhkj+1i + kr

Fk,j+1,o = Cowk,o; Vk E AC, Vj E

(8.3.12)

(8.3.13)

(8.3.14)

(8.3.15)

(8.3.16)

(8.3.17)

(8.3.18)

(8.3.19)
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hk,j+1,i = hk,j,i + dt Fk,j+1,i- Fk,j+1, ,) Vk E C Vj E 1, Vi E I,

hk+1,1,i = hknii Vk E C, Vi E I,
4 ne nt nT

A = EZEZZ lkji,
1=1 k=1 j=2 i=1

Pl,k,ji > 0, V1 E L, Vk E C, Vj C J, Vi E I,

0.25 <Wki K 1.25, Vk E C, Vi E I,

h1,1,i = 0.1, Vi E I,

where

" nt is the number of finite elements in each epoch;

e p is the penalty parameter;

e I = I\{1}, ! = J\{nt}, C = IC\{fne}, L = {1, ... ,;

* L } tl=i ni - and {{{u }jnT 1t f}e 1 are the deviations0tttUk,j,i i=1 J=~ k1 n= uk,j, }i J k= eiain of the liquid heights

from the desired interval;

{{{hk,j,i 1, 1 are the values of the liquid levels at epoch k and finite element j;
* {{{Pk,j,i = 1} ,11, 1 are the deviations from the complementarity conditions;

* A is the sum of the deviations from the complementarity conditions;

e {{{Ah+ } 1}T 11}, {{{ Ah- }n_1 } 11 }" , {{{A 11}, {{{A }1}711}_

{{{Ah-, } k=1 }j1}"i, {{{w, nifl k are the complementarity variables;

* {{{Fk,j,},>1}} 'i7o are the inlet and outlet flows of the tanks at epoch k and finite

element j;

* dt is the time step;

* {{Wk,i}kiigro are the valve openings;

* X is the set {{{Wk,i}1k}io, {{{Fk,j,i},9}=1To, {{{Ah+jil,

{{{Ah- }i 7 11}, {{{If Ji+ijTi17t 1 1n, 1i+ nJ 17, J1ne
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(8.3.21)

(8.3.22)



{{{'Ah- , } _ }, In., {{{ ,}+_I nT Int , {{{{ 1 }ti g J,!11

In, {{h~~g1},i, { I ue,1 , f U , t ne, {{H inT 1},, g1 }.

The dynamics are discretized using an implicit Euler scheme and are represented by (8.3.20).

The inlet and outlet flows computed using (8.3.18) and (8.3.19). Continuity of the state

variables is ensured by (8.3.21). The complementarity conditions determining the height are

in (8.3.5)-(8.3.17). Equations (8.3.2) (8.3.3) and (8.3.4) determine the deviations of liquid

heights from the desired interval. Initial conditions for the states are in (8.3.22).

The program (8.3.1) is implemented in GAMS 23.1 and solved with the nonlinear pro-

gramming solver IPOPT ([112]) as is done in [12] to a final tolerance of 1.0 x 10-6 on a

SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of memory and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU.

The program is solved for various numbers of tanks and epochs. The initial X0 is computed

from data obtained by simulating the dynamics with all valve openings equal to 0.25. The

number of finite elements, nt is set to 10.

The CPU Times and the objective values are compared to the results obtained using

the nonsmooth shooting method with relaxed tolerances. Figures 8-17 and 8-18 compare

the CPU times and objective values. The objective values for the MPEC are the values

computed by simulating the valve openings obtained as the solution of (8.3.1).

90

I0

50-

1500

0 4 5 8 I 10 1 12 13 14 15 16 3 4 5 6 1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1foudWo T0WOOtUI 14101 oomboTanks

(a) CPU Time (b) Objective

Figure 8-17: Cascading Tanks: MPEC Approach vs. The Single Nonsmooth Shooting
Method for different numbers of tanks.
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Figure 8-18: Cascading Tanks: Ml
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1 0
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The Nonsmooth Single Shooting

8.3.1 Conclusion

The objective values do not differ appreciably. The CPU times in case of varying tanks

favor the MPEC approach slightly. The CPU times in case of varying epoch numbers favor

the nonsmooth shooting method slightly. The cascading tank system has dynamics less

nonlinear and stiff than the electric circuit considered in previous sections. For this example,

the nonsmooth shooting method and the MPEC approach perform comparably.

8.4 Cascaded Tank Example: Comparison with the

MILP approach

In this section, the cascading tanks example is solved using a mixed integer linear program

(MILP) approach. Similar to the MPEC approach, the MILP approach discretizes the

dynamics. Unlike the MPEC approach, binary variables are used to select the vector field

with which the states evolve between two time points and the dynamics are linearized.
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8.4.1 MILP Formulation

In order to apply an MILP approach similar to the one described in [106], the valve equation

in (8.2.3) needs to be linearized. The set [0.25,1.25] x [0.0, 1.0] is partitioned into subsets

Dp,q = [6w4, 6WU] x [6h L, 6hg] such that:

* Q={1, ... , nb}, P = {1, ... , na}, q E Q, p E P;

S6wL= 0.25 + 1.00 (q1), 6w = 0.25 + 1.00(q) for all q E Q;

" 6hL 1.00(p-1) IU _ 1.00(p), for all p E P;P na P na

w0 = (6w +ow )/2, for all q E Q;

* h02= (h +6hu)/2, for all p E P;

* F: X1 x X 2 - R : (i, x 2) -- 0.1x1 X2 where X 1 = R and X 2= R;
v/IX2 I+kr

" FO = F(ho, wo), for all q EQ,for all p E P;

* JwFp,q = J1 F(hO wo), for all q E Q, for all p E 'P;

* JhFp,q = J2 F(hO w) for all q E Q, for all p E P.

The valve equation is approximated by the linearization:

F(xi, x 2 ) Fq0, + JwFp,q(Xi - w0) + JhFp,q(X2 - ho) if (X1 , X2 ) e Dp,q. (8.4.1)

Note that the approximation is a discontinuous mapping on D. The approximation is multi-

valued on the intersections of the boundaries of the Dp,q,. Continuous approximations are

possible but require more partitions of the domain, leading to more binary variables. The

following MILP uses these linearizations and ensures that if the liquid level difference Ahi

is zero, there is no flow irrespective of what the linearizations predict:

ne nT

m Jn J(X) = Z dt(ufi+ui), (8.4.2)
k=1 i=1

hi = hL ~ ui, Vk c 1C, Vi c I,
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hk,i= hu+u H/, Vk c K, Vi E I,

hk,i+1 - Hi= A Vk , ViE I,

0.0 > kAI - 3 ,ihmax, Vk E k, Vi E I,

0.0 < Ah-i + (1 - #ki)hmax, Vk E k, Vi E I,
Aih+ =0.01 Ahk 0i kn=0,

k,,I, = 0.0, 3 k,n=,

Ah+ - , 0, Ah- 0.0, #k,i E {0, 1}, Vk E K,

Ah,i = hk,i - Ahi, Vk E C, Vi E I,

Ahk,i 2 0.0, Vk E K, Vi E I,

= Ahfi + Ah-i, Vk E I, Vi E I, (8.4.3)

0.0 > Ah+i - ak,ihmax, Vk E A, Vi E I, (8.4.4)

0.0 < Ahi-ki + (1 - ak,i)hmax, Vk E E, Vi E I, (8.4.5)

Ah+ > 0.0, Ah- < 0.0, ak,i E {0, 1}, Vk E k, Vi E I, (8.4.6)

Fk,i,p,q = F,,q + JwFp,q(Wk,i - wqg) + JhFp,q(Ahf i - ho), (8.4.7)

Vk E E, Vi E l, Vp E P, Vq E Q, (8.4.8)

Fk,i Fk,i,p,q + (1 - 7k,i,p)Fmax + (1 -r,i,p)Fmax, (8.4.9)

Vk E E), Vi E 1, Vp E P, Vq E Q, (8.4.10)

Fk,i > Fk,i,p,q - (1 - 'Yk,i,p)Fmax - (1 - ?7k,i,p)Fmax, (8.4.11)

Vk E EC, Vi E 1, Vp E P, Vq E Q, (8.4.12)

h ,i,, 2 6hL'Yki,p, Vk E I, Vi El, Vp E P, (8.4.13)

6hk,i,, 6hk,i,p, Vk E k, Vi E I, Vp E P, (8.4.14)

6h ,i,, < hmax7k,i,p, Vk E AE, Vi E I, Vp E P, (8.4.15)

ohk,i,p > 0.0, 7Yk,i,p E {0, 1}, Vk E AZ, Vi E I, Vp E P, (8.4.16)
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na

Ahk,i= E h,,,,,Vk E C, Vi E -, (8-4-17)
p=1

na

1 = yk,i,p, Vk E A, Vi E, (8.4.18)
p= 1

6 Wk,i,q 6Wq'7k,i,q, Vk E A, Vi C I, Vg C Q, (8.4.19)

oWk,i,q < 5Wg '/k,i,q, Vk E ), Vi E I, Vq E Q, (8.4.20)

6 Wk,i,q Wmaxrlk,i,q, Vk c k, Vi C I, Vq C Q, (8.4.21)

6Wk,i,q > 0.0, 'r/k,i,q E {0, 1}, Vk E k, Vi E I, Vq E Q, (8.4.22)
nb

Wk,i = E 6 Wk,i,q, Vk E k, Vi E I, (8.4.23)
q=1

nb

1 = k,i,q, Vk E C, Vi E -, (8.4.24)
q=1

0.25 <wk,i <1.25, Vk E k, Vi E I U (0},

Fk,i = F i + F-, Vk E IC, Vi C I, (8.4.25)

0.0 > F+ - Ilk,iFmax, Vk c )C, Vi E 1, (8.4.26)

0.0 < F ,- + (1 - pUk,i)Fmax, Vk C C, Vi C I, (8.4.27)

F,+ 0.0, F-j < 0.0, pk,i E {0, 1}, Vk C Z, Vi C I, (8.4.28)

Fk,i : akiKhmax, Vk E k, Vi E I, (8.4.29)

Fk,i < KAh+, Vk E A, Vi E 1, (8.4.30)

Fk,i F,+ + (1 - ak,i)Khmax, Vk E A, Vi E E, (8.4.31)

Fk,i > Fk+ - (1 - ak,i)Khmax, Vk C Z, Vi c I, (8.4.32)

Fk,o = CO - Wk,O, Vk E AC,
dt

hk+1,i = hk,i + 1 (F,i_1 - Fk,i), Vk E )C, Vi E E,

0.0 < k,i < 1.00,
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where

" k = C\{ne}, I = I\{nT};

* {{hk,i}IgriT are the liquid levels at epoch k for tank i;

* {{u }iglilT and {{u } } T1 are the deviations of the liquid levels from the desired

interval at epoch k for tank i;

* {{Wk,ig inO are the valve openings;

* Fma, and K are large numbers, hmax = 1.00;

o X represents all the unknown variables in program (8.4.2).

The constraint (8.4.3) decomposes the liquid level difference, Ahi (t, p) at epoch k, into

a nonnegative number, Ahts and a nonpositive number, Ah- Flow through valve i occurs

only if Ah+j > 0. If Ahk,i > 0, then, the constraints (8.4.3)- (8.4.6) are satisfied only if

Ah- = 0, Aht+ = Ahk,i and ak,i = 1. If Ahk,i < 0, then, these constraints are satisfied only

if Ahi = 0, Ahj = Ahk,i and ak,i = 0. In case, Ahk,i = 0, these constraints are satisfied if

Ah+ = Ah- = 0 and Ok,i E {0, 1}.

The constraints (8.4.13)-(8.4.24) determine which linearization to use by determining in

which subdomain (wk,i, Ahk,i) is located. If (wk,i, Ahk,i) E Dp,, then -Yk,i,p = 1, 'qk,i,p = 1.

The constraints (8.4.18) and (8.4.24) ensure that there is only one ji and one q such that

7kip= 1, 7k,i,p = 1 hold given i e I and k E C. Using these 'yk,i,p and 7k,i,q, constraints

(8.4.9) and (8.4.11) determine the flows from the appropriate linearizations.

Constraints (8.4.25)-(8.4.32) ensure that the flow F,i is positive or zero in case Ah+ = 0.

These constraints also enforce ak,i = 0 if Ahk,i = 0.

8.4.2 MILP Approach Results

The MILP formulation (8.4.2) was implemented in GAMS 23.1 and solved with the MILP

solver CPLEX using a relative optimality gap of 0.01. The optimization runs were terminated

if the CPU times exceeded 10, 000 seconds. The formulation was solved for different numbers
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of tanks and epoch numbers using different numbers of linearizations. The CPU times of

these runs as well as the objective values obtained are in Figures 8-19, 8-20, 8-21, 8-22, 8-23

and 8-24. The logarithm of the CPU times is plotted because the CPU times vary over

a wide range. Note that in case na = 3 and nb = 3, some optimization runs had to be

terminated because the CPU times exceeded 10,000 seconds. It can be seen that the CPU

times scale exponentially with the number of epochs and states. This behavior is expected

in the MILP approach.

* 30

III. 25III j20 . .

-1 810 s is 3 0 05 a 10 Is 2 5u0 4 o

NumberNum of Epochs

(a) CPU Time (b) Objective

Figure 8-19: Cascading Tanks: MILP Approach CPU times and optimal objective values for
different numbers of epochs and na = 1 , nb = 1

U 23

-1 -4 _III II I II
5 810 15 20 25 20 40 50 80 5 810 15 20 25 30 40 50 60

Number of Epochs Number of Epochs

(a) CPU Time (b) Objective

Figure 8-20: Cascading Tanks: MILP Approach CPU times and optimal objective values for
different numbers of epochs and na = 2, nb = 2.

In the objective plots J(p*) denotes the objective values predicted by the MILP for-

mulation and J(p) denotes the objective values obtained by simulating the valve openings

obtained as a part of the solution of (8.4.2). The difference between J(p*) and J(p*) is due

to the approximation of the original nonlinear dynamics using linearizations and discretiza-
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Figure 8-21: Cascading Tanks: MILP Approach CPU times and optimal objective values for
different numbers of epochs and n, = 3, nb 3.

120- AI
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I-so
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(a) CPU Time (b) Objective

Figure 8-22: Cascading Tanks: MILP Approach CPU times and optimal objective values for
different numbers of tanks and na = 1, nb = 1.

tion. As expected, the difference decreases if the number of linearizations and the number

of epochs is increased. However, in this case, the CPU times become prohibitively large.

The MILP predicted state trajectories and the actual trajectories obtained using simulation

of the optimal valve openings are in Figures 8-25, 8-26 and 8-27 for various number of lin-

earizations and ne = 60. It can be seen that if na = 3, nb = 3, ne = 60, the dynamics

are approximated well enough for the case nT = 3. The comparison of objective values

and CPU times for the case na = 3 and nb = 3 with the nonsmooth single shooting method

results using relaxed tolerances are in Figures 8-28 and 8-29. It is clear that for this example,

the nonsmooth single shooting method performs better.
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Figure 8-23: Cascading Tanks: MILP Approach
different numbers of tanks and na = 2, nb = 2.
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Figure 8-24: Cascading Tanks: MILP Approach CPU times and optimal objective values for
different numbers of tanks and na = 3, nb = 3.

8.4.3 Conclusion

The MILP approach requires comparable to or more CPU time than the nonsmooth sin-

gle shooting method to produce acceptable approximations to the state trajectories of the

dynamic system. The CPU times of the MILP approach seem to scale exponentially with

the number of tanks and epochs as expected from the branch and bound algorithm used by

the MILP solver. The MILP approach can in theory find the global minimum of (8.4.2).

However, due to the CPU times required, the MILP approach can only be applied to small

numbers of tanks and epochs. The main issue is the large number of linearizations and

large number of epochs required to approximate the state trajectories reasonably well. For

problems with nonlinear constraints such as the one considered in the Tank Change Over

Case Study, not only the dynamics but also the nonlinear constraints need to be linearized,

leading to problems that are intractable in a reasonable amount of time.
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Figure 8-25: Cascading Tanks: State trajectories for nT = 3, ne = 60, na = 1, nb = 1.
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Figure 8-26: Cascading Tanks: State trajectories for rLT = 3, ne = 60, na = 2, nb =2.

The program (8.4.2) differs from the formulation discussed in [106]. In this study, the

big M method is used whereas in [106] a disjunctive formulation approach is applied. The

big M method was chosen because it is conceptually simpler and easier to implement. It

is known that the disjunctive formulation may result in fewer binary variables. However,

possible exponential growth of the CPU time with respect to number of tanks and number of

epochs is still observed in [106] even when the disjunctive formulation is used. The study in

[106] does not consider the quality of the approximation of the state trajectories and does not

compare simulation results to the solution of the formulated MILP. Even if the disjunctive

formulation is used, the question of how to approximate the nonlinear elements of the model

with linearizations well remains unanswered. A large number of epochs and linearization

points is possibly still required.

In [106], the dynamics of the system are linearized without taking into account physical

behavior. The linearizations used in [106] do not try to account for the fact that if Ahk,i = 0
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of objective values and CPU times between the
shooting method for varying epochs, nT = 3,

for some i E I and some k E /C, then F,i should be zero. Therefore, the modeling approach

in [106] possibly incurs larger approximation error.

There have been attempts to use binary variables without linearizing the nonlinearities

in the dynamics [7]. This approach produces large scale mixed-integer nonlinear programs

(MINLPs). Currently, these programs cannot be solved within reasonable CPU times.

8.5 Tank Change Over

In this section, a dynamic optimization problem introduced in [9] is solved using the non-

smooth single shooting method using the transformation described in §7.3. The dynamic

optimization problem aims to find the optimal schedule to change the contents of a vessel

from CH 4 to 02 in the shortest amount of time while avoiding an explosion and using N2 to
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Figure 8-29: Cascading Tanks: Comparison of objective values and CPU times between the
MILP approach and the nonsmooth single shooting method for varying numbers of tanks,
ne = 10, na = 3, nb = 3.
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Change Over: Configuration.

flush CH4 out of the tank if necessary (Figure 8-30).

8.5.1 System Dynamics

The elements of the model are:

" to: initial time in seconds; to = 0.0 s.

" tf: final time in seconds; to tf < 800 s.

" T: time interval in seconds; T = [to, tf].

" AT: the duration in seconds; AT = tf - to.

* ne: number of epochs used in the control vector parametrization; ne = {3, 4}.
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" KC: the set of epoch indices; C = {1, .. . ., n.

* {Tk}- 1 : the time intervals for each epoch. Tk = [ak, #k) where ai = to, #n, = tf,

ak < #k, Vk C 1C, #k+1 = ak, Vk C K\{ne}.

* {AT}'L 1 : epoch durations; ATk = 13k - ak, Vk E IC, 0.0 s < ATk <200.0 s.

* J = {CH 4 = 1, N2 = 2, 02 = 3}: the set of chemical species indices.

* j = {CH4 = 1, N2 = 2,02 = 3, out = 4}: the set of valve indices.

* {{Uk, I},e 1: the valve opening at epoch k for valve j, 0.0 < Ukj 1.0, Vk E AK, j E

g.

" np: the number of parameters; n, = 4 x ne + ne.

* p: the parameters to be adjusted, p = {{{k,},=1, {zATk 1 }.

" P : the parameter set. P is an open subset of Rnp such that [0.0, 1.0]4ne x [0.0, 200.0]ne C

P.

" My : T x P -* R, j E J are the number of moles of each chemical species in the tank.

* x: TxP -+ R3: the continuous state of the system; x(t, p) = (MCH4(t, p), MN2 (t, p), Mo2 (t, P)).

* X: state space of the system. X = R.

" P : T x P --* R: the pressure in the tank in bars.

e n: T x P -* [0, 1], j E J: the controls of the system. uj (t, p) = UkJ, Vt E Tk,

Vj EVk E C .Uj(tf, P) = Une,J, Vj E .

* V: the volume of the tank in m3 .

" T: the temperature of the whole system in K.

" R: the universal gas constant in bax.m 3
* mol-K

* P, j E j: supply and discharge pressures in bar.

* C,, j E J and C,01 t: valve constants in M.a

" kb: a small regularization constant in bar.

The values of the parameters of the system are given in Table 8.18.
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The equations describing the dynamics are:

Aj (t, p) = Nj (t, p) - Neut (t, p)y (t, p), Vj E J, Vt E (to, if

MT(t, p) = EM(t, p), Vt E [to, tf,
jeJ

My (t, p)
y (t, p) = ,(tP)I Vj E J, Vt E [to, tf],

Mr (t, p)

RT
P(t, p) MT(t, p) , Vt E [to, t]

[tVt]

0

ny tp)C~yPy+P(t1p) Pj-Pt,p)
y 2 I|J|-P(tp)|+kbP

uj (t, P)Ck CVj $0.85

if P(2P > 1 ,

if 0.53 < P(t,p) < 1, Vj E J,

if P(t'p)< 0.53,
Pi

Nout (t, p) =

0

nou (t pCo~utP(t1P)+Pout+ P(t,P)-Po"*
VI2P (t,p)_Pout|+kbP(t,p)

Uout(t, P)Ck Cv,out P(tp)0. 85

if Pout > 1P(t,p) -I

if 0.53 < out <
~ P(t,p)

if P < 0.53,P(t1p)

Vt E [to, t ],

(8.5.4)

0.47- 1. 53
0.85 - 0.47+ kb'

McH 4(to, p) = 900.0, Mo 2(to, p) = 0.0, MN2(to, p) = 0.0. (8.5.5)

Equation (8.5.1) represents mass conservation. The gases in the tank are assumed to be

perfectly mixed ideal gases and (8.5.2) is the ideal gas law. Equation (8.5.3) determines the

inlet flow rates depending on the inlet and tank pressures. If the tank pressure is higher

than the inlet pressure, there is no flow. If the tank pressure is low, then the flow is choked

and depends only on the inlet pressure. Otherwise the flow is non-choked and depends both

on the inlet and tank pressures. The flow out of the tank is governed by (8.5.4). The valve
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Vt E [toI tf]N- (t, p)

(8.5.3)



T 300.0 K V 3.0 m3

Cv,02 8.0 Mo1 CvCH4  8.0 -mol
s-bar s-bar

C,8. 0 mol Got 8.0 mo1
N2 s-bar ,out s-bar

R 8.314- 1 0 -5barm 3  12.0 barImol-K 02 1. a

PCH4  10.0 bar PN2  7.0 bar

Pout 2.0 bar kb 1.0. 10-3 bar

Table 8.18: Tank Change Over: Model parameter values.

equations for non-choked flow are regularized using kb in order to have PC' equations. Ck

is a constant to ensure continuity of the valve equations. The valve equations differ from

the equations presented in [9] due to the application of regularization. Finally, the initial

conditions are in (8.5.5).

8.5.2 Safe Operation Conditions for the Tank

There is a chance of forming an explosive mixture during the change over operation. If the

mole fractions satisfy the relation h(yCH4 (t, P), y02(t, p)) <; 0 where h : [0, 1] x [0, 1] -+ R is

defined by

h,) 5 a(v . 100.0)i4 - (1 - V - w) - 100.0 if v E [0.03, 063]
h(v, w) = i=

0 if otherwise

then an explosion cannot occur. The coefficients are tabulated in Table 8.19. The function

h is discontinuous at v = 0.03 and v = 0.63. However, for optimization purposes the points

of interest are S = {(v, w) : h(v, w) > 0} and they coincide with the points S' = {(v, w)

max{h(v, w), 0} > 0} where h(v, w) = max{h(v, w), 0} is a PC' function.
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a1  a2  a 3  a4  a5

-4761.168938 892.159351 -35.94512586 93.63386543 -1.480461088

Table 8.19: Tank Change Over: Path constraint polynomial coefficients.

8.5.3 Dynamic Optimization Formulation

The goal is to achieve the tank change over in the shortest duration without causing an

explosion. The corresponding program is:

min J(p) = tf (8.5.6)
PEP

s.t. h(yCH4(t, P), yo2(t, p)) < 0, Vt E [to, tf, (8.5.7)

y0 2 (tf, p) > 0.999, yCH4 (tf,p) 0.001,

0.0 < AT 200.0, Vk E C

0.0 < Ukj < 1.0, Vk E E, Vj E 1

where the tank dynamics evolve according to equations discussed in §8.5.1.

The path constraint (8.5.7) needs to be enforced at all times. However, this is not prac-

tically possible. Instead, this constraint will be replaced with an end point constraint.

Note that h is either zero or a positive number. Then if the constraint (8.5.7) holds

for almost all t E [to, tf] then fof h(yCH4 (t, P), yo 2 (t, p)) < 0 except on a set of measure

zero. The state trajectories of the dynamic system are absolutely continuous functions of

time given piecewise constant controls. Since h is a continuous function of its arguments,

fof h(yCH4 (t, p), yo2 (t, p)) 5 0 implies that the path constraint is satisfied for all t E [to, tf).

Formulation (8.5.6) is a nonsmooth optimization problem involving variable integration

intervals. The problem is converted into an equivalent problem with fixed integration inter-
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vals using the transformation in §7.3. The transformed dynamics are:

f(ep) = ATk, VC E (k - 1, k], Vk E CE,

$5 (e, 1p) = A Tk (, (CIp) - Nout (E, p)9j (E, p)), Vj E J, Ve E (k -

MT (E, p) - Z j (E, p), IVe E [0, ne],
jCj*

Dy (,P) = f ,6 V1 P)I=Mr (e, p)
MT (E,P)

RT
pe p) =MT (E, P) ,

E J, Ve E [0, ne],

VE G [0, ne],

0

N( = ((6, p)Cvj Pj+ e(Cp)
' 2

0

Not (E, p) = nout (E, p)C out ''P

iout (6, p)CC,out P(p)

P3 -p(.,P)

P -P(e,p) I+kbPi

+Pout p(E,P)-Pout

IP(E,p)-Putl+kbP(E,p)

0.85

if Ep) > 1

if 0.53 < < 1, Vj E J, VE E [0, ne],

if P)< 0.53,

if Pout ( [

if 0.53 < ot< 1, VE E [0, ne],
i " P(ep)

P(E,p)

0.47 - 1.53
Ck =

0.85 - -0.47 + kb

McH4 (0, p) = 900.0, M02(0, p) = 0.0, MN2 (0, p) = 0.0, r (0,p) = to,

where the following hold

M (rF(e, p), p) = Mj(E, p), Vj E J, VE E [0, ne],

Nj (T(e, p), p) = Nk (cp), Vj E J, Ve E [0, ne],

un (T(E, p), p) = tj (E, p), Vj E J, VE E [0, ne],

T(ne, p) = tf = ZAT - to.

k=1
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The final optimization formulation is

ne

J(p) = min AT

ne -1 k+1

s.t. k ATkhi(CH4 (E, p
k=1

0.999 - yo 2(ne,p) 0,

9CH4 (e, p) - 0.001 < 0,

0.0 < ATk < 200.0, Vk E

0.0 UkJ 1.0, Vk E EI

), Y'o2 (E, p)de < 0,

KE,

Vj E J,

where the system evolves according to the transformed dynamics.

8.5.4 Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method Results

For the integration of the dynamics and associated sensitivity equations DSL48SE ([108, 109,

36]) is used with code generated by DAEPACK ([107]). The nonlinear program is solved by

the proximal bundle solver in [64] on a SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of RAM

and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. The absolute and relative integration tolerances are set

to 1 x 10-. The proximal bundle solver optimality tolerance is set to 1 x 10-6.

The constraints (8.5.9), (8.5.11) and (8.5.10) are appended to the objective using exact

penalization to obtain the augmented objective

ne

ATk + i max(0.00, 0.999 - y02 (ne, p)) + p2 max(0.00, YCH 4 (fe, P) - 0.001)+
i=1

nfe-1 k+1

p3 E 1k
k=1k

ATkh (CH 4 (E, p), y0 2 (E, p))dc-

where p.i, pt2 and pt3 are positive penalty parameters. The dynamic optimization program
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is solved repeatedly using monotonically increasing sequences of penalty parameters. The

sequence of penalty parameters are pi(l) = 5000.1, P 2(l) = 4000.1 and /13(l) = 1000-l where

1 = 1,..., oc is the index of the dynamic optimization program solved. Each problem is

solved to optimality. If the solution of the lth problem is not a feasible point of the original

problem, l is set to 1 + 1 and the process is repeated. Otherwise, the solution of the lth

problem is stationary for the original problem (see the Electric Circuit Case Study (§8.1) for

more information on the exact penalty approach) and the process is terminated.

Three Epochs

The solutions of the program (8.5.8) for the case ne = 3 are presented in this section. The

initial parameter values are in Table 8.21 and the solution is in Table 8.20. The final objective

and constraint values are in Table 8.22. The solution is obtained in 75.80 seconds. The total

number of bundle solver iterations is 421 and the total number of times the dynamics are

simulated is 425. The optimal tank change over time obtained is close to the optimal change

over times reported in [9]. The number of times the dynamics are simulated are significantly

less than those reported in [9]. This is mainly due to the use of exact derivative information.

The initial and final mole fraction profiles corresponding to the initial parameters and

solution of program (8.5.8) are in Figures 8-32 and 8-31. The path constraint and the mole

fractions of CH 4 and N2 are shown in Figure 8-33. The initial mole fractions and final mole

fractions are marked by arrows. Note that during operation, the system gets very close to

the unsafe zone. In order to minimize the change over time, it is expected that the system

operates close to the unsafe zone.

Four Epochs

This section contains the solution of the program (8.5.8) for the case ne = 4. The program

is solved in 536 seconds. The number of iterations carried out by the bundle solver is 1821
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Table 8.20: Tank Change Over: Solution of program (8.5.8) for ne = 3.

Tank Change Over: Initial parameter values used to solve program (8.5.8) for

Table 8.22: Tank Change
(8.5.8) for ne = 3.

Over Case Study: Objective and constraint values of program

Figure 8-31: Tank Change Over: Final mole fraction profiles corresponding to the solution
of (8.5.8) for ne = 3.
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k ATk Uk,CH 4 Uk,0 2 Uk,N 2 Uk,out

1 76.97 s 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00

2 110.31s 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

3 50.78s 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

k ATk Uk,CH4  Uk,0 2  Uk,N 2  Uk,out

1 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

2 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

3 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Table 8.21:
ne = 3.

J(p) Constraint (8.5.11) Constraint (8.5.10) Constraint (8.5.9)

Initial 30.00 0.5956 0.5950 10.3184

Final 238.06 -9.0 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-4 0.00



CH,
0.8 -

0.6-

0.4-

0.2- O,1

0 N

-. 0 5 10 15
Time [a]

Figure 8-32: Tank Change Over: Initial mole fraction
in Table 8.21 of program (8.5.8) for ne =3.

0.9-

0.8

c 0.7-

0.6-
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UNAF REIO

profiles corresponding to parameters

Figure 8-33: Tank Change Over: Plot of the path constraint and the mole fraction profiles
corresponding to the solution of (8.5.8) for ne = 3.
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Table 8.23: Tank Change Over: Solution of program (8.5.8) for ne = 4.

k ATk Uk,CH4  Uk,0 2 Uk,N 2 Uk,out

1 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

2 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

3 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

3 10.0 s 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Table 8.24: Tank Change Over: Initial parameter values used to solve program (8.5.8) with
ne = 4.

and the number of times the dynamics were integrated is 1917. The solution and initial

parameter values are in Tables 8.23 and 8.24, respectively. The initial and final objective

and constraint values are in Table 8.25. There is no significant difference in the optimal tank

change over times between the ne = 3 and ne = 4 cases.

J(p) Constraint (8.5.11) Constraint (8.5.10) Constraint (8.5.9)

Initial 40.00 0.5223 0.5213 116.71

Final 237.79 6.6 x 10-5 9.7 x 10-5 0.00

Table 8.25: Tank Change Over: Objective and constraint values of program (8.5.8) with
ne = 4.
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k ATk Uk,CH4  Uk,0 2  Uk,N 2  Uk,out

1 86.31 s 0.00 0.0240 0.6286 1.00

2 43.19s 0.00 0.9791 0.0003 1.00

3 51.79s 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

4 56.50s 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00



Drug A

Figure 8-34: Chemotherapy Scheduling: Configuration

8.5.5 Conclusion

The time taken to solve (8.5.8) depends strongly on the policy with which the penalty

parameters are updated. In this study, a very simple schedule of monotonically increasing

parameters is used. It is expected that more sophisticated penalty updating policies will

reduce the solution times.

8.6 Chemotherapy Scheduling Case Study

In this section, a modified version of the cell cycle specific chemotherapy model introduced

in [82] is used to determine an optimal chemotherapy drug schedule. The example is used

to compare the nonsmooth single shooting method with a derivative-free method.

8.6.1 System Dynamics

The elements of the model are:
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" to: initial time in days; to = 1.0 day.

" tf: final time in days; tf = 31 day.

" T: time interval in days; T = [to, tf].

* AT: the duration in days; AT = tf - to.

* ne: number of epochs used in the control vector parameterization; ne = 30.

" C: the set of epoch indices; C = {1, ... , ne}.

" Tk: epoch k interval. Tk = [k, k + 1).

" AT: epoch duration, AT = 1, Vk E C.

S{uA,k }I1: drug A dosage in units of drug concentration, [D]; 0 < UAk < 20.00.

* {uB,k}k1: drug B dosage in units of drug concentration, [D]; 0 UB,k < 20.00.

" np: number of parameters, np = 2 ne.

* p: the parameters to be adjusted. p = {{UA,kI1,{UBAk}1}.

" P: the parameter set, an open subset of R2
ne such that [0, 2 0 ]2ne c P.

SUA : T x P -> [0, 20]: drug A schedule such that UA(t, p) = UA,k, Vt E tk, UA(tf, p) =

UA,ne -

* UB : T x P -> [0, 20]: drug B schedule such that UB(t, p) = UB,k, Vt E tk, UB(tf, p) =

UB,ne -

" P: T x P -> R: the size of the proliferating cancer cell population in the tissue.

" Q : T x P -> R: the size of the quiescent cancer cell population in the tissue.

" Y : T x P -> R: the size of the healthy cell population in the tissue.

* va : T x P -> R: drug A concentration in the tissue.

* vB : T x P -> R: drug B concentration in the tissue.

" x : T x P -* R5: the continuous state of the system, x(t, p) = (P(t, p), Q(t, p), Y(t, p),

VA (t, p), VB(t, p)).

" X : the state space; X = R 5.
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The equations governing the system evolution are:

a = a - m - n,

P(t, p) = aP(t, p) + bQ(t, p) - FA(vA(t, p), P(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf],

Fvt)P =0 if VA(t, p) - VA < 0,
FA (VA(t, P), P(t, P)) =

{kA(VA(t, p) -- VA)P(t, p) if VA(t, p) - VA > 0,

Q(t, p) = mP(t, p) - bQ(t, p) - FB(vB(t, p), Q(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf],

(8.6.1)

,Vt E [to, tf],

(8.6.2)

FB(vB(t, p), Q(t, p)) 0 if VB(t, P) - ,B < 0, ,Vt E [toif],

kB(vB (t, P) - VB)Q(t, P) if VB(t, p) -- B >0

Y(tp) = uY(tp)(1 - Y(tp)/K) - kAvA(t,p)Y - kBvB(tp)Y(t,p)),Vt E (toif],

VA (t, p) = UA(t, p) - YAVA (t, p), Vt E (to, tf),

B(t, P) = UB(t, p) - YBB(t, p), Vt E (to, t, ]

P(to, p) = 2.00 x 10", Q(to, p) = 8.00 x 1011, Y(to, p) = 1.00 x 1010,

VA(tO, P) = 0.0, VB(to,p) = 0.0.

(8.6.3)

(8.6.4)

(8.6.5)

(8.6.6)

(8.6.7)

The equations describe the behavior of tumor cells and healthy cells in human tissue under

chemotherapy (Figure 8-34). The tissue comprises healthy cells, Y, proliferating tumor

cells, P, and quiescent tumor cells, Q. Chemotherapy comprises two drugs; A and B. UA and

UB are the chemotherapy drug schedules. VA and VB are the exponentially decaying drug

concentrations in the tissue. Tumor cells develop resistance to drugs. As a result, drugs

are effective against the tumor cells only if their concentrations in the tissue are above VA

and ;V9B. A fraction, n, of proliferating cells die of natural causes and and a fraction, m, of

proliferating cells become quiescent cells. The increase in proliferating cell population by
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a 0.500 day-' A 10.000 [D]
m 0.218 day' VB 10.000 [D]
n 0.477 day- kA 8.400 x 10-3 day-[D]-1
b 0.100 day-1  kB 8.400 x 10-3 day-'[D]- 1

o 0.100 day-' K 1.0 x 1010 cells
yA 0.100 day-1 YB 0.100 day- 1

Table 8.26: Chemotherapy Scheduling: Model Parameters

cell division is represented as another fraction, a, of the proliferating cell population. In

addition, a fraction, b of quiescent cells become proliferating cells. The tumor cell dynamics

are in (8.6.1) and (8.6.2). A logistic equation (8.6.3) governs the healthy cell population to

ensure that the number of healthy cells does not exceed the carrying capacity, K. The drug

concentrations in the tissue decrease with time according to (8.6.4).and (8.6.5). The initial

cell populations and drug concentrations are in (8.6.6) and (8.6.7). Numerical values for the

parameters are in Table 8.26. Most of the values are obtained from [31] where cell cycle

specific chemotherapy with a single drug and without drug resistance is considered.

8.6.2 Dynamic Optimization Formulation

The goal is to kill as many tumor cells as possible during a 30-day chemotherapy session and

still retain a minimum number of healthy cells at the end. The program:

min J(p) = P(tf, p) + Q(tf, p) (8.6.8)
pEP

s.t. Y(tf, p) ;> 1.0 x 108, (8.6.9)

VA(tf, p) + VB(tf, p) 10.0, (8.6.10)

0.0 UA,k < 20.0, k c K,

0.0 UBk < 20.0, k E IC,
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is solved to determine such a schedule. Constraint (8.6.9) ensures that the size of final

healthy cell population is above a certain size and constraint (8.6.10) ensures that the final

drug concentration is at an acceptable level.

8.6.3 Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method Results

DSL48SE is the IVP solver (1108, 109, 36]) used to integrate the dynamics and the auxiliary

equations to obtain an element of the linear Newton approximation. The auxiliary equations

are obtained using automatic differentiation algorithms implemented in DAEPACK ([107]).

The differential equations are integrated with an absolute tolerance of 1 x 10-' and a relative

tolerance of 1 x 10-7.

The proximal bundle method in [64] is used to solve (8.6.8). A penalty approach to handle

(8.6.9) and (8.6.10) is used because the algorithm in [64] handles only linear constraints on

the decision variables. The objective of (8.6.8) is augmented with (8.6.9) and (8.6.10) to

obtain the modified objective

P(tf, p) + Q(tf, p) + tmax(Ymin - Y(tf, p), 0) + ymax(vA(tf, p) + VB(tf, p) - 10.0,0)

where p is the penalty parameter. The modified program is successively solved two times

with increasing penalty parameter to an optimality tolerance of 1 x 10-6. The drug dosages

are set to 2.0 initially. The penalty parameters used are {1000, 3000}. The total solution

time was 40.0 seconds on a SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine with 1 GB of RAM and a

2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. The bundle solver required 71 iterations and 78 calls to the

integrator.

The cell population numbers and constraint values at the beginning and end of the

treatment are in Table 8.27. The tumor cell population is reduced to about 11 percent of its

initial size. The drug schedules are shown in Figure 8-35a and Figure 8-35b. The preference
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Beginning of Treatment End of Treatment
Y 1.00 x 1010 cells 1.00 x 108 cells

Q 8.00 x 1011 cells 6.66 x 1010 cells
P 2.00 x 1011 cells 3.73 x 1010 cells
VA 0.00 [D] 0.00 [D]
VB 0.00 [D] 10.0 [D]

Table 8.27: Chemotherapy Schedule:Cell populations at the beginning and end of treatment

to use drug B is clearly seen. The effects of the drugs are proportional to the corresponding

cell populations. Therefore using drug B results in more effective treatment as the population

of quiescent cells is greater than that of proliferating cells. The drug concentrations are in

8-36a and 8-36b. The cell populations are in Figures 8-37a and 8-37b.

5 10 15 20 25 30

lime [days]

(a) Drug A

Figure 8-35: Chemotherapy

8-

6-

4-

2-

5 10 15 20
Time [days]

(b) Drug B

Schedule: Optimal drug schedules.

8.6.4 Derivative Free Method Results

The Mesh Adaptive Direct Search Method [6] is used to solve program (8.6.8). This method

does not require derivative information and unlike other derivative free methods there are

some theoretical convergence results for locally Lipschitz functions. The algorithm is imple-

mented in the software package NOMAD and the package can be found at http: //www.gerad. ca

/NOMAD.
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Figure 8-36: Chemotherapy Schedule: Drug concentrations in the tissue.
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Figure 8-37: Chemotherapy Schedule: Cell populations.

Initially, the algorithm did not achieve significant progress towards a solution after 2000

evaluations of the objective and constraints with the initial drug dosages set to 2.0. Therefore

the initial dosages were set to zero except the first 3 day dosages for drug B. These were

set to 20. The algorithm was run for 7500 evaluations of the objective and constraints. The

final tumor cell population obtained was 1.12 x 10" cells, the final healthy cell population

was 0.996 x 108 cells and the final drug concentration in the healthy tissue was 10.19 [D].

The algorithm took 56 minutes to produce the results on a SUSE Linux 10 Virtual Machine

with 1 GB of RAM and a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU. The data is summarized in Table

8.28. NFV is the number of times the dynamics are simulated and CPU Time is the time
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Nonsmooth Single Shooting Derivative Free

Y(tf, p*) 1.00 x 108 cells 0.996 x 108 cells

Q(tf, p*) + P(tf, p*) 1.039 x 101 cells 1.12 x 101 cells

VA(tf, p*) + VB (tf, p*) 10.00 [D] 10.19 [D]

CPU Time [s] 40.0 s 3360.0 s

NFV 78 7500

Table 8.28: Chemotherapy Schedule: Comparison of Nonsmooth Single Shooting Method
and Derivative Free Method

taken by the processor to solve the problem.

8.6.5 Conclusion

It was found that even though it is easier to set up and run the derivative free method, the

solution time required to obtain an answer was significantly more. The nonsmooth shooting

method took 40 seconds to terminate with a solution satisfying the stationarity condition

where as the derivative free method took 56 minutes. The derivative-free method does not

have a termination criteria based on stationarity. It terminates once the number of iterations

or objective evaluations exceed their maximum values. In this case, the algorithm terminated

once 2500 objective and constraint evaluations were made. The final solution provided by

the derivative-free algorithm corresponds to a worse solution value than the one obtained

using the bundle method.

From the performance of the derivative-free method, it is clear that derivative information

should be used whenever available. Although, it is easier to set up a derivative-free method,

the use of automatic differentiation tools makes the difference in the effort to set up the

problem minimal. Therefore, for these problems, the use of derivative free methods is not

warranted.
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8.7 Notes

The performance of the nonsmooth single shooting method depends on the performance of

the integration algorithm and the bundle solver. Currently, the integration routine DSL48SE

([108, 109, 36]) is the only available routine that incorporates state event location algorithms

and the necessary infrastructure to integrate the sensivity equations. This integration routine

uses sparse matrix algebra techniques to effciently handle systems with a lot states. However,

the use of sparse matrix algebra techniques incurs setup costs. These costs are offset by the

gain in efficiency obtained when dealing with systems with a lot states. For the case studies

in this chapter, DSL48SE may not be the most efficient algorithm because the number of

states of the systems considered in these studies is relatively small.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Directions for

Research

In this thesis, the nonsmooth single shooting method, an open loop dynamic optimization

method for a class of systems with varying structure is developed. Unlike the state-of-the-art

methods, this method does not explicitly enumerate the hybrid mode trajectories and it does

not discretize the dynamics as a part of the optimization formulation. Instead a specialized

and efficient numerical integration algorithm [108] is used to compute the continuous state

trajectories accurate within integration tolerances.

The method converts the dynamic optimization problem into a nonlinear program by

parametrizing the controls. The resultant program is a nonsmooth optimization problem

due to the varying structure of the underlying dynamic systems. Therefore concepts from

nonsmooth analysis and methods from nonsmooth optimization are used. The main challenge

of this approach is determination of the replacement for the gradient. A custom set-valued

map is defined using the generalized Jacobian [25] which turns out to be a linear Newton

approximation [35]. Sensitivity initial value problems are derived to calculate an element of

this set-valued map.
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Stationarity conditions for optimization are defined in terms of this set-valued map. It

is shown that bundle methods can be used to obtain solutions satisfying these stationarity

conditions.

The performance of the nonsmooth single shooting method is compared to the state-

of-the-art methods. The nonsmooth shooting method provides more accurate answers for

equal or less effort than the state of the art in case the system dynamics are highly nonlinear

and/or exhibit stiffness. This is the result of using a numerical integration algorithm instead

of discretization as a part of the optimization formulation. An empirical investigation of

complexity is performed. The results strongly suggest that the method scales polynomially

with the number of states and parameters.

Finally, the thesis demonstrates that nonsmooth analysis and nonsmooth optimization

methods can be used to solve practical dynamic optimizaton problems.

The breakdown of the contributions per chapter is:

Chapter 3 : In this chapter, sufficient conditions for the existence of the strict derivative

(§2.2) of the map q '-* x(t, r7) in terms of the generalized Jacobian are derived where

x represents the continuous states of the system with varying structure.

The first part considers dynamics described by the ordinary differential equations in

(3.2.1). The forward and adjoint sensitivity initial value problems are derived to

compute the aforementioned derivative. The second part extends these results to

differential-algebraic systems described by (3.3.1) using the implicit function theo-

rem for locally Lipschitz continuous functions. The strict derivatives of the maps

S-+ y(t, n) and 7 F-- x(t, ,) are obtained where y are the algebraic variables. The

results are extended to multistage systems.

The parametric sensitivity results in this chapter are new. The sufficiency conditions

derived in this chapter are more general than those in [44]. They are more general

than the conditions in [39, 95] in case the underlying dynamics are described by locally
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Lipschitz continuous ODEs and DAEs.

Chapter 4 : It is not possible to compute the generalized Jacobian of the map i F-- x(t, n)

for all possible values of q. Theorem 3.1.3 does not provide a means to compute the

generalized Jacobian in case the sufficiency conditions in Chapter 3 are not satisfied.

Therefore, a linear Newton approximation of the map 7 '-* x(t, 77) is derived under an

additional semismoothness assumption on the right-hand side functions. Formulae are

derived to compute an element of this linear Newton approximation using forward and

reverse integration in time. Linear Newton approximations of the maps a F-+ y(t, q)

and q F-+ x(t, i) are derived. Results are extended to the multistage case. The values

of the linear Newton approximations defined contain the values of the generalized

Jacobians at all possible r,. The results reduce to the results in Chapter 3 in case the

assumptions of that chapter hold in addition to the assumptions of this chapter.

The parametric sensitivity results based on linear Newton approximations are new.

Chapter 5 : The differential equations defining elements of the linear Newton approxima-

tions in Chapter 4 generally have right-hand sides that are discontinuous in time. The

time at which a discontinuity occurs needs to be detected and located for efficient and

accurate computation of these quantities using numerical integration. A numerical

method is described to detect these discontinuities using the state event location algo-

rithm in [83] and compute an element of the linear Newton approximations defined in

Chapter 4 simultaneously with the states. This algorithm works if the functions of the

right-hand side satisfy a structural assumption that in essence makes them PC' (§2.7)

functions.

The numerical computation of linear Newton approximations using state event location

algorithms is new. Note that a method based on time stepping [99] is described in [81].

Chapter 6 : In this chapter, bundle methods [54, 66] are modified to use the linear Newton

approximations defined in Chapter 4. Extended stationarity conditions are defined
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using these linear Newton approximations and it is shown that the bundle method

produces a sequence of solutions whose limit points satisfy the extended stationary

conditions. It is shown that a direction of descent can be computed and that the special

line search algorithm of the bundle method converges if linear Newton approximations

are substituted for the generalized gradients. In essence, it is shown that the generalized

gradient can be replaced by the linear Newton approximations of Chapter 4.

The use of the linear Newton approximation in the context of nonsmooth optimization

is new. The use of linear Newton approximations in conjunction with bundle methods

is new.

Chapter 7 : The theoretical development of the nonsmooth single shooting method is in

this chapter. The control parametrization approach in [105, 40] is extended to the case

where the dynamics are governed by ordinary differential equations whose right-hand

sides are PC' functions.

Chapter 8 : The performances and accuracy of solutions of the MILP, MPEC and nons-

mooth single shooting methods are compared using literature examples. This compar-

ison is the first of its kind to the best of the author's knowledge. It is found that the

nonsmooth single shooting method provides the most accurate optimal state trajecto-

ries for less or comparable effort especially if the dynamics are highly nonlinear and/or

stiff.

Empirical complexity analysis of the nonsmooth shooting method is performed. Cur-

rently, it is not possible to carry out a theoretical complexity analysis because the-

oretical complexity analysis results do not exist for bundle methods and numerical

integration methods. The results strongly suggest that the method scales polynomi-

ally with the states and parameters.
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9.1 Future Directions for Research

9.1.1 Parametric Sensitivities, Their Computation and Use

Existence, computation and use of the second derivative

The second derivative of the objective and the constraints in (1.3.1) with respect to the

parameters is of practical interest. The second derivative can be used to improve the perfor-

mance of bundle methods. In [67], it is shown that a bundle method using second derivative

information [64, 63] outperforms the proximal bundle method in [64] significantly. Under

certain conditions, superlinear convergence can be proven for this method.

There are results on the existence of the second derivative for systems with varying struc-

ture [2]. These results depend on conditions similar to those in [39]. It is an open question

whether more general results can be achieved for piecewise twice continuously differentiable

vector fields.

Computing the second derivative requires additional computational effort. Therefore,

the efficient computation of the second derivative simultaneously with the first derivative is

important.1 It is an open question whether the advantages of using second derivatives offsets

the additional computational burden.

In [67], the second derivative of a nearby point is used as an approximation in case the

second derivative does not exist at a point. This might be a computationally expensive option

for dynamic optimization problems. The existence of a suitable replacement is another open

question.

'It is shown in [77] that directional second order derivatives are relatively cheap to compute.
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Efficient implementation of reverse integration to compute parametric sensitiv-

ities of systems with varying structure

There are dynamic optimization problems where the number of parameters is very large.

In this case, the linear Newton approximations can possibly be computed more efficiently

using reverse integration in time. A smaller number of equations need to be integrated.

However, reverse integration in time requires the storage of the state trajectories obtained

using forward integration.

Currently, numerical methods exist that are applicable to sufficiently smooth ODEs and

DAEs [85]. There exists no numerical method that uses the results in this thesis and [95]. The

theoretical development and implementation of such a numerical method and the comparison

of reverse integration to forward integration is another future direction of research.

Parametric sensitivities of linear program solutions with respect to the right-

hand side vector

Consider the linear program:

mincTx s.t. Ax= b, x >0.X

where x E R', c E R", b E R", A E R""" and n > m. Assume b E B where B is an

open convex set. Assume that the solution set is a singleton for all b E B. Let x* : B ->+ R"

represent the optimal solution of this linear program as a function of b. It is known that x*

is a locally Lipschitz continuous function in this case [69].

Dynamic systems with linear programs embedded occur when biological agents are mod-

eled using the flux balance analysis (FBA) technique [58]. In this approach, the A matrix

of the linear program encodes the chemical reactions that take place inside biological agents

such as bacteria or yeast. x represents the rate at which each of the chemical species is
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produced. Note that there are more chemical species than linearly independent reactions.

The b vector represents the amount of material exchange between the organism and the en-

vironment. Usually, the objective is maximization of the growth of the organism. Depending

on the b vector, the chemical reactions that occur inside the organism change. An example

of a dynamic optimization problem with FBA models embedded can be found in [46].

The semismoothness property and the generalized Jacobian of the map 77 F x*(??) is of

interest. If an element of the generalized Jacobian of the map 17 -+ x*(,q) can be computed,

then, the results in this thesis can be used to solve such problems. Currently, these problems

are solved using the MPEC approach. Due to the discretization of the dynamics, the size of

the FBA models used is limited, though.

9.1.2 Dynamic Optimization

Integer-valued controls

In [97], a method is described to handle integer-valued controls in continuous-time dynamic

optimization problems. The method relaxes the original problem with respect to the integer-

valued controls. The controls of the relaxed problem are approximated by functions described

by finitely many parameters. The approximate integer-valued controls are recovered using

special rounding off techniques from the solutions of the relaxed problems. The method is

shown to approximate the solution of the original problem arbitrarily close. The systems

considered do not contain autonomous transitions and for fixed integer-valued controls are

continuously differentiable. Combining the nonsmooth single shooting method with the

approach in [97] would enable the incorporation of integer-valued controls.
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Nonsmooth multiple shooting method

Single shooting methods are not suitable for problems with unstable dynamics. In this case,

integration errors grow without bound and the state trajectories computed are not reliable.

In order to deal with such systems, multiple shooting methods have been devised [59, 60].

Multiple shooting methods can handle dynamic optimization problems of unstable systems

with end point constraints.

The results in this thesis can be used to develop a multiple shooting method. In multiple

shooting, the time horizon is partitioned into epochs. The dynamics are integrated separately

on each epoch. This decoupling is achieved by making the initial conditions for each epoch,

parameters of the dynamic optimization problem. Then, consistent parameters are obtained

as a part of the solution. The challenge is to handle these additional parameters efficiently

in the solution of the problem.

Optimization of convex programs

Of(x 2 ) = W holds in Theorem 3.1.2 if g(t, -) is a convex function (See Theorem 2.7.2 in

[25]). In this case, W is equal to the subdifferential of f at x 2. Consider the problem

min J(p)= ho(t, p, x(t, p))dt + Ho(p, x(tf, p)) (9.1.1)
EP ito

s.t.] hi(t, p, x(t, p))dt + Hi(p, x(tf, p)) < 0, Vi E {1, ... , nc1,

x(t, p) = f(t, p, x(t, p)), Vt E (to, tf],

x(to, p) = fo(p).

If the integrands in the objective and constraints can be shown to be convex functions of

p, then Theorem 2.7.2 in [25] can be used to compute an element of the subdifferential

of the corresponding integrals. Cases when this holds are of interest because if Hi, for all
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i E {, .... , nc} are convex functions, then this program is a convex program. In this case,

bundle methods can be used to find the global minimum. The challenge is the computation of

an element of the generalized gradients of the integrands with respect to p when assumptions

of Theorem 3.2.3 do not hold.

Deterministic global optimization

The nonsmooth shooting method finds stationary points of the nonlinear programs. Prob-

lems involving few parameters may be solved to c-global optimally using the approach in

[57, 56]. In this approach, convex nonlinear programs are constructed that underestimate the

objective value of the original nonlinear program. Then, a deterministic global optimization

method such as branch and bound [47] is used to obtain the c-global solution.

The construction of the underestimating convex programs need to be investigated using

the ideas in [100]. Note that this research direction is linked to the optimization of convex

programs.

Necessary conditions of optimality

The relationship between the solutions of the nonsmooth NLPs representing dynamic opti-

mization problems and the necessary conditions of optimality in [25] are of interest.

9.1.3 Systems with Discontinuous Vector Fields

The extension of the nonsmooth single shooting method to discontinuous vector fields re-

quires research in several fields. Dynamic optimization problems involving these systems

may be discontinuous programs. Even if they are not discontinuous, they may not be locally

Lipschitz continuous programs anymore.
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Example 9.1.1 (Discontinuous Vector Field Example). Consider the dynamic system

g(p,x(t,p)) = x(t,p)3 - 5x(t,p)2 + 7x(t,p) -p,

x(t,p) = {4-x(t,p) if g(p,x(t,p)) < 0, Mode 1

0.7x(t, p) if g(p, x(t, p)) > 0, Mode 2

x(0,p) = -3.0, p E [0, 7.5].

, Vt E (0, 3.0],

The vector field of this system is discontinuous at times when g(p, x(t, p)) = 0 holds. Note

that the number of real roots of the polynomial depends on p. This dependence determines

the number of transitions that occur during the evolution of the system. Figure 9-1 shows

the transition times as a function of p. The system experiences up to three transitions

during the time interval [0,3.0]. If p < 2, only one transition occurs. The number of

transitions eventually becomes three for p E [2, 3). At p = 3, two consecutive transitions

occur instantaneously at around 0.75 s. The transversality condition is violated at this

double transition. The number of transitions drops to one afterwards. Figure 9-2 depicts the

25 *

EI
F ii Mode Sequences

Region A: 1,2
.2 ,Region 0: 1,2,1

~ 1 ,B C D Region C: 1,2,1,21 A "B C D2
Region0: 1,2
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C0 1 2 3 4 6 7
P

Figure 9-1: Transition times as a function of p.

dependence of the final state on the parameters. The nonsmoothness at p = 3 is obvious.
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However, there exist 2 more points of nonsmoothness. These points correspond to the

parameter values where the hybrid mode trajectory changes. The state is not a locally

Lipschitz function at p = 3. This can be seen from the data in Figure 9-3. In Figure 9-3,

the natural logarithm of the magnitude of the derivative of the mapping 'q '-+ x(3, 7) is

plotted. Note that the derivative is calculated using the results in [39]. The derivative is

discontinuous whenever the hybrid mode trajectory changes. At p = 3, the limit from the

left tends to infinity. This occurs because there is a division by zero in the computation

of the sensitivities whenever the transversality condition does not hold. Initial tentative

0
-1BC-D Mode Sequences

-1eg. on A:.1,2
Region A: 1,2
Region 8: 1,2,1

-2 - Region C: 1,2,1,2
Region D: 1,2

-7,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
P

Figure 9-2: -x(3.0, p) as a function of p.

results on sufficient conditions that guarantee local Lipschitz continuity and semismoothness

when the dynamics are discontinuous can be found in [115].

In order to extend the results to systems with discontinuous dynamics requires advances

in several fields:

1. Nonsmooth Analysis: The main issue is to determine a replacement for the generalized

gradient/Jacobian and the linear Newton approximation. There are extensions of the

generalized gradient to functions that are not locally Lipschitz continuous [25, 92].

Unlike the locally Lipschitz case, these set-valued maps can have empty images and
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Figure 9-3: In Jpx(3.0, p) as a function of p.

crucial properties such as compactness and convexity of the images are not guaranteed.

These extensions have only been used as tools of analysis. Results pertaining to them

are few. Extensions to discontinuous functions have been proposed [34]. Extensions of

the generalized Jacobian do not exist. On a related note, functions that are not locally

Lipschitz continuous have not been studied as extensively. It is not clear what classes

of functions to expect when dealing with such systems. Experience suggests that the

functions of interest are those that are continuously differentiable on open sets, but

probably discontinuous or nonsmooth on the boundaries of these sets [22].

2. Nonsmooth Optimization: For efficient nonsmooth optimization, the use of a bundle

to approximate the set-valued maps replacing the gradient appears to be necessary

[22]. Bundle methods require semismoothness to operate efficiently. Replacement con-

ditions need to be developed. Necessary conditions of optimality for the non-Lipschitz

and discontinuous function cases exist [92, 33]. The practical applicability of these

conditions need to be analyzed.

3. Parametric Sensitivity Analysis: The existence of auxiliary equations of the form de-

veloped in Chapters 3 and 4 needs to be determined.
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Note that one can find examples in the literature where the MILP and MPEC approaches

have been applied to such systems in conjunction with discretization of the dynamics. Cur-

rently, there exists no theoretical support that the approximations of the state trajectories

converge to the state trajectories as the discretization gets finer grained.
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Appendix A

Convergence Proof of the Modified

Bundle Method

In this part, the convergence proof of the method described in Chapter 6 is summarized.

The proof is very similar to the proof of convergence of Algorithm 3.1 in Chapter 6 in

[54]. The main difference is that the generalized gradient is replaced with linear Newton

approximations satisfying Assumption 6.2.1.

A.1 Convergence Proof

The following lemma proves an important property of the aggregate quantities.

Lemma A.1.1. Let vI, fi, s+1, v, G+ 1 , Sc+1 be as defined in §6.3.1. Then

(A.1.1)(vt, fk' sf+) E conv ({(f fk+1,j, Sk+1j) j 1,... k,

(vk, Gk+1, k0+1) E conv ({((;, Gk+1,i, Sk+1,J) j = 1,. ., k})

hold.
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Proof. Assume that (A.1.1) holds for k - 1.

(6.3.22). Then

Let Ak, IAk, A' and pv be the solutions of

vf = I + va-1, vk G = (,jG, +-v G

1 ,3 + = 1,
jEM/

Hence vf E conv

vf1 E conv

conv ({f: j C I,

{Cf: jGEM/}, {v~i}) and v E

: jE , .. ,k-- 1} and v_ EG

conv ({j :

conv ({j :

... ,k}) and v conv({f : j E 1 ... k}) hold.

By definition,

fkv-= l ,jfkj + Aff + (vf, Pk+1 - Pk),
f EMk-

fk+1 kjfk~j -+ Vkk - kj(, + va_1, Pk+1 -- P)

E M/ jEM/

f+1= E k (f/k,j + (Cjf, Pk+1 - Pk)) + k(fk + (vL_ 1 , pk+1 - Pk)) -

E Mk

fk"+1 = kk+1,j - (k Y + (vf_ 1 , pk+1 - Pk))-

jEMk

Since fk E conv ({fk,: 1 k - 1}), fk+1 E conv ({fk,j : 1,-.., k}) holds.

1, . .. , k}) holds.

s+ is obtained as follows:

s+1 = + lPk-1 - PkII,
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Note that

jEMk

jE
jeM + A

j E Mk}, {vG 1}). Since

El1, . .. ,k -1}), vf E

G+ 1 E conv ({Gk,j :

Similarly



k+1 kjs + pS + iPk-1 - Pkil,
jEM/

s+1 k~jsk, + pIPk-1 - Pk||) + A(s + ||Pk-1 -- Pk )
jEMk

s+1 ik,j(fs1,j) + Al(sf + ||Pk-1 - PkII).
jEM

Since sf E conv ({sk,j: 1 k - 11}), s+ E conv ({sk,j:

s+1 E conv ({sk,j

1,.. .,k}) holds.

1, .. ., k}) holds.

As a result (A.1.1) holds if (A.1.1) holds for k - 1. In order to complete the inductive

proof, (A.1.1) needs to hold for k = 1.

Let k = 1. Then v{ = Cf and vG = Cf. fr = fi,1, Gv = G1,1, 9f = i,1, = si,1. Note

that

f2 = fi,1 + (Cf, P 2 - P1) = f2,1,

G2= G1,1 + (CG, P2 - P1) = G2, 1 ,

= si,1 + |P2 - Pil = 82,1,

= si,1 + ||P2 - Pil 82,1.

Hence (A.1.1) holds for k = 1. 0

Definition A.1.2. Let k, = max{j : j k, A = p = 0} and j = kr <cj < k}uMf.

MA = {j : kr < j < k} U Mk.

The next lemma shows that the aggregate quantities are in the convex hull of the linear

Newton approximations, locality measures and linearization values computed since the last

reset.

Lemma A.1.3. Let k > 1 and assume that the bundle method did not terminate before the
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kth iteration. Then, there exists numbers Aj and ̂ j satisfying

and

(A.1.2)

(A.1.3)

(A.1.4)

(A.1.5)

(vk, fkv s) = x j (CJ, fkJ, si,),

Aj 2 0, Ay 1,EA'I

ak = max{skJ j E M/}

||Pk - YjjH ak < d, Vj E M%',

(vG, d , g) = OI ( G,GsJ),

jEPIT

Ak O, Z0 k =1,

ak = max{sk,J j E A}

||Pk - Yaf < ak < a, Vj E 1k .

(A.1.6)

(A.1.7)

(A.1.8)

(A.1.9)

Proof. The proof for the results in (A.1.2), (A.1.3), (A.1.4) and (A.1.5) will be given. The

proof of for the results in (A.1.6), (A.1.7),(A.1.8) and (A.1.9) follows the same reasoning.

Note that Mf C Ml . Let A,, = 0, Vj E Mf\Mf. Then

(v , )= A,(C,,fkjsJ) -k(v _1 ,fls(),
JE "tk

(A.1.10)

holds. If A' = 0, then Mf = 1W and (A.1.2), (A.1.3), (A.1.4) and (A.1.5) hold trivially withk k k

Ak = Ak- Since r' = 0, Av = 0 and (A.1.2), (A.1.3), (A.1.4) and (A.1.5) hold for k = 1.

Assume that (A.1.2), (A.1.3), (A.1.4) and (A.1.5) hold for k = k. Assume that AA > 0.
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Observe that vki = W U {k + 1}. and

(vf , f ,V ) = S (( fk , sk
jEMN

The following can be shown to hold using the same reasoning in Lemma A.1.1:

(vk fk' 1 sk l)= Y Aj(C ,f' ,sk+ij).

Note that

(vk, f'+i, ) = X k (C, fk+1, Sk1j) + A (v fv(, s ),

Hence (A.1.2), (A.1.4), and (A.1.3) holds for k + 1. El

The following lemma uses Caratheodory's Theorem (Theorem 2.4.5) to keep the sizes of

Mf and Mkr less than n, + 3.

Lemma A.1.4. Let k > 1 and assume that the bundle method did not terminate before

the kth iteration. Let m = n + 3. Then there exist two sets of nonnegative scalars {A}j 1,

{{tj} 1, and two sets of vectors whose elements are not necessarily unique, {{(Li,1, fk,i, si)}1 c

Rnp x Rp x R x R, { (y ,G Ok ,~i) }, 1 C Rn x Rp x R x R such that

m m

i=1 i=1

(fi E f(yfl), Vi E {1,... ,

( ~, j[ , fk,i, k) E {(y3 , C(, fk,j, skj) j E {1,... , k}}, Vi E {1, ... ,
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||y{,i - Pk 1 k , i E } k,

maxfs,§f : i1E 1,. .. , m}}J < ak < d,

and

(v , 5k, 9k)
m

SZAi( i, Gk,ii k ),
i=1

C E FG(yk{), Vi E {1, ... , m},

(y~ iki, 0 k,i, G ) E {(y 3 , (q, Gki, skj) j E {1,.. , k}}, Vi E {1, ... ,

1y i < p g|| il 4 Vi E {1, . .. , m}j,

max{ : i E {1,...,m}} ak i,

Proof. The result follows from the previous lemma, Lemma A.1.1 and Caratheodory's The-

orem. 0

The next two lemmas discuss the asymptotic behavior of the representation in the pre-

vious lemmas.

Lemma A.1.5. Let m = np + 3. Suppose at p E 'P there exists a set of nonnegative scalars

{Ai}gi, and a set of vectors {(yf, {f, <s)}i C RC x Rfp x R x R, satisfying

(vffV~f) = I (-f, f, -f

C{ E rf(y), Vi E {1, ... , m},

S = f (y ) + (i, P - y

||yl- 9| 5 l, sT>O0 ViE {1, . .. , m}, -

77s 9 = 0, 7f > 0.
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m

Zi =1,
i=1

m
Aj = 1,

i=1

(A.1.11)

(A.1.12)



Then vI E rf (p).

Proof. Since 9f = 0, and a > 0, there exists i such that 9{ = 0. If 9[ # 0, then A 0 per

(A.1.11). p = yf if Ai # 0 per (A.1.12). Then, if )i > 0, r{ lf(p).

convexity of Ff (p), Vf E lf(p).

Lemma A.1.6. Let m = n+ 3 and suppose at p E ', there exists a

Per (A.1.11) and

set of nonnegative

scalars {Aij} , and a set of vectors {(Y,, CG , s)}1 c Rp x Rr n x R x R, satisfying

m
(A.1.13)

(VG Ov, gG)

m

pi > 0,Vi C 0 E {1,...,m},

CfE rG y?) Vi E {1, . .. , m}j,

1yG - p|| <; si, sG > 0, Vi E {1, ... , m},

(A.1.14)

(A.1.15)

(A.1.16)

(A.1.17)

(A.1.18)

max{G(p), 0} = G",

7GsG = 0, yG > 0-

Then VG c FG(P) and G(p) > 0.

Proof. Since sG = 0, and a;> 0, there exists i such that 99 = 0. If .f #0, then Ai =0 per

(A.1.13). p = yf if At # 0 per (A.1.15). Then, if pi > 0, j E FG(p). Per (A.1.13) and

convexity of FG(p), VG E FG(p).

Note that

m

0 = max{G(p), 0} - "= Zbt(max{G(p), 0} - Oi})
i=1

m

0 =[pi(max{G(P), 0} - (G(yf) + ((, p - ?G)))
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m

0 = ptt (max{G(p), 0} - G(p)),
i=1

o = max{G(p),O0} -Gp)

because if p # y9 holds for some i, then s9 > 0 must hold. This implies that pi = 0 in this

case per (A.1.13), (A.1.15) and (A.1.18). Hence G(p) > 0. L

Following theorem discusses the case when the bundle method terminates after finitely

many iterations with c, = 0.

Theorem A.1.7. If the modified bundle method terminates at the iteration k and E, = 0,

then the point Pk is stationary in the extended sense on S.

Pf df'"= 0, v1 k = 0. The algorithm produces only Pk that

are feasible. Therefore Pk is feasible and G(Pk) < 0.

Assume vkf # 0. Then df'v = 0. Lemmas A.1.4 and A.1.5 yield

v 0 vk E f (pk).

Let v{# 0 Then dG'" = 0. Lemmas A.1.4 and A.1.6 yield

v= 0, v E FG(pk), G(Pk) = 0.

Then Vk E H(pk; pk). Note that v = 0 and vf = 0 cannot occur due to the constraint

(6.3.23).

Remark A.1.8. In the remainder, it is assumed that e = 0 and that the modified bundle

generates an infinite sequence {Pk} such that wk > 0 for all k.
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Lemma A.1.9. Assume p C P is a limit point of the sequence {pk}.

K c N, vf E R"p and VG E Rnp such that

lim Pk =P, lim vk =V,
kEK, k-*oo kEK, k-+oo

lim vG -G
kEK, k-*oo

(A. 1. 19)

lim &f'v = 0, then Vf E rf (p). If lim &Gv = 0, then vG 2 FG(p)
kEK, k-*oo k kEK, k-*oo

Proof. There exists Ko c N such that im Pk = p because p is a limit point.
kEKo, k-+oo

Lemma A.1.4 and the fact that d is finite, it can be deduced that there exists an infinite

subset K1 C KO such that

lim -f
kEK 1 , k-+oo =' lKim yG = yG

kcEK1, k---+oo ki Y

holds for all i E 1, ... , m where m, y, and yG are as defined in Lemma A.1.4. By the local

boundedness and upper semicontinuity of Ff and EG, there exists and infinite set K 2 C K1

such that

lim -f = (f E f f(y[), lim -G = -q C FG(y[)
kEK2, k-+oo kEK 2 , k-+oo ' (

hold. This also implies that

lim fki = fi, lim Gk,i = Gi
kEK 2 , k-oo kEK 2 , k--+oo

per the definition of fk,i and Gk,. Since Ak and pk are bounded, there exists an infinite set

K3 c K 2 such that

Jim Ak,i = Ai, lim /k,i = fti
kEK 3 , k--oo kEK 3 , k--oo
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In addition, if

and G(p) > 0.

Per

Then there exists



hold. Finally, there exists K 4 C K3 such that

lim skf
kEK 4 , k-*oo '

= f, lim s = sG
kEK 4 , k-*oo

because s, and s G are bounded. Letting K = K 4 and using Lemma A.1.4, (A.1.19) can be

shown.

if lim f'" = 01, then f E Ff (p) follows from Lemma A.1.5. Similarly, if lim k" 0-
kEK, k-*oo Sir kEK, k-+oo

then V7 E FG(p) and G(p) > 0 follows from Lemma A.1.6.

Lemma A.1.10. Let p E P. Assume there exists an infinite sequence J C N such that

lim p= p, lim wj = 0.
jEJ, j-oo jEj, j-oo

Then 0 E FH(p, p) and p E S.

Proof. By (6.3.24) and the boundedness of v and v

lim vj
jej, j-*oo

= 0, lim d''v = 0, lim aGv - 0
jEj, j-*oo 3 jEj, j-*oo 3

hold. Then Lemma A.1.9 yields V{ C 1f(p) andif c FG(p) and G(p) > 0.

and S is closed, p E S.

Since pj E S

In order to prove stationarity in the extended sense, given a sequence {pj } converging to

p, it is sufficient to show that the corresponding sequence {wj} converges to zero per Lemma

A.1.10.

The next lemma shows that if you have a sequence {pj} converging to p by taking

infinitely many long serious steps, then p is stationary in the extended sense.

Lemma A.1.11. Assume there exists an infinite set J C N such that pj -+ p if j E J.

Then f (Pk) I f (fp), and t Ak -+ 0 for k E N. In addition, if there exists an infinite sequence
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J C J such that t > t > 0 for all j E j, then wj -+ 0 for j G J holds and P is stationary

in the extended sense.

Proof. The bundle method produces an infinite sequence {Pk} such that f(pk+1) f(Pk)-

Given any large enough k, there exists j1 and j' in J such that j' < k < j2. Then

f(P3j) > f(Pk) > f(Pj2) holds. Since pj --> p if j c J, f(PQl) - f(pj2) -+ 0 and therefore

f(Pk)- f(Pj2) --+ 0. Then If(P) - f(Pk)I If(P) - f(p)1 + If (pj2)- f(PkA) and the desired

result follows as k -* o.

Observe that

0 < -tLa, < f(Pk) - f(Pk+1)
ML

and f(Pk) - f(Pk+1) --+ 0. Therefore tk'A - 0.

Since tiA -+ 0 and tj > > 0 forj E i, Aj --* 0 and therefore wj -+ 0 for j E J.

Stationarity follows from Lemma A.1.10. 0

Corollary A.1.12. Suppose there exist p 'P and an infinite sequence J C N such that

p3 --* p for j c J. Assume liminf max(IIpk - PI,wk) > i > 0. Then t -+ 0 for j J.
k-*oo

Proof. The condition lim inf max(IIpk - PI1, Wk) > c > 0 and p3 --* p for j E J imply that
k-+0c

Wk > 0 for k large enough. Per Lemma A.1.11, tA -+ 0. Since for large enough j, W > 0,

Aj < -c for large enough j. Therefore, t -* 0 for] E J. E

In order to prove that an accumulation point is stationary, it has to be shown that if

t3 -- 0, Wy ->0.

The following lemma relates the solution of the quadratic direction finding problem

(6.3.22) to Ak and Wk.
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Lemma A.1.13. Define

1
Wk = -Vk 12 + ck,

2

Ak = - (Hvk|| 2 + ak),

&&=vk! +G&G,v
&ak llkf&k + k

a, k,jak k ,v

jEMk

G,v kG v G,v
jE Mkja + Ikc
jEMkG

Then

0 < fv <&f,v < O &G < '"Vk k - k -a

0 Wk < Wk, Ak < -wk O, A k Ak O0

hold.

Proof. Note that

|f(Pk) -fk =| E j(f(Pk) -fk, ) -|- ± fkf,

jEML

7f(f) 2 = 7f ( gsk + Avsf)2 < 7f ( X 5s2,j + (sf)2

jEM/ jEM/

The last inequality follows from Jensen's Inequality. Hence

f'" < l 1max(|f(p2) - fI ,) + x (If(p - 7f 2, ) 2) f,v
k- EJkjMiI(If Pk)k +) Ifk maX(If (Pk) kkIOZf k)

jEMk

holds. The inequality dG,k < &G,v follows from similar reasoning. The rest of the inequalities
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follow from the definitions of the quantities. E

The next lemma relates the termination criteria at iteration k to the termination criteria

at iteration k + 1 in case no reset occurs and no long serious step is taken.

Lemma A.1.14. Suppose that t < T and ra = 0 for some k > 1. Let

k k

CG

ifYk E S

otherwise

v f f,v G G,vo'k = ik-1ak + vk-j1k

c(x) = x - (1 - mnR) 2 8C

C > max(Ivk-1||, IICkfl, d , 1). (A. 1.20)

Then

wk 1k c(wk-1) + Ck - &&_1|

holds.

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.7 in Chapter 6 in [54]. Therefore it

is omitted for brevity. 0

Lemma A.1.15. For any ew > 0 and C > 0, there exists numbers Ca and N > 1 such that
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Let oc : R I R be defined by

where C is any number that satisfying



for any sequences of numbers tj satisfying

0 S ti+1 'c(ti) + ea, i > 1, 0 < tj < 4C2, (A.1.21)

tj < e holds for all i > N.

Proof. Proof is the same as proof of Lemma 4.12 in Chapter 3 in [54].

Lemma A.1.14 and A.1.15 imply that wj -*0 if tf - 0 for some infinite set J C N

provided that for sufficiently many iterations N,

1. a local bound of the form (A.1.20) exists;

2. no distance resetting occurs;

3. |aY - dj1 < Ea

4. and ti 1 < t holds.

The next lemma provides a finite C so that (A.1.20) is satisfied.

Lemma A.1.16. Let

k ~~ k

(G

if Yk E S,

otherwise,

max(|f (pk) - fk,k|,7f5|pk - Yk 1|2)
ak =

max(|Gk,k|, 7G pk - Yk 2)

if Yk E S,

otherwise,

For each k > 1

max{||vlkl, 5k} max I |CkI2+ ak, |(k| 2 + 2Ck}.
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Letp EP andB={p EP: ||p-P| <2d}. Let

Cg5 sup {||1| : C E 1~H(p; p), p E B},

Ca= sup {a(pi, p2): P1 E B, p 2 E B},

C= max {C2 +Ca, NC2+ 2C,,1

Then C is finite and

C ;> max(Ivk-111, 1(IL, ag_1 1).

holds if ||Pk - P _< d.

Proof. The proof of the lemma is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 5.4.8 on page

261 in [54]. Instead of using the local boundedness of the generalized gradient, the local

boundedness of the linear Newton approximation is used to derive C..

The next lemma states that the difference Ia -a_ 1 | goes to zero under certain conditions.

Lemma A.1.17. Suppose that there exists p E P and an infinite set J C N such that

pj -+ p and ||pj+1 - pijl -+ 0 if j E J. Then the sequences {v{} and {v } are bounded for

j E J and

lim afi-d|- 0,
3jEJ, joo

lim la" - 5,'"| -- 0,
jrEJ3, j-*oo

lim a - |- 0
jeJ, j-oo

hold.

Proof. Proof is the same as in Lemma 5.4.9 on page 262 in [54] therefore it is omitted. E
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The following lemma establishes the fact that if there exists p E P and an infinite set

J C N such that pj - p for j E J, then |pj - pj+1| -+ 0 for j E J.

Lemma A.1.18. Suppose that there exists p G P and an infinite set J C N such that

p -- p for j z J and liminf max(Ipk - p1I,wk) I > 0. Then for any fixed integerm > 0
k-+oo

there exists a jm such that for any integer n E [0, m]

lim |Pj+n - P11 = 0,
j3J, j-oo

lim t +n =0,
jEJ, j-+oo

Wk+n > /2, Vj > jm, j E J.

Moreover, for any numbers j, N and Ea, there exists a number j > j, j ,

Wk > /2

C > max(IIvk_1 1, 1Ck1, _ 1)

|a - %_1| < Ea

forj k j+N,

forj kj+N,

for* j k<j+5,

forj k < j + N.

such that

(A.1.22)

(A.1.23)

(A.1.24)

(A.1.25)

where C is defined in Lemma A. 1.16.

Proof. This is the same as Lemma 4.15 on page 119 in [54].The proof is omitted for brevity.

E

Lemma A.1.19. Suppose there exists p E P and an infinite set J C N such that pj - P

for j E J, then liminfk,oo max(Hpk - P ,wk) -* 0.

Proof. Assume for contradiction purposes that lim infk.oo max( p -P , Wk) > > 0. Let

EW = K/2 > 0 and choose Ca and N as specified in Lemma A.1.15 where C is the constant
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defined in Lemma A.1.16. Let N = ION . Using the previous lemma, choose j satisfying

(A.1.22)-(A.1.25) and

Pk+1 - Pkj| < e/4. (A.1.26)
k=j

Suppose there exists a number k satisfying j < k < j + N - 2N such that r' = 0 for all

k E [k, k + N]. Then (A.1.23), (A.1.24) and (A.1.25), Lemma A.1.14, Lemma A.1.15 imply

that wk E e, = /2 for some k [k, k + N] which contradicts (A.1.22) and the assumption

that r' = 0 for all k E [k, k + N]. Hence for any k such that j < k < j + N - 2N holds,

r = 1 for some k E [k, k + N].

Letj = k. Let rk, = 1 for some k, E [j, j+N]. Then ak, d/2. Since IYk+1-Pk+1II a/2

due to the line search rules and

ak+1 = max{ak + IIPk+1 - PkI1, jjYk+1 - Pk+1} 5 max{ak + lPk+1 - Pk1, d/2},

ak < 3/4d < d follows using (A.1.26). Hence no reset occurs for k E [k, + 1, ki + 1 + N].

However, k = ki + 1 satisfies j < k < j+ N - 2N and therefore there has to be a reset for

k E [k, k + N]. This is a contradiction. Hence liminfkoo max~Ipk - P1, Wk) -* 0 has to

hold. D

Theorem A.1.20. Each accumulation point of the sequence {Pk} generated by the bundle

method is stationary in the extended sense.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma A.1.19 and Lemma A.1.10. O

Corollary A.1.21. If the level set P = {p E P : f(p) f(pi)} is bounded, cl (P) C P,

and the final accuracy tolerance E, is positive, then the bundle method terminates in a finite

number of iterations.
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Proof. The boundedness of the level set P implies that there exists an infinite set J C N

and p such that pj -+ p if j E J per the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem. Then per Lemma

A.1.19, w3 -> 0 for j E J. Hence for large enough j, wj < c. This implies that for large

enough k, Wk < Es. L
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